OF COURSE WHAT INDB "m

TRIUMPH OF MIND OVER MATTER

Triumph of Mind Over Matter

Lizzie: "Oh, Mr. Poffles, I find I have made a mistake. I see I was engaged for this dance."

Stern Parent: "I tell you sir, I will not allow it — and do not see any more nasty pipes or tobacco in this house. "Young William," and what a fellow to do when all the men of his own age smoke!

Oh! he's my fag — he gets me my breakfast and such-like, but I attempted to conceal myself."

Stout Party: "Who is your friend with the coffee pot?"

Small Boy: "That? Oh! he's my fag — he gets me my breakfast and such-like, but I attempted to conceal himself."

Old Gent: "And pray who is your friend with the coffee pot?"

Small Boy: "That? Oh! he's my fag — he gets me my breakfast and such-like, but I attempted to conceal himself."

From the Collection of Mr. Punch

John Leech's Pictures

Triumph of Mind Over Matter

The Quadrille in Hot Weather
JOHN LEECH'S PICTURES
OF LIFE AND CHARACTER.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF

"MR. PUNCH."
A LATE ARRIVAL.

"FANCY BALL, SIR! NO, SIR! MRS. S. FANCY BALL, SIR, WERE LAST NIGHT SIR."

SNUFFED OUT.

"MY EYE, TOMMY! IF 'E WAS'T THE SCOTCHMAN OUT OF THE SNUFF SHOP A TAKIN' A WALK."
Conductor. "Will any gent be so good as to take this young lady in his lap?"

Old Gentleman. "I want some shaving soap, my good lad."

Boy. "Yes, sir, here's an article I can recommend, for I always use it myself!"

Old Gentleman (puzzled). "Oh, conductor! I shall feel greatly obliged to you if you would proceed, for I have an appointment in the Strand, and I am afraid I shall be too late."

Conductor (shamming the door). "Go on, Jim! Here's an old cove a cursing and a swearing like any th'ink!"
WHAT THEY SAID TO THEMSELVES.

Honourable Mr. Faddle. "I wish that conceited ass, Faddle, would go.

Captain Faddle. "That stupid idiot, Fiddle, never knows when he's in the way.

Rich Widow. "I shall be uncommonly glad when both of these simpletons take their departure."

PROPRIETY.

PERSONS REPRESENTED. SARAH-JANE. MATILDA.
Scene—Cambridge Town.


Matilda. "You did now, for I see him. I see him kiss yer, and here have I bin engaged to Tommy Price for years, and never so much as walked arm-in-arm with him!"

A COURT DRESS.

"Oh! just ain't people proud what have got parasoles!"
A VALUABLE ANIMAL.

Gentleman (looking at dog): "Sagacious! Oh, very! Why, he never sees an old gentleman, but he pulls off his hat and runs away with it. He'll fetch a duck off a pond, and he's such a notion of taking care of himself, that he costs me full a guinea a week for the legs of mutton he steals."

CRUELI

Snob. "HAVE A CIGAR, COACHEE?"

Swell Busman. "NO, THANKEE—I ONLY SMOKE TOBACCO!"

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE.

Policeman. "WELL, THAT'S THE WAY YOU DRINK THE EGG WHEN YOU'RE SENT OF A HERMITAGE?"

Genius. "AND THE RIGHT WAY TOO—AIN'T IT?"

THE JOYS OF OCEAN.

Smith. "WELL, BROWN! THIS IS BETTER THAN BEING STEWED UP IN A RAILWAY CRIP?"

Brown faintly. "OH—IM MEASURABLY SU-PER-CION."
UNFEELING OBSERVATION.

Vulgar Little Boy. "Oh! look here, Bill! Here's a poor boy bin and had the influenza, and now he's broke out all over buttons and red stripes."

IN FOR IT.

"Hallo, Sir! Are you aware you're trespassing there?"

THE CORRECT MODE OF RIDING IN ROTTEN ROW.

GALLOP AS HARD AS YOU CAN AMONGST THE LADIES. IT CREATES A SENSATION!
A HACK FOR THE DAY.

Sighed Koffin (to Sighed Oml): "Set ye kickin', and thin' bolt'to into a shop? Did he, now? Ah' he always was a light arted 'oss."

SPORTING EXTRAORDINARY—THE OLD DOG POINTS CAPITALLY.

"I tell yer what it is, Sam! If this fool of a dog is goin' to stand still like this here in ev'ry field he comes to, we may as well shut up shop, for we shan't find no partridges."
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842–1864.

The Greenwich Dinner.—A Convivial Moment.

Gentleman (under the influence of White Bait): "Well, old fella—reckless—present company dine here with me every Monday, Thursday, any Sat'y—Friday—no—Toosday, Thursday and Sat'y—mind any don' forget—I say—what a good fella you are—greatest steam and regard for you, old fella!!!"

Strong Assertion.

 Omnibus Driver (addressing another): "You're a pretty fellow, you are. You call yourself a man? Why I've seen a better man than you made out of tea-leaves!"
ALARMING SYMPTOMS AFTER EATING BOILED BEEF AND GOOSEBERRY PIE.

Little Boy: "Oh lor, mar, I feel just exactly as if my jacket was buttoned."

A PHILOSOPHER

Harriet: "Sti sti sti dear me, now, I've broken my comb, and all my black hair's come down. What with brushing, and dressing, and curling, and one thing and the other, what a plague one's hair is to be sure!"

Young Fellow: "Well, Harriet, we are all bothered with something. Look at us men; we have to shave every morning, summer and winter."

MATERNAL SOLICITUDE

Mamma: "Georgina! Georgina!"

Georgina: "Well, ma, how you do fidget one!"

Mamma: "Shoulders, my love. Shoulders! Pray hold yourself up. You're stooping again dreadfully."
ALARMING OCCURRENCE.

Chorus of Unprotected Females: "CONDUCTOR: STOP! CONDUCTOR! OMNIBUS-MAN! HERE'S A GENTLEMAN HAD AN ACCIDENT AND BROKE A JAR OF LEECHES, AND THEY'RE ALL OVER THE OMNIBUS!"

FANCY PORTRAIT.

THE INDIVIDUAL WHO SENDS A FIFTY-POUND NOTE FOR UNPAID INCOME-TAX TO THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER.

VERY FINE TALKING!

"NOW, THEN, SIR, JUMP UP ON THE ROOF, AND LOOK SHARP, PLEASE, SIR, HERES TO THER BUS A-COMING."
HOW TO SUIT THE TASTE.

Waiter. "GENT IN NO. 4 LIKES A HOLDER AND A THINNER WINE, DOES HE? I WONDER HOW HE'LL LIKE THIS DIN?"

MAKING THE MOST OF IT.

AN AFFAIR OF IMPORTANCE.

Harriet. "OH! I'M SO GLAD YOU ARE COME, DARLINGS! I'VE BEEN SO PERPLEXED I COULD SCARCELY SLEEP ALL NIGHT."

Blanche. "WELL! WHAT IS IT, DEAR?"

Harriet. "WHY, I DON'T KNOW WHETHER TO HAVE MY NEW MERINO FRIOCK VIOLET OR DARK BLUE!"

A LONDON GENT ABROAD.

Scene—A CAFE IN PARIS.

London Gent. "GARCON! TAS DE COFFEE!"

Garcon. "Dien, M'sieu—would you like to see Zee 'TIMES'?"

London Gent. "HANG THE FELLER! NOW, I WONDER HOW THE DOOSE HE FOUND OUT I WAS AN ENGLISHMAN!"
ROMANCE AND REALITY.

Beautiful Being (who is all soul). "How grand, how solemn, dear Frederick, this is! I really think the ocean is more beautiful under this aspect than under any other!"

Frederick (who has about as much poetry in him as a Codfish). "Hm—ah! yes. Perhaps. By the way, Blanche—there's a fellow swimming. Suppose we ask him if he can get us some pawns for breakfast to-morrow morning?"

SYMPTOMS OF WET WEATHER.

Tom. "Hollo, Sam, what the juice are you carrying of?"

Sam. "Clarissa Aro, 'for missis."

PITY THE SORROWS OF THE POOR POLICE.

"Lor, Sosan! How's a feller to eat meat such weather as this? Now, a bit o' pickled salmon and cowcumber, or a lobster salad might do."
THE DERBY EPIDEMIC.

GENTLEMEN,

Owing to sudden and very severe indisposition, I regret to say that I shall not be able to attend the office to-day. I hope, however, to be able to resume my duties to-morrow.

I am, Gentlemen,

Yours very obediently,

PHILIP COX.

HOW TO GET RID OF A GRATIS PATIENT.

"So you've taken all your stuff, and don't feel any better. "Well, then, we must alter the treatment. You must get your head shaved, and if you will call here to-morrow about eleven, my pupil here will put a seton in the back of your neck."

THE FISH DINNER.

"The whitebait seem very large, waiter?"
"Yes, sir; very fine at present, sir."

A HIGHLAND GAME IN A LONDON STREET.

PORTRAIT OF THE BOY WHO WON THE PRIZE FOR "PUTTING A STONE" THROUGH A WINDOW.
A QUIET WEED.

Guard, "Some one been smoking, I think?"

Passenger, "What! smoking! That's very reprehensible. Perhaps it was the clerical gentleman who has just got out of the next compartment."

PRODIGIOUS!

Schoolmistress, "You see, my love--if you prick this India-rubber ball it will collapse. Do you understand?"

Child, "Oh, yes, I understand--if you prick it, it will go squash."

BLESS THE BOY!

Old Lady, "Now, Arthur, which will you have? Some of this nice pudding, or some jam tart?"

Juvenile, "No pastry, thank ye, Aunt. It spoils one's wine so. I don't mind a devilled biscuit, tho'; by-and-by, with my claret."

Old Lady turns all manner of colours.
HOOKING AND EYEING.

Ansel (the Wife of his Business). "Well, Edwin, if you can't make the things, as you call them, meet, you need not swear so. It's really quite dreadful."

A GAY YOUNG FELLOW.

Young Rapid. "You are quite sure this is the correct dress for a young fellow of that period, eh?"

Mr. Noses. "Oh, perfectly correct, sir; and really looks splendid, don't you?"

"DE GUSTIBUS." &c., &c.

Simp. "That's a sweet thing for a waistcoat, sir, and would look uncommon well upon you, sir."

JEALOUSY.

Betrothed (who does not dance the Polka). "I should like to punch his head—a conceited beast!"
A BON-BON FROM A JUVENILE PARTY.

Alfred. "I say, Frank, aren't you going to have some supper?"

Frank. "A—not at present. I shall wait till the women leave the room."

SPECULATORS.

"This ain't such a werry bad idea, is it, Jim? Here's the great Diddlesex writes to me for five dog on a hundred an' fifty shares; and, to save trouble, wants the name of my solicitor."

CONSULTING SURGEON. "Yes, but I don't get much practice, somehow—although I am nearly always at home; in case any one should call."

A PROFESSIONAL MAN.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

PUTTING HIS FOOT IN IT.

Little Hairdresser (softly): 'YeR AIRS VERY THIN ON THE TOP, SIR.'

Gentleman (of unanswerable temper): 'MY HAIR THIN ON THE TOP, SIR? AND WHAT IF IT IS? CONFOUND YOU, YOU PUPPY, DO YOU THINK I CAME HERE TO BE INSULTED AND TOLD OF MY PERSONAL DEFECTS? I'LL THIN YOUR TOP!!'

MERMAIDS AT PLAY; OR, A NICE LITTLE WATER PARTY.
COMING TO THE POINT.

LADY. "SWEET GIRL, LET ME—HERE—AWAY FROM THE BUSY HUM OF MEN—AND WHERE NO MORTAL EYE CAN SEE US—DECLARE THAT PASSION WHICH—WHICH—"

LADY. "THERE! FOR GOODNESS' SAKE GET UP, MR. TOMKINS, AND DON'T BE RIDICULOUS—JUST CONSIDER ALL THE TELESCOPES FROM THE PARADE!"

A LITTLE SURPRISE.

Little Foot Page (unexpectedly). "HERE'S SOME GENTLEMEN, PLEASE SIR!"
INTERESTING SCENE DURING THE CANVASS FOR MR. — NOT A HUNDRED MILES FROM —.

Wife of Free and Independent. "OH! AIN'T HE A HAFFABLE GENTLEMAN, TUMMUS?"
Free and Independent. "AM I JUST AIN'T 'UN. I SHOULDN'T WONDER IF I WARRN'T ABLE TO PAY MY RENT TO-MORRER!"

MURDER WILL OUT.

Mrs. Smith. "IS MRS. BROWN IN?"
Jane. "NO, MAM, SHE'S NOT AT HOME."
Little Girl. "OH! WHAT A HORRID STORY, JANE! MAMA'S IN THE KITCHEN, HELPING COOK!"

DOING A LITTLE BILL.

"YOU SEE, OLD BOY, IT'S THE NEAREST FORM IN THE WORLD YOU HAVE ONLY TO—WHAT THEY CALL—ACCEPT IT, AND I'LL FIND THE MONEY WHEN IT COMES DUE."
Victim. "ODDS ALONG—GIVE US THE PEN."

A PLEASANT STREET GAME.

Old Gent. "CONFUCUS THE COYS AND THEIR TOPS! WHERE ARE THE POLICE?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HOUSEKEEPING.

No. I.

THE COOK SAYS THAT SHE THINKS THERE'S A SLATE LOOSE ON THE ROOF OF THE HOUSE, FOR THE WATER COMES INTO THE SERVANTS' BEDROOM. MR. BRIGGS REPLIES THAT THE SOONER IT IS PUT TO RIGHTS THE BETTER, BEFORE IT GOES ANY FURTHER—AND HE WILL SEE ABOUT IT.

No. II.

MR. BRIGGS HAVING BEEN TOLD BY THE BUILDER THAT A "LITTLE COMPO" IS ALL THAT IS WANTED, THE FIRST STEP IS TAKEN TOWARDS MAKING THINGS COMFORTABLE.
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

MASTER JACKY HAVING SEEN A "PROFESSOR" OF POSTURING, HAS A PRIVATE PERFORMANCE OF HIS OWN IN THE NURSERY.

SOMETHING LIKE A HOLIDAY.

Pastrycook, "WHAT HAVE YOU HAD, SIR?"
Boy. "I'VE HAD TWO JELLIES, SEVEN OF THEM, AND SIX OF THOSE, AND FOUR OAT DUNG, A SAUSAGE ROLL, TEN ALMOND CAKES, AND A BOTTLE OF GINGER BEER."

GREAT WANT OF VENERATION

For liquor, "I SAY DEER, SHALL I GO AND FETCH YOU A CAD?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HOUSEKEEPING.

No. III.

No. IV.

No time has been lost. Mr. Briggs finds, on getting out of bed at five a.m., that the workpeople have already commenced putting the roof to rights.
DOMESTIC BLISS.

Paterfamilias. "I cannot conceive, my love, what is the matter with my watch; I think it must want cleaning."

Pet Child. "Oh, no! Papa dear! I don't think it wants cleaning, because baby and I had it washing in the basin for ever so long this morning!"

THE FASHIONS.

A friendly hint to young ladies who wear those dear delightful bareeé dresses. Always let the slip (or whatever the mysterious garment is called) be as long as the cuter dress.

INNOCENCE

"Oh, sir! No, sir! Please, sir, it ain't me, sir! It's the other boys, sir!"

UNLUCKY

"What the matter, eh?"

"Oh, there's always a something! Vy, I've bin and left my opera-glass in a cab now."
Just to show how one thing leads to another—Mr. Briggs (who has come out on the leads while the men are gone to dinner) is shown by the builder how it would be the easiest thing in the world to "throw" his passage into his dining room, and build a new entrance hall with a slight conservatory over it.—To the right of the cartoon is Mrs. Briggs (who thinks Mr. B. has taken leave of his senses).

**EVENING PARTIES.**

"Tell, you goes out a good deal—tell us, is it the correct thing to take one's 'at into a evening party?"

**A DELICIOUS MORSEL.**

Jacky: "Hallo, Tommy! What have you got there?"

Tommy: "Hoyster."

Jacky: "Oh! give us a bit."
DIFERENT PEOPLE HAVE DIFFERENT OPINIONS.

Flunkey. "APOLLO? HAH! I DESAY IT'S VERY CHEAP. BUT IT AINT MY IDEER OF A GOOD FIGGER!"

OUR NATIONAL DEFENCES.

Small Beren. "THE FRENCH INVADE US, INDEED! AND WHAT SHOULD WE DO ABOUT ALL THE TIME?—WHY, WE SHOULD RISE LIKE ONE MAN!"

GENTEEL PRACTICE.

Apprentice. "IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, I'LL FILL UP MRS. TWADOLE'S DRAUGHTS WITH WATER?"

Practitioner. "DEAR, DEAR ME, MR. DUMPS, HOW OFTEN MUST I MENTION THE SUBJECT? WE NEVER USE WATER—Anna damnata, IF YOU PLEASE!"

THE GOOD LITTLE BOY.

Bathing Woman. "MASTER FRANKY WOULDN'T CRY! NO! NOT HE—HE'LL COME TO HIS MARTHA AND BATH LIKE A MAN!"
No. VI.

TABLEAU, REPRESENTING FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN MR. BRIGGS'S HOUSE—DESTRUCTION OF THE WALL WHICH SEPARATES THE PARLOUR FROM THE PASSAGE.

(N.B.—As the wall is only lath and plaster, of course little or no mess is made. Mrs. Briggs says she hopes Mr. B. is satisfied now.)
MAL-APPROPOS.

Gentleman (in Shower-Bath). "Hollo! Hollo! Who's there? What the deuce do you want?"

Maids: "If you please, Sir, here's the butcher, and Missus says what will you have for dinner to-day?"

WE ALL HAVE OUR TROUBLES.

Sister Mary. "Why, Charley, dear boy, what's the matter? You seem quite miserable!"

Charley. "Ah! Ain't I just! Here's ma' says I must wear turn-down collars till Christmas, and there's young Sidney Bowler (who's not half so tall as I am) has had stick-ups and white chokers for ever so long!"

THE RULING PASSION.

"Now, tell me, dear, is there anything new in the fashions?"

NOTHING LIKE WARM BATHING.

"Hollo! Hi! Here! Somebody! I've turned on the hot water, and I can't turn it off again!"

28
Scene: Principal barricade at Mr. Briggs's House.—Owing to the incomplete state of the alterations, Mr. Briggs is obliged to enter his house through the parlour window. The policeman mistakes him for a burglar, and acts accordingly. In Mr. Briggs's hand may be observed a fine lobster, which he has brought home to conciliate Mrs. B.

No. VII.

The Troops and the Weather.
PROPER PRIDE.
A SKETCH AT A RAILWAY STATION.

JUST THE MAN.
"PLEASE, SIR, DID YOU WANT ANYBODY TO KEEP ORDER ON THESE HERE MUSTINGS ON POLLING DAY?"

A REGULAR CUSTOMER.
"HA'PENNY CANDLE, PLEASE, AND BE QUICK. FOR MOTHER WANTS HER TEA."
"OH, YES, OF COURSE, MISS. COULD WE SEND IT ANYWHERE FOR YER?"

ALARMING INTELLIGENCE.
Swell Mobman reads, "ARRANGEMENTS ARE MAKING TO CONNECT ALL THE POLICE OFFICES WITH THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH! WELJ, I HAM BLOWED!"
No. VIII.

SOMEHOW OR OTHER, EVER SINCE THE ALTERATIONS, THE CHIMNEYS HAVE TAKEN TO SMOKE INTOLERABLY. THE BUILDER IS ASSURING MR. BRIGGS THAT BY SOME VERY SIMPLE CONTRIVANCE THEY CAN BE EFFECTUALLY CURED.

TAKING CHANGE.

Conductor. "ALL RIGHT, JIM, PUSH ALONG, I'VE SERVED THE OLD GAL OUT THIS TIME."


THE INTERESTING STORY.

First Ticket Porter. "AND SO YOU KNOW, THAT'S ALL I KNOWS ABOUT IT."

Second Ticket Porter. "WELL! I DON'T KNOW AS EVER I KNOWED A MAN AS KNOWS AS MUCH AS YOU KNOWS."
MUCH TOO CONSIDERATE.

Robinson, "There, Brown, my boy, that's as fine a glass of wine as you can get anywhere."

Mrs. Brown, "A-hem! Augustus, my dear, you are surely never going to take port wine? You know it never agrees with you, my love!"

GALLANTRY.

LA MODE.

Gus, (who is always so full of his nonsense), "Dash my buttons, Ellen! That's a stunning waistcoat. I wish you'd give us your tailor's address."

Ellie, "Don't you be rude, sir—and take your arms off the piano."

A FASHION IN PINS.

"A pin for your scarf, sir? Here's an article we have sold a great many of."
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HOUSEKEEPING.

No. IX.
ENVELOPE CONTAINING THE BUILDER'S LITTLE ACCOUNT AGAINST MR. BRIGGS—MUCH TOO SERIOUS TO JEST UPON.

No. X.
THE UNSETTLED STATE OF THE HOUSE FOR THE LAST TWO MONTHS HAS SO DISORDERED BRIGGS, THAT HIS MEDICAL ADVISER RECOMMENDS A LITTLE HORSE EXERCISE BY WAY OF A CHANGE, AND HIS EQUESTRIAN PLEASURES BEGIN.

SOMETHING LIKE A BROTHER.
Emily. "THAT'S A VERY PRETTY WAISTCOAT, EMILY!"
Emily. "YES, DEAR. IT BELONGS TO MY BROTHER CHARLES. WHEN HE GOES OUT OF TOWN HE PUTS ME ON THE FREE-LIST, AS HE CALLS IT, OF HIS WARDROBE. ISN'T IT KIND?"

A DUMB WAITER.
Old Gentleman. WHAT THE DEuce IS THE REASON SIR, YOU DON'T ANSWER WHEN YOU ARE CALLED?"
(The reason is obvious. The poor child has his mouth full of green peas and jam tart.)
THE LOST ONE.

Boy. "If you please, M., was you a looking for a little dog?"
Young Ladies. "Yes! Oh, yes!"
Boy. "Was it a spaniel, M.?
Young Ladies. "Oh, yes! A most beautiful little spaniel, with very long ears!"
Boy. "Ah, then, M., it's the same as flew at Master's big dog here, wot's bin and swallowed of it."

REAL ENJOYMENT.

Annie. "Goodbye, dear, you must come again soon, and spend a good long day, and then I can show you all my new things."
Boy. "Oh! That will be nice! Goodbye, dear." (Run and away.)

POP.

APPALLING RESULT OF INCAUTIOUSLY TAKING TOO MUCH SODA TO CORRECT ACIDITY.

FROM A BEAUTIFUL MINIATURE.
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HORSEKEEPING.

No. 1.

Dealer. "I should say it was just the hoss you want, sir; only you must decide at once, because there's several parties very sweet upon him. He's a gentleman's hoss, sir, and carries his own head, sir!"

Mr. Briggs. "Bless my heart!" (Bays him.)

THE RISING GENERATION.

Clever Juvenile (lou.). "Shakespeare? Pooh! for my part I consider Shakespeare a much over-rated man."

AN EXCELLENT WINE.

The best of claret is, that you may drink any (how) quantity you like, without feeling ill."
MEN OF BUSINESS.

MONEY—WANTED FROM £300 TO £400 TO BRING FORWARD AN ARTICLE THAT MUST IN A FEW YEARS REALISE A HANDSOME FORTUNE TO THE PROPRIETORS TO ANY YOUNG MAN WHO IS NOT OF BUSINESS HABITS, WITH THE ABOVE SUM AT COMMAND, THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR INVESTMENT Seldom Met With. REFERENCES EXCHANGED—NO PROFESSIONAL MONEY-LENDER NEED APPLY.

ANGLERS HEAR STRANGE THINGS.

PICTUR. "ARE THERE ANY BARBEL ABOUT HERE, GOV'NOR?"

Host. "ANY BARBEL ABOUT HERE! I SHOULD RATHER THINK THERE WAS A FEW. HERE'S THE P'C'r UN O' WUN MY LITTLE OU' KETCHED JUST HOPP'ED."
No. II.

MR. BRIGGS TRIES HIS HORSE.

STRIKING EFFECT ON MEETING ONE OF THOSE NASTY OMNIBUSSES.

THE ALDERMAN'S ADVICE TO HIS SON.

Mr. Gobble: "YOU SEI, SAM, YOU ARE A WERRY YOUNG MAN: AND WHEN I AM TOOK AWAY WHICH, IN THE COMMON COURSE OF EVENT, CAN'T BE WERRY LONG FUST, YOU WILL HAVE A GREAT DEAL OF PROPERTY. NOW, I'VE ONLY ONE PIECE OF ADVICE TO GIVE YOU. IT'S THIS—AND BY ALL MEANS ACT UPON IT—LAY DOWN PLENTY OF PORT IN YOUR YOUTH THAT YOU MAY HAVE A GOOD BOTTLE OF WINE IN YOUR OLD AGE."
MAY DIFFERENCE OF OPINION NEVER ALTER FRIENDSHIP.

Dumpy Young Lady: "Well, for my part, Matilda, I like long waists and flounces."

THE PROGRESS OF SLANG.

"Why, what a pretty new frock, Alfred has!"

Prodigy (who picks up everything so readily): "Ah, AIN'T IT A STUNNER?"

AWFUL OCCURRENCE AT AN EVENING PARTY.

"My goodness, Emily! They're beginning the quadrille, and here's all my 'back hair' coming down! What shall I do?"

SKETCH NEAR BURTON CRESCENT.

"Oh! Wot a shame! They've been and spiked all the postes."
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HORSEKEEPING.

No. III.

MR. BRIGGS HAVING PARTED WITH HIS LAD FOR MISCONDUCT, SOME YOUNG MEN WITHOUT ENCUMBRANCE APPLY TO "LOOK AFTER" HIS HORSE.

NEVER SATISFIED.

Old Girt: "COO! GRACIOUS ME! WHAT WITH ORANGE-PEEL AND SLIDES, THERE'S NO PEACE IN THIS LIFE."

A VERY OLD SOLDIER

"SPARE A COPPER FOR A POOR OLD SOLDIER, MY NOBLE CAPTAIN! SURE IT'S YER HONOUR'S FACE I RECOLECT IN THE PENINSULAR?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HORSEKEEPING.

No. IV.

Mr. Briggs, persuaded that "a good horse can't be a bad colour," has purchased a spotted and highly trained steed from a circus; but the worst of it is, that amongst other things, he has been trained to sit down on his haunches when he hears a band play, and you may imagine how disconcerted poor old Briggs was the first time he did so.

A PLEASANT STATE OF THINGS.

"Hi-Tom! Bring the landing-net. He's pulled me in and got round a post."
SUBJECT FOR A PICTURE.—IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN DISTURBED BY A BLUEBOTTLE.

RAILWAY LITERATURE.

Book Stall Keeper. "DOOK. MAAM?" YESS. MAAM. HERE'S A POPULAR WORK BY AN EMINENT SURGEON. JUST PUBLISHED, 'BROKEN LEGS, AND HOW TO MEND THEM'; OR. WOULD YOU LIKE THE LAST NUMBER OF 'THE RAILWAY OPERATOR'?"

A LEFT-HANDED COMPLIMENT.

Bootsman (with great feeling). "OH. NO. SIR: DON'T HAVE NAPOLEONS; HAVE TOPS. SIR—YOURS IS A BEAUTIFUL LEG FOR A TOP BOOT, SIR—YOUNG NIMROD IS IMMENSELY PLEASED)—BEAUTIFUL LEG. SIR! SAME SIZE ALL THE WAY DOWN. SIR!"—YOUNG NIMROD IS IMMENSELY DISGUSTED.)
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

LITERAL.

Young Lady, "Pray, cabman, are you engaged?"

Cabman, "Lor bless yer, miss, why, I've been married this seven years."

HALF ALONG OF THEM BETTING OFFICES.

Betting Flunkey, "Lost? I believe yer! and lost a hatfull of money on the Hoaks, too; and now I'm to settle without parting with my jewellery. I'm sure I don't know! Ah, Mr. Bottles, it's hard lines to wait at table with such cares and anxieties."

A BRUTAL FELLOW.

Policeman, "Now, Mummy! what's the matter?"

Injured Female, "If you please, Mister—I want to give my whetch of a 'usband in charge. He's allways a knocking of me down and a stampin' on me!"

OF COURSE.

"If you please, Sir. Master's sent back the first volume, and he says, will you be so good as to let him 'ave the second?"
ENTER MR. BOTTLES, THE BUTLER.

Master Fred. "There! That's capital! Stand still, bottles, and I'll show you how the Chinese do the knife trick at the play."

Bottles is much interested.

THE NEW ACT.

Hansom Cabby. "W'm! Sixpence. You had better keep it. You may want it for your washing or something!"
DISCERNMENT.

Clever Child. "Oh! do look here, mamma dear, such a funny thing! Mr. Boker's got another forehead at the back of his head."

Boker is delighted.

INNOCENT AND AMUSING LITTLE TRICK FOR LITTLE BOYS.

An old lady is crossing the street, when a little boy shouts out—"Hi!" at the top of his voice. The old lady (although indeed there is no real cause for alarm) starts, and becomes greatly agitated, and imagines that she is run over by an omnibus. This is an exceedingly pleasant trick.

SOLICITUDE.

Child (screaming and without any stop), "Manner mamma ye'll tresome; haggerwatin' little ussia come out of the road do with yer little brother did yer want to be runned over by omnibuses and killed dead oh dear oh dear who'd be a husst?"

ANOTHER.

This is equally diverting. A little boy rushes by an old gentleman and "yowls" like a dog. The old gentleman is terrified beyond measure. If at the same time the little boy should also pinch the leg of the old gentleman, the force of the joke is much heightened; but then indeed he must have courage, and be very adroit, or he may chance to get a great bang from an umbrella or stick.
AWKWARD.

Railway Porter. "NOW THEN, SIR! BY YOUR LEAVE!"

THE BEARD MOVEMENT—S AudMONING A GENT.

Little Gent. "OW MUCH?"

Cabby. "WELL, I'D RATHER LEAVE IT TO YOU, SIR! AND WHAT WE POOR HANSOMS IS TO DO WHEN ALL YOU OFFICERS IS GONE ABROAD, GODLESSKIVVS!"
AWFUL SCENE ON THE CHAIN PIER, BRIGHTON.

Nursemaid. "Lawk! there goes Charley, and he's took his ma's parasol. What will Missus say?"

A LUMPING PEN'ORTH.

"Now, my man, what would you say, if I gave you a penny?"

"Vy, that you vos a jolly old brick!"

RATHER SUSPICIOUS!

Sentimental Young Lady. "Will you be so golling, Mr. Tonge, as to cut off a long piece of hair where it will not be missed?"

ALARMING.

The old lady is supposed (after a great effort) to have made up her mind to travel, just for once, by one "of those new-fangled railways," and the first thing she beholds on arriving at the station, is the above most alarming placard.
A SKETCH AT RAMSGATE.

Ellen (who loves a joke at Aunt Fidget's expense). "Good gracious, aunt, there are two officers!"

Aunt Fidget (a short-sighted lady). "Bless me, so there are! Well; they may be officers, but they are not gentlemen, I'm sure, or they wouldn't stand looking at us in that impudent manner."

A PICTURE

Showing what Master Tom did after seeing a pantomime—but you would not do so—oh dear no!—because you are a good boy.
EASILY SATISFIED.

Fond Parent. "I don't care, Mr. Medium, about its being highly finished; but I should like the dear child's expression preserved."

A GREAT LOSS.

Rapid Undergraduate. "Well, Jackson! you see they've plucked me again."

Porter of St. Boniface. "Yes, sir, I was very sorry when I heard of it, sir."

Undergraduate. "Ah! I did intend going into the church, and being an ornament to the profession—but as they won't let me through—I think—I shall cut the whole concern."

RATHER A BAD LOOK-OUT.

Young Sister. "I should so like to go to a party, ma."

Mama. "My dear, don't be ridiculous. As I have told you before (I am sure a hundred and fifty times), that until Flora is married, it is utterly impossible for you to go out; so do not allude to the subject again, I beg."

A DREADFUL SHOCK TO THE NERVES.

"Please, mem, let's come under your umbrella!"
MR. BRIGGS’S PLEASURES OF HORSEKEEPING.

MR. BRIGGS, determined to have no more inferior horses, gives a good round sum for "a clever cob—up to great weight—and that a child might ride." He has some friends (who really know what a horse is) to dine with him, whose opinions he wishes to have.

First Friend. "Am—very nice—very nice—but not my sort—been knocked about a good deal, I should say—driven in a butcher's cart, perhaps, and sold because he wasn't fast enough."—Second Ditto. "He hasn't been down, Briggs, has he? Is that a scratch, or is it only the light?"—Third Ditto. "Does he shy at all? His eyes don't look quite the thing."—Fourth Ditto. "Tell you what, Briggs, you must have him looked after a little better, or he'll very soon have a cracked heel."—Fifth Ditto. "That hock seems rather queer," &c., &c., &c.

A STARTLING REQUEST.

"Please, sir, will you pump for me?"

CUT HIM DOWN BEHIND!
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

DELICATE.

'Bus Conductor. "Would any lady be so kind as to ride outside to oblige a gentleman?"

CONFOUND THE SHOPS!

Mrs. — "Oh! do look here, dear! How extremely pretty the autumn fashions are. To be sure, what a perfectly lovely little cloak!"

Mr. — rapidly changing the subject, "Yes, yes! Beautiful! Beautiful! But see, love, what a magnificent brown horse, and how splendidly that fellow sits him!"

VERY LOW PEOPLE.

Purveyor of Poultry. "What sort o' people are they at number twelve, Jack?"

Purveyor of Beef. "Oh! a pure-limn lot! Leg o' mutton a mongays, and 'shon an' cold meat the rest o' the week."

POOR TOMMY.

"Why, what's the matter with Tommy?"

"Oooh! Mod! I've cut my finger with Aunt's scissors."

"That's a good luf! Always speak the truth."
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HORSEKEEPING.

No. VI.

MR. BRIGGS (at an alarming sacrifice) GETS RID OF HORSE NO. I., AND GOES OUT FOR A RIDE IN THE COUNTRY UPON NO. II.

Carman. "FELL DOWN, HAS HE, SIR? AM, HE LOOKS AS IF HE COULD BE WERRY CLEVER AT THAT—WERRY ORKED THING, SIR, FOR A OSS TO FALL DOWN, SIR. OSSES OOSTE A GOOD BIT O' MONEY—LEASTWAYS. GENTLEMEN'S OSSES DOES—NOW, JIST LOOK AT MY LITTLE OSS, SIR, AND HE'S A POOR MAN'S OSS, HE IS. HE DON'T GO FALLIN' ABOUT." (Exit.)

No. VII.

MR. BRIGGS RIDES HOME, AND WONDERS WHAT MRS. BRIGGS WILL SAY.

AWFUL INSTANCE OF PERCEPTION OF CHARACTER IN AN INFANT PRODIGY.

Prodigy. "MAMMA, LOOK DERE! DERE PAPA!"
DELICACY OF THE SEASON.

EASILY PLEASED.

Disciple of Old Isaac. "This wouldn't be a bad place, if the fish would only bite, and if it wasn't for this confounded wasps' nest."

TESTY OLD UNCLE (unable to control his passion). "Really, sir, this is quite intolerable! You must intend to insult me. For the last fourteen days, wherever I have dined, I have had nothing but saddle of mutton and boiled turkey—boiled turkey and saddle of mutton. I'll endure it no longer."

[Ex. Old Gent., who alters his will.

THE BANDS OF HOPE; OR, THE CHILDISH TEETOTAL MOVEMENT.

Gran'papa. "But for seventy years, my child, I have found that the moderate use of the good things of this life has done me good."

Young Hopeful Teetotaller. "All a mistake, grandpa; total abstinence is the thing. Look at me! I've not tasted wine or beer for years!"
Mr. Briggs's Pleasures of Horsekeeping.

No. VIII.

Mr. Briggs's present horse doesn't quite suit him, for, somehow, whenever he jumps, Mr. B. is sure to fall off. He takes him to an eminent dealer, and remarks confidently that he is for sale; upon which the dealer says: "How much a pound if he buys the whole of him?"

A Little Bit of Humbug.

Shoemaker, "I think, mum, we had better make a pair. You see, mum, yours is such a remarkably long and narrow foot!"

Church and State.
NOT TO BE PLAYED WITH.

GROOM: "THAT'S ANOTHER FAVOURITE OI3 OF MASTERS, SIR, AND A GOOD UN HE IS TOO, SIR, ONLY HE AIN'T VERY QUIET."

MR. GROOM: "OH, HOW DO YOU MEAN—NOT VERY QUIET?"

GROOM: "WHY, SIR, HE'D GET YOU UP IN A CORNER, AND KICK YER BRAINS OUT IN NO TIME. HE'S ALMOST KILLED TWO MEN ALREADY."

BARRACK LIFE.

First Heavy Swell (largely absent). "WELL, 'OIS, MY DOY—HOW DID YOU KEEP IT UP HERE ON CHRISTMAS DAY?"
Second Do. "OH! IT WAS TERRICLY SLOW—FOR ALL THE WORLD LIKE A SUNDAY WITHOUT 'ELL'S LIFE!"

NORTH-EAST WIND, THERMOMETER SEVERAL INCHES BELOW FREEZING.

Brighton Boatman. "DID YOU WANT A PLEASURE BOAT THIS MORNING, SIR? NICE DAY FOR A ROW!!"
THF FROST GOES, AND MR. BRIGGS'S HORSE IS DISAGREEABLY FRESH AFTER HIS LONG RELT. HE SETS UP HIS BACK AND SQUEAKS AND PLUNGES AT EVERYTHING HE MEETS.

A PLAYFUL CREATURE.

CABBY: “DON’T BE ALARMED, SIR, IT’S ONLY HIS PLAY.”
THE MORNING AFTER THE DERBY.

First Gent. "WELL, RED, HOW DID WE GET HOME LAST NIGHT?"
Second Gent. "OH, I DON'T KNOW! DIDN'T I GO HOME WITH YOU?"

A MAN ABOUT TOWN.

"WHERE SHALL I SAY YOU'VE GONE TO, JIM, IF ANYONE CALLS?"
"OH, THE OLD SHOP—KENSINGTON GARDENS, TO HEAR THE BAND PLAY!"

TASTE.

"THAT'S A STUNNING PIN, FRANK!"
"YA-AS—I'VE GOT A SET OF WAISTCOAT BUTTONS TO MATCH—LOOK JOLLY AT IT—NEEABE YAH!"

MR. VERDANT'S FIRST ATTEMPT AT BOOK-MAKING.

Verdant's Friend. "WELL—AS NEAR AS I CAN MAKE IT OUT—YOU MUST LOSE £500, AND MAY LOSE £1000."
Verdant subsides into his Book.
PREMONITORY SYMPTOMS OF MR. BRIGGS'S HUNTING FEVER.

Said, "IF YOU PLEASE, MA'AM, THERE'S A YOUTH IN THE PASSAGE AS WANTS TO KNOW IF THESE TOP BOOTS IS ALL RIGHT."

PLAIN SPEAKING.

Amiable Young Lady No. 1. "PRETTY! OH, DEAR NO—DO YOU?"
Amiable Young Lady No. 2. "LAW! NOT AT ALL. DESPERS, HOW AROMINADLY AFFECTED SHE IS!"
FANCY DRESS BALL.

"SIR!—PLEASE, MR. SIR! YOU'VE FORGOT THE DOOR-KEY!"

HOW TO DRESS A LOBSTER.

Bud: Boy, "OH, LOOK 'ERE, JIM—IF 'ERE AINT A LOBSTER BIN AND GROWN OUT OF HIS CLOAK!"

ADVICE GRATIS.

Ellen: "OH, DON'T TEASE ME TO-DAY, CHARLEY! I'M NOT AT ALL WELL!"

Charley (a Man of the World): "I TELL YOU WHAT IT IS, COUSIN—THE FACT IS, YOU ARE IN LOVE NOW, YOU TAKE THE ADVICE OF A FELLOW WHO HAS SEEN A GOOD DEAL OF THAT Sort OF THING, AND DON'T GIVE WAY TO IT!"

VERY PROPER DIET FOR HOT WEATHER.

Mrs. Turtledove: "DEAREST ALFRED! WILL YOU DECIDE NOW WHAT WE SHALL HAVE FOR DINNER?"

Mr. Turtledove: "LET ME SEE, POPPET—WE HAD A WAFFLE YESTERDAY—SUPPOSE WE HAVE A ROAST BUTTERFLY TO-DAY?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. II.

PREPARATIONS FOR HUNTING.

MR. BRIGGS'S HUNTING CAP COMES HOME, BUT THAT IS REALLY A THING MRS. BRIGGS CAN NOT AND WILL NOT PUT UP WITH.

A FINE DISPOSITION.

Affectionate Husband, "COME, POLLY, IF I AM A LITTLE IRRITABLE, IT'S OVER IN A MINUTE!!"
THE PROBABLE EFFECT OF CHEAP FURNITURE HUMBUG.

"Oh! if you please, Mister, me and this young aw-aw-individual is about to marry; and we want to look over your cheap furniture mart."
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch." 1842—1864.

MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. III.

Mr. Briggs, on his way to the "Metropolitan Steeple Chase," tries whether his horse is a good one across country. He is represented riding at a brook.

Complimentary.

"Old 'Arry Bill! Here's another hippopotamus."

The gold fish at Hampton Court.
Laying the Dust.

A sketch from nature, taken near the Freemasons' tavern.

Old Gentleman. "Good gracious! It's striking, and they'll have begun dinner."

The Rising Generation.

"A—were you at either university?"

"Awful swell. 'Ya-as—when I was a—boy!' Oxford man departs in a Hansom.

A—, 'Did you call the police, sir?'

Swell (who would perish rather than disturb his shirt collar). 'Ya-as. A—'ve had the misfortune to drop my umbrella, and there isn't a boy within a mile to pick it up—a—will you have the goodness?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. IV.

MR. BRIGGS GOES OUT FOR A DAY'S HUNTING, AND HAS A GLORIOUS RUN OVER A SPLENDID COUNTRY.

INGENIOUS IDEA

ELEGANT MATERIAL FOR TROUSERS - ONLY TAKES TWO MEN TO SHOW THE PATTERN.

NO DOUBT.

"NOW I DARE SAY, BILL, THAT AIR BEAST OF A DOG IS A COOD DEAL MORE PETTED THAN YOU OR I SHOULD BE."
EXCESSIVELY POLITE.
Well-bred Man. "Your horse seems a little impatient, sir! Pray go first!"

THE CONSCIENTIOUS STABLE-KEEPER.

Grat (who meditates a ride). "Hallo! Why, confound it, that's my saddle horse, isn't it?"
Flyman. "Yes, sir! It's all right; master says you're very particular about 'im if I'm exercised regular—so we puts 'im into the groom when you ain't out a ride!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. V.

MR. BRIGGS PUTS HIS HORSE IN HARNESS, AND DRIVES A FEW FRIENDS QUIETLY DOWN TO THE DERBY.

DIFFERENT OPINIONS.

Housebreaker, "WOT A SHAME FOR PEOPLE TO GO LEAVING COAL-SUTTLES ABOUT FOR PEOPLE TO GO STUMBLING OVER!"

SCENE—WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.—TIME, TWO ON A FOGGY MORNING.

Reduced Tradesman (to a little party returning home), "DO YOU WANT TO BUY A GOOD RAZOR?"
FOREIGNER OF DISTINCTION GOING TO ENJOY "LE SPORT."

THE NEW HUNTER.

"WELL, CHARLEY! HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR NEW PONY?"

"OH! PRETTY WELL, THANK YOU, UNCLE; ONLY I'M AFRAID HE'S HARDLY UP TO MY WEIGHT, AND HE RUSHES SO AT HIS FENCES."

AFTER THE PANTOMIME.

Mary. "OH! HOW I SHOULD LIKE TO BE A BEAUTIFUL COLUMBINE, AND RIDE ABOUT IN A GOLD CARRIAGE DRAWN BY WHITE DOVES!"

Augustus. "AND HOW I SHOULD LIKE TO BE A HARLEQUIN, AND CHANGE WHOLE STREETS INTO REALMS OF DAZZLING DELIGHT!"

Tom (a rude boy). "AND HOW I SHOULD LIKE TO BE THE OLD CLOWN, AND MAKE GUTTER SLIDES ON THE PAVEMENT TO UPSET OLD LADIES AND GENTLEMEN!"

TOO CIVIL BY HALF!

English Cook. "OH, SEAR! HERE, JAMES, COME, AND TAKE THIS ROAST BEEF AND PLUM PUDDING OUT OF THE WINDOW. IT HURTS THE FEELINGS OF THE FOREIGN GENTS AS THEY WALK BY!"
Mr. Briggs’s Pleasures of Hunting.

No. VI.

On his return from the races, he assures his man that he's a most "excellent servant"—that the mare never carried him better. He also tells him to make the mare quite "comfortable," and to be "very careful of his candle," because there's so much straw about.

Thames Fishing.

Fisherman (to Old Gentleman): "They're a bitin' away over yere, sir! Just step across that there bit o' wood, sir, and you'll have a capital pitch, sir!"

Old Gentleman: "Across that bit of wood! Does the man think I'm a rope-dancer?"
GOING TO COVER.

Voice in the distance: "NOW, THEN SMITH—COME ALONG!"

Smith: "OH, IT'S ALL VERY WELL TO SAY COME ALONG! WHEN HE WON'T MOVE A STEP, AND I'M AFRAID HE'S GOING TO LIE DOWN."

A SON AND HEIR.

Son and Heir: "HOW MANY OF US ARE THERE? WHY, IF YOU COUNT THE GIRLS, THERE ARE SIX—BUT SOME PEOPLE DON'T COUNT THE GIRLS—I'M ONE!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. VII.

MR. BRIGGS, NOT BEING GOOD AT HIS "FENCES," GOES THROUGH THE PERFORMANCE OF OPENING A GATE

LOVE ON THE OCEAN.

"Oh! is there not something, dear Augustus, truly sublime in this warring of the elements?" But Augustus's heart was too full to speak. — MS. Novel by Lady T. P.

THE RISING GENERATION.

Junior. "Uncle!"

Uncle. "Now then, what is it? This is the fourth time you've woke me up, sir!"

Junior. "Oh! just put a few coals on the fire, and pass the wine, that's a good old chap."
**RELIGION À LA MODE.**

Housemaid: "I tell you what it is, Parker; I shall be very glad when Missus has got tired of this Pusey-ism. It may be the fashion; but what with her comin' home late from parties, and getting up for early service, and then gav' to do again, we poor servants has double work a most."

**STRANGE, BUT TRUE.**

Lady: "By the way, Mr. Tonges, I have used that bottle of Balm of California, but I find my hair still comes off."

**VERY ACUTE.**

Mr. _____: "So your name is Charley, is it? Now, Charley doesn't know who I am?"

S'arp Little Boy: "Oh, yes! but I do, though."

Mr. _____: "Well, who am I?"

S'arp Little Boy: "Why, you're the gentleman that kissed Sister Sophy in the library, on Twelfth Night, when you thought no one was there."

**GLORIOUS NEWS.**

"Well, Ruggles, it's all right!"
"What's all right?"
"Why! we are to have Mario again."
No. VIII.

MR. BRIGGS HAS ANOTHER DAY WITH THE HOUNDS.

Mr. Briggs can't bear flying leaps, so he makes for a gap—which is immediately filled by a frantic protectionist, who is vowing that he will pitchfork Mr. B. if he comes “galloperaverina” over his fences—dang'd if he daunt.

AN EYE TO BUSINESS.

NOT A DIFFICULT THING TO FORETELL.

"LET THE POOR GIPSY TELL YOUR FORTUNE, MY PRETTY GENTLEMAN."
"SEEN THAT PARTY LATELY?"
"WHAT? THE PARTY WITH THE WOODEN LEG, AS COME WITH—"
"NO, NO—NOT THAT PARTY. THE PARTY, YOU KNOW, AS—"
"OH! AH! I KNOW THE PARTY YOU MEAN NOW."
"WELL, A PARTY TOLD ME AS HE CAN'T AGREE WITH THAT OTHER PARTY, AND
HE SAYS THAT IF ANOTHER PARTY CAN'T BE FOUND TO MAKE IT ALL SQUARE, HE
SHALL LOOK FOR A PARTY AS WILL." (And so on for half an hour.)

"HIGLY INTERESTING.

FLOWERS OF THE FRENCH ARMY—PICKED AT PARIS.

NOT YET!"

"SOUND ADVICE."

Master Tom. "HAVE A WEED, GRAN'PA?"
Gran'pa. "A WHAT? SIR?"
Master Tom. "A WEED—A CIGAR, YOU KNOW"
Gran'pa. "CERTAINLY NOT, SIR. I NEVER SMOKED IN MY LIFE."
Master Tom. "AH, THEN I WOULDN'T ADVISE YOU TO BEGIN."
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. IX.

Mr. Briggs has another glorious day with the hounds, and gets the brush (for which he pays half-a-sovereign—only don't tell anybody).

AWFUL POSITION DURING A STORM.

DOG-DAYS! PLEASANT FOR JOHN THOMAS.

Old Lady: "John Thomas!"
John Thomas: "Yes, my lady!"
Old Lady: "Carry Esmeralda—she's getting tired, poor darling!"
ALARMING.

Hairdresser, "They say, sir, the cholera's in the hair, sir!"

Gent. (very uneasy), "Indeed! ahem! then I hope you are very particular about the brushes you use."

Hairdresser. "Oh! I see you don't understand me, sir! I don't mean the 'air of the 'ed, but the hair 'of the 'atmosphere!"

TEMPUS EDAX RERUM.

"Good gracious! is it possible?—No! No!—Yes! Yes, by Jupiter, it's a grey hair in my favourite whisker!"

A ROMANCE OF ROAST DUCKS.

"My darling, will you take a little of the—ah—the stuffing?"

"I will, dear, if you do; but if you don't, I won't!"
IN ANSWER TO NUMEROUS INQUIRIES, WE ARE HAPPY TO SAY, THAT MR. BRIGGS IS QUITE WELL, AND AT BRIGHTON. HE IS TAKING THE OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE HIS FAMILY A FEW RIDING LESSONS. WE SHOULDN'T WONDER IF HE WENT OUT WITH THE HARRIERS IN A DAY OR TWO.

THE HONEYMOON.

AUGUSTUS MAKES THE TEA FOR THE FIRST MONTH OF HIS MARRIAGE.
MR. BRIGGS GOES OUT WITH THE BRIGHTON HARRIERS.

HE HAS A CAPITAL DAY. THE ONLY DRAWBACK IS, THAT HE IS OBLIGED TO LEAD HIS HORSE UP HILL TO EASE HIM AND DOWN HILL BECAUSE HE IS AFRAID OF GOING OVER HIS HEAD—SO THAT HE DOESN'T GET QUITE SO MUCH HORSE EXERCISE AS HE COULD WISH!
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842-1864.

PRIVATE THEATRICALS.

Dismay of Mr. James Jessamy on being told that he will spoil the whole thing if he doesn't shave off his whiskers.

TOWN AND COUNTRY.

Country Footman meekly inquires of London Footman: "Pray, sir, what do you think of our town? A nice place, ain't it?"

London Footman (condescendingly): "Well, Joseph, I like your town well enough. It's clean. Your streets are hairy, and you've lots of wine. But I don't like your champagne; it's all Dewsbury."
AN IMPENDING DISASTER.

Boy. Ohy if you please 'm—cooks very sorry 'm—but could she speak to you a moment?

MORE FREE THAN WELCOME.

Scene—The Kitchen.

Cook. Who was that at the door, Mary?
Mary. Oh! such a nice-spoken gentleman with moustachers. He's a writing a letter in the drawing-room. He says he's a old schoolmaster, just come from India.

Scene—The Hall.

The nice-spoken gentleman is seen departing with what great-coats and other trifles he may have laid his hands upon.
Waltonians.

Scene.—Room in Country House.—Breakfast-Table.

Master Tom. "Oh, Robert!"

Robert. "Yes, Sir!"

Master Tom. "Oh, I say, Robert! The ladies want me to take 'em out fishing to-day. So just tell young Evans I shall want him to go with me to get some wasp grubs; and—look here! Tell the gardener: he must get me some large loebworms directly, and a few small frogs, as perhaps we shall try for a jack. And—hi! Robert, tell him to send 'em in here, that I may see whether they're the right sort!"

[General Exclamation of "Nasty Monkey!" from the Ladies. Old Gentleman being rather deaf, wishes Master Tom's remarks repeated.

Fishing off a watering place.

Perhaps the jolliest thing in the world.
A MAN OF FEELING.

Gentleman: "Oh, certainly! You can go, of course; but, as you have been with me for nine years, I should like to know the reason."

Thomas: "Why, sir, it's my feelings. you used always to read prayers, sir, yourself— and since Miss Wilkins has been here, she's bin a-reading of'em. Now, I can't repeat myself by sayin' 'Amen' to a Guv'nner."

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.

Serious Fancy: "I should require, madam, forty pounds a year, two suits of clothes, two 'ats, meat and 'ale three times a day, and piety indispensable."

A FRAGMENT.

"And will you always—always, dearest Almeric, love me thus?" said Constance.

"Ever, while this heart beats with life!" passionately exclaimed Almeric.

"Then could you lend me five pounds?" murmured the lady; "for really things are so bad in the city. That I, &c., &c., &c."
A FALSE POSITION.

Individual (who is not over strong in his head, or firm on his legs). "WALTZING—EVER—MAKE—YOU-GIDDY? BECAUSE, I—SHALL—BE-HAPPY—TO—SIT—DOWN—WHENEVER—YOU'RE—TIRED!"

Girl (who is in high dancing condition). "OH, DEAR NO—I COULD WALTZ ALL NIGHT!"

IN CAMP.—HOSPITALITY.

Officer. "WELL, BUT LOOK HERE, OLD FELLOW; WHY NOT STOP ALL NIGHT?"

THE NEW BONNET.

Frederick. "THERE NOW, HOW VERY PROVOKING! I'VE LEFT THE PRAYER-BOOKS AT HOME!"

Maria. "WELL, DEAR, NEVER MIND; BUT DO TELL ME, IS MY BONNET STRAIGHT?"

A GREAT MENTAL EFFORT.

First Cock Sparrow. "WHAT A MARVELLOUS TIE, FRANKIE! HOW THE DOG DO YOU MANAGE IT?"

Second Cock Sparrow. "YES, I FANCY IT IS RATHER GRAND; BUT THEN, YOU SEE, I GIVE THE WHOLE OF MY MIND TO IT."
COMING HOME.

Old Farty (who is taking care of the house): "Oh, yes, sir, you'll find the room nice an' clean—any I'm sure the bed's made—'for I've bin an' slept in it my own self every night."

OH! THE CURTAINS.

Unobjectionable Child: "Lor, p'ay! are you going to smoke? My eye! won't you catch it when ma comes home, for making the curtains smell!"

DISTRACTION.

Wife of your Bossum: "Oh, I don't want to interrupt you, dear. I only want some money for lady's socks—and to know whether you will have the mutton cold or mashed."

A VERY VULGAR SUBJECT.

William: "Here's wishing you good health Jim and a happy New Year!"

James: "Thank ye, Bill, thank ye. I had ought to be a happy cove—for I've got a wife as can thrash any man of her weight—and I've got a child of two years and a half as can eat two pounds of beefsteak at a sitting—let alone ownin' the smallest black and tan terrier in the world!"
A DELICIOUS SAIL--OFF DOVER.

Old Lady: "GOODNESS GRACIOUS, MR. BOATMAN! WHAT'S THAT?"

Stolid Boatman: "THAT, MUM! NUTHIN', MUM. ONLY THE ARTILLERY A PRACT-SIN', AND THAT'S ONE O' THE CANNON-BALLS WHAT'S JUST STRUCK THE WATER!!"

THE ROUND HAT, LADEN WITH NOVELS, IN A STORM.

Ancient Mariner: "HOLD ON A BIT, MISS--I'LL TOW YOU OFF--YOU SHOULD NEVER CARRY SO MUCH SAIL IN A SOU-WESTER!!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

SNOW-FLAKES.—No. 1.
Street Boy (to his natural enemy, the Policeman).—"Snowballs, Sir! No, Sir! I haven't seen no one throw no snowballs, Sir!"

SNOW-FLAKES.—No. 2.
Street Boy. "Oh! Soosanner! Don't yer cry for me! Fol de rol de riddle! LOL! Here's a jolly slide! Cut away, young 'un! It's all serene!"

SNOW-FLAKES.—No. 3.
Playful Youth. "Please, Sir, I wasn't a heavin' at you—I was heavin' at Billy Jones."

THE BIRTHDAY.
Cousin Emily. "And so it's little Alfred's birthday to-morrow now. What would he like best for a present?"
Alfred (after much reflection). "Why, I think I should like a—I should like a testament—and—a—and—oh, I know! I should like a squirt!"
DIVISION OF LABOUR.

SPORTSMAN (to Standing Jack): "WHERE TO NOW, JACK?"

JACK: "WELL, LET'S SEE: I SHOULD JUST GO UP THE SEAMS AGAIN, AND ACROSS THE Top END, BEAT DOWN THE OTHER SIDE, AND ROUND THE BOTTOM, WHILE YOU'RE THERE GET OVER AND TRY OLD HAYCOCK'S STANDING UBANBEET HEART ANN HILL, STAY HERE AND MARK.

A HARD RIDER.

MAN ON THE SADDLE: "WE NEED TO STOP AND THINK WHETHER THE DOGS ARE RIGHT, OR WHETHER THEY ARE OPPOSED."

MAN ON THE GROUND: "WE NEED TO LEAD THE HORSE."
Doctor. "AHEM! WELL! AND WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH MY YOUNG FRIEND ADOLPHUS?"

Pooh Mother. "WHY, HE'S NOT AT ALL THE THING, DOCTOR. HE WAS AT A JUVENILE PARTY LAST NIGHT, WHERE THERE WAS A TWELFTH CAKE; AND IT PAINS ME TO SAY, THAT BESIDES EATING A GREAT DEAL TOO MUCH OF THE CAKE, HE WAS IMPRUDENT ENOUGH TO EAT A HARLEQUIN AND A MAN ON HORSEBACK, AND, I AM SORRY TO ADD, A CUPID AND A CUPIDAGE FROM THE TOP OF IT!"

Tom. "JACK! WHEREABOUTS IS AMSTID—AM?"

Jack. "WELL, I CAN'T SAY EXACTLY, BUT I KNOW IT'S SOMEWHERE NEAR AMSTID-EATH!"

The Pike is a voracious fish, and bites very readily in the winter months.

Old gentleman is very fond of fishing!!

How to make a chatelaine a real blessing to mothers.
Pretty Cousin, "LET ME SEE, FREDERICK, I'M JUST EIGHTEEN TO YOUR LOVE?"
Frederick (who is always so ridiculous), "THAT IS PRECISELY THE STATE OF THE CASE, MY DEAREST GEOUGNA."
Mamma (with severity), "COME, LUNCHEON IS QUITE READY."

VERY FINE GENTLEMEN.

Master of the House, "NOW, PRAY WHAT IS IT YOU COMPLAIN OF? IS NOT A ROAST LEG OF MUTTON, WITH PLENTY OF PUDDING, VEGETABLES, AND BEER, A SUBSTANTIAL DINNER ENOUGH FOR YOU?"
Flunkey, "OH! SUBSTANTIAL ENOUGH, NO DOUBT, SIR; BUT IT REALLY IS A QUIZZELY THAT—AW—ME AND THE OTHER GENTLEMEN HAS NOT SIN ACCUSTOMED TO. IT'S VERY CONSE—VERY CONSE, INDEED, SHUT!"
PLEASANT!

Nervous Gentleman. "DON'T YOU THINK, ROBERT, GOING SO FAST DOWN HILL IS VERY LIKELY TO MAKE THE HORSE FALL?"

Robert. "LOR! BLESS YER—NO, SIR! I NEVER THREWED A OSS DOWN IN MY LIFE, EXCEPT ONCE AND THAT WAS ONE FROSTY MOONLIGHT NIGHT (JUST SUCH A NIGHT AS THIS IT WAS), AS I WAS A DRIVIN' A GENT (AS MIGHT BE YOU) FROM THE STATION, WHEN I THREWED DOWN THIS WERRY OSS IN THIS WERRY IDENTICAL PLACE."

A TIGHT FIT.

"YOUR BATH IS QUITE READY, MA'AM."

"WELL BU': MY ODD GIRL, I CAN'T GET INTO SUCH A BIT OF A THING AS THAT!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. XII.

MR. BRIGGS, STIMULATED BY THE ACCOUNTS IN THE NEWSPAPERS OF THE DARING FEAT OF HORSEMANSHIP AT AYLESBURY, AND EXCITED BY MR. HAYCOCK’S CLARET, TRIES WHETHER HE ALSO CAN RIDE OVER A DINING-ROOM TABLE.

NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS (?)

First Old Foozle. "WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE PAPER, SIR? THERE'S NOTHING IN IT."
Second Old Foozle. "THEN WHAT THE DEVIL DID YOU KEEP IT SO LONG FOR?"

A SUGGESTION.

Driver. "WHERE DID THE OLD GENT WANT TO GO TO, BILL?"
Conductor. "VY, HE WANTED TO GO TO BLACKWALL IN A QUARTER OF AN HOUR."
Driver. "OM! DIJ HE? THEN HE’D BETTER ORDER A SALLOON!!!"
VALUABLE HINT.

ALWAYS BOLT THE DOOR OF YOUR MACHINE AFTER BATHING, OR YOU MAY BE SERVED AS POOR MR. BRIGGS WAS ONE DAY. HIS DISASTER IS REPRESENTED ABOVE.

AN ARTFUL EXCUSE.

SIR: Mind, "If you please, Mem, could I go out for half-an-hour to buy a bit of ribbon, Mem?"
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MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF HUNTING.

No. XIII.

MR. BRIGGS HAS GONE TO THE EXHIBITION—A BOY HOLDS HIS HORSE IN THE MEANTIME.

A SKETCH OF CHARACTER BY PROFESSOR MILKANSOP, THE CELEBRATED GRAPHIOLOGIST.

Gentleman (reads), "INTELLIGENT; STRONG RELIGIOUS FEELINGS; FOND OF LITTLE CHILDREN; LOVES, MUSIC, POETRY, AND THE FINE ARTS; IS RELUCTANT TO TAKE OFFENCE, GENEROUS AND FORGIVING—WELL, I'M BLOWED, IF THAT AIN'T WONDERFUL! WHY, IT'S MY CHARACTER TO A T!"

AN INGENIOUS FELLOW.

"LOOK HERE, MY BOY! THE BOX MAKES A CAPITAL TABLE, AND THE BOOT IS JUST THE THING FOR YOUR LEGS."

(Pocket-book disappears.)
A WEIGHTY MATTER.

Carlyle Officer (who rides about firestone), "I'm dooced glad we're in the heavies; ain't you Charley? it would be a horrid bore to be sent out to the caps like those poor light boys."

A PERSONAL OPINION.

Elderly Spinster: "So you're going to be married, dear, are you? well, for my part, I think nine hundred and ninety-nine marriages out of a thousand turn out miserably. But of course every one is the best judge of their own feelings."

OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.

Juvenile: "Tell you what it is, governor, the sooner we come to some understanding the better. You can't expect a young feller to be always at home; and if you don't like the way I go on, why I must have chambers, and so much a-week?"

LITTLE WOMEN.

First Matron: "Has your doll had the measles, Amelia? Mine has—"

Second Matron: "No, dear, but it's been very fractious about its teeth, and I'm going to give it a little grey powder."
A GROSS OFFENCE.

Flunkey: "How dare you bring me a steel fork, sir!"
Street Dialogue.

First Boy. "I'll punch yer ed, if yer say much."
Second Boy. "Who'll punch my ed?"—First Boy. "I will."
Second Boy. "You will?"—First Boy. "Yes, I will."
Second Boy. "Well!—Do it."—First Boy. "Ah!"
Second Boy. "Yes!"—First Boy. "Oh!"

[Boys evaporate.]

Caught.

Domestic (soliloquising). "Well! I'm sure Missus had better give this new bonnet to me, instead of sticking such a young-looking thing upon her old shoulders."

(The impudent mark has immediate warning.)

A Prudent Resolve.

"Obed. "Well, Mr. Robert, I suppose you'll be off to the dodgins along with the rest of the gentlemen?"

Flunky. "Not if I knows it, Mary, my dear. I ain't been accustomed to physical exertion, and I don't intend to begin hard work at my time of life."

Used Up.

Grandmamma. "Why, what's the matter with my pet?"
Child. "Why, grandma, after giving the subject every consideration, I have come to the conclusion that—the world is hollow, and my doll is stuffed with sawdust. So—I—should—like—if you please, to be a nun."
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No. II.

MR. BRIGGS STARTS ON HIS FISHING EXCURSION.

No. III.

MR. B. WONT HAVE A MAN WITH HIM, AS HE THINKS HE CAN MANAGE A PUNT BY HIMSELF, AND THE CONSEQUENCE IS, HE IS OBLIGED TO GO TO BED WHILE HIS THINGS ARE DRIED, HAVING UPSET HIMSELF, AS A MATTER OF COURSE.

ENERGETIC

[U]—[THERE]—[STOP]
HUNTING MEMORANDUM—APPEARANCE OF THINGS IN GENERAL TO A GENTLEMAN WHO HAS JUST TURNED A COMPLETE SOMERSAULT!!

© &c. &c. REPRESENT SPARKS OF DIVERs BEAUTIFUL COLOURS.
Mr. Briggs's Pleasures of Fishing.

No. IV.

Mr. Briggs tries (for many hours) a likely place for a perch; but upon this occasion the wind is not in a favourable quarter.

No. V.

Minnow caught by Mr. Briggs; exact size of life.

Returning from the Sea-Side.—A Little Commission.

If you please, Sir—Mrs. General Slowcoach's compliments, and she says if you're going by the train this morning, she would feel pertickler obliged by your taking charge of this little cask of sea-water as far as her house.
SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.—(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

"THE COUNTRY IS AWFULLY DEEP, BUT THE FALLING IS DELIGHTFULLY SOFT AND SAFE."
No. VI.
MR. BRIGGS HAS ANOTHER DAY'S FISHING.
HE IS SO FORTUNATE AS TO CATCH A LARGE EEL.

AN UNDESIGNED INCIDENT.
"HOW COOL AND NICE THE FRENCH-POLISHED FLOORS ARE, BUT—UCH!—OH DEAR!—HOW HARD!"
**NO PLACE LIKE HOME.**

*Pathefamilias prefers his own bedroom (which the whitewashers have just left) to the discomfort of an hotel.*

**THE GENTLE CRAFT.**

*Contemplative man (in punt). "I don't so much care about the sport. It's the delicious repose I enjoy so."*
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF FISHING.

No. VII.

TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS OF MR. BRIGGS.

SOMEHOW OR OTHER (ASSISTED BY HIS LITTLE BOY WALTER), HE CATCHES A JACK, WHICH, TO USE MR. B.'S OWN WORDS, FLIES AT HIM, AND BARKS LIKE A DOG.

SPLENDID DAY WITH THE "QUEEN'S."

First Sporting Snob. "WELL, BILL, WHAT SORT OF A DAY HAVE YER HAD?"

Second Ditto. "OH, MANNICIENT, MY BOY! I SEE THE 'DUNES SEVERAL TIMES; AND NONE OF YER NASTY 'DGES AN' DITCHES, EITHER, BUT A PRIME TURNPIKE ROAD ALL THE WAY."

DREADFUL CRISIS.

Victim. "HOPE YOU WILL NOT BE OFFENDED, SIR; BUT I SHOULD BE VERY GLAD IF YOU COULD SETTLE MY LITTLE BILL UP TO CHRISTMAS."

Mr. Dunlop. "OFFENDED, MY DEAR BOY! NOT IN THE LEAST, BUT THE FACT IS, I HAVE 'SUSPENDED CASH PAYMENTS' FOR SOME TIME."
Fox steals away from the cover; bearded foreigner of distinction immediately gives chase.

Whipper in (with excitement, loquitur). "Old 'Ard, there! Old 'Ard! Where are you a-galloping to? Do you think you can catch a fox?"

Foreigner of Distinction (with great glee). "I do not know, mon ami; but I will try—I will try!"

The Pic-nic.

Contented man (runs). "What a nice damp place we have secured; and how very fortunate we are in the weather! It would have been so provoking for us all to have brought our umbrellas and then to have had a fine day! Glass of wine, Briggs, eh?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF FISHING.

No. VIII.
MR. BRIGGS, ANXIOUS TO BECOME A "COMPLETE ANGLER," STUDIES THE "GENTLE ART" OF FLY-FISHING.

No. IX.
MR. B. GOES OUT. HIS CHIEF DIFFICULTY IS, THAT EVERY TIME HE THROWS HIS LINE—THE HOOKS (OF WHICH THERE ARE FIVE) WILL STICK BEHIND IN HIS JACKET AND TRAVEL.
MEN OF EXPERIENCE.

Tom: "Ah, Bill! I'm quite tired of the dissipation of the gay and fashionable world. I think I shall marry and settle." 

Bill: "Well, I'm devilish sick of a bachelor's life myself, but I don't like the idea of throwing myself away in a hurry."

QUITE UNNECESSARY.

Juvenile: "Oh, Charley, if you hear a report that I'm going to be married to that girl in black, you can contradict it. There's nothing in it."

NOT VERY LIKELY.

Mistress: "Well, I'm sure! And pray who is that?"

Cook: "Oh, if you pleaseem, it's only my cousin who has called just to show me how to boil a potato."

EVERY LITTLE HELPS.

I say, Tommy, come and shove. Here's the poor 'orse can't get the waggin up!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF SHOOTING.

No. I.

Mr. Briggs thinks of running down the day after to-morrow to his friend Haycock for a day's shooting, and has borrowed a dog to go with him. For the ninth time during the night he has been disturbed by the howling of the animal.

No. II.

Mr. Briggs no sooner returns to his bed than Mrs. Briggs says, "My dear! there's that nasty, tiresome dog again!"

THE RISING GENERATION.

Eton Boy (lou). "Come, governor! just one toast, 'the ladies!'"
WHEN IT IS DELIGHTFUL TO LOSE A BET.

Grace. "TEDDINGTON FIRST?—THEN THAT WILL MAKE FOUR DOZEN AND A HALF. REMEMBER, SIXES! TWO DOZEN WHITE, AND THE REST PALE DRAB AND LAVENDER."

REWARD OF MERIT.

Ragged Urchin. "PLEASE, GIVE DAD A SHORT PIPE."
Barmen. "CAN'T DO IT. DON'T KNOW HIM."
Ragged Urchin. "WHY, HE GETS DRUNK HERE EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT."
Barmen. "OH! DOES HE, MY LITTLE DEAR? THEN 'ERE'S A NICE LONG UN, WITH A BIT OF WAX AT THE END."

CRUEL.

"REMEMBER THE STEWARD, SIR, IF YOU PLEASE."
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MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF SHOOTING.

No. III.

9 A.M., HIS ARRIVAL ON THE MOOR. MR. BRIGGS SAYS THAT THE FINE BRACING AIR MAKES HIM SO VICEROUS THAT HE SHALL NEVER BE BEAT. HE ALSO FACETIOUSLY REMARKS THAT HE IS ON "HIS NATIVE HEATH," AND THAT HIS "NAME IS MACGREGOR!"

No. IV.

11 A.M. MR. BRIGGS BEGINS TO SHOW SYMPTOMS OF DISTRESS. HE FINDS HIS "NATIVE HEATH" A VERY DIFFERENT THING TO HIS "NATIVE FLAGSTONES."

THE STARVED-OUT ALDERMAN.

DREADFUL CASE OF DESTITUTION

AN OCEAN SWELL.

THE DELIGHTFUL PROCESS OF DRESSING IN A BATHING-MACHINE.
AN EXCLUSIVE.

Enter Small Swell (who draws as follows). "A—BROWN. A—WANT SOME MORE COATS!"

Snip. "YES, SIR. THANK YOU, SIR. HOW MANY WOULD YOU PLEASE TO WANT?"

Small Swell. "A—LET ME SEE; ALL HAVE EIGHT. A—NO, ALL HAVE NINE. LOOK HERE! A—SHALL WANT SOME TROUSERS!"

Snip. "YES, SIR. THANK YOU, SIR. HOW MANY WOULD YOU LIKE?"

Small Swell. "A—I DON'T KNOW EXACTLY. SPOSE WE SAY TWENTY-FOUR PAIRS; AND LOOK HERE: SHOW ME SOME PATTERNS THAT WOIN'T BE WORN BY ANY SHOES!"

ELEGANT HABIT.

Mamma. "MY DEAR FREDERICK, DO PRAY TAKE YOUR HANDS OUT OF YOUR POCKETS!"

FREDERICK. "COULDN'T DO IT, MAMMA, DEAR; ALL OUR MEN AT CAMBRIDGE WEAR THEIR HANDS IN THEIR POCKETS, AND I COULDN'T DISGRACE MY COLLEGE BY TAKING MINE OUT!!!"

PITY IS AKIN TO LOVE.

Boy (off). "O DON'T I PITY THEM POOR NOBIS IN CAMBRIDGE THIS HOT WEATHER!"

AN OMNIBUS INCIDENT.

Man (thrusting his hand into the window). "WILL YOU BUY A PENKNIFE WITH A HUNDRED BLADES, SIR?"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF SHOOTING.

No. V.

12 A.M. TOTAL PROSTRATION OF MR. BRIGGS.

ANALOGY.

Sporting Man (siquit): "I SAY, CHARLES—THAT'S A PROMISING LITTLE FILLY ALONG DEY-HAIRED WOMAN WHO'S TALKING TO THE BLACK-COB-LOOKING MAN!"
JOHN THOMAS MISPLACED.
Lady. "YOU WISH TO LEAVE—REALLY IT'S VERY INCONVENIENT. PRAY—HAVE YOU ANY REASON TO BE DISSATISFIED WITH YOUR PLACE?"
Flunkey. "OH, DEAR NO, MA'AM—NOT DISSATISFIED EXACTLY; BUT—A—THE FACT IS, MA'AM, YOU DON'T KEEP NO VEHICLE, AND I FIND I MISS MY CARRIAGE EXERCISE."

NOTHING LIKE PRUDENCE.
Maria. "MY DEAR CHARLES, BEFORE WE THINK OF MARRIAGE, I MUST ASK YOU WHAT YOU HAVE?"
Charles. "MY DEAR MARIA, I TELL YOU FRANKLY THAT ALL I HAVE IN THE WORLD IS A DRUM AND A CRICKET BAT; BUT PAPA HAS PROMISED ME A BOW AND ARROWS, AND A PONY, IF I'M A GOOD BOY!"
Maria. "OH! MY DEAR CHARLES, WE COULD NEVER LIVE AND KEEP HOUSE UPON THAT!"

HOUSEMAIDS REFUSING SERVICE IN BELGRAVIA.
Lady Emily. "NOW DEAR, I WISH YOU WOULD BE QUICK, AND LIGHT THE FIRES, AND HELP ME TO MAKE THE BEDS."
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No. VI.

MR. BRIGGS IS OFF AGAIN SHOOTING.

GRANDMAMMA IS SUPPOSED TO HAVE GIVEN MASTER TOM SOME PLUMS.

Master Tom, "NOW, THEN, GRANNY, I'VE EATEN THE PLUMS, AND IF YOU DON'T GIVE ME SIXPENCE, I'LL SWALLOW THE STONES!"
HORRIBLE INCIDENT IN REAL LIFE.

As the servants are gone to bed, the master of the house endeavours to get a little bit of supper for himself. He can't conceive where the deuce the things are all kept; and he is almost torn to pieces by the black natives of the kitchen.

RATHER SEVERE.

"Shall I 'old your 'orse, sir?"

"Lor! what a most adorrible glass—I declare it makes one look a perfect fright!"
No. VII.

Fortunately for Mr. Briggs (who will load his own gun because then he knows what he is about) the keeper discovers that he has put about three-quarters of a pound of shot into his right-hand barrel.
CONSOLATION.

"NOT KITCHED NONE! AM' SIR, YOU SHOULD HA' BIN HERE LAST TOOSDAY; THERE WAS TOO GENTS KILLED A UNCOMMON SIGHT A FISH TO BE SURE, THEN."

BOTTOM FISHING.

Piscaior No 1 (miserably), "NOW, TOM, DO LEAVE OFF. IT ISN'T OF ANY USE; AND IT'S GETTING QUITE DARK."

Piscaior No 2, "LEAVE OFF! WHAT A PRECIOUS DISAGREEABLE CHAP YOU ARE. YOU COME OUT FOR A DAY'S PLEASURE AND YOU'RE ALWAYS A-WANTING TO GO HOME!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF SHOOTING.

No. VIII.

FEW THINGS ARE MORE ANNOYING THAN TO BE SHORT OF POWDER WHEN THERE IS A CHANCE OF GOOD SPORT. MR. BRIGGS FEELING THIS, ORDERS A GOOD SUPPLY, TO BANG AWAY AT THE PHEASANTS TO-MORROW. HE SUGGESTS TO MRS. BRIGGS, THAT IT SHOULD BE KEPT UNDER THEIR BED, TO BE OUT OF THE WAY OF THE CHILDREN!

A CAUTION TO LITTLE BOYS AT A FESTIVE SEASON.

Mamma, "Why, my dearest Albert, what are you crying for?—so good, too, as you have been all day!"

Snoiled Little Boy. "Boo-hoo! I've eaten so much beef and turkey, that I can't eat any plum pudding!"

A PRIVATE OPINION.

"Well, I think this is the neatest thing I have seen for a long time."
PLEASANT.

Old Acquaintance: "AVE A DRINK, BILL?"

Bus Driver: "WHY, YER SEE, JIM, THIS 'ERE YOUNG HOSY HAS ONY BIN IN 'ARNESS ONCE AFORE, AND HE'S SUCH A REGULAR TO DOLT, TEN TO ONE IF I LEAVE 'IM HE'LL BE A-RUNNIN' MOPP AND A-SMASHIN' INTO SUTHUN. HOWEVER—HERE (handing reins to timid passenger), LAY HOLO, SIM, I'LL CHANGE IT!"

A REAL DIFFICULTY.

Coachman: "WHY—WHAT'S THE MATTER, JOHN THOMAS?"

Footman: "MATTER ENUFF! HERE'S THE MARSHIONESS BIN AN OV' ME NOTICE BECAUSE I DON'T MATCH JOSEPH—AND I MUST GO, UNLESS I CAN GET MY FAT DOWN IN A WEEK!"
BIT FROM THE MINING DISTRICTS.

First. "WUT TAK THY QUOT OFF, THEN! OI TELL THEE O'ER AS GOOD A MIM AS THEE!"
Second. "THEE A MIM! WHOY THEE GE'EST ONLY WALKING ABOUT TO SAVE THY FUNERAL EXPENSES!"

ANOTHER BIT FROM THE MINING DISTRICTS.

First Polite Native. "WHO'S 'IM, BIL?"
Second Ditto. "A STRANGER!"
First Ditto. "SAVE 'ARP A BRICK AT 'IM."

UP TO WEIGHT.

Stout Parly. "AHEM! I WANT TO HAVE A LOOK AT THE HOUNDS TO-MORROW! DO YOU THINK YOU HAVE GOT ANYTHING THAT WOULD CARRY ME?"
Stable Keeper. "WELL, SIR! I THINK I HAVE TWO BROWN 'OSES—AND A GRAN'OS, AS PERHAPS MIGHT DO IT!"
Perceptive Child. "Mamma, dear! Why do those gentlemen dress themselves like the funny little men in my Noah's Ark?"

Old Gentleman. "Well, Walter, I suppose you have got into Latin and Greek at school by this time, eh?"

Juvenile. "Oh, yes, sir. I have just finished Xenophon and Thucydides, and am now in Euripides. By the way, sir, how would you render the passage beginning "κικών περιπτακιν προτιν?"

Old Gentleman. "Ahem! Hey?—what?—ahem! Here, Ruggles, bring another bottle of claret, and—eh? what? Walter, I think you had better join the ladies."
MEETING HIM HALF WAY.

Young Hopeful. "Well, it's of no use, Governor; I can't stick to business. I want to be a soldier, and you must buy me a commission."

Governor. "No, my boy, I can't afford to buy you a commission, but I'll tell you what I will do; if you will go down to Chatham and enlist, I will give you my word of honour I won't buy you off!"

MEN OF THE WORLD.

First Man of the World. "Have you heard of Miss F--'s marriage, Charley?"

Second Do. "Ah! I heard it spoken of. I believe it was a marriage of inclination on both sides?"

First Do. "Yes! it was a bad joll. Those matches never turn out well!"
THE BRITON ABROAD.

DID YOU EVER SEE TWO STRANGE ENGLISHMEN BREAKFASTING AT A TABLE D'HOTE ABROAD? WELL! ISN'T IT A CHEERFUL THING?

THE GARRET AND THE CONSERVATORY.

Gentle Furchest, "WHAT THE PEOPLE CAN WANT WITH A CRYSTAL PALACE ON SUNDAYS, I CAN'T THINK! SURELY THEY OUGHT TO BE CONTENTED WITH THEIR CHURCH AND THEIR HOME AFTERWARDS."
Lady. "Then, why did you leave your last place, pray?"

Cook. "Well, ma'am, after I'm done work, I am very fond of singing and playing on the accordium, and Missus hadn't used to like it—and so I give notice!"

A THOROUGH GOOD COOK

DOMESTIC SANITARY REGULATIONS.
INFORMATION.

"JEMMY! WHAT'S A STALL AT THE OPERA?"

"WELL, I CAN'T SAY NOT FOR CERTAIN; BUT I SUPPOSE IT'S WHERE THEY SELLS THE HARRIES, MARRANGES, GINGER BEER AND BISKITS."

A MOST ALARMING SWELLING!

SELF-ESTEEM.

Gentleman. "SIXTY POUNDS A YEAR! WHY, MAN, ARE YOU AWARE THAT SUCH A SUM IS MORE THAN IS FREQUENTLY GIVEN TO A CURATE?"

Flunk. "OH, YES, SIR; BUT THEN YOU WOULD HARDLY, I HOPE, GO FOR TO COMPARE ME WITH THE HINDERION ORDER OF CLERKLY."

GROSS INSULT.

University "Man" having spent a few days in Town, at the end of Term is about to go Home.

Waiter (condescendingly). "GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS, SIR?"

University MAN (having himself into Hansom). "EUSTON SQUA-A-A-REI!"
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CANDID.

Old Gent. "THOMAS, I HAVE ALWAYS PLACED THE GREATEST CONFIDENCE IN YOU. NOW TELL ME, THOMAS, HOW IS IT THAT MY BUTCHER'S BILLS ARE SO LARGE, AND THAT I ALWAYS HAVE SUCH BAD DINNERS?"

Thomas. "REALLY, SIR, I DON'T KNOW, FOR I'M SURE WE NEVER HAVE ANYTHING NICE IN THE KITCHEN THAT WE DON'T ALWAYS SEND SOME OF IT UP INTO THE PARLOUR!"

DE GUS-TIBUS.

Uncle. "SO, YOU'VE BEEN TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE—HAVE YOU, CUS?"

Gus. "YES, UNCLE."

Uncle. "WELL, NOW I'LL GIVE YOU SIXPENCE IF YOU WILL TELL ME WHAT YOU ADMIRE MOST IN THAT TEMPLE OF INDUSTRY?"


AN ENTHUSIASTIC FISHERMAN.

"WHAT A BORE! JUST LIKE MY LUCK. NO SOONER HAVE I GOT MY TACKLE READY, AND SETTLED DOWN TO A BOOK, THAN THERE COMES A CONFOUNDED BITE!"

MELANCHOLY REVERSE OF FORTUNE.

"POOR SWEEPER, LADIES! RAILWAY DIRECTOR ONCE, LADIES!"
First Amiable Lady (very loud). "WHAT A REMARKABLY OD Set OF PEOPLE ONE MEETS AT A PUBLIC BALL!"
Second Do. "OH, VERY DRoLL!"
Poor Little Swell. "YETH; AND SO ThWANGELY DRETHEO!"

A FACT.
Flunkey (out of place). "THERE'S JUST ONE QUESTION I SHOULD LIKE TO ASK YOUR LADYSHIP—HAM I ENGAGED FOR WORK, OR HAM I ENGAGED FOR ORNAMENT?"
RATHER AWKWARD FOR TOMKINS.

Young Diana. “I think, sir, if you would be so good as to go first, and break the top rail, my pony would get over.”

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

Whip. “Hold hard, gentlemen! Ware wheat! Ware wheat!”

Young Farmer. “Come on, gentlemen. Never mind the wheat—it’s only thirty shillings a quarter!”
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

GOING "OUT" TO AN "AT HOME."
FILLING UP THE CENSUS PAPER.
Wife of his Room: "UPON MY WORD, MR. PEEWIT! IS THIS THE WAY YOU FILL UP YOUR CENSUS? SO YOU CALL YOURSELF THE 'HEAD OF THE FAMILY'—DO YOU—AND ME A FEMALE!"

A SPORTING CHARACTER.
"ARE YOU GOING TO MASCOT, BILL?"
"WHY, YES; I'M GOING TO CHAPERONING THIS YOUNG FEMALE DOWN BY THE RAIL."

'OUR FOREIGN VISITORS.
Conductor: "HOLD HARD, BILL! HERE'S A COUPLE MORE LEICESTER SQUARES A-COMIN'."

TRUE RESPECTABILITY.
First Costermonger: "I WONDER A RESPECTABLE GENTLEMAN LIKE YOU, BILL, CARRIES HIS OWN COLLYFLOWERS; WHY DON'T YER KEEP A CARRIDGE LIKE MINE?"
Second Costermonger: "WHY DON'T I KEEP A CARRIDGE? WHY, BECAUSE I DON'T CHOOSE TO WASTE MY HINDUM IN MERE SHOW AND FASHIONABLE DISPLAY!"
THE OPERA.

Box-keeper. "STALLS 21S AND IT. THIS WAY, MA'AM. LAST ROW, MA'AM. WOHN'T YOU LIKE A BOOK, MA'AM?"

A BRITISH RUFFIAN.

Lady. "IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH WHAT I HAVE GIVEN YOU, THERE'S A GENTLEMAN HERE WHO WILL SETTLE WITH YOU."
Cabman. "NO, THERE AIN'T! THERE AIN'T NO GENTLEMAN HERE!"
Lady. "I TELL YOU THERE IS. THERE IS A GENTLEMAN IN THIS HOUSE."
Cabman. "OH, NO, THERE AIN'T, NOT IF HE BELONGS TO YOU!"

SEASONABLE QUESTION.

"DO YOU WANT YER DOOR SWEPT, MA'AM?"

TURFITES.

"I SAY, OLD FELLOW, HOW DO YOU GO TO THE DERBY THIS YEAR?"
"OH, THE OLD WAY—HAMPER AND FOUR."
UNSEASONABLE SPORT.

Wife (much startled). "GOOD GRACIOUS, REGINALD! WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH THAT GUN?"

Reginald (who is very fond of shooting). "HUSH! HUSH! MY DEAR—I'VE KILLED TWO!"

Wife. "MY GOODNESS! TWO WHAT?—THIEVES?"

Reginald. "NO, DEAR. TWO OF THOSE CONFOUNDED RABBITS THAT ARE ALWAYS EATING THE VERBENA! THERE. GO TO SLEEP, DARLING—I'LL HAVE ANOTHER DIRECTLY."

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN AND SCHOLAR.

Fond Mother. "WHY, HE DOESN'T WRITE VERY WELL YET, BUT HE GETS ON NICELY WITH HIS SPELLING. COME, ALEXANDER, WHAT DOES D. O. G. SPELL?"

Infant Prodigy (with extraordinary quickness). "CAT!"

"THAT IS THE QUESTION."

IS WESKETS TO BE GENERALLY WORE THIS SUMMER?
ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT.

Davy. "There! He ain't a 'orse made up for sale. He'll go on improvin' every day you keep him—He will."

ARITHMETIC IN THE UNIVERSITY.

"I say, Frank, my boy—if Trouncers at 5 to 2, and Nutsheil at 3 to 1, what's the betting against the pair of them?"

"I'm sure I don't know—take you 2 to 1."

EASY SHAVING.

"Easy shaving."

STARTLING EFFECT OF THE "GOLD DIGGINS."

Reduced Goldsmith (to). "Now then, here you are!—a handsome gold snuff-box and a halfporth of snuff for a penny!"

John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.
A TEST OF STRENGTH.

First Languid Party: "DON'T YOU FIND SEA-AIR VERY STRENGTHENING, JACK?"
Second Ditto, Ditto: "AH, VEWY! I COULD THROW STONES IN THE WATER ALL DAY!"

HOW DO YOU LIKE IT?

ELEGANT AND RATIONAL DINNER COSTUME FOR CLOSE WEATHER.
A HEAVY BLOW.

Alderman Gibble. "Whaw-t; Pull down Temple Bar? Oh dear! ring for the Sherry. They'll be for destroying Gog and Magog next."

OYSTERS IN JUNE—DELICIOUS!

"Now, my little man—here's your fine natives! Only a penny a lot."

A PRODIGIOUS NUISANCE.

[Event list of notable figures and events from the 7th century BC to the 5th century BC.]

LITTLE BOY HAS A PEN'ORTH—ALARMIN G RESULT!
HOW TO MAKE CULPRITS COMFORTABLE: OR, HINTS FOR PRISON DISCIPLINE.

SAILORS ON SHORE CAROUSING—AS IT WILL BE WHEN THE GROG IS STOPPED.
Suburban Felicity. Gratifying Domestic (Poultry) Incident.

Buttons: "Oh! Please! Be quick! Here's the Coachman china a clucking like anything. He's been and laid a hogg!!!"

During the frost a certain Fox-Hunter increases in weight, and gets too big for his clothes.
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF SHOOTING.

No. IX.
TABLEAU—REPRESENTING MR. BRIGGS OUT FOR A DAY'S RABBIT-SHOOTING.

COLD COMFORT.
Country Friend to Sporting Gent from Town. "WELL, JACK, I TOLD YOU WE SHOULD HAVE A CAPITAL DAY. YOU SEE THE FROST IS CUTE GONE."
THE BEARD AND MUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

Railway Guard. "NOW, MA'AM, IS THIS YOUR LUGGAGE?"

Old Lady (who concludes she is attacked by Brigands). "OH, YES! GENTLEMEN IT'S MINE, TAKE IT—TAKE ALL I HAVE—but SPARE, OH SPARE OUR LIVES!!"

TRUE POLITENESS.

A DRYMAN (giving) "HOW THEN, OALS! I'VE QUITE DONE, CAN I GET YOU ANY CIDER?"
A FRIEND HAS GIVEN MR. BRIGGS A DAY'S SHOOTING.

A COCK PHEASANT GETS UP, AND MR. BRIGGS'S IMPRESSION IS, THAT A VERY LARGE FIREWORK HAS BEEN LET OFF CLOSE TO TO HIM. HE IS ALMOST FRIGHTENED TO DEATH.

THE OLD GENTLEMAN IS IN A HURRY TO GET TO THE STATION—
CAB-HORSE JIBS MOST RESOLUTELY.

Old Gent. "NOW, THEN, DRIVER, WHAT'S THE MATTER?"

Cabman. "OH, IT'S NOTHIN', SIR. HE'S ONLY A LITTLE TOO FRESH, SIR!"

FISHING—WITH FLIES.
HOW No. 4 ENJOYED HIMSELF, AND HOW No. 8 SUFFERED IN CONSEQUENCE.

SPEAK AS YOU THINK.

"ARE YOU GOING?"

"WHY, YES. THE FACT IS, THAT YOUR PARTY IS SO SLOW, AND I AM REALLY SO INFERNALLY BORED, THAT I SHALL GO SOMEWHERE AND SMOKE A QUIET CIGAR."

"WELL, GOOD NIGHT. AS YOU ARE BY NO MEANS HANDSOM, A GREAT PUPPET, AND NOT IN THE LEAST AMUSING, I THINK IT'S THE BEST THING YOU CAN DO."

A HORRIBLE BUSINESS.

Master Butcher. "DID YOU TAKE OLD MAJOR DUMBLEDORE'S RIBS TO NO. 12?"

Boy. "YES, SIR."

Master Butcher. "THEN CUT MISS WIGGLES'S SHOULDER AND NECK, AND HANG MR. POOLE'S LEGS TILL THEY'RE QUITE TENDER!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF RACING.

No. 1.

MR. BRIGGS HAS BACKED HIMSELF TO RIDE A STEEPLE CHASE AGAINST HIS FRIEND MUFFINS, OF THE ST. K EXCH. NGE. HE IS GOING ROUND THE COURSE JUST TO LOOK AT THE JUMPS.

Spectator (to Mr. B.), "OH NO, SIR!—THIS AIN'T THE BIG ONE. THE BIG ONE IS AFTER YOU GET OUT OF THE LANE, AND AFORE YOU COME TO THE BROOK!"

OUR ENGLISH CLIMATE.

MAY-DAY FOR THE SWEEPS.
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF RACING.

No. II.
Mr. Briggs is weighed, of course.

No. III.
His friends recommend him a little jumping powder.

No. IV.
Here he takes a preliminary canter, and puts his horse at a flight of hurdles.

No. V.
And gets over very cleverly.

No. VI.
Some time after the start, Mr. Briggs goes on the wrong side of the flag, and is obliged to go back, which, as the ground is rather heavy, "takes it out of old Blunderbuss considerably."

No. VII.
Who, in consequence, makes a mistake at the next fence.
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF RACING.

No. VIII.
However, Mr. Briggs is not hurt; and, after some exertion, re-mounts.

No. IX.
Mr. Briggs, as he appeared coming to the brook. In the distance may be observed his opponent, who has a nasty fall, but fortunately tumbles on his head.

No. X.
Mr. Briggs as he appeared in the brook.

No. XI.
As he appeared when he came out of the brook.

No. XII.
Portrait of Mr. Briggs winning the race. N.B. The dense crowd is cheering him.
DISTRESSING RESULT OF EMIGRATION.

Lady: "Yes, my dear. John left us without any warning, and we can't match the other footman, because all the tall men are gone to Australia."

THE ROAD-SIDE ON THE DERBY DAY.

A "drae" full of guardmen is supposed to be passing.
DOMESTIC BLISS.

Young Mother (joyously), "The dear little creature is getting on so nicely; it's beginning quite to take notice."—First Mother of a Family (blandly), "Oh! my dear! that is not taking notice; it's only the wind."—Second Ditto. "You should give it a little dill-water, dear. You would find," &c. &c.—Third Ditto. "Well, if it was my child, I should," &c. &c.—Fourth Ditto. "Now, when I was nursing my little Gregory, I used," &c. &c.—Fifth Ditto. "Well, now, I would not for the world that a baby of mine," &c. &c.—Sixth Ditto. "Indeed, I have known children obliged to endure the most horrible agony," &c. &c.—Seventh Ditto. "Depend upon it, love, and you know I have had a large family—and if you will be advised by me," &c. &c.

(Young Mother becomes quite bewildered, and gives herself up to despair.

SEA-SIDE LITERATURE FOR YOUNG LADIES; OR, DELIGHTS OF CROCHET.

First Young Lady (reads), "10th row—3 long with three chain after each into third small space, 1 long into same space, 5 long with three chain after each into middle space, 1 long into same space, 3 long with 3 chain after each into next space, 1 long in same space, 3 chain, ditto in middle of large space, 3 chain, repeat."—Second and Third Young Ladies (in ecstasies). "Oh, how sweetly pretty!!!"
FRIGHTFUL UPSET OF DIGNITY.
Conductor, "NOW, MARRY WIT-CHAPEL, OR MILE-END?—ONLY A PENNY!"

INTERESTING.
"I HAVE CALLED, MR. SQUIFFS, TO SAY THAT MY DARLING LITTLE DOG (I) HAS TAKEN ALL HIS MIXTURE, BUT HIS COUGH IS NO BETTER."

SUMMER IN ELYSIUM.

THE LONG VACATION IN ARCADIA.
Indignant Master of Hounds. "Now, you sir! Mind the hound! He's worth forty times as much as your horse!"

Stout Party. "Stop! Here! Cabman! We want to go as far ter-wards Whitechapel as we can for sixpence!"

Cabman. "Very sorry, mum! But the oss has bin out all day—dead beat. Mum—going home, mum."
A SELL.

Enter Sporting Youth, who has lost the hounds.

Youth. "SEEN THE HOUNDS GO THROUGH HERE, PIKEY?"

Pikey. "E-AS, A HAVE-TUPPENSE!"

[Youth pays the twopence and gallops on.]

A lapse of twenty minutes is supposed to have taken place, when

Re-enter Sporting Youth.

Youth (in a high state of excitement). "WHY, CONFOUND YOU! I THOUGHT YOU TOLD ME YOU HAD SEEN THE HOUNDS GO THROUGH HERE?"

Pikey. "E-AS, SO A DID; SEED TM YESTERDAY!"

IS IT SO?

Old Lady (laq.). "BLESS MY HEART! HOW RIDICULOUSLY SMALL THEY DO MAKE THE EYES OF THE NEEDLES NOW-A-DAYS, TO BE SURE!"

PRIDE.

Page. "THAT POOR DEIGHT, AIN'T MIXED MUCH IN SOCIETY."
A BOAT FOR AN HOUR.
Stout Gentleman. "What! is that the only boat you have in?"

FISHING OFF BRIGHTON.
"Oh, yes! it's very easy to say 'catch hold of him'!"

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE.
"Oh! here's a go! Blowed if I ain't lost my diamond ring!"

AGGRAVATING—RATHER!
Blanche (who dotes on horses), "There, Frank. Isn't she a pretty creature? Papa gave her to me this morning—she is so good-tempered and what a nice head and neck she has! Hasn't she? She's quite young, too—and such a beautiful mouth!—Now, what do you say, sir, eh?"

Frank (who is so absurd), "H'm! Let's see. Pretty creature—good-tempered—nice head and neck!—Young—and a beautiful mouth—why, I say, you make a capital pair!"

THE NEW PURCHASE.

SEA-SIDE.—THE BATHING HOUR.
Doing it thoroughly.

Old Gent. "I say, my little man, you should always hold your pony together going up hill, and over ploughed land!"

Young Nimrod. "All right, old cock! don't you teach your grandmother to suck eggs! there's my man by the hay-stack with my second horse!"

Not what he wanted.

Mr. Haycock, having heard of the merits of bruised oats for horses, requests his friend Briggs to send him a couple of "bruisers."

Mr. Briggs despatches the "Whitechapel Chicken" and the "Bayswater Slasher."
WAITING FOR A DIP.

Proprietor of Machine (loq.) "Sorry to keep you such a long time a waitin', Sir; but really they stop in such a time that we haven't a machine to bless ourselves with. There's Crumpton's Cottages has been in the water this three-quarters of an hour; and Albion House takes the longest time to dress of any gent I ever see. Oh! Here's Prospect Place a coming hout. Now you can go in, Sir."

JUST LIKE HIM.

Mr Cr—gos (We suppress the Gentleman's name for obvious reasons) thinks he will go to Hampton races.
THE BROOK-GREEN VOLUNTEER.

No. I.
SALUTING HIS SUPERIOR OFFICERS.

No. II.
HAVING A LITTLE BALL PRACTICE.

No. III.
GOING ON DUTY.
GROUNDLESS ALARM.

Equestrian: "Now, boy, don't you be taking off your hat to make me a bow—you'll frighten my horse!"

Boy: "A—A—A warn't a-going to!"

WOUNDED PRIDE.

Small Boy: "Now, then, you sir! Don't you know no better than to run agin a manger o' parliament—just you come back, and pick up my 'at, or I'm blowed if I don't make yer!"

FLY-FISHING.

Favourable wind and the trout rising as fast as possible.
No. IV.

FORMS HIMSELF INTO A SQUARE, AND RESISTS A CHARGE OF CAVALRY.

No. V.

RECEIVES PRESENTATION OF COLOURS.
Flunkey, "I beg your pardon, sir—but there is one thing I should like to mention at once. I am afraid—that I am expected to clean the boots."

Gentleman, "Bless me! Oh dear, no! there must be some mistake; I always clean them myself—and if you will leave your shoes outside your door, I will give them a polish at the same time."
THE BROOK-GREEN VOLUNTEER.

No. VI.

HAVING BEEN DRUNK AND DISORDERLY, IS ORDERED BY HIS "DASHING WHITE SERJEANT" TO DO DOUBLE DUTY.

No. VII.

THE NIGHTS ARE STILL CHILLY: THEREFORE OUR FRIEND WARMS THE BED FOR HIS FAMILY PREVIOUS TO HIS GOING ON GUARD.
AN ORNAMENT TO SOCIETY.

Equestrian. "No, I shan't stop for the last race; I must get to town to go to an evening party."

MIGHT IS RIGHT.

Van Driver. "I don't know nuthin about no right sides nor wrong sides. You get out of the way, if yer don't want to be made a wafers off!"

(Where are the Police?)
LONG VACATION.

"NOW THEN, LATITAT, TUCK IN YOUR SIX-AND-EIGHTPENNY!"

THE TRIAL-FOR-MURDER MANIA.

"ALL IN! ALL IN! WALK UP, LADIES! JUST A GOING TO BEGIN: NONE OF YOUR SHAMS HERE, BUT REAL BULLET-HEADED MURDERERS!
ALL IN! ALL IN!"
Emma: "WHAT DO YOU THINK, DEAR GRAN'MA? THE LADIES IN PARIS WEAR THEIR HAIR TAKEN OFF THE FOREHEAD AND SPINKLED WITH SILVER!"

Grandma: "DO THEY, INDEED? WELL, MY DARLING, SO LONG AS THEY ARE RESPECTABLE, THERE CAN BE NO HARM IN GREY LOCKS."

Emma: "DEAR! DEAR! DEAR! HOW VERY PROVOKING! HERE'S ONE END OF THE BARREL COME OUT, AND ALL THE OYSTERS MIXED WITH MY CLEAN COLLARS!"

Domestic: "HERE'S MISS BRADSHAW, MUM, HAS JUST COME. SHE'S COME UP-STAIRS, MUM."

Angelica: "OH, VERY WELL—I WILL!"

Edwin: "BRADSHAW! WHO THE DEUCE IS MISS BRADSHAW?"

Angelica: "OH, IT'S NOTHING OF CONSEQUENCE, DEAR—SHALL I GIVE YOU SOME MORE TEA, DEAR?"

Edwin: "YES, BUT WHO IS MISS BRADSHAW? WHY CAN'T YOU TELL ME WHO MISS BRADSHAW IS?"

Angelica: "LAW! DOWN! IF YOU MUST KNOW IT'S—IT'S—TH—THE DRESSMAKER."

THE SILVER AGE.

A MYSTERIOUS VISITOR.

DELIGHTS OF TRAVEL.

A YOUNG AFFECTION.
No. I.
WHEN YOU CROSS THE CHANNEL, ESPECIALLY IF IT SHOULD BE BLOWING HARD, "KEEP YOUR PECKER UP" (AS THAT AGREABLE RATTLE, YOUNG FIPPSON, CALLS IT) BY MAKING A HEARTY MEAL AT THE "SHIP" OR "PAVILION".

No. II.
AND ONCE ON BOARD, FIX YOUR EYES UPON SOME DISTANT OBJECT, AND ADAPT THE MOVEMENTS OF YOUR BODY TO THE ROLLING OF THE VESSEL, AND THE RESULT WILL PROBABLY BE, AS SHOWN ABOVE IN NO. III.

No. III.
THE RESULT.
ALARMING EFFECT PRODUCED BY IMPRUDENTLY TRYING THE HAT AND TABLE-MOVING EXPERIMENT.

"WELL! GOOD GUE, UNCLE! I'VE ENJOYED MYSELF VERY MUCH IN THE COUNTRY; AND IF YOU WILL RUN UP TO LONDON AT ANY TIME, I'LL SHOW YOU A LITTLE LIFE!"
STORMY, AND MUCH RAIN.

OUT OF TOWN.

A BATH AT BOULOGNE.

APPALLING POSITION OF MR. AND MRS. TOMKINS, WHO HAD A JIG HORSE WHEN THE TIDE WAS COMING IN.
DOMESTIC EVENT IN THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.—No. I.
The nose of the hippopotamus put out of joint by the young elephant.

DOMESTIC EVENT IN THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.—No. II.
Delicate state of the hippopotamus. It is ordered change of air, and a little sea-bathing.
DOMESTIC EVENT IN THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.—No. III.

THE HIPPOPOTAMUS HAS QUITE RECOVERED, AND IS TAKEN OUT FOR AN AIRING.

CONSOLS AT 90.

Husband. "Well! I declare I'm quite glad it's a wet day. It will be an excuse to stop at home with my darling little Pipsey Popsy. What do you say, Dickey? Fh? Pretty Dick? Pretty Dick?"

CONSOLS AT 80.

Husband. Go out for a walk! Nonsense! I've something else to do. I think, too, you might pull down that blind, unless you want the sun to spoil all the furniture, and, dear, dear, do for goodness' sake, Jemima, take that —— canary out of the room!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

A BIT OF SERIOUS PANTOMIME.
A MESSAGE FROM THE LORDS.

ANOTHER BIT OF SERIOUS PANTOMIME.
"HATS OFF, STRANGERS!"

NEW CRICKETING DRESSES TO PROTECT ALL ENGLAND AGAINST THE PRESENT SWIFT BOWLING.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842–1864.

AQUATICS.

WHO IS THIS? WHY, THIS IS MR. JOHN CHUBB PULLING ONE OF HIS LONG, SLOW, STEADY STROKES. HE IS TAKING MORE PAINS THAN USUAL, BECAUSE THOSE PRETTY GIRLS IN THE ROUND HATS ARE SITTING ON THE LAWN DRAWING FROM NATURE.

AND—HERE ARE THE GIRLS IN THE ROUND HATS.
THE NEW GROOM.

Gentleman. "DO YOU MEAN TO SAY THAT YOU UNDERSTAND THE CARE OF HORSES?"

Boy. "WELL, SIR, I HAD OUGHT TO—FOR I'VE BEEN AMONGST 'EM ALL MY LIFE."

AN ANCIENT IMPOSTOR.

Youth. "THEN, SIR, I SUPPOSE, WHEN YOU WERE A SMUGGLER, YOU USED TO HAVE REGULAR COMBATS AND FIGHTS?"

Boatman. "COMBATS AND FIGHTS! LOR' LOV' YER, WE WAS ALMOST ALWAYS AT IT. ONCE IN PARTICULAR I CALL TO MIND. I HAD THREE BAILS THROUGH MY HEAD AND TWO IN THE STUMMUCK (WHICH I FEEL 'EM NOW SOMETIMES IN THE WINTER I DO), BESIDES BEEN RUN THROUGH WITH A CUTLASS AND ALL MY FRONT TEETH KNOCKED OUT BY THE PERVITIVELY MANS TELESCOPE, WITH LUCKLY SHUT UP, OR THERE'S NO KNOWIN' WOULDN'T 'EM A BIN THE CONSEQUENCE. AM THERE WOS GOINGS ON THEN BUT, LOR, IT AIN'T NOTHIN' LIKE IT NOW!"

Youths are deeply impressed.

A REFLECTION.

ALTHOUGH POLICEMEN ARE PLACED AT PARTICULAR SPOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING OMNIBUSES "MOVE ON," THEY ARE GENERALLY SEEN CHATTING, OR CRACKING THE FRIENDLY WALNUT WITH THE CONDUCTORS, TO THE INCONVENIENCE AND INDIGNATION OF THE PASSENGERS. HOW IS THIS?
No. X.

BY THE TIME MR. BRIGGS'S HORSE HAS RECOVERED FROM HIS COLD, A LONG FROST SETS IN.

Groom. "THAT'S JUST WHAT I SAY, SIR; IT IS AGGRAVATIN' TO SEE A NICE OSS LIKE THAT, SIR, A DUN' NOTHIN' BUT EATTIN' HIS 'ED OFF."

A GREAT BARGAIN.

TO BE SOLD—THE PROPERTY OF AN OFFICER GOING ABROAD.
THE HAT-MOVING EXPERIMENT.

It is necessary to get a hat. Two or more persons place their hands on the rim thereof, the little fingers of each person being in contact. In about twenty minutes, or half-an-hour, or perhaps more, the hat will begin to jump and revolve rapidly.

(N.B. The party above with the moustaches, thinks that in the pursuit of Science he could perform the experiment over and over again.)

SHAKESPEARE A LITTLE ALTERED.

"He lived not wisely, but too well."

USELESS INFORMATION.

"Now, ma'am, this goes to the Christia'l Palis."

"Bless the man! I don't want no Christia'l Palises. I am goin' to the Borough."
HAVING A COLD IN HIS HEAD, RESORTS TO AN INGENIOUS METHOD OF PRESERVING HIS HEALTH WITHOUT DESERTING HIS POST.

THE DEAR DELIGHTS OF BRITAIN'S SUMMER FIELDS.

OVER THE STYLE.

HAYMAKING.
THE BROOK-GREEN VOLUNTEER.

No. IX.
THE BIVOUAC.

No. X.
AT BUSINESS.

Mr. Man (to Charley): "ALEXANDER, WHEN YOU'VE TITTIVATED THAT GENT, YOU MUST COME TO DRILL."

COMPARATIVE LOVE.

Papa: "SO, CHARLEY, YOU REALLY ARE IN LOVE WITH THE LITTLE BLACK-EYED GIRL YOU MET LAST NIGHT?"
Charley: "YES, PAPA, I LOVE HER DEARLY!"
Papa: "HOW MUCH DO YOU LOVE HER, CHARLEY? DO YOU LOVE HER AS MUCH AS PUDDING?"
Charley: "OH YES, PAPA! AND A GREAT DEAL BETTER THAN PUDDING. BUT (pausing to reflect)—I DON'T LOVE HER SO MUCH AS JELLY!"

PLEASURES OF THE STUDIO.

When every moment is of consequence, Mr. Flake White's Model for Hamlet appears with a black eye, which he declares is the effect of influenza.
No. XI.

HAVING CURED HIS COLD WITH RUM-AND-WATER, RESOLVES NOT TO GO HOME "TILL DAY-LIGHT DOES APPEAR." HE ASSURES THE POLICEMAN THAT "IT'S ALL RIGHT."

No. XII.

OWING TO THE MILDNESS OF THE SEASON, HE LOOKS UP HIS DUCKS.

SO FOND OF IT.

"THERE NOW; THAT'S A CIGAR I CAN CONFIDENTLY RECOMMEND."

"WELL; PUT ME UP A DOZEN TO TRY!"
DIFFERENCE OF VIEW.

Head of the Family. "FOR WHAT WE ARE GOING TO RECEIVE, MAKE US TRULY THANKFUL—HEN' GOLD MUTTON AGAIN!"

Wife of the House. "AND A VERY GOOD DINNER TOO, ALEXANDER. SOMEBODY MUST BE ECONOMICAL. PEOPLE CAN'T EXPECT TO HAVE RICHMIND AND GREENWICH DINNERS OUT OF THE LITTLE HOUSEKEEPING MONEY I HAVE."

WHOLESOME PREJUDICE.

"RAILROADS, SIR? I HATE RAILROADS, AND I SHALL BE VERY GLAD WHEN THEY'RE DONE AWAY WITH, AND WE'VE GOT THE COACHES AGAIN."

PREPARING FOR THE DERBY.

"I SAY, MISTER. JUST PUT US UP A COUPLE OF GREEN WEOLS. WILL YER? THE DUST IS SO UNCOMMON DISCREETIFI A-DRIVING DOWN TO HERPSOM!"

ALL IS VANITY.
HAVING GIVEN HIMSELF LEAVE OF ABSENCE, HE ENJOYS A LITTLE DOMESTIC FELICITY.

A YOUNG PATRICIAN.

IF SIR! "WHAT AN ASTONISHING COAT, GUS!"
AND DO, "YA-A-A! YOU SEE ALL THE SNOBS DRESS SO INFERN'LY LOUD—THAT AND I THOUGHT WE WOULD COME DOWN VERRY QUIET!"

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF THE CHILDREN.

A DESIGN, SHOWING HOW THE PRETTY HOODS WORN BY LADIES MIGHT BE MADE USEFUL AS WELL AS ORNAMENTAL.
THE END OF A FIVE MINUTES' BURST.

Stout Gentleman: "THAT'S THE WAY TO GO OVER A GATE! I DON'T THINK YOU LEFT ME SO FAR BEHIND THAT TIME."

REMOVING.—So.

Father of the Family: "OH, IT'S ALL STUFF AND NONSENSE, MRS. G., IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN MANAGED OVER AND OVER AGAIN BY THIS TIME."

Mrs. G.: "HUR, MY DEAR, HOW YOU TALK! AND I'M SURE YOU HAVEN'T BEEN PUT TO MUCH INCONVENIENCE."

Mother of Jemima: "THERE, THERE, JEMIMA. DON'T ANSWER HIM; IT'S QUITE RIDICULOUS."
GROUSE SHOOTING LATE IN THE SEASON. JOLLY, VERY.

"COME ALONG OLD FELLOW! HERE'S A POINT!"

REMOVING.—No. 11.

FIRST NIGHT IN THE NEW HOUSE—AWFUL DISCOVERY OF BLACK BEETLES.
PERFECT SINCERITY; OR, THINKINGS ALOUD.

No. I.

Mum.: "YOU ARE A DISAGREEABLE OLD BACHELOR, AND GENERALLY HATE CHILDREN. I KNOW—but isn't dear little wormwood a fine, noble little fellow?"

Old Gent.: "WELL, IF YOU WANT MY CANDID OPINION, I MAY AS WELL TELL YOU AT ONCE—that I think him the most detestable little beast I ever saw—and if you imagine I am going to leave him anything because you have named him after me, you are mightily mistaken."

PERFECT SINCERITY; OR, THINKINGS ALOUD.

No. II.

Artist No. 1: "HERE, MASTER DICK, I FLATTER MYSELF THAT WILL TAKE THE SHINE OUT OF YOUR PRECIOUS PRODUCTION, ALTHOUGH YOU DO THINK NOBODY CAN PAINT BETTER YOURSELF."

Artist No. 2: "HEY! DEAR, DEAR, DEAR! THAT'S VERY BAD. BY Jove, my boy, it's a dreadful falling-off from last year. If I were you, I should think twice before I sent it in."

Artist No. 3: "Merely envy,—Illus. Humug."
PERFECT SINCERITY; OR, THINKINGS ALOUD.

No. III.

Medical Man. "Stupid old fool! Why, there's nothing the matter with him, except what arises from his over eating and drinking himself—only I can't afford to tell him so."

THE OPERA.

"Please, sir, give us your ticket, if you ain't a-goin' in again."

A HUMOROUS CUSTOMER.

Gentleman in Cart. "I say, guv'nor, bring us out a spoonful o' gin for the old lady, will yer?—and I'll take a pint o' mild ale—and look here. I don't want it thick—for I ain't hungry."
MANLY SORROW.

Swell on Horseback. "Why, Charley, what's the matter, old boy? you seem out of spirits."

Swell on Foot. "Ah! I've had a sad loss, Fred! I've lost the little gringiron off my chatelaine!"

MELANCHOLY SCENE, AT THE OPERA ON A CROWDED NIGHT

"And melancholy mark'd him for her own."
Bribery is detestable! But politeness costs nothing.

Canvasser. "Pray, gentlemen, don't think of walking to the polling booth; I am sure your time must be valuable, and here's a carriage quite at your service."

Early Education.

Harry (to Tom). "There's one great bore about a watering-place; they sell such horrid cigars."

May-Day.

Distressing position of a sentimental gentleman who was about to offer his hand and heart to the object of his affections.
A CHEAP DAY'S HUNTING.

No. I.

FIRST GET YOUR SEASONED "SCREW".

A CHEAP DAY'S HUNTING.

No. II.

ABOUT FOUR MILES DOWN THE ROAD, GET PROPERLY SPLASHED AT A PUBLIC-HOUSE.

RATHER A DROP.

"That's a nice little tie, carry, and drought us along well, Mr. Cobb! He is a nice little job of a man, and no end of a dandy."

"This yer old Mr. Cobb? He's too good for my work. Now he'd just get such a gent as you to drive a light tea-cart about town for orders on a week-day, and take the missus out for the day of Sundays,"
A CHEAP DAY'S HUNTING.

No. III.

AND RETURN HOME SMOKING A CHEEROT, TO THE ADMIRATION OF THE POPULACE.

THE AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS DOGGE.

Beggar. "DID YOU GET THE LAMB'S FRY?"
His Child. "ALL RIGHT."

Beggar. "WELL, NOW, RUN HOME AND TELL YER MOTHER NOT TO SOIL THE SPARRERGRASS TILL I COME."

London Merchant. "WHY, WHAT IS THE USE OF YOUR BEING IN A RESPECTABLE HOUSE OF BUSINESS IF YOU PROCEED IN THIS ABSURD, VULGAR MANNER? NOW, TAKE MY WORD FOR IT, UNLESS YOU MIND VERY CONSIDERABLY, YOU WILL GO ON FROM BAD TO WORSE. YOU WILL BECOME A PETTY HUCKSTER; FROM THAT YOU WILL, IN ALL PROBABILITY, GET TO BE A MERE COMMON-COUNCILMAN; THEN AN ALDERMAN; WHEN, AFTER A COURSE OF GLUTTONY AND TOMFOOLERY, PAINFUL TO THINK OF, YOU WILL MAKE A RIDICULOUS TERMINATION TO YOUR CONTEMPTIBLE CAREER BY ACTUALLY BECOMING A LORD MAYOR."
Father of the Family, "Come, dear; we so seldom go out together now—can't you take us all to the play to-night?"

Mistress of the House and M.P. "How you talk, Charles! Don't you see that I am too busy? I have a committee to-morrow morning, and I have my speech on the GREAT CROCHET QUESTION to prepare for the evening."

No. II.

THE DRAWING-ROOM.
No. III.

THE DINING-ROOM.

Lady of the House. "NOW THEN, GIRLS! FILL YOUR GLASSES! BUMPERS! HERE'S JUST ONE TOAST WHICH I AM SURE YOU WILL ALL DRINK WITH PLEASURE, THE GENTLEMEN!"

No. IV.

NATURALLY THE FEMALE THINKS SHOPPING VERY TIRESOME.

Superior Creature. "FOR GOODNESS' SAKE, EDWARD, GO AWAY! WHEN YOU ONCE GET INTO A SHOP, THERE'S NO GETTING YOU OUT AGAIN."
THE LADIES OF THE CREATION!

No. V.
SPORTING FOR LADIES.

No. VI.
THE BAND AT ST. JAMES'S PALACE.
No. VII.
A "BUS" CONDUCTRESS.

Old Gentleman. "You are a very saucy, impudent woman, and I'll certainly summon you!"

Conductress. "Thank ye, sir! (To D'mr.) Go on, Sarah; never mind the old cove."

No. VIII.
MARY PROTECTING THE WEAKER SEX.

No. IX.
THE ARREST BY BAILIFFS.

"And serve her right too—extravagance in a man is, in some degree, excusable, for he knows no better—but, in a woman, it is quite unpardonable."
THE LADIES OF THE CREATION!

No. X.

MISS BROWN TAKES HER COUSIN OUT FISHING.

Inferior Animal: "Oh dear! Miss Brown! Here's a fish taken all my bait. Do come and put on another worm!"

No. XI.

THE WOMAN AT THE WHEEL.

THE REAL FLOWER-SHOW.
No. I.—APROPOS OF BLOOMERISM.

Visitor (who is looking at the Print of the Bloomer Costume). "Well, now, upon my word, I don't see anything ridiculous in it. I shall certainly adopt it."

Strong-minded Lady. "For my part, I so thoroughly despise conventionality, that I have ordered all my new things to be made in that very rational style!"

No. II.

THE SORT OF LEG THAT LOOKS WELL IN BLOOMER PETTICOATS.
No. III.—RESULTS OF BLOOMERISM—THE LADIES POP THE QUESTION.
Superior Creature. "SAY! OH, SAY, DEAREST! WILL YOU BE MINE?" &c., &c.

No. IV.—A POSER FOR A BLOOMER.
Old Gentleman. "BEFORE I CAN ENTERTAIN YOUR PROPOSAL, AND GIVE MY CONSENT TO YOUR MARRYING MY SON, I MUST ASK YOU WHETHER YOU ARE IN A POSITION—A-TO-A-KEEP HIM IN THE STYLE TO WHICH—I MAY SAY—HE HAS ALWAYS BEEN ACCUSTOMED? AHEM!"
No. V.—A probable incident if Bloomerism isn't put down.

Maid: "If you please, Miss. The dressmaker has brought home your new—ahem—frock."

No. VI.—Something more of Bloomerism.

(Behind the counter there is one of the "inferior animals.")
No. VII.—BLOOMERISM IN A BALL-ROOM.

Bloomer. "May I have the pleasure of dancing the next polka with you?"

No. VIII.—BLOOMERISM AT HOME.

Strong-minded Female. "Now, do pray, Alfred. Put down that foolish novel, and do something rational. Go, and play something on the piano; you never practise now you're married."

No. IX.

EFFICIENCY OF FEMALE POLICE IN WHAT IS VULGARLY CALLED A "JOLLY ROW."
THE LADIES OF THE BLOOMERIAN
THE LADIES OF THE CREATION—BLOOMERISM.

No. XI.—THE BARRISTER.

No. XII.—THE HEIRESS.

No. XIII.—THE SAILOR.

No. XIV.—ON THE ROAD.

No. XV.—AT THE DERBY.

No. XVI.—IN THE PARK.
THE STEEPLE-CHASE.

First Sporting Gent (crossing) “CAUTION no horseman will, on any account, be allowed to follow the races horses over the steeple-chase course! Gear me! How provoking! I should.

Second Gent thinks they had better not interfere with any of the Regulations.
Mr. 'Arry Belville on the Continent Generally.

‘Arry Belville. "Yes! I like it extremely. I like the Lazy Ally sort of feeling I like sitting at the door of a Caffy to smoke my Cigar, and above all (utter fool) it's a great comfort to wear one's Beard without being lamped at!"

Scene—Bureau of the Chiefs of the Douanes.

French Official. "You have Passport?"
English Gent. "Non, Mossoo."
Official. "Your Name?"
Gent. "Belville."

Our Friend Belville airs his French at Boulogne, to the Admiration of Dobbins, who doesn't speak the Language.

Belville. "Ahem! Paridong Mossoo!—Esker vous avey-a such a chose as a-a-une pot—a-that is a-a-une fau you know-de-deik bear's grease? Comprenny—a bear's grease?"
ON THE MOORS.

Mr. Puff. 'My bird, I think.'
Mr. Muff. 'Belongs to me, I fancy' &c. &c. &c.

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP.

"No—Marc. Hang it! anything in reason I don't mind; but, as a father of a family, I don't feel justified in going at such a gate as that."
Cruel Little Puth. "Oh, Harriet dear—put on your hat and let us see the steamboat come in. The sea is too rough—and the people will be so abhorrendly thick!!"

FOLKESTONE. ARRIVAL OF THE BOULOGNE BOAT. WIND S.W.
AN ANXIOUS MOMENT.

"DON'T MOVE THERE, WE SHALL CLEAR YOU!"

NOTHING LIKE KNOWING THE COUNTRY.

Huntsman to Officer going Abroad: "PLEASE BE SO GOOD, SIR, AS GIVE MY RESPECTS TO MASTER HARRY."

SIR: "OUI! BUT MY BROTHER IS IN THE WEST INDIES, AND I AM GOING TO THE EAST."

Huntsman: "MAYBE YOU'LL MEET AT COVER SIDE ALL THE SAME, SIR."
COOL ASSURANCE.

Undergraduate. "YOU DON'T OBJECT TO SMOKING, I HOPE?"

Old Party (probably a Director). "YES, SIR. I OBJECT VERY MUCH INDEED! IN FACT, I HAVE THE STRONGEST OBJECTION TO SMOKING!!!"

Undergraduate. "HM! HA! SOME PEOPLE HAVE."

[Fumes for the next fifty miles.]

THOSE SHOCKING CLUBS.

Charley (who is rather addicted to betting). "—AND TALKING OF GOODWOOD RACES, WE'VE GOT SUCH A JOLLY SWEEP AT OUR CLUB!"

Constance. "A SWEEP, CHARLES-MELL? I NEVER THOUGHT MUCH OF YOUR CLUB FRIENDS, BUT I DON'T THINK YOU ASSOCIATED WITH PEOPLE OF THAT SORT!"

FASHIONS FOR FAST MEN.

Tom. "WHICH DO YOU LIKE BEST FOR TROUSERS, BILL, CHECKS OR STRIPES?"

Bill. "WELL, I THINK CHECKS ARE UNCOMMON SUPERIOR, BUT STRIPES IS MOST NOOBY."

IN A VERY BAD WAY.

"WHY, YOU SEEM QUITE WRETCHED, FRANK!!"

"WRETCHED, MY BOY! AH, YOU MAY IMAGINE HOW WRETCHED I AM, WHEN I TELL YOU I DON'T EVEN CARE HOW MY TWOWSERS ARE MADE."
Clara, "Well, Rose, dear, and how do you feel after the party?"

Rose, "Oh, pretty well. Only I have had such a horrid dream! Do you know, I dreamt that that great stupid Captain Drawler upset a dish of trifle over my new lace dress with the blue slip?"
TRUTH IS GREAT.

Unsophisticated Little Girl. "Now, you a-done, Billy. If you ain't quiet directly, I'll give ye'n to this great, big ugly man!"

(A immense delight of Swell in gorgeous array.)

A DELUSION.

Dean. "Well, Sir?"
Small University Man (under the impression that he has irritated the Dean by his conspicuous moustachios). "I believe you wanted to speak to me, Sir, about—about—my moustachios!"

Dean. "Some mistake, Sir! I didn't perceive that you had any!"

MISPLACED CONFIDENCE.

Exquisite (to the Mamma of Performer). "What a pity that girl's friends don't take her away from that piano. She's not bad looking, but she has got a voice like a peacock!"
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*A CAPITAL OFFER.*

"I say, Granny! Charley Summers and I are going to take Lion out in a boat for a swim—now if you'll give me a shilling we will take you and the girls out for a row!"
THE TOO FAITHFUL PORTRAIT.

Georgina (in riding habit). "Well, dear! I declare it's the very image of you! I never!"

Sarah Jane (who insists upon seeing the plate). "Like me? For goodness' sake don't be ridiculous Georgina. I think it's perfectly absurd. Why, it has given me a stupid little turn-up nose, and a mouth that's absolutely enormous!"

DREADFUL DESTITUTION.

First. "My dear Frank—what is the matter, old boy?"

Second. "Oh! I am distressed to death about money matters—I don't know what I shall do? Why, here's Jenny Lind coming out on Thursday, and I positively haven't the money to pay for a box!"

A PLEDGE OF AFFECTION.

Angelina. "Will my darling Edwin grant his Angelina a boon?"

Edwin. "Is there anything on earth her Edwin would not do for his pet? Name the boon, oh, dearest—name it!"

Angelina. "Then, love, as we dine by ourselves to-morrow, let us, oh! let us have roast pork, with plenty of sage and onions!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

VERY PARTICULAR

First Railway Porter. "WHAT DOES HE SAY BILL?"

Second ditto. "WHY, HE SAYS HE MUST HAVE A COMPARTMENT TO HISSELF, BECAUSE HE CAN'T GET ON WITHOUT HIS SMOKES!"

MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT. — No. 1

GENT. "say, mosey! why doen't yer do the 'ole oil, and let all yer beard grow, like me?"

OUR BOYS.

Master Tom (to Old Lady who is very nervous about fire). "IT'S ALL RIGHT, GRANMA! MY CANDLE IS OUT. I'M ONLY SMOKING MY USUAL WEED!"
USEFUL, IF NOT ORNAMENTAL.

Master Alfred (an ingenious boy). "Look here, Walter! See what a jolly target Old Aunt Betsy's round hat makes!"

A BACK VIEW.

"Now, Charley! Here's that pretty round hat again—we will have a look at her this time."
SERVANTGALISM; OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES?—No. I.

Servant Girl: "Oh! if you please, mam, there was one other think I should like to 'ave settled."
Lady: "Yes?"
Girl: "WHERE DO YOU GO TO THE SEA-SIDE IN THE SUMMER? BECAUSE I COULDN'T STAY AT A DULL PLACE AND WHERE THE HAIR WASN'T VERY BRACING!"

Lady: "YOU DON'T MEAN TO TELL ME, MARY, THAT MY NEW CRYSTAL MILK JUG IS BROKEN—"
Mary: "YES; IT'S THE ODDEST JUG AS I'VE EVER SEEN—IT JEST TOOK AND TUMBLED RIGHT OFF ITS ANGLE; WHICH IT JEST LEFT ITS ANGLE IN MY HAND, M'.

SOCIAL STRUGGLES.
OUR "USED UP" MAN TAKES A WALK WITH HIS COUSINS IN KENSINGTON GARDENS.

AWFUL APPEARANCE OF A "WOPPS" AT A PICNIC.
NOTHING LIKE SYSTEM.

"AW! PUMMELL, WHAT DO I OWE YOU?"

"OH! NOT MUCH, SIR. IT'S OF NO CONSEQUENCE."

"AW! NO. BUT I THINK OF TAKING THE BENEFIT OF THE ACT ABOUT CHRISTMAS, AND AS A MAN OF SYSTEM, I AM VERY PARTICULAR ABOUT EXACT AMOUNTS."

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

Maid: "LAIR BLESS YES! THAT AIN'T MISSUS'S OWN 'AIR; IT'S A WIG."

PUNCTUALITY IS THE SOUL OF BUSINESS.

"NO-OO. GOOD-NIGHT, OLD CHAP! BUSINESS IS THE SOUL OF PUNCTUALITY. I MUST GO NOW I'VE GOT SOME DASH-BUSINESS TO ATTEND TO—(R-T)—LETTERS TO WRITE!"

EXTREMES MEET.

"THIS IS YOUR BED, SIR!"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

**A LARGE BUMP OF CAUTION.**
Floriz. "OH, LET US SIT HERE, AUNT, THE DREEZE IS SO DELIGHTFUL."
Aunt. "YES, DOVE!—IT'S VERY NICE, I DARE SAY; BUT I WON'T COME ANY NEARER TO THE CLIFF, FOR I AM ALWAYS AFRAID OF SLIPPING THROUGH THOSE RAILINGS!"

**HEART-BREAKING.**
Philanthropist. "WHAT NOW, MY MAN?"
Street Boy. "THEY'VE BEEN AND DONE AND SPIRED MY PEASHOOTER!"

**A VICTIM OF PLEASURE.**
"WHAT A STUNNING MEERSCHAUM YOU'VE GOT THERE, CHARLEY!"
"YES, I THINK IT WILL BE HANDSOME BY THE TIME I'VE PROPERLY COLOURED IT."

**A YOUNG PHILOSOPHER.**
First Butcher Boy. "SO THEY'VE DONE AWAY WITH SMITH Fel!"
Second Butcher Boy. "AH! THEY'LL SOON BE BOWLING OUT MALL OUT OLD INSTITUTIONS!"
A VERY GREAT MAN.

“NOW, COLLINS YOU MUST GO OUT VERY DEEP, FOR I WANT TO TAKE A ‘HEADER!’”

SEA-SIDE SATURDAY EVENING.—THE ARRIVAL OF THE “HUSBANDS’ BOAT.”
SERVANTGALISM.—No. II.

Housemaid, "Well, soosan, I've made up my mind not to stop ere no longer to work like negroes as we do!"

Cook, "Nor I, nuther! But just turn the meat, will you, please, the whilst I finish my crochet?"

SERVANTGALISM.—No. III

Old Lady, "What is it, boy?"
Boy, "PLEASEN—it's a pair of white sating shoes, and the lady's fan wot's bin mended—name of miss julea pearlash!"

Old Lady, "Miss!!!??!!??!!??!!?"
Voice from the Arno. "Oh, it's all right, mum. It's me!"

IMPROVEMENT IN IRISH AFFAIRS.

"Whoo—will any jintendo be so engadin' as to thread on the tail of me registered pallyt0e?"

AN IRISH HOTEL.

Traveller, "Hollo! What the deuce are you about with that gridiron?"
Chambermaid, "To be sure, it's yer honour's bed I'm warming; and ain't our warming-pain engaged frying sausages?"
SERVANTGALISM. — No. IV.

Servant Gal. "Well, mam—never think considered—'m afraid you won't suit me. I've always bin brought up genteel, and I couldn't go nowheres where there ain't no footman kep'!

Lad'. "Oh, then, if you please, mam, I should like to leave this day week." [Exit idiot.

SERVANTGALISM. — No. V.

Servant Gal (who has quarrelled with her bread-and-butter). "If you please, mam, I find there's cold meat for dinner in the kitchen, did you expect me to eat it?"

Lady. "Of course I expect you to eat it, and an excellent dinner, too!"

Servant. "Oh, then if you please, I should like to leave this day week."

[Exit idiot.

AT ASCOT.

The only "party's" who enjoyed the wet day.

MAKING THE BEST OF IT.

Enthusiast. "This is really admirable! I get my swim—and a shower bath in!"
Smallest by degrees, and beautifully less.

Shopman: "Oh, I beg your pardon, sir—but the lady left her parasol on the counter!"

Swell: "Haw! Ya—as-no! That is, it's my umbrella! Thanks! By jove! Haw!"

A drawing-room entertainment.
THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.—No. II.

"My eye, Tom, what a horrid bore it must be for the horrid dwells, now we've to wearin' our moostarchers. The gals can't tell us from them, now!"

BATTLEDORE AND SHUTTLECOCK.

The popular and amusing game as at present played in the principal thoroughfares.

A PLEASING DELUSION.

Smith, "Hollo! Pooter, ain't you precious drunk, rather?"
Post Boy, "Drunk! Not a bit of it!"
SERVANTGALISM.—No. VI.

Lady, "Wish to leave? Why, I thought, Thompson, you were very comfortable with me!"

Thompson (who is extremely refined), "No! Yes, mam'! I don't find no fault with you, mam—nor yet with master—but the truth is, mam—the mother servants is so 'orrid vulgar, and ignorant, and speaks so ungrammatical, that I really cannot live in the same house with 'em—and I should like to go this day month, if so be has it won't inconvenience you!"

THE SEA-SIDE HAT.

What is enough for one is enough for two.

HOW TO ESCAPE FROM A SCOLDING WIFE.

Patient (inhaling Ether), "This is really quite delightful—a most beautiful dream."
A BIT OF HIS MIND.

Edward (to his Military Cousin). "No, I shant. I shant go and shoot blackbirds, and I tell you what, Master Charley, you dragon swells won't have quite such a pull upon us civilians now, for we are all going to grow beards and moustachios."

HOW TO GET A CONNECTION.

Shopman (to Ancient Party). "Yes, Miss—thank you, Miss—is there any other article, Miss?—can we send it for you, Miss?"

(The lady thinks it such a nice shop, and such well-behaved young men.

AN ALARMING MESSAGE.

"If you please, Sir, mother's took the lotion, and bruised her leg with the mixture!"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

A MISSED IMPRESSION.
First Young Lady. "Oh, dear! how dull the old town is, now all the Officers are gone abroad!"
Second lady (a little older). "Him—for my part, I'm very glad they're gone, for they were always following one about!"

TOUCHING SIMPLICITY.
Little Wife (eagerly opening the door for dear Edwin). "Oh, see, dear, what I have for you—I'm sure Uncle has got you an appointment under Government at last—for here's a letter marked immediate, and 'On Her Majesty's Service!'
Poor little soul! what does she know about Rates and Taxes?

AN AGED JUVENILE.
Miss Flora Macfungus. "I daresay you think me a very odd girl; and, indeed, Mamma says I'm a giddy, thoughtless creature, and—"
Father. "Oh, here's a vacant seat, I think."

JUDICIOUS!
"Stand on my head, Marm, for a penny."
"No, little boy—there is a penny for keeping right end upwards."
GOOD REASONS.

Railway Official. "YOU'D BETTER NOT SMOKE, SIR!"
Traveller. "THAT'S WHAT MY FRIENDS SAY!"

Railway Official. "BUT YOU MUSTN'T SMOKE, SIR!"
Traveller. "AND JUST WHAT MY WIFE SAYS!"

POULTRY FANCIES.

NAUGHTY LITTLE BOY A "COCHIN" IT FOR THROWING STONES AT THE FOWLS.

INDISCRETION.

Lydia. "DON'T, HOPACI-LOOK AT OLD TOMKINS SITTING AT HIS WINDOW!"
Amiable Experimentalist. "Makes a delicious side-dish, doesn't it? But it is not the common mushroom; it's a large fungus called the *Agaricus procerus*. It grows solitary in hedge-rows, is called *Colubrinus*, from the snake-like markings on its stem. The pileus is covered with scales, which are formed by the breaking-up of the mud-coloured epidermis. And—"

"Curious mode of conducting a retail establishment."

"Quite a novelty."

"The business carried on as usual during the alterations."

"A victim of circumstances."

Old Gentleman. "Why, Frederick, what a disgraceful state you're in, sir—where have you been?"

Frederick. "Couldn't get a seat—so I've been to the club."

---
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AQUATICS.

Small Boy "NOW, THEN! ALL TOGETHER!"

OVERTAKEN BY THE TIDE—MARGATE.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

EFFECTS OF SALT WATER, AS OBSERVED AT THE REGATTA BALL.

Weatherpoon, Esq. (of the Oriana, R.Y.S.), "I say, Tom, what's that little craft with the black velvet flying at the fore, close under the lee-scuppers of the man-of-war?"

Honourable Binnacle (of the Matilda, R.Y.Y.C.), "Why, from her fore and aft rig, and the cut of her mainsail, I should say she's down from the port of London; but I'll signal the commodore to come and introduce us."

OFF THE FORELAND.

Old Lady (aspirer), "Now, my good man, I hope you are sure it would really do me good, because I cannot touch it but as medicine."

TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.

"We knew how it would be—girls holding those great round hats over their eyes, so that they can't see where they are going—why her's Flora Plumley run right into the arms of that young Horace Spanker, who hasn't a penny."—Extract from our Aunt's Letter.

THE NEW ARRIVAL.
No. I.—CROWDED STATE OF LODGING-HOUSES.

Lodging-house Keeper. "Only this room to let. First, a four-post—a tent—and a very comfortable double-bedded chest of drawers for the young gentlemen."

No. II.—YOUNG ENGLAND.

"Dooes gratifying, ain't it Charles, to see sa much in-dastry?"

No. III.—PUZZLED VISITORS.

"Mon dieu, Alphonse! regardez donc. Comment appelez-vous cette machine là?"

"Tiens, c'est chôme—mais je ne sais pas."

No. IV.—WONDERFUL OBJECTS.

A gentleman from th' country mistakes the crystal sent by the Duke of Devonshire for the Koh-i-Noor diamond.
No. V.—THEATRICAL DEPRESSION.

Manager. "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—A MEAN RESPECTED INDIVIDUAL, IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE GREAT ATTRACTION OF THE EXHIBITION OR CRYSTAL PALACE, I OEG TO ANNOUNCE TO YOU THAT THIS RIDICULOUS FARCE OF OPENING MY THEATRE WILL NOT BE REPEATED; AND YOUR ORDER WILL BE RETURNED TO YOU ON APPLICATION AT THE BOX-OFFICE."

No. VI.—A STAGGERER FOR AN EXCURSIONIST.


No. VII.—HOTELS ARE QUITE FULL.

Waterman. "WAT TIME WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR HOT WATER, SIR?"

No. VIII.—AWFUL RESULT OF GIVING A SEASON TICKET TO YOUR WIFE.

Mary. "PLEASE, SIR, COOKS GONE OUT FOR A HOLIDAY; AND MISSUS DIDN'T SAY NOTHING ABOUT NO DINNER. SIR, MISSUS WENT EARLY TO THE EXHIBITION WITH SOME LUNCH IN A BASKET, AND SAID SHE SHOULDN'T BE HOME 'TIL TEA TIME."
An old gentleman, anxious that his wife should possess some trifle from the Great Exhibition, purchases (amongst other things) the stuffed elephant, and the model of the Dodo.
MEMORIALS OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION—1851.

No. XI.—NEW FASHIONS.

Halber. "YOU COULDN'T HAVE A MORE BECOMING HAT, SIR—AND THEY'LL BE A GREAT DEAL WORN AT THE OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION!"

No. XII.—SINCERE GRIEF AT THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

Omnibus Man "OH, WHAT A HORRIBLE SHAME TO PULL DOWN SUCH A D-D-D-U-E-F-U-L B-D-B-D BUILDING!"

No. XIII.—THE LADIES AND THE POLICE—THE BATTLE OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
John Leech’s Pictures of Life and Character.

MEMORIALS OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION.—1851.

No. XIV.—AN INTERESTING COUPLE.
They can’t think where mamma can have got to—they have been looking for her everywhere.

No. XV.—REFRESHMENT ROOM.
Visitor: “Pint o’ beer, Miss, please.”
Miss: “Don’t keep it. You can have a strawberry ice and a wafer.”

No. XVI.—THE NORTH-AMERICAN LODGERS IN 1851.
No. XVII.

PERFIDIOUS ALBION LETS HIS DRAWING-ROOM FLOOR TO A DISTINGUISHED FOREIGNER.—
THE RESULT.

No. XVIII.—DINING-ROOMS.

Waiter (to Chinaman). "VERY NICE BIRDS-NEST SOUP, SIR?—YES, SIR!—RAT PIE, SIR. JUST UP—YES, SIR!—AND
A NICE LITTLE DOG TO POLLER—YES, SIR?"
MEMORIALS OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION.—1851.

No. XIX.

HERE YOU HAVE A REPRESENTATION OF THAT NOBLE CHARACTER, THE BRITISH MERCHANT, TAKING LEAVE OF HIS SENSES—AND HIS BUSINESS—TO LOUNGE ABOUT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

No. XX.

THE TRADESMAN AT THE WEST END IS OBLIGED TO GIVE UP HIS TRADE, AND BREED POULTRY.

No. XXI.

BRITANNIA HAS THE INDUSTRY OF ALL-THE-WORLD AND HIS WIFE, TO SPEND A FEW MONTHS WITH HER.
MEMORIALS OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION._—1851.

No. XXII.
THE CRUSH ROOM AT THE OPERA.—"MR. CHAWBACON'S CART STOPS THE WAY!"

No. XXIII.
MR. CHAWBACON "COMING DOWN."

No. XXIV.
FANCY PORTRAIT OF THE GENTLEMAN WHO HAS BEEN HONORABLY MENTIONED BY PRINCE ALBERT!

"HONORABLY MENTIONED, INDEED! IS THAT ALL? SCANDALOUS!"
DINNER-TIME AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
FROM THE MINING DISTRICTS.

Assiduous Young Curate: "Well, then, I do hope I shall have the pleasure of seeing both of you next Sunday!"

Miner: "Oh, thee may'st coam if 'e wull. We fought on the croft, and old Joe Tanner brings th' beer."

WHAT WILL HE DO WITH THEM?

Youthful Costermonger: "Now then, guv'nor, ave the last rope for a penny!"

RAILWAY MISERIES.

Porter: "Is this your luggage, sir?"

Piscator: "Confounded it, no! We want some fishing-rods, a can of live-bait, and a hamper."

Porter: "Oh—do you, sir? Why, they're gone on to Bristol."
SERVANTGALISM; OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES?—No. VIII.

Cook. "Well, to be sure, mum! Last place I were in, missus always knocked at the door afore she come into my kitchen!"

THE ST. BERNARD MASTIFF. A HAPPY DOG—RATHER!
PRUDEENCE AND IMPRUDENCE.

Old Gentleman. "A very nasty jump, that! I shall go round by Shuffler's Bottom."

Juvenile. "Come along, old man; follow me, and I'll show you all the sport."

(End Young Hopeful over the paling.)

COUNTRY RACES.

GENTLEMEN RIDERS, who are so like professional jocks, you can hardly tell the difference!
FRIENDLY, BUT VERY UNPLEASANT.

Lively Party (charging Elderly Gentleman with his umbrella). "HULLO, JONES!"

Disgust of Elderly Party, whose name is Smith.

AN EASY FORECAST.

Gipsy. "HAVE YOUR FORTUNE TOLD, MY PRETTY GENTLEMAN?"

Pretty Gent. "OH! LAWK! DON'T MENTION IT!"

GOING OUT ARRESTING.

"VELL, AARON, MY TEAR, 'AVE YER 'AD ANY SPORT?"

"PRETTY VELL, I'VE EAGGED FOUR ALLOTTEES AND TWO PROVISIONALS."

John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.
A GREAT MISFORTUNE.

First Juvenile (in Cab). "WELL, CHARLEY, HAVE YOU HAD IT OUT WITH THE OLD BOY?"
First Juvenile. "HAVN'T THE LEAST Idea—AW."
Second Juvenile. "WHY, HE SA—AYS I MUST DO SOMETHING TO GET MY OWN LIVING!"
First Juvenile. "OH LAW! WHAT A HORRID BAW!"

WHERE IGNORANCE IS NOT BLISS.

Engineer. "DON'T BE ALARMED, MA'AM, IT'S ONLY A GUNNEL LEVERER."
Old Lady. "LAW! DEAR NOO! WELL, I'M SURE I THOUGHT IT WAS A GLUNDERBUST, BUT DON'T FIRE IT OFF, YOUNG MAN, TILL I'M OUT BY, FOR I WAS ALWAYS TERRIBLE FEARED OF GUNS."

MARCH OF LUXURY.

Customer. "HI, JAMES."
Replay. "NOW THEN, WHAT IS IT?"
Customer. "JUST POP MY ART-AH-AH IN THE HICE FOR A MINUT THAT'S A GOOD LAD."
COMPLIMENTS.

First Cabby (who is run up against). "Now, then! "WHERE DID YOU PICK UP THAT OLD STRAWBERRY POT'TLE YOU CALLS A CAB?"

Second Cabby (who retorts). "SAME PLACE WHERE YER FOUNDED THAT BIT OF OLD RAG YER CALLS A 'ORSE."

VISIT TO THE ANTECILUVIAN REPTILES AT SYDENHAM—MASTER TOM STRONGLY OBJECTS TO HAVING HIS MIND IMPROVED.
A HORRIBLE IDEA.

First Languid Swill. "OOGH! GWADYUS, ALFRED! ARE YOU ILL?"
Second ditto, ditto (gasping). "ILL! AW! YES! NO! I SHALL BE ALL RIGHT DIRECTLY.
BUT—I—CONFESSION—THE—SIGHT OF THAT FEMALE'S UMBRELLA—COMPLETELY—FLAWED
ME—MY DEAR CHARLES! CONCEIVE BEING OBLIGED TO CARRY—BUT NO, THE THOUGHT
IS—TOO HORRIBLE!"

They shudder, and walk on.

FINE BUSINESS, INDEED! THE WRETCH!

Master of the House. "OH! MARY! WHAT IS THERE FOR DINNER TO-DAY?"
Mary. "I THINK, SIR, IT'S Cold Mutton, SIR."
Master of the House. "HM—OH! TELL YOUR MISTRESS, WHEN SHE COMES
IN, THAT I MAY POSSIBLY BE DETAINED IN THE CITY ON BUSINESS, AND SHE IS
ON NO ACCOUNT TO WAIT DINNER FOR ME."

THE SEA-SIDE HAT—A HINT TO MATERFAMILIAS.

A FRESH MORNING.
IMPUDENCE.

Horse, boy. "NOW, YOU BOY! YOU MUSTN'T HANG ABOUT HERE."
Boy. "OH! YES, MR. HANGABOUT. I SUPPOSE I MAY SET MY WATCH
BY YOUR CLOCK, AS WELL AS ANY OTHER GENT."

GORGEOUS SPECTACLE.

Sarah Jane. "OH, BETSY! COME 'ERE, AND BRING THIS BELLER! WE CAN SEE THE 'OFS OF
THE 'ORSES!"

NATIVE POLITENESS.

Boy (to be witch-ing Old Lady of Fashion). "WAS YOU A LOOKING FOR A
BROOM, MUMMY?"

"YOUTH AT THE PROW, AND PLEASURE AT THE HELM."

"THE HAPPY PAIR THEN STARTED FOR THE CONTINENT, VIA FOLKESTONE, TO
SPEND THE HONEYMOON."
Cabman, "WANT A CAB, SIR? TAKE YER ANYWHERE, ANY DISTANCE, ANY PRICE, AND WHEN YER PLEASE. TROT YER DOWN TO VICTORIA, OR 'ACKNEY OR SPIN YER ALONG LIKE ONE O'CLOCK TO NEGHAM, STAINES, OR WINDSOR."

PROBABLE RESULT OF THE COCHIN CHINA FOWL MANIA.
TOO POPULAR BY HALF.

Boy (singing): "Lover-ly Lucy Neal, oh lover-ly Lucy Neal, Hif I ad you by my sph'rise, how 'appy I should feel!"

TASTE IN THE DRAWING-ROOM — VILLIKINS AND HIS DINAH.

Young Lady (who ought to know better): "Now, William, you are not low enough yet. Begin again at 'He took the cold pizen.'"

THE BATTLE OF THE PIANOS.
FAMILIARITY.

"NOW, THEN, THOMAS, TELL YOUR OLD MAN TO PULL ON A PEG, AND LET ME GET UP TO MY PAWNBROKER'S!"

APPROPRIATE.

First Citizen. "I SAY, BILL—I WONDER WHAT HE CALLS HIMSELF?"
Second Ditto. "BLOWED IF I KNOW!—BUT I CALLS HIM A BLOATED HARISTOCRAT."

MIGHT VERSUS RIGHT.

Navigator. "WHAT'S THAT YOU SAY?"
Policeman. "WHY, I'LL TAKE YOU TO THE STATION HOUSE, IF YOU DON'T MOVE ON!"
Navigator. "YOU TAKE ME TO THE STATION-HOUSE? TEN ON YOU RIGHT!"
A HANSOM OFFER.

Cabman (condescendingly), "HAMPSHEAD! LET'S SEE—THE FARE'S ABOUT NINE 100, AS NEAR AS MAY BE; BUT, AS I WANT A DRIVE IN THE FRESH HAIR MYSELF, SUPPOSE WE SAY THREE ARF CROWNS?"

POULTRY FANCIES.—THE PETS.

Old Lady, "WELL, HE HAS GROWN; AND, REALLY, I THINK HE MIGHT LEAVE OFF THOSE FRONKS, AND HAVE A SUIT OF CLOTHES LIKE HIS BROTHERS."
TRAVELLERS' REQUISITES.

Railway Porter. "ANY LUGGAGE, SIR?"
Traveller. "YES—CARRY-BAG AND CIGAR-CASE."

MOST DISTRESSING.

POOR STUBBS!—JUST AS HE MEETS THOSE NICE GIRLS HE ADMired SO AT M.'S PARTY, AN ENORMOUS BLACK SETTLES ON HIS NOSE. HE LOSES ALL PRESENCE OF MIND.

HOW TO FLATTER A GENT.

Mr. Nose: "GOT ANY OLD CLOTHES, SIR? (whispers) ANY LEFT-OFF UNIFORMS, CAPTAIN?"

EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENT.

Man of Refinement. "NOW DON'T, MY GOOD MAN—PRAY DON'T!—I KNOW WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO SAY. YOU ARE GOING TO SAY 'YA! HAI! SPARRER-GRASS.' DO ALLOW ME TO PERSUADE YOU TO CALL IT ASPARAGUS—AND HERE IS SIXPENCE FOR YOU."
AN EXCITED NIMROD,
(Great demonstration of disgust on the part of Old Gentleman out shooting.

FLY-FISHING.
MR. BUNOLE ALWAYS MAKES HIS FLIES ON THE BANK OF THE STREAM. HERE IS ONE OF HIS MOST SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS.
"All is fair in love," &c.

Young Lady (whose birthday it is): "Oh, yes! I have had a great number of nice presents; but I wonder who sent me this beautiful bouquet?"

Handsome Party (with moustaches, presence of mind, and great expression of eye): "And can't you guess?" (Sighs deeply.)

[N.B. Poor Binks, who was at all the trouble and expense of getting the said bouquet from Covent Garden, is supposed to be watching the effect of his gift with some anxiety.

**Pleasures of Housekeeping.**

The intelligent reader is requested to imagine that the gates in the above cartoon have just been thoroughly cleaned, and fresh painted on his return from the city. Mr. Briggs finds that rude boys (totally regardless of his feelings) have been farther decorating them.

What's the matter?

Man is supposed to have taken the wrong turning—that's all!
A ROUGH COUNTRY.

Boy: "NOA, SIR! THERE AIN'T NO OTHER GATE OUT O' THIS FIELD, YOU MUST FOLLOW THAT GENTLEMAN ON THE GRAY HORSE."

Fox Hunter: "WHAT, THAT GENT? OH! THANK YOU!"

SUGGESTIVE OF A PICTURESQUE FIGURE.

Stout Old Gentleman: "A SHOWER-BATH MAKE YOUR HAIR IN A MESS! NOT A BIT OF IT, IF YOU WEAR AN OIL-SKIN CAP LIKE THIS, AS I DO."

THE RETURN FROM A MASQUERADE.
Doubtful.

Boy: "Come in, sir! You've no call to be afraid! I've got him quite tight."

A Cause for Reproof.

Lady (severely), "Janet, I must desire you to go at once and dress your hair in a becoming manner, and not to imitate me so absurdly."

Awkward Consequences of Removing the Soldiers from Knightsbridge.

Nursemaid, "If you please, sir, and cook, and Mary, wishes to leave, this day month, ma'am."

Reduced Circumstances.

Mary, "If you please, sir, if you've done with the ink, will you let William have it to clean your boots? Because it's all the blacking we've got in the house."
THE CONSTITUTIONAL WALK.

Lady: "Dear, dear, it's coming on to rain! Run, James! Quick, and fetch an umbrella, and two parasols. I'm afraid my poor dear Cochins will get the rheumatism."

THE DOCILE HUSBAND.

A MAN OF OPINION.

M.P.: "Did you see this admirable suggestion in the paper, to pull down the Temple Bar?"

Sirl: "Pull down the Temple Bar! A most earnestly hope not—why, good heavens! It's the principal barrier between us and the Aldwych City!"
JEALOUSY.

Chorus (of Nice Young Ladies). "OH! OF ALL AND OF ALL I NEVER! ISN'T IT THE DARLINGIEST, WEEIEST, PRETTIEST, LITTLE DEAR DARLING DARLING! OH! DID YOU EVER!

Solo (by hoarse, plain-spoken Boy). "HM! I THINK IT'S A NASTY, UGLY LITTLE BEAST, FOR ALL THE WORLD LIKE A CAT OR A MONKEY." [Sensation.

A NICE TEAM.

A BRILLIANT IDEA.


AN EXPERIENCED VETERAN.

Managing Mamma. "MY GOODNESS, ELLEN, HOW WRETCHEDLY PALE YOU LOOK! FOR GOODNESS' SAKE BITE YOUR LIPS AND RUB YOUR CHEEKS!"
John Leech’s Pictures of Life and Character.

EXTREME DELICACY.
Exquisite in Cab. "AW—BE KIND ENOUGH, IF YOU PLEASE, TO FETCH—AW—AN—AW—UMBRELLAW, AND HOLD IT O'AW ME WHILE I—AW—GET OUT."

THE WELLINGTON STATUE.
AWFUL APPARITION TO A GENTLEMAN WHILST SHAVING, IN THE EGGLEWARE ROAD.

THE POULTRY MANIA.
Miss — "GOOD GRACIOUS, EMILY. WHAT HORRIBLE FRIGHTS!"
Emily, "FRIGHTS? MY DEAR? WHY THEY ARE LOVELY COCHIN CHINA FOWLS, AND WORTH—OH! EVER SO MUCH"
**From the Collection of “Mr. Punch,” 1842—1864.**

**COMPLIMENTARY.**

**Bus Driver.** "Now then, out of the way, you two!"

**AN INQUIRING MIND.**

** Omnibus Driver.** "Really now! and so the electric fluid takes a message between Dover and Calais. (Inquiringly.) Pray, sir, what's it like? is it anything like beer, for example?"

**SOMETIMES YOU “PICK UP” HUNTERS FOR NEXT TO NOTHING.**

**Dealer.** "There now! you want a hunter. there he is. he's quiet, well-bred, and law! with your weight, he's up to any hounds, and an uncommon clever fencer!"

**Sporting Gent.** "Oh! come now! that won't do. I've heard of a 'orse dancing; but I'm not so jolly green as to believe a 'orse can fence, you know!"
A LUCID EXPLANATION.

Passenger: "Sixpence! why, it's marked up threepence!"

Conductor: "Yes, sir. Threepence when you don't get in between Charing Cross and the Gants, or from Tuesdays to Mile End down to the Gate Ty Underfoot, or Edger Road to Black Lion Lane or Rathbone Place and Blackwall Railway—Or else you must get out at St. Paul's Churchyard, or you can go to Pickwick all the way if you like—beyond that distance—it's sixpence!"

THE AGONY COLUMN.

"I wish, Mister, you would be so good as to stop the press and put this in a good place (read). 'Hemibly, Don't delay, but return to yer broken arbed Aesophas, or there's no know ing what may be the consequence!!'"

THE INFLUENZA.

"This is really very kind of you to call. Can I offer you anything—a basin of gruel, or a glass of cough mixture? Don't say no."
AN IMPOSSIBILITY.

Gent. "WAITER! CHOP AND A PINT OF STOUT; AND LOOK SHARP."

Waiter. "OH, YES! IT'S ALL VERY WELL TO SAY LOOK SHARP."

BACHELOR HOUSEKEEPING.

Mr. Brown. "PRAY, JANE, WHAT ON EARTH IS THE REASON I AM KEPT WAITING FOR MY BREAKFAST IN THIS WAY?"

Jane. "PLEASE, SIR, THE ROLLS ISN'T COME, AND THERE'S NO BREAD IN THE HOUSE!"

Mr. Brown. "NOW, UPON MY WORD! HOW CAN YOU ANNOY ME WITH SUCH TRIFLES? NO BREAD, THEN BRING ME SOME TOAST."

A FOOLISH AND A BETTING MAN.

A WISER AND A BETTER MAN.
MISUNDERSTANDING.

Railway Porter. "FIRST CLASS, SIR?"

Unfortunate Oxonian. "NO! PULLED!"

PLEASANT!

Affectionate Little Wife (who has made many abortive attempts to fathom the secrets of Freemasonry). "WELL, BUT DEAR! TELL ME ONE THING. DO THEY PUT YOU INTO A COFFIN?"

INSULTING A SCOTCHMAN.

Boy. "HERE YOU SIR! THREE PAIR O' TROUSER STRAPS FOR SIXPENCE."

THE MAN IN BRASS LAMENTING THE DECLINE OF THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

"BOLTED!"

One of the effects of the blackguard betting offices.

Sporting Character. "I don't exactly like robbing master, but I must meet my engagements."
PEPPERING A GENT.

Conductor (very loud). "GO ON, BILL; HERE'S THAT UGLY OLD COVE, WOT ALWAYS KICKS UP SUCH A ROW, AND MAKES HIMSELF SO DISAGREEABLE, JUST GOT IN!"

Driver. "OH, HAS HE? I'VE A DODGED GOOD MIND TO PITCH HIM OVER, AND BREAK HIS STUPID OLD 'ED!!"

GAMMON.

Ostler. "PLEASE TO TAKE IM GENTLY OVER THE WOOD-PAVEMENT, SIR; FOR HE'S WERRY FRESH THIS MORNING."

BALLOONING.
EVIL COMMUNICATIONS.

(After a great deal of coaxing and persuasion, Master Tom is prevailed upon to pay his quarterly visit to the dentist. Inconsiderate and vulgar street boys unfortunately pass at the moment his objections are overcome.)

First Inconsiderate Street Boy. "Oh Crikey! If here ain't a chap goin' to have a grinder out. My eye, what fangs!"

Second Inconsiderate Do. Do. "Oh, I wouldn't be 'im, won't there be a SCREWDRIVER-NCH NEITHER?"

(And of course Master Tom relapses into his previous very obstinate state.

DEIGHTFUL OUT-DOOR EXERCISE IN WARM WEATHER.

Running after "Another four!" at cricket, amidst derisive shouts of "now then, butter-fingers!" "Oh! oh!" "Throw it in! Look sharp!" "Quick! in with it!" &c., &c.

A SMART YOUTH.

Old Gentleman. "Bless my heart! This vibration of the carriage is very unusual! Pray, my little man, have you any apprehension of accidents on railways?"

Juvenile. "Oh! none in the least; and especially with such a fat old buffer as you to be shot against."
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

AN UNREASONABLE COMPLAINT.

Indignant Party. "WHAT? A SHILLING FOR THE TWO MILES, AND A SIXPENCE besides! WHY, YOU DON'T CALL ME AN EXTRA PERSON?"

Cabman. "OH! DON'T I THO!"

BY THE "SAD SEA WAVES."

Tableau representing a young gentleman, who fancies he is alone, and takes the opportunity of going through the last scene of "Lucia."

N.B. The Young Gentleman's voice is of the most feeble and uncertain quality.
THE GREAT CHARTIST DEMONSTRATION.

No. I.—A LOYAL CITIZEN.

Magistrate. "NOW, SIR, WHAT DO YOU WANT?"

Nerous Gent. "I BEG YOUR PARON, SIR; BUT I WISH TO BE SWORN IN AS A CH-CH-CHARTIST—I MEAN AS A SP-SPECIAL C-CONSTABLE!"

No. II.—SPECIAL CONSTABLE GOING ON DUTY.

Time—Two in the Morning.

Captain of the Beat. "OH! WE HAVE JUST LOOKED IN TO SAY THAT IT IS YOUR TURN TO GO ON DUTY. THE ROOKERY AT THE BACK OF SLAUGHTER'S ALLEY IS YOUR BEAT, I BELIEVE. YOU WILL LOSE NO TIME, IF YOU PLEASE. FOR IT'S A DREADFUL NEIGHBOURHOOD, AND ALL THE POLICE HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN—INDEED, SEVERAL MOST BRUTAL AND SAVAGE ATTACKS HAVE TAKEN PLACE ALREADY!"
THE GREAT CHARTIST DEMONSTRATION.

No. III.—DISTRIBUTION OF THE STAVES.

No. IV.—PREPARING FOR ACTION.
SPECIAL CONSTABLE DRYING HIS GUNPOWDER IN THE FRYING-PAN.

No. V.—RELIEF DUTY.
Special's Wife: "Contrary to regulations, indeed! Fiddlesticks! I must insist, Frederick, upon your taking this hot brandy-and-water. I shall be having you laid up next, and not fit for anything."
No. VI.—IN ACTION.

Special Constable. "Now mind, you know—if I kill you, it's nothing, but if you kill me, by Jingo, it's murder."

No. VII.—OUT OF WORK.

First. "Talk of interruption to business! vv. I give yer my word of honour, that wot with them specials and the regular crushers, I ain't so much as pinched a single handkercher for a week."

Second. "Oh, it's enough to make one turn respectable."

No. VIII.—AN AGREEABLE DUTY.

Special Constable. "I beg your pardon, young ladies, but yours is a very dangerous procession, and we must take you in charge—we must, indeed."
THE GREAT CHARTIST DEMONSTRATION.

No. IX.—THE BEGINNING AND THE END.

Leader. "HOORAY! VEEVE LIBERTY!! KARM YOURSELVES!! TO THE PALI! DOWN WITH HEAVENTHUN!!"

Leader. "OH, SIR—PLEASE SIR—IT AIN'T ME, SIR—I'M FOR 'GOD SAVE THE QUEEN' AND 'RULE BRITANNIER,' GODD—OH DEAR, OH DEAR!!"

[Bursts into tears.

HEROISM.

JOHN THOMAS, THE DELPHAVAN FUNKY, AS HE APPEARED WHILE THE MOO WERE BREAKING HIS MISSUSSES WINDOWS.

ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.
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STUNNING POLITENESS.

LITERARY CHIT-CAT.
"IS THIS A LIBERY?"
"YES."
"THEN LET ME HAVE THE LAST NUMBER OF HENRY FITZ-HUMANN."

THE GREAT LINEN-DRAPERY NUISANCE.

AN AMBITIOUS YOUTH.
Old Gentleman. "NOW, AUGUSTUS; WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE?"
APPEARANCES ARE DECEPTIVE.

Officer (dropping his sword). "Well, my fine fellow, so you've been in the regular army?—in the wars, too, I see—eh?"

Stout Yeoman. "No, Colonel, I never was in no wars; but my old sow gained a silver medal last county agricultural society, so I thot as ow I might wear 'un!

THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

Master Smith, as he appeared trying to force his moustaches for the Grown's party.
THE WEDDING-DAY—FIRST ANNIVERSARY.

PRESENTS—BEAUTIFUL BOUQUET OF FLOWERS FROM COVENT GARDEN, AND SUCH A LOVELY BRACELET!"

OXFORD COSTUME:

First Swell, "AWFUL SHIRT! EH?"

Second ditto, "YAAAS, LINENS SO DEUCED COMMON NOW—I'M GOING TO SPORT EMBROIDERED SILK."

First Ditto. "HAH! CHEESY IDEA TOO! BUT OUR GILLS WANT ELEVATING!"

THE WEDDING-DAY—FOURTEENTH ANNIVERSARY.

PRESENTS—BEAUTIFUL BUNDLE OF ASPARAGUS FROM COVENT GARDEN, AND THE NICEST DOUBLE PERAMBULATOR IN THE WORLD!!

NOT THE FIRST TIME.

"I BEG YOUR PARDON, SIR; I THINK YOU DROPPED THIS."
OUR LAZY CONTRIBUTOR.

"PLEASE, SIR, HERE'S THE PRINTER'S BOY CALLED AGAIN."
"OH, BOTHER! SAY I'M BUSY."

WHISKERANDOS.

"THERE, MY BOY! IT ISN'T EVERYBODY WHO COULD DO THAT!"

A DAY'S PLEASURE.

SKETCH OF A "LORD OF THE CREATION" ON HIS RETURN FROM THE DEELEY.

WHICH IS BEST?

Matilda: "I WONDER, MARIA, YOU DON'T PUT AUGUSTUS INTO JACKETS AND TROUSERS; REALLY HE GROWS TOO TALL FOR THAT KIND OF COSTUME."
Maria: "PERHAPS, MATILDA, YOU WILL BE KIND ENOUGH TO ALLOW ME TO DRESS MY OWN CHILD IN MY OWN WAY. I AM MUCH OBLIGED TO YOU ALL THE SAME. I DON'T LIKE THE PRACTICE SOME PEOPLE HAVE OF DRESSING LITTLE BOYS LIKE LITTLE MEN!!"

YACHTING.

SPARE BED (CERTH, WE MEAN) ON BOARD OUR FRIEND'S S'HOOBER.
A VERY YOUNG MARINER.  
A YOUNG MARINER.  
AN ANCIENT MARINER.

A GOOD SIZED FLOAT.

Little Gent (with undue familiarity). "I say, my old cockywax,—I s'pose the fish ain't very large off Ramsot—are they?"

Fisherman. "WELL! I SHOULDN'T SAY AS THEY WAS WERRY SMALL—WHEN WE'RE OBLIGED TO USE SUCH FLOATS AS THEM TO OUR FISHIN' TACKLE! MY YOUNG COCKYWAX!" (Gent is shut up.)
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A SPORTING GENT PRACTISING FOR THE HUNTING SEASON.

MICHAELMAS DAY. THE CHEAP TAILOR'S GOOSE PROVIDES HIMSELF WITH A SHOOTING JACKET AND VEST.

A CURIOUS PERSON.

"MUSIC HATH CHARMS," &C.

THE STAG AT BAY.
CLOSE OF THE SEASON—THE LONDON FOOTMAN EXHAUSTED.

BEGINNING FIRES FOR THE WINTER—SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE CHIMNEY.

Sweep (loq.). "This chimle always was a bad un to smoke, sir; the party as lived here before you came had a deal of trouble with it."

AN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE ON AN EXCURSION.
AMUSEMENT FOR A RAINY DAY.

Una: "I say, Gus—come here! Stand still and open your mouth, and well drop chocolate into it. We've nothing to do!"

Gus: "All right, girls! Fire away!"

[Afiter an hour of this interesting occupation, Gus retires slightly uncomfortable.

POTICHOMANIA (THE ART OF DECORATING GLASS),

AS CARRIED OUT BY MASTER TOM DURING THE EASTER HOLIDAYS.
CAUTION DURING THE MISTLETOE SEASON.

Pretty Cousin: "What a tiresome great awkward boy you are!—Just see how you have scratched my chin!" [Young Gentleman apologises amply]

NONE BUT THE BRAVE DESERVE THE FAIR.

Augustus: "Now I've got you!"
OBVIOUS.

Old Party from the Country (with much wheezing and embarrassment). "I—want to go to—to-to—"

Conductor (with alacrity). "All right, old boy! Jump in! I know—cattle show!"

A PIG PEN AT A CATTLE SHOW.

Hurst. "Then I suppose Papa dear, that these are learned pigs, as they have all got gold medals?"
A PLEASANT HOLIDAY TASK.

Mr. Punch: "Now, boys and girls! you must find out the use of these glasses before you go back to school!"
COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.

Reynard the Fox: "HERES AN OLD-FASHIONED CHRISTMAS, MY BOYS, FOR YOU, AND MANY OF 'EM."

THE SNOW.

"NOW, YOU BOYS HAD BETTER BE QUIET, OR I SHALL CALL THE POLICE, AS SURE AS YOU'RE BORN."

MISS AND MISTLETOE.

Miss Boshington: "OH, DON'T YOU LIKE CHRISTMAS TIME, MR. BROWN, AND ALL ITS DEAR OLD CUSTOMS?"

JUVENILE ETYMOLGY.

Master Jack: "MAMMA, DEAR! HOW ISN'T THIS CALLED KISMAS TIME, BECAUSE EVERYBODY KISSES EVERYBODY UNDER THE MISTLETOE? ADA SAYS IT ISN'T."
CHRISTMAS EVE.

Ellen (who is so simple), "Now, pray take care of yourself, Frank! What is it these dreadful garotters call "giving one the hug"?"

[FRANK shows her presently.

UNDER THE MISTLETOE.
A FAMILY GROUP—BABY STIRRING THE PUDDING.
"A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR!" A JUVENILE PARTY.

GOOD CHEER.

RICH OLD LADY IS OVERWHELMED WITH BARRELED OYSTERS FROM DISTANT RELATIVES.
A JOLLY OLD PATERFAMILIAS, WITH SOME AIR-BALLOONS FOR THE CHICKS.
A CHRISTMAS PARTY.—GRANDPAPA DANCES "SIR ROGER"—AND MAY HE DANCE IT FOR MANY, MANY YEARS TO COME.
VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT.

THAT DISTINGUISHED RIFLE-SHOT, MR. PUNCH, HAVING DONE HIS DUTY LIKE A MAN, THROWS HIMSELF UNDER THE MISTLETOE, AND RECEIVES HIS JUST REWARD.

BROWN ENTERTAINS HIS FRIENDS WI' A HAGGIS!
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
OF A VERY STUDIOUS TURN.

Mamma. "WHO IS THIS HAMPER FOR?—WHY, FOR POOR JERRY, WHO IS AT SCHOOL, YOU KNOW."

Walter. (Reflectively). "OH!—DON'T YOU THINK, MA, I HAD BETTER GO TO SCHOOL?"

Mamma. "WHOLESOME FEAST."

Jessie. "AND SO, WALTER, YOU HAVE LITTLE PARTIES AT YOUR SCHOOL, EH?"

Walter. "AH! DON'T WE, JUST!—LAST HALF THERE WAS CHARLEY BOGLE, AND GEORGE TWISTER AND ME—we joined you know—and had two pounds of SAUSAGES, cold, and a plum cake, and a barrel of OYSTERS, and two bottles of CURRANT WINE!—OH, MY EYE! WASN'T IT JOLLY, NEITHER?"

QUITE A NICE PARTY.

Gus. "WELL, GUS, AND HOW DID YOU LIKE YOUR PARTY LAST NIGHT?"

Jessie. "OH, JOLLY—I GOT ELEVEN ICES, AND NO END OF NEGRUS, AND WENT DOWN FOUR TIMES TO SUPPER!

LITTLE MEN.

"DEEN TO THE TOY MUCH THESE HOLIDAYS, FRED?"

"AH—I WENT THE OTHER NIGHT; BUT, AH—I DON'T KNOW—SOMEHOW, PANTOMIMES ARE NOT WHAT THEY USED TO BE IN MY TIME; AND AS FOR THE CURLS, THERE WASN'T A GOOD-LOOKING ONE IN THE HOUSE."
HOME ENJOYMENTS.

A DISCREET (i) FRIEND HAVING PRESENTED MASTER TOM WITH A TOOL-BOX AS A NEW YEAR'S GIFT—THE FURNITURE IS PUT INTO THOROUGH REPAIR.

HOME AMUSEMENTS.

GRAND PEACE DEMONSTRATION IN OUR NURSERY!
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AMATEUR PANTOMIME.

A HAPPY NOTION.

Delightful Boy. "Oh! I'll tell you what I'll do! I'll go and play my drum at Uncle Fooze's door!"

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Arthur (on Pony). "Ho! Ho! What have you got on your heads?"

Jemima (Sneer). "Why, you see, every snob wears a cap or a wide-awake now! So the men of Don School have returned to the old chimney-pot!"

[As Peterfamiliaus, we are sorry to say that we have observed this monstrosity many times this Christmas.]
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Small Boy. "Going to the pantomime, Clara, this afternoon?"

Clara. "A—no—I'm at home—and have a kettle drum at three o'clock!"

PATRONISING.

"Pretty sight, ain't it, Charley, to see the youngsters enjoying themselves?"
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THE JOLLY GAME OF SNOWBALLING, AS PLAYED IN OUR SQUARE.

THE JUVENILE PARTY.—A GREAT LIBERTY.

Juvenile, "Mamma, dear! do you know that gentleman tickled me without being introduced..."
THE MORNING AFTER THE JUVENILE PARTY.

Papa. "Why, Tom, I'm afraid you must have eaten too much cake last night. You look quite seedy this morning!"

Little Sister. "Oh, no, Papa dear, it can't be that. He eat the things out of the crackers, but he didn't touch the seed cake!"

AN ENVIOUS YOUTH.

Sensitive Young Lady. "Poor creatures! Nothing but eating and sleeping! What a dreadful existence!"

Stout Youth. "Dreadful existence! Oh, ah! I dare say why, that's just the very thing of all others I should like the best!"

THROWING STONES THROUGH ICE.

3 DELIGHTFUL RECREATION FOR YOUTH, WHICH COMBINES HEALTHFUL EXERCISE WITH THE LUXURY OF WINDOW-BREAKING, WITHOUT DANGER OR EXPENSE.

URGENT.

Street Boy. "I say, Cooky? They just are a-fixin' of'em all round the skware—give us a shillin' and I'll sweep your door afore the pleeceman comes."
The Mistletoe Bough.—In Leap Year, the Ladies take the Initiative.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

THE CHAMPION.

THE WEATHER IN THE PARKS.

Skate Proprietor: "NOW MAMMA, 'AVE A PAIR ON?"
NEW CHRISTMAS GAME FOR FOX-HUNTERS DURING A LONG FROST.

THE CRACKER BON-BON.

The little Stoopids (with one voice). "I KNOW I SHALL SCREAM—IM SURE I SHALL!"
A MAN OF SOME CONSEQUENCE.

Elder Sister. "Why, George! not dressed! pray are you not going with the other children?"

George. "Hm! I should rather fancy not—you don't catch me going out of an evening just to furnish people's rooms. WHERE I go—"

Gentleman. "I dine."

THE WEATHER AND THE STREETS.

Boy of the Period. "Do it, Tommy! there's no police, and the old gent's afraid to come out!"
PATERFAMILIAS SUPERINTENDS IN PERSON THE REMOVAL OF THE SNOW FROM THE ROOF OF HIS HOUSE.—

PLEASING EFFECT BELOW.
**WHAT A TERRIBLE TURK!**

"OH! HERES A JOLLY SNOWBALL. LETS TAKE AND PUT IT AGIN SOMEBODY'S DOOR."

**PUTTING A GOOD FACE ON IT.**


**FLUNKEIANA RUSTICA.**

*Mistress.* "NOW I DO HOPE, SAMUEL, YOU WILL MAKE YOURSELF TIDY. GET YOUR CLOTH LAID IN TIME—AND TAKE GREAT PAINS WITH YOUR WAITING AT TABLE!"

*Samuel (who has come recently out of a Strawyard).* "YEEZ, M' BUT PLEAZ M'. BE GI TO WEAR MY O'G'RECHES?"

**IMPUDENCE.**

"NOW, LOBSTER! KEEP THE POT A-BILING!"
THE FESTIVE SEASON.

Amy (to Rose). "GOOD GRACIOUS, ROSE—I'M AFRAID, FROM THE WAY THE MAN TALKS, THAT HE IS INTOXICATED!"

Cabby (impressively). "BERE PARDON MISS—N-N-Not (hic)—INTOSST-INTOSST-INTOSST (hic)—IT'S ONLY SLIGHT 'PED-PEDDIMENT IN SPEECH, MISS!"

THE NOSE-COMFORTER.

Sensible Man (who despises conventionality). "HAH! THE WORLD MAY SMILE, BUT IT'S VERY WARM AND COMFORTABLE."

DELIIGHTFUL PRIVILEGE DURING THE WINTER MONTHS.

YOU MAY BATHE IN THE SERPENTINE FROM 6 UNTIL 7 IN THE MORNING, AND 7 UNTIL 8 IN THE EVENING.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

How disagreeable the boys are.

Boy. "My eye, Tommy! There's the elephant from the Gotleigh Gardens going a-skating!"

How troublesome the boys are.

Juvenile. "I say, Harriet—do us a favour?"

Pretty Cousin. "Well, what is it?"

Juvenile. "Give us a lock of your hair to take back to school."

Winter in the Suburbs.

Our dear old paterfamilias takes his offspring to see the pantomime. Unfortunately, "the roads" (as the cabman says) "is so orribul, cad and slippy," that he is obliged to walk with his darlings the greater part of the way home.
THE FOG IS SO VERY THICK THAT FREDERICK AND CHARLES ARE OBLIGED TO SEE CLARA AND EMILY HOME.

THE JUVENILE PARTY.

Paterfamilias (to Youth who goes with his Pony well across country). "HOLLO! HUGH, MY BOYS! DON'T YOU LIKE DANCING?"

Youth: "A—NOS! I DON'T SEEM TO CARE FOR BALLS—FEW HUNTING MEN DO!!"
COLD WEATHER.

Omnibus Driver, "Bill! Jist break this ere icicle oph my nose with yer whip, that's a good feller! It takes both my hands to keep these 'osses on their legs."

A VERY GREEN-EYED MONSTER!

First Juvenile, "I wonder what can make Helen holdfast polk with young Albert Ong?"
Second Ditto, "Don't you know? Why, to make me jealous! But she had better not go too far!"

WHAT A SHAME!

Grandpa, "Heyday! What makes my little darling so cross?"
Little Darling, "Why, Grandpa, mamma wants me to go to a pantomime in the day-time, as if I was a mere child!"
THE NEW STYLE.

HOW YOUNG GENTLEMEN FROM SCHOOL GO TO SEE A PANTOMIME NOW-A-DAYS.

UNDIGNIFIED REMINDER.

Boy: "I SAY, JOHN, AIN'T YOUR MASTER A LOOKIN' FOR YOU, NEITHER!"

FAIR AND EQUAL.

FROZEN-OUT FOXHUNTERS.
ODIOUS TYRANNY.

PATERFAMILIAS INSISTS THAT THE GIRLS SHALL WEAR VERY STOUT BOOTS IN THE WET WEATHER; BUT THE GIRLS DON'T AT ALL LIKE "THE NASTY, GREAT, UGLY, CLUMSY, THICK THINGS!"

SERIOUS ACCIDENT DURING THE FROST.

AS MAJOR — AND CAPTAIN — OF THE 13TH LIGHT POLKERS WERE SKATING WITH THE LOVELY AND ACCOMPLISHED EMILY D — AND HARRIET V — THEIR FEELINGS SUDDENLY GAVE WAY; THEY BROKE THE ICE, AND WE HEAR THEY HAVE NOT YET BEEN EXTRICATED FROM THEIR PERILOUS SITUATION.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Paterfamilias. "Well, boys! I dare say you're glad to get home; and how you and the doctor agree!" Harry. "Oh! we like him very much."

Paterfamilias. "Hah! and do you think you are making good progress?" Harry. "Oh! pretty good! I can lick three fellows! But Fred, here, can six, counting me!"

A BON-BON FROM A JUVENILE PARTY.

First Juvenile. "That's a pretty girl talking to Young Algernon Binks!"
Second Juvenile. "Hm—tol—lol! You should have seen her some seasons ago!"

TOO BAD.

Rude Boy. "Ah! here's the p'leece a-comin'; won't you catch it for sliding on the pavement!"

OLD MR. JONES AS HE APPEARED WHEN ASKED FOR THE TWENTIETH TIME IF HE WOULD HAVE HIS DOOR DONE.
THE THEATRE OF WAR.

A PRIVATE BOX FOR ENGLAND’S DEAR BOYS ON FOREIGN SERVICE.

A KINDLY OFFER.

A DISTRESSING RESULT OF EATING TURKEY DAY AFTER DAY.

THE POOR OLD PARTY HAS COME OUT ALL OVER FEATHERS.

 skys Prophet eat Spectator with wooden legs. "Ave a pair or, Sir—Ax yer pardon, Sir—Dint wog yer miffortin I've a hoss un you can Ave Sir!"
GLORIOUS NEWS FOR THE BOYS.

Billy Wilkins. "Hi! look here! come! such a lark! here's a policeman fell on a slide!"

THE THAW AND THE STREETS!

Tomkins, who has just paid his rate for paving, cleansing, &c., goes for a walk in his immediate neighbourhood. He is, of course, much gratified at the way in which the cleansing part of the business is managed.
DELICIOUS,

Party in bed. "Hey! Hello! Who's that?"
Domestic. "If you please, sir, it's seven o'clock, sir! Your shower-bath is quite ready. I've just broken the ice, sir!"

SYMPTOMS OF MASQUERADING.

Better-half (low). "Is this what you call sitting up with a sick friend, Mr. Wilkins?"

THE NURSERY FOUR-IN-HAND CLUB.—THE FIRST MEET OF THE SEASON.

Master Robert (low). "Here, James, just stand by that bay filly—she's rather fresh this morning!"
THE OPERA.

Door-Keeper, "BEG YOUR PARSON, SIR—EAT YOU MUST, INDEED, SIR, BE IN FULL DRESS!"

Snob (excited), "FULL DRESS! WHY, WHAT DO YER CALL THIS?"

THE DAY AFTER THE JUVENILE PARTY.—AWFUL APPEARANCE OF THE DOCTOR.

INNOCENT MIRTH—THE SLIDE ON THE PAVEMENT.
A DECEIVER.
"IT'S QUITE TRUE, MUM!"

SAME OLD GAME.

AN OLD JOE.
Clown (log). "PRETTY CREEDCH!

DRESS CIRCLE AT PUNCH AND JUDY.

EAGER APPLICANTS.
"WANT YOUR DOOR DONE, MUM?"
RETURN FROM A SUBURBAN PARTY.

Fyman. "Werry sorry, Mum, I'm sure, Mum—but the oss ain't roughed, and he can't go a step further!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF FISHING.

No. X.
MR. B. AS HE APPEARED FROM SIX IN THE MORNING UNTIL THREE IN THE AFTERNOON, WHEN—

No. XI.
HAVING HOOKED A "FISH," HE IS LANDED TO PLAY IT. THE FISH RUNS AWAY WITH HIM—AND MR. B. IS DRADED ABOUT A MILE AND A HALF OVER WHAT HE CONSIDERS A RATHER DIFFICULT COUNTRY.
MORERATION.

First Undergraduate: "Hollo, Charley! Ain't you going out to-day?"

Second Undergraduate (driving): "Why, no—not this morning. You see I'm only a one-horse man, and as I have hunted him three times this week, I thought I'd give him a day's rest in the dog-cart!"

JONES TRIES HIS NEW HACK, WHICH IS AS QUIET AS A LAMB—JUST ABOUT!
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF FISHING.

No. XII.

ON ARRIVING AT "HELL'S HOLE," HE IS DETAINED FOR THREE QUARTERS OF AN HOUR, WHILE THE FISH SULKS AT THE BOTTOM.

No. XIII.

THE FISH HAVING REFRESHED HIMSELF, AND RECOVERED HIS SPIRITS, BOLTS AGAIN WITH MR. B.
NO CONSEQUENCE.

"I SAY, JACK! WHO'S THAT COME TO GREAT IN THE DITCH?"
"ONLY THE PARSON!"
"OH, LEAVE HIM THERE, THEN! HE WON'T BE WANTED UNTIL NEXT SUNDAY!"

THE REVIEW.

"NOW, MARM, HERE'S A PLACE TO STAND ON, YER MAY SEE EVERY THINK; AND ONLY SIXPENCE!"
MR. BRIGGS'S PLEASURES OF FISHING.

No. XIV.

AFTER A LONG AND EXCITING STRUGGLE, MR. B. IS ON THE POINT OF LANDING HIS PRIZE, WHEN—THE LINE UNFORTUNATELY BREAKS!

No. XV.

HOWEVER, IN MUCH LESS TIME THAN IT HAS TAKEN TO MAKE THIS IMPERFECT SKETCH—ACCOUTRED AS HE IS—HE PLUNGES IN—AND AFTER A DESPERATE ENCOUNTER, HE SECURES A MAGNIFICENT SALMON, FOR WHICH HE DECLARES HE WOULD NOT TAKE A GUINEA A POUND—AND IT IS NOW STUFFED IN THE GLASS-CASE OVER THE ONE WHICH CONTAINS HIS LATE FAVOURITE SPOTTED HUNTER.
AN APRIL FOOL.

Equestrian, "Here, boy! Come and hold my horse."
Boy, "Does he kick?"
Equestrian, "Kick! No!"
Boy, "Does he bite?"

Equestrian, "Bite! No! Catch hold of him."
Boy, "Does it take two to hold him?"
Equestrian, "No."
Boy, "Then hold him yourself."

[Exit boy, performing "Pop goes the Weasel."

THE SEA-SIDE CIRCULATING LIBRARY.

"All the new works are out, Miss. But here's the second volume of the 'Scottish Chiefs'—or here's 'Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric,' if you would like to read that."
DREADFUL JOKE.

William, "There, Amy! What do you say to those for a pair of moustaches?"

Amy, "Why, I should say that calling those moustaches was giving to 'hairy nothings a local habitation and a name.'"

[For shame, Amy!]

GOOD NEWS! REAL SENTIMENT.

The Lady Emmeline, "No, dearest Constance, I am not unhappy. These are tears of joy! For see how the dear Lord Aubrey writes—Read an advertisement—I have much pleasure in giving my testimony to the skill of Professor Puffenburg, who has extracted two very troublesome corns without causing me any pain—De Belgrave! Dear, dear Aubrey, then you are happy?"

A CASE OF REAL DISTRESS.

Foxhunter, "Here's a bore, Jack! The ground is half a foot thick with snow, and it's freezing like mad!"

BROAD CARICATURE.
Rather alarming.

Lady: "You wished, sir, I believe, to see me respecting the state of my daughters' affections, with a view to a matrimonial alliance with that young lady if you will walk into the library. My husband and I will discuss the subject with you."

Young Corydon: "Oh, gracious!"

Good security.

Boy: "Please, sir, give me a crown?"

Said: "Sixpence is the smallest money I have, my little lad."

Boy: "Vel, sir, I'll get yer change; and if yer doubts my honour hold my broom!"

Unconscious satire.

Stout Party: "Well, I'm sure what can possess those skinny creatures to wear round hats. I can't think.—Making themselves so conspicuous!"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

SCENE—PALAIS ROYAL.


(Jumps over three chairs and vanishes to the great astonishment of Tomkins.

POOR MUGGINS!

Smythe (to Muggins, who, in the heat of the moment, has been drinking his wine out of tumblers), “THERE, MY BOY! THAT’S SUCH A CLASS OF CHAMPAGNE AS YOU DON’T GET EVERY DAY—AND BETWEEN YOU AND ME (very confidentially) BETWEEN—YOU AND ME—I ONLY GAVE FOUR AND TWENTY SHILLINGS A DOZEN FOR IT!”

[Exit MUGGINS for an antidote.

INCREDIBLE!

Mrs. Muggins. “WHAT! FOURTEEN ON YE SLEEP UNDER THAT BIG UMBRELLER OF A THING? GET ALONG WITH VER!”
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VERY FRIENDLY.

Lun: Girl. "Mornin' my Lord! Glad to see you out again—what I like about fox-hunting is, that it improves the breed of 'orses—and brings people together as wouldn't otherwise meet!"

THE ROAD.

Part of the Earl of Torking, who is extremely proud of his Stock: 'I beg your pardon, sir, but you don'tappen to hav another camel as you want to dispose of?"
LATEST FROM PARIS.
Beautiful Being. "Well, I must say, Parker, that I like the hair dressed a la Matronice. It shows so much of the face."

A MOMENTOUS DECISION.
Augustus. "Are you fond of moustachers, Emily?"
Emily. "Yes! I think they look very well upon some people."
Augustus. "Am I then that settles the point. I shall let mine grow."

THE FINISHING TOUCH TO A PICTURE.
Artist. "Now, don't hesitate to say if you see anything I can alter or improve."
Candid Friend. "Hm! Well! Not! I don't see anything—unless, perhaps, you might repaint the principal figures, and—I—yes—I should certainly get a new background in."

FINE HAUT-BOYS!
This jolly old pater's how! What a smile! A welcome awaits him when he brings his treasures home.
**ADD TO INSULT TO INJURY.**

**JACK ASHORE.**

Policeman. "Hullo, Jack! I suppose you're not sorry to come on land for a bit?"

Jack (who hasn't yet his short legs yet). "Well, it ain't such a bad place for a day or two—but it's so precious difficult to walk straight!"

**AFFECTING INCIDENT AT BOULOGNE.**

Our friend, Arty Delville, is so knocked all of a heap by the beauty of the foreign fish girls, that he offers his 'and' and 'art' to the lovely Pauline.
EXCITEMENT.

"Run, Bill—run and bring His Excellency—here's a chimney a-flit!"

ROMANCE OF A BOTTLE.

Mr. Bounce, "I tell you what, old boy, finish that, and you shall have some of my peculiar old port. I've had it in bottle myself nine years."

THIS IS THE PECULIAR OLD PORT.

AN UNWELCOME VISITOR.

THE DISTURGER OF THE PEACE OF PRIVATE FAMILIES.
THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

Foot Btk. 'WELL, SIR, MRR SER HAT AT ONE, BUT HES CONFINEO TO HIS ROOM. HES A CROWN OF HIS MOOSTARCHES, AND AIN'T ALLOWED TO SEE NOBODY BUT HIS AMPRESSER.'

QUITE AN EXQUISITE.

Commercial Gent. 'THIS WAR, SIR, WILL BE A TERRIBLE HINDERANCE TO ALL KINDS OF BUSINESS!'
Sewl. 'AW-DESSAY! DELIGHTED TO HEAR IT-A ALWAYS HAD THE GREATEST AVERSION T' ALL KINDS OF BUSINESS.'

FLUNKIANA.

Lavender. WELL, IM SURE MR. ROBERTS I THINK YOU MIGHT FIND SOMETHING BETTER TO DO THAN LOLLING AROUND IN THAT GREAT EASY CHAIR. YOU MIGHT GO AND HELP IN THE HAY FIELD. EN, WOULD THINK.'

Flunkey. OH YES, AND A NICE FLOWER I SHOULD BE. WOT WOULD MISSUS SAY. PRAY, IF I WENT AND SPYED MY COMPLEXION, AND MADE MY ANS. AND.'
PRIVATE OPINION.

Lieutenant Whible (who has just been emblazed). "WANT THIS IS SOMETHING LIKE! INFINITELY BETTER THAN THE RIDICULOUS OLD COATS!"

A PRETTY GENERAL DELUSION.

Mr. Kiddlymum: "WELL, ELIZABETH—I HOPE WE SHALL HAVE A PRIZE BABY SHOW HERE—AND THEN—I FLATTER MYSELF—"

WHAT MUST BE THE NEXT FASHION IN BONNETS.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

DOMESTIC BLISS.

Servant (rushes in): "Oh! gracious goodness, Master, there's the kitchen chimney a-fire—and two parish officers knocking at the street door!"

GOING TO A PARTY.

Cook: "Ah, driver—have you a good horse?"

Driver: "Yes, sir: a worthy good one."

Cook: "Ah, then drive me to next door."

A MAN OF PRINCIPLE.

When coals are so dear, it behoves every family man to see that he gets the proper number of sacks for his money. Paterfamilias does his duty like a man, although the coals arrive just at his dinner time, and the weather is rather inclement.
IN THE RANKS.

First Militiaman, "Jim, you da'nt in step."
Second Ditto, "Daint it well, change you'n."

MORE LIGHT.

Irritated Swell, "Ringers! Yes, of course I rung! How the deuce do you suppose I'm to do my back hair with only one candle?"

FLY-FISHING.

MR. HACKLE ARRIVES AT HIS FAVOURITE SPOT, WHERE HE KNOWS THERE IS A GOOD TROUT.
WHAT A SHAME!

Young Lady (inclining to embonpoint), "I SHALL WANT HIM AGAIN THIS AFTERNOON—FROM TWO TO FOUR."

EVERY LADY HER OWN BATHING-MACHINE, OR AN UGLY CONTRIVANCE MADE A USEFUL APPENDAGE.
Horrid Boy (cowering about). "OH, LOOK HERE, CAPTAIN! I'VE FOUND OUT WHAT CLARA STUFFS HER HAIR OUT WITH. THEY'RE WHISKERS LIKE YOURS!"

Mr. "OH, HERE YOU ARE AT LAST! NOW YOU MUST COME AND DANCE THIS WALTZ WITH A FRIEND OF MINE—CHARMING GIRL, I ASSURE YOU!"

Mr. (who prides himself upon his dancing). "HAW! THANK YOU—YOU'RE VERY GOOD! BUT I NEVER WALTZ WITH STRANGE GIRLS, I DON'T MIND GIVING HER A QUADRILLE FIRST, JUST TO SEE HOW SHE MOVES!"
"WELL, FRANK! THIS DELIGHTFUL CAMP IS NEARLY OVER."


"WHO WOULDN'T BE A RIDING-MASTERT?"
A FRIENDLY MOUNT.

Party (whose nerve is not what it used to be). "YOU ARE QUITE SURE, CHARLES, THAT HE'S TEMPERATE?"


[Nervous Party is much flattered by the consideration of Friend.

SOMETHING LIKE SPORT.

Jolly Angler. "HOORAY, TOM! I'VE GOT ONE—AND, MY WORD! D'N'T HE PULL!"

SLANG.

"MY EYE, 'ARRY, THAT'S A STUNNING GREAT-COAT."

"AH! I FLATTER MYSELF IT'S RATHER 'DOWN THE ROAD.'"
THE HORRORS OF WAR.

First Newmarket Boy. "AWFUL WORK THIS, BILL. WERE A GOIN' TO WAR WITH ROSSIA!"
Second Ditto. "WELL, WOT ODDS?"
First Ditto. "WOT ODDS? WHY, THERE WON'T BE NO EMPEROR'S CUP NEXT YEAR, THAT'S ALL!"

THE NEW CAB REGULATION.

SHOWING THE CHIFTS TO WHICH THE POOR CAUMAN IS REDUCED, NOW THAT HE IS NOT PERMITTED TO LEAVE HIS SEAT WHILST ON DUTY.
**From the Collection of “Mr. Punch,” 1842—1864.**

**LIFE IN LONDON.**

Isabella. “Well, aunt, and how did you like London? I suppose you were very gay?”

Aunt (who inclines to embonpoint). “Oh yes, love, gay enough! We went to the top of the Monument on Monday—and to the top of St. Paul’s on Tuesday—and to the top of the Bank of England’s column on Wednesday—but I think altogether I like the quiet of the country.”

**TERIBLE PROPOSITION.**

Ferocious Hairdresser. “Now, sir, shall I take the pints off the whiskers?”

**BUSINESS-LIKE.**

“I say, Charley, don’t you think you had better go back to your customer?”

Indebted Wine Merchant. “Not yet. Always gone a quarter of an hour for the very old Port—further end of the Cellar! Cellars very extensive! Great care necessary for fear of disturbing the crust, you know—et cetera—twixt?”

**PRIDE FEELS NO PAIN.**

Arabella. “Oh! don’t be ridiculous, Frederick. It isn’t the shoe, for that’s a great deal too large.”

---
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DISCRETION.

Gentleman from Town (In.), "Oh, if this is one of the little places Charley spoke of, I shall go back."

THE BEARD MOVEMENT.

DISMAY OF A BRITISH SWELL ON SEEING A POSTMAN WITH MOUSTACHES.

THE FLY-CATCHER.
"That's a deuced good horse to go, driver! What's his fault that he comes in a cab?"

"Well, sir, I don't know of any fault in Pertickler, except that when he begins to kick, he do kick like blazes."

The Police wear beards and moustaches.—Panic amongst the street-boys.
SERVANTGALISM.

Mistress. "Why, Nurse—what a terrible disturbance! Pray, what is the matter?"

Nurse (addicted to Pen and Ink). "Oh, Mamma, it's dreadful!—Here's neither me nor Mary can't answer none of our letters for the racket!"

THE NEW COOK.

Missis. "Why, my goodness, Cook! What have you been about? Five o'clock, and that hare not put down yet!"

Artiste. "Can't help it, Marm. I never knew anything take such a time to pluck in my life!"

NE PLUS(H) ULTRA.

John Thomas. "I tell you what, William—The press must be put down! They've gin and got the soldiers' uniform altered, and I shouldn't wonder if they called ours Ridculus next!"
A DELICATE COMPLIMENT.

First Whip (who is a little ruffled because the Fox won't break). "Now, then, Sir! Out o' the way, unless you'll get into the cover. Mayhap your ugly mug might frighten him out. Come up, "oss!"

AN INCIDENT WITH THE D. P. Q. HOUNDS.

Miss Diana slips off at a fence, and is so unfortunate as to leave the better half of her habit on the pommels of her saddle.
Great Boon to the Public.

Incipient Swell (in costume of the period): "WELL! TA-DA, OUS! I SHALL JUST GO AND SHOW MYSELF IN THE PARK."

The Right Men in the Right Place; Viz., a Club Window.


In the Park.

The poor fly-drivers are up so late at nights, that they are glad to get a nap when they can. This is not to be wondered at, but it is not likely to add to the repose either of Old Mrs. Dumbledore or of Old Mrs. Blowhard, who are out for an airing.
"WELL, THEY MAY CALL THIS A HEALTH-GIVING PURSUIT, IF THEY LIKE: BUT GIVE ME ROACH-FISHING IN A PUNT."
SOMETHING THE MATTER WITH THE KITCHEN BOILER.

(Affectionately dedicated to PATERFAMILIAS, whoever he might be.)

FORTUNE-TELLING.—A SCENE OF DOMESTIC INTEREST.
MR. TOM NODDY'S FIRST DAY WITH THE HOUNDS.

No. I.

Groom. - 'You'll find the mare in rare fettle, sir. She's uncommon fresh to be sure!'

No. II.

She's so fresh that she won't let T. M. mount for ever so long, and when she does...

No. III.

Allow him, puts up her back in the most ominous manner.

No. IV.

She shies at a wheelbarrow—a thing she never did before.

(And T. N. drops his whip.) After some...

No. V.

Trouble in opening a gate.

No. VI.

(T. N. drops his whip again, Oy-the-ry.)

No. VII.

He gets upon a nice piece of turf.

No. VIII.

The mare enjoys herself amazingly.
CERTAINLY NOT.

Shoe Brigade Boy (to old Gent irascible from gout, which has settled in his feet).

"NOW, SIR! DID YOU WANT YOUR SHOES BLACKED?"

THE MUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

Frederick. "NOW THEN, WILLIAM, WHAT ARE YER WAITING FOR?"

William. "WHY, I WAS A-THINKIN' VETHER I SHOULD WEAR MY MOOSTARCHERS LIKE THIS HERE OR LIKE THAT HARE."

PLEASANT QUARTERS.

A YOUNG OFFICER IN THE MILITIA LEARNING THE MANUAL EXERCISE OVER YOUR HEAD.
MR. TOM NODDY'S FIRST DAY WITH THE HOUNDS.

No. IX.
ARRIVED AT THE MEET, LITTLE TOM NODDY THINKS HE WILL HAVE A QUIET WALK; BUT AT THIS MOMENT

No. X.
THE HOUNDS MOVE FOR THE COVER, AND THE MARE BECOMES FULL OF PLAY AGAIN.

No. XI.
HAVING PICKED HIMSELF UP, TOGETHER WITH HIS WHIP AND CIGAR, T. N. JOGS ON WITH THE REST OF THE FIELD. AS THEY PASS BY SOME TURNIPS TO THE DELIGHT OF EVERYBODY, A FOX GETS UP. THE MARE, WHO HAD BECOME ALMOST STEADY, IS AGAIN EXCITED, AND RUSHES WILDLY AHEAD, AMIDST THE EXECRATIONS OF THE HUNT, AND LOUD CRIES OF HOLD HARD, WHICH T. N. MISTAKES FOR ANXIETY ON HIS ACCOUNT; AND GRASPING THE POMMEL OF HIS SADDLE WITH BOTH HANDS, ABANDONS HIMSELF TO CIRCUMSTANCES, WHICH, CONSIDERING THERE IS A FLIGHT OF HURDLES BEFORE HIM, ARE NOT VERY FAVOURABLE.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

Young Farmer No. 1. "WELL, CHARLEY—HAVE YOU HAD MUCH SHOOTING LATELY?"

Young Farmer No. 2. "WHY, NO, WHAT WITH HUNTING TWO DAYS A WEEK AND COURSING TWO DAYS. I DON'T GET MUCH TIME TO GO OUT WITH A GUN."

AN HOUR'S RIDE.
MR. TOM NODDY'S FIRST DAY WITH THE HOUNDS.

No. XII.

Fortunately for Tom Noddy, however, the mare swerves at the hurdles, and with the exception of dropping his whip again, he meets with no great inconvenience.

No. XIII.

But coming to the first fence, the playful creature goes at it like a shot out of a gun.

No. XIV.

And T. H. finds that there is still a good deal of snow in some of the ditches.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

MR. TOM NODDY'S FIRST DAY WITH THE HOUNDS.

No. XV.

The mare extricates herself from the difficulty sooner than our little friend, and getting away from him, takes a line of her own.

No. XVI.

T. N. finds running after his quadruped very laborious. He rests himself on a stile, and has another quiet weed.

No. XVII.

This represents the precise moment when Tom Noddy, after much exercise, meets a simple countryman returning with the mare. The simple countryman is assuring T. N. that he had a deal of trouble to catch her, and then it wur twenty minutes afore he could make her leave the 'ounds—and then only 'cause she wur quite "blowed." (N.B. The simple countryman hopes T. N. will remember him.)
THE ICE HARVEST.

THE REAL USE OF THE BEAR-SKIN CAP—
A HINT TO THE GUARDS.

THE FROZEN-OUT FOX-HUNTER.

SPORTING MILITAIRE RECALLS TO MIND HIS CANADIAN EXPERIENCES (THE GROUND BEING DEEP WITH SNOW) BUILD A BOOGIE, AND FOR THE NOW IT CEASES TO SWEAR AT THE FOOLS, OR TO REGRET THE SIX HUNTERS HE HAS EATING THEIR HEADS OFF IN THE STABLE.
ONE WAY OF LOOKING AT IT.

First Dandy M.P. "PROCLAMATION TO BE LATE THIS YEAR, ON ACCOUNT OF SOME COLONIAL BILLS, I HEAR."

Second D.M.P. "BOTHER THE COLONIES! HAVEN'T WE DONE ENOUGH FOR 'EM THIS YEAR?—DIDN'T WEST AUSTRALIAN WIN THE DERBY?"

A VERY OLD FRIEND.

OUR "USED UP" MAN HAS A FEW "USED UP" FRIENDS TO BREAKFAST; AFTER WHICH THEY DERIVE A LITTLE REAL ENJOYMENT FROM A DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT.
AQUATICS.—A COMFORTABLE RAN-DAN.

"Hallo! Police! Back water, Jack! We've got into a nest of swans, and they're pitchin' into me!"
THE SUPERIOR ANIMAL.

Party (who of course doesn't think himself good looking). "REALLY, CLARA, I CAN'T THINK HOW YOU CAN MAKE A PET OF SUCH AN UGLY BRUTE AS AN ISLE OF SKYE TERRIER!"

THOSE BOYS AGAIN!

Street Boy (in playful allusion to the basket carriage). "OH, LOOK HERE, BILL! IF 'ERE AIN'T A SWELL DRIVING HISSELF HOME FROM THE WASH!"
MARRIED FOR MONEY.—THE HONEYMOON.

"NOW, THEN, DARLING, PUT AWAY YOUR PAPER, AND WE'LL HAVE A NICE LONG WALK, AND THEN COME BACK TO TEA IN OUR OWN LITTLE COTTAGE, AND BE AS HAPPY AS TWO LITTLE BIRDS!" SAID THE FAIR BRIDE.—"OH, HANG IT!" MENTALLY EJACULATED THE CAPTAIN.

COOL REQUEST.

Lady Crinoline: "YOU WON'T MIND RIDING ON THE BOX, EDWARD DEAR, WILL YOU? I'M AFRAID, IF WE DON'T GO INSIDE THE BROUGHAM, MY NEW DRESS WILL GET SO RUMPLED!"
A NICE OFFER.

Cousin (who is a little fast), "Mornin', Charles! Now then, if you will pop on your hats, and wrap yourselves up warm, I'll take you and your friend out for a drive!"

INFRA DIG.

EFFECT OF THE CAB-STRIKE—GOING TO THE OPERA IN A WHEEL-WBARROW.

UNABASHED.

Emily, "Why, my goodness, Frank! What a dreadful black eye you have! You are quite disfigured!"  Frank, "Hm, hah! That's very disagreeable, now; I was in hopes no one would have perceived it!"

Frank has been so unfortunate as to catch a cold in his eye from sitting in a draught at Exeter Hall—so he says.
AN INCIDENT OF TRAVEL.

As the train stops, Mr. P. endeavours to get some stout for his wife, who, from circumstances, is obliged to drink that refreshing beverage four or five times a-day. Unfortunately Mr. P. cannot find his carriage, and, as the train is rather behind time, the officials are in some hurry and confusion.

LET US HAVE JAPANESE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS HERE.

"The traveller, wearied with the noonday heat, need never be at a loss to find rest and refreshment; stretched upon the softest and cleanest of matting, inhaling the most delicately flavoured tea, inhaling the fragrant tobacco of Japan, he resigns himself to the ministrations of a bevy of fair damsels, who glide rapidly and noiselessly about, the most zealous and skilful of attendants."—THiRES.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

A DELICATE CREATURE.
Youthful Swell: "Now Charley—you're just in time for breakfast—have a cup of coffee?"
Languid Swell (probably in a Government Office): "Thanks! No! I assure yah—my de-ar, 'Ellah! If I was to take a cup of coffee in the morning, it would keep me awake all day!"

RECREATIONS IN NATURAL HISTORY.
First Naturalist: "What! The s-e-He-sheer-vent a-an (hic) Ich-theo-saurus? None-he-ensee!"

VERY CONSIDERATE.
Steward: "Will either of you, gentlemen, dine on board? There's a capital hot dinner at three o'clock."
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

PERFECTLY DREADFUL!

Guard. "Now, sir! if you're going on by the express, here's just room for one!"

Tourist. "What! get in with howdy old women, and squeaming children! By jove, you know! I say, it's impossible, you know!"

SCENE—A CLUB.

Swell. "Haw! is there anything ready for dinner?"

Waiter. "Shoulder of mutton just ready, sir!"

Swell. "Haw—shoulder of mutton!—aw—what a very odd thing for dinner!—thought they only made glue of shoulder of mutton!"
FLATTERING.

Boy (in allusion to Brown, who thinks he is well got up), "Oh! look here, Billy. They've got a dinner party at this 'ouse—and if 'ere ain't the cove what's a-going to wait."

BENEFIT OF CLERGY.

Binks (Major) "Ah! you can't think how a fella saves. When he goes into the church I used to give Snobbing three guineas for my boots, and now I get them made for two pound twelve."

A BARE ASSERTION.

Fred. "How do you like the alteration, Blanche?"
Blanche. "What alteration, dear?"
Fred. "Why, hang it!—haven't I cut off my beard and moustaches?"

MR. PUNCH AT HOME.
THE FRUGAL MARRIAGE QUESTION.

Jones (of the Dandilion Club). "Dooded jolly, I should say, to marry on £300 a-year! Think a see myself wockin a cradle, and fetchin home the mutton from the baker!"

(Orders glass of Dry Cuvée.)

FAINT ATTEMPT TO CARRY OUT JONES'S IDEA.
THOSE HORRID BOYS!

Precise Female (in answer to a rude inquiry), "YOU ARE A VERY IMPERTINENT BOY!—YOU KNOW PERFECTLY WELL THAT IT IS A MATTER OF NO MOMENT TO YOU WHO MY MATTER IS!"

NOT A QUESTION OF WEATHER.

WHEN IT IS VERY FOGGY IN LONDON, IT IS DELIGHTFUL AT BRIGHTON—AT LEAST SO CHARLES AND GEORGINA THINK.

VAGARIES OF FASHION.

Charles, "FIGURE, INDEED! WHAT'S A FELLOW TO DO? A MAN MUST WEAR SOMETHING. HATS AND COATS ARE OUT OF THE QUESTION—THEY ARE REALLY SO VERY EFFEMINATE."
IS SMOKING INJURIOUS?

Youthful Swell. "HAW! LOOK HERE! IS THAT CHEST OF CIGARS YOU IMPORTED FOR ME RIPE YET?"

Cigar Dealer. "WELL, SIR—I FEAR NOT—that is, NOT RIPE FOR YOUR TASTE, SIR, FOR AT LEAST THREE WEEKS; BUT WE CAN SPARE YOU A COUPLE OF THOUSAND OF THESE GIANT REGALIAS TO GO ON WITH TILL THE WEATHER IS MILD, WHEN YOUR CIGARS WILL MELLOW RAPIDLY!"

[Youth accepts the generous offer, and lounges out with a Giant Regalia as big as his leg in his mouth.]

THE SHUTTLE-COCK NUISANCE.

Little Girl. "OH, I DED YOUR PARDON SIR! IT WAS THE WIND AS DONE IT!"
From the Collection of “Mr. Punch,” 1842—1864.

PRUDENT RESOLVE.

Little Party: "GO AND WALK IN HYDE PARK? OH, AM—I DESSAY! AND GET PELTED FOR A HARIOTOCRAT?—NO THANK 'E—NOT IF I KNOW IT."

A PLEASING BELIEF.

Whipper: "WELL, I WEAR MINE BECAUSE IT SAVES TROUBLE, AND IS SO VERY 'CALTY.'"

Snapper: "HAAH, WELL THERE AINT NO NUMBEG ABOUT ME; I WEAR MINE BECAUSE THEY LOOKS 'ANSOM, AND GOES DOWN WITH THE GALS."

RAILWAY COLLUSION—A HINT TO STATION-MASTERS.

Porter. "NOW, THEN, BILL! ARE YOU OFF?"

 Cab Ruffian. "NO; WHAT SORT OF FARE IS IT?"

 Porter. "SINGLE CENT, 'WIT SMALL BAG."

Ruffian. "OH, HE WON'T DO! CAN'T YER FIND US A OLD LADY AND TWO LITTLE GALS WITH LOTS O' BOXES? I'M GOOD FOR A PINT!"
DISAGREEABLE TRUTH.

Soldier, "NOW, THEN! YOU MUST MOVE AWAY FROM HERE."
Rude Boy, "AH, BUT YOU MUSTN'T, OLD FELLER!!"

OLD BROOM.—RETIRING FROM BUSINESS.

New Broom, "POOR JACK, YER HONOR?"
Old Broom, "LEAVE THEM COVES ALONE, TIM; THEY'RE TWO SWELLS WHAT ALWAYS CROSS IN A 'ANSOM—CAUSE OF THEIR BOOTS!"

ANOTHER RAILWAY MISERY.

NOW, WE DO HOPE THIS OLD GENTLEMAN IS NOT GOING TO BE ASKED TO SHOW HIS TICKET; BECAUSE THIS OLD GENTLEMAN HAS JUST PACKED HIMSELF UP QUITE COMFORTABLY, AND HIS TICKET IS IN THE VERY INNERMOST RECESS OF HIS WAISTCOAT POCKET, AND BECAUSE, YOU SEE, THIS IS JUST THE SORT OF OLD GENTLEMAN WHO IS LIKELY TO BE MUCH IRRITATED BY SUCH A REQUEST AT SUCH A TIME.

INCIDENT IN A FRENCH REVOLUTION.

Omnibus Driver, "THIS IS ORRIBLE YURK IN PARIS, SIR; YEE TELL ME THEY'VE BIN AND BUNNT ALL THE BUSSES!"
DEADFUL ACCIDENT IN HIGH LIFE.

THE HONOURABLE SPENCER DAYDLE (WHOSE TOTAL ABSENCE OF MIND IS SO WELL KNOWN) HAVING MADE A MORNING CALL IN BELGRAVIA, WALKS OFF WITH A HAT AND STICK WHICH DO NOT BELONG TO HIM!

THE NEW REGULATION.

Lieutenant Blazer (of the Plungers), "Good Gwacious! Here's a horrible go! Infantry's going to chew a moustache!"

Cornel Fluffy, "Yaw don't mean that! Well! There's only one alternative for us. We must shave!"

A PICTURE OF ALIMENTIVENESS.

A nice little bit of fish.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

WHERE THERE'S A WILL, THERE'S A WAY.

Foxhunting Doctor: NOT BE IN TIME! OH, NONSENSE! SEND MY HORSE ON.—SEE MY PATIENTS EARLY.—DRESS IN THE BROUGHAM.—THERE I AM!

We have been obliged to take the side of the carriage out, which perhaps the kind reader will excuse.

PATIENCE REWARDED.

Doctor: 'WANNA CATCH YOU AT LAST, HAVE I?—AND A FINE WEEK'S TROUBLE I'VE HAD TO CATCH YOU!"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

SERVANTGALISM.—No. X.

"Echt Gal, I TELL YOU WHAT, COOK; WITH MY BEAUTY AND FIGGER, I AINT A GON'T STOP IN SERVICE NO LONGER; I SHALL BE OFF TO HORSETRAINER."

JOHN THOMAS NON-PLUSHED.

Tax Collector. "JOHN THOMAS MOONCALF?"
John Thomas. "—ESQUIRE, THAT'S ME!"
Tax Collector. "THEN BE SO GOOD AS TO FILL UP THIS INCOME-TAX PAPER AND RETURN IT TO ME BEFORE TWENTY DAYS!"

EDUCATION IN THE MINING DISTRICTS.

"BIST THOU A GON'T TO SKULE, ELOYZA?"
Eloyza. "NOT HI, JEMOIMER, THEY CID US TEA AND BUNS LAST WEEK, AND WE SHAN'T MAN NO MOORE TILL CRISMUS; SO MOTHER SAYS AS HOW IT AINT NO USE."

UNCONSCIOUS SATIRE.

"THERE, BABY DEAR, LOOK AT THE PRETTY SOLDIERS!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

AVERAGE WEIGHT OF THE FOOT GUARDS.

Heavy Swell. "What's the average weight of the men in your regiment, Charley?"

Swell in the Guards. "Don't know, I'm sure—Ah—but ten go to the ton."

THE CONFIDENCE OF YOUTH.

Juvenile. "I wonder whether that gurl has got any tin—for I feel most owdaciouslly inclined to go and cut that fellow out."

A VISIT TO A DOG-FANCIER.
TRIUMPH OF MIND OVER MATTER.

Old Gent. "And pray who is your friend with the coffee pot?"
Small Boy. "That? Oh! he's my fag—he gets me my breakfast and such like, but I always leave him some crumpets—and never bully him!"

WHAT, INDEED?

Dreze Patrice. "I tell you, sir, I will not allow it—and don't let me see any more nasty pipes or tobacco in this house."
Young Williams. "Boo-hoo—and what's a fellow to do when all the men of his own age smoke?"

DID YOU EVER?

Friend. "Well, Sprat, my boy—and how do you get on, now you're married?"
Sprat. "H'm! pretty boorish—but there's one thing makes it go snug uncomfortable sometimes—entre nous—Mrs. S. is so continually jealous of me."

MORAL INFLUENCE OF EXECUTIONS.

"Where are we, then? Why, to see the cove 'und, to be sure!"
ADVENTURES OF MR. TOM NODDY.

No. I.

OUR LITTLE FRIEND, TOM NODDY, THINKS THE SEA-WATER WILL DO HIS MARE'S LEGS A WORLD OF GOOD.

No. II.

THE PLAYFUL CREATURE OBJECTS AT FIRST, BUT FINDING THE PROCESS AGREEABLE DETERMINES TO HAVE A COMPLETE BATH.
ADVENTURES OF MR. TOM NODDY.

No. III.

LANDING OF TOM NODDY. HIS HORSE HAVING HAD ENOUGH OF IT, RETURNS TO HIS STABLE.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

Newly Married Daughter (whose husband’s income is, if anything, decidedly limited). "AND SEE HERE, PAPA, DEAR, WE ARE GETTING ON SO BEAUTIFULLY WITH OUR FURNISHING! WE BOUGHT THESE LOVELY GOLD AND SILVER INDIAN ELEPHANTS AT A SALE THE OTHER DAY, AND ONLY GAVE FIFTY POUNDS FOR THEM! WASN’T IT CHEAP? WE ONLY WANT A LITTLE CRACKED CHINA TO MAKE THE ROOM QUITE COMFORTABLE!"
A CAUTIOUS BIRD.

Lobhis: "Well, I don't know about marrying—for yer see, after the knot was tied, some other gal might be fallin' in love with one—and that would be so goshed awkward!"

FORTUNE'S FAVOURITE.

First Snob: "You know that jolly little girl, Julia Ginks?"
Second Snob: "All right, go ahead."
First Snob: "Will! She's been stickin' up to me like bricks! Out I can't return her affection, because I'm so deuced sweet with the Plantagenet gals."

WANTING IN REVERENCE.

Coster (to extremely gasted person): "'I say, governor, give us a hint with this 'ere bilin' o' greens!"
Young Sholomush (to Young Snobley, who is attired in his very best): "Now, Sir! Let me shew you a high shirt of close, make yer good allowance for the old uns yerve got on!" [Snobley's feelings may be imagined.]

"Do you believe in table-talking, Matilda, that there's such a fuss about?"

"Oh, dear no! Why, the other evening a table was asked how old I was, and it rapped out forty! When I'm not three-and-twenty till next march!"

"My love! Do you think those fellows are following us?"

"Quite ridiculous!"
**MINO AND MATTER.**

Navy: "Ah, Bill! it shows the forward march of the age, first the brute force, such as 'em; and then the likes of us to do it scientific, and show the might of intellect."

**SYMPATHY.**

Tailor (to considerable Customer): "Trifle thinner than you was, Sir! glad to see you back, Sir! Ope you'll soon get your health, Sir. When we heard your regiment had been in action, Sir.—you may fancy what our feelings was, Sir!"

**OXFORD COSTUME.**

Slight Oxford Man: "Now, Skip, remember, not go tight in the arms!"

Skip: "Very good, Sir." (To the Clerk.) "Oh! and a "AHRF!"

**STARTLING FACT!**

Oxford Skull: "Do you make many of these monkey-jackets, now?"

Skip: "Oh! dear yes, Sir; there are more monkeys in Oxford this term than ever, Sir!"
Cupid at Sea.

Angelina (to Edwin, whose only chance is perfect tranquility). "Edwin, dear! If you love me, go down into the cabin, and fetch me my scent-bottle, and another shawl to put over my feet!"

Edwin’s sensations are more easily imagined than described.

...How very embarrassing!

Gustave. "Mamma, dear! Are moustaches fashionable?"

Mamma. "Well, Gus, I don’t know exactly, but I believe they are."

Gus. "Oh! then, is that the reason why Miss Grumph wears ’em?"

Miss Grumph, as well as being strong-minded, is rather masculine in appearance.

An eligible party.

Juvenile. "Well, I know what I shall do; I shall look out for some old gal with plenty of money."
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VERY RUDE, INDEED!

ENTER TOM (A DISAGREEABLE BOY FROM SCHOOL)—TOM. "LOOK HERE, CLARA, THERE'S A YOUNG WOMAN DOWN-STAIRS HAS BROUGHT THIS FOR YOU, AND WANTS TO KNOW IF IT WILL DO."

A MAN OF CONSEQUENCE.

Cousin Harriet. "WELL, ALFRED, WILL YOU STOP AND HAVE SOME TEA WITH US?"

Alfred. "HAW! YOU'RE VERY GOOD, I'M SURE; BUT I'VE GOT TO TAKE THE CHILDREN TO SEE THE PANTOMIME."

UNDER THE MISTLETOE.

Augustus thinks crinoline a detestable invention.
THE HUSBAND AS HE OUGHT TO BE

Angelina: "WELL, LOVE, HOW DO YOU THINK I LOOK?—DO YOU LIKE THE DRESS?"

Edwin, "I THINK IT'S PERFECTLY CHARMING—I NEVER SAW YOU LOOK BETTER!"

AND

AS HE OUGHT NOT TO BE.

(No, it's so, my Dears?)

Angelina, "WELL, E.—YOU DON'T SAY A WORD ABOUT MY DRESS?"

Edwin, "OH, WHAT? OH, UGH!—HUM—BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL!"

AS WELL BE OUT OF THE WORLD AS OUT OF THE FASHION.

Old Gentleman (who is of course much behind his age), "WELL, MY LITTLE DEAR, AND PRAY WHAT NICE LITTLE GIRL ARE YOU?"

Little Girl, "OH, IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, I'M A PUSEYIE, AND SO'S DESSY "ARM"

(To Young Lady) "AIN'T WE, MUM?"

ASSURANCE.

Juvenile, "AW, HAIRDRESSER, WHEN YOU'VE FINISHED MY HAIR, JUST TAKE OFF MY GEARD, WILL YOU?"
THE NEW THEATRE.

Constance (reads advertisement to Alice). ""* " The Orchestra Stalls will be exceedingly commodious. Each person will have a separate Arm-Chair, occupying a space of two feet in breadth." H M—I don't see that that's so exceedingly commodious—eh, dear?"

AN AGREEABLE PRESCRIPTION.

"The weather is charming, although I do not feel much inclined for transactions of a business nature. I am decidedly better. My doctor, a most sensible man, recommends me to take horse exercise, and go into agreeable society. I endeavour to carry out his suggestions."—Sartorius.
SIGHING FOR THE SUNNY SOUTH.

Small boy Driver. "I don't like being a hasseated, Jim; but if this precious easterly wind lasts much longer, I shall be hoff with my family to the south of France."

AFFECTING—RATHER.

Alfred. "Tell me, my own one, is there anything else you have to say before I go?"

Emma. "Yes, dearest—do not—oh, do not forget to bring the—th-th-Brunswick sausage from F-F-Fort-num and masons."

A PREJUDICED OPINION.

"I tell yer what, Bill, I think the police are a bad lot—and I wish they was gone away with altogether."

A GOLDEN RULE.

"Let us speak of a man as we find him."
A DELICATE HINT.

Brighton Boatman: "There's a wessel out there, sir. I laudin' a good deal, sir! Ah, sir. Sailors works, werry 'ard—pricious 'ard, lines it is for the poor fellers out there—pricious 'ard. It is for everybody just now. I know I should like the price of a pint o' beer and a bit o' baccy!"

THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

Railway Official (waking Old Gent from a sweet sleep). "Tickets, please!"

BY THE SAD SEA WAVES.

Tomkins, disconsolate on a rock, traces some characters upon the sand. To him, Mrs. Tomkins (whose name is Martha).

Mrs. T: "Well, Mr. Tomkins, and pray who may Henrietta be?"

Tomkins utters a yell of despair, and falls prostrate.
SCHOLASTIC.

Mother. "AND, PRAY, DOCTOR, WHAT ARE YOUR TERMS FOR EDUCATING LITTLE BOYS?"

The Principal. "WHY, MY DEAR MADAM, MY USUAL TERMS ARE SEVENTY GUINEAS PER ANNUM (TO USE THE LANGUAGE OF THE ANCIENT ROMANS), BUT TO EFFECT MY OBJECT (?) QUICKLY, I WOULD TAKE A FEW FOR WHAT I COULD GET, PROVIDED THEY BE GENTLEMEN, LIKE YOUR DEAR LITTLE BOY THERE; BUT (AGAIN TO USE THE LATIN TONGUE) IT IS A SIRE QUI NOXI THAT THEY SHOULD BE GENTLEMEN;"
A STORM IN A TEACUP.

Head Nurse (with much dignity): "Miss Mary! You shall not stir your tea with the snuffers!—it is not lady-like, and I am quite sure your papa would not approve of it!"

Miss Mary howls awfully, and smashes tea-cup.

WAITING FOR THE CARRIAGE.

Charlie: "This will be a stupid affair, Georgy."

Georgy: "Oh! Yes—only a white frock and black taffeta party—very slow!"

[Old Nurse wonders what next.]

WORKING AGAINST TIME.

The artist gives the finishing touch to his picture. He has been so busy that he has not even been able to get his hair cut.

KETCHEE! KETCHEE!

Mr. Punch in the bosom of his family.
DID YOU EVER!

Augustus. "I SAY, AUNT! DID YOU SEE WHAT THE NEWSPAPER SAYS ABOUT THE ECLIPSE?"

Aunt. "NO! WHAT DOES IT SAY? READ IT, CHILD! ANYTHING RELATING TO THAT WONDERFUL EVENT IS INTERESTING."

Augustus. "WHY, IT SAYS THAT IT IS EXPECTED TO HAVE AN EXTRAORDINARY EFFECT UPON THE INFERIOR ANIMALS! MY WIG! I'D HAVE YOU AND THE GIRLS LOOK OUT FOR SQUALLS!"

FUMIGATION.

Coster. "S'pose me, Marm, but did yer want yer green-'ouse smoked?—No charge. Only to find the 'bacca, and a drop o' sumthin' to drink!"

WARBBLERS UNDER WATER.
OH DEAR!

That regular family next door are having their chimney swept again.

EARLY PHILOSOPHY.

Juvenile. "Am, it's all very well! Love may do for boys and gals; but we, as men of the world, know 'ow 'ollow it is."

OUT OF HIS ELEMENT.

Folks (who does not approve of Bloomsbury). "No, ma'am, I don't object to the 'ouse, for it's hairy, and the vittles is good, but the fact is that all my connexions live in Deloravia."
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**TOO BAD!**

Bertha: "NOW, REALLY, CHARLES, YOU ARE VERY PROVOKING. I'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR MY HAT EVERYWHERE—AND I DECLARE YOU ARE SITTING UPON IT"

**A VICTIM OF FASHION.**

Police Constable (to Boy): "NOW THEN, OFF WITH THAT HOOP! OR I'LL PRECIOUS SOON HELP YOU!"

Lady (who imagines the observation is addressed to her): "WHAT A MONSTER!"

[Lifts up the Crinoline, and hurries off.]
Officer (who is going to the East): "Of course, it's rather a bore just at the beginning of the season—and I shall miss the Derby. I wish they could have had the Russians over here, because then we could have thrashed 'em in Hyde Park, and dined at Greenwich afterwards, you know."

Ensign Stubbs, having been appointed to the 12th, goes to try on his uniform—The gallant ensign has hitherto been accustomed to dress in a loose, digage manner.

"Well intended, no doubt." (Quarrel. British Lion.) "Thrice, friends, now let me put away those dangerous vanities!"

Delight of one of our guards now he feels that the country will protect "the girl he leaves behind him."
THE BRITISH FORCES AND THE CRIMEAN WAR.

NOTHING LIKE FORETHOUGHT.

Sergeant (to Brother Officer). "WHAT AM I ABOUT? I'LL TELL YOU, OLD BOY. THERE'S NO KNOWING WHAT M May happen, so I am learning the noble art of making omelettes, in case anything should happen to our Chef!"

NO! DON'T.

"So they are sending out books to amuse the poor fellows at Scutari—and very proper, I will send five-and-twenty copies of my last five-act tragedy of 'The Roman Grandmother.'"

ENTHUSIASM.

Inflamed White Man. "TALK O' THE HOOSHIANS! THERE I DANG'D IF I WOULDN'T NOW EM DOWN FOR A SHILLIN' AN ACRE!"

ON DOMESTIC SERVICE.

Recruiting Sergeant. "COME, TAKE THE SHILLING LIKE A MAN; AND HAVE A TURN AT THE RUSSIANS IN THE CRIMEA!"

Pampered Muncey. "A—THANK YOU; I DON'T SEEM TO SEE IT. THE FACT IS THAT—A—THE WORK IS 'ARD; AND—A—THE BOARD IS BAD."
THE BRITISH FORCES AND THE CRIMEAN WAR.

A LITTLE DINNER AT THE CRIMEA CLUB.

EVENING PARTY AT SEBASTOPOL.
PATIENT HEROES.

"WELL, JACK! HERE'S GOOD NEWS FROM HOME. WE'RE TO HAVE A MEDAL."

"THAT'S VERY KIND. MAYBE ONE OF THESE DAYS WE'LL HAVE A COAT TO STICK IT ON!"

HOW JACK MADE THE TURK USEFUL AT BALACLAVA.

British Officer: "HOLOOA, JACO! WHAT ARE YOU ABOUT NOW?"

Jack: "WHY, YER HONOUR—YOU SEE IT'S A DEAL PLEASANTER THAN WALKING ABOUT HERE. AND WHEN THIS CHAPS TIRED—I MOUNTS TOTHER COVE!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

THE BRITISH FORCES AND THE CRIMEAN WAR.

A TRUMP CARD (GIAN).

THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE UNDER LORD CARDIGAN AGAINST THE RUSSIAN BATTERIES AT BALACLAVA.

SHARP'S THE WORD.

ADMIRAL PUNCH'S SIGNAL TO THE FLEET.

UNIFORM STUPIDITY.

HOW TO DRESS A WARRIOR.
HARD CASE IN THE BALTIC.
A. B. Seaman. "Here's a co. Bill! Ye'll might knock me down with the butt-end of a muskit, ain't it blow'd if the game ain't over, and we ain't had no innings!"

A GRIEVANCE.
"I tell yer what, Bill! I don't half like these here moustachers. They do mop up such a lot of o' it!"

RELICS OF THE SIEGE.
Ben. "I say, Jack!—give us a lift down with these here blood-stained ruins from Sebastopol!"
THE BRITISH FORCES AND THE CRIMEAN WAR.

OUR GUARDS.

THEY CAN PLAY; AND, BY JOVE, THEY CAN FIGHT, TOO.
TO APPEAR AT COURT.
Lizzy: "Good gracious Selina! Look there! There's that ridiculous little man again. Did you ever see anything so absurd?"

Busby: "Am there she is, bless her! And looking this way too. Oh! It's as clear as possible she has taken a fancy to me!"
THE BEST RUN OF THE SEASON.—No. 1.

Master (with pumped-out horse): "Confound that rascally boy! Where can he have got to with my second horse?"

THE BEST RUN OF THE SEASON.—No. II.

P covert Boy (with delightfully fresh animal): "Oh! dear! What a beautiful thing! I wonder where Master can be?"
A BLACK INDIGNITY.

Lady of the House. "OH, THOMAS! HAVE THE GOODNESS TO TAKE UP SOME COALS INTO THE NURSERY!"

Thomas. "HM, MA'AM! IF YOU ASK IT AS A FAVOUR, MA'AM, I DON'T SO MUCH OBJECT; BUT I 'OPE YOU DON'T TAKE ME FOR AN OUSEMAID, MA'AM!"

PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
all likenesses (opposed). KERRETT
as SARGENT WHITNEY, or white copy
(ANDREW NO DECISION!

THE ORIGINAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC ESTABLISHMENT
an exact likeness, 6d. a master of Bacon for 6d.

ART-PROGRESS.

Artist (1). "NOW, MUM! TAKE OFF YER 'EAD FOR SIXPENCE, OR YER 'OLE BODY FOR A SHILLIN'!"
FRATERNITY.
Fred affectionately taking the arm of his friend Harry—to he thinks. "Oh! do look at these beautiful diamonds. How well they would become your sweet sister!"
Ed. hearty. "Come now, Walker!"

PRIVATE OPINION.
Little Shrapton. "Hah! They may laugh! But I mean to say that the beard is a great ornament, and gives dignity to the human figure!"

THE OLD OLD STORY.
It was in August or September, we forget which, that Amelia's scarf caught Henry's button, and now—they are married. Wasn't it odd?

THE BEARD MOVEMENT.
"Hollo, 'Enry! Is that you? Why I hardly know'd yer with that great beard!"
VARIETIES IN HORSE-TAMING.—No. I.

OLD MR. B. HAS FOUND OUT THAT THE OIL OF RHODIUM SYSTEM IS ALL NONSENSE, AND HAS BEEN INITIATED BY MR. RAREY. WHENEVER HE GETS SPILT, AND LOSES HIS HAT (AS HE DID THE VERY LAST DAY OF THE SEASON), HE JUST SAYS TO HIS HORSE, "FETCH IT, OLD BOY!" AND THE THING IS DONE!

VARIETIES IN HORSE-TAMING.—No. II.

OUR DEAR OLD FRIEND DROOS—HAVING TAKEN THE RECEIPT FOR HORSE-TAMING FROM THE PAPERS—TRIES SOME EXPERIMENTS UPON AN ANIMAL THAT HE HAS PICKED UP A BARGAIN.
AN INCIDENT OF WEIGHT.

Cabby "LET YER OUT?—THAT'S A GOOD UN!—NOT AFORE YOU PAYS FOR BREAKING MY SPRINGS!"

ASTOUNDING ANNOUNCEMENT.

Maid! PLEASE, MA'AM, MR. SKEWER SAYS HE'S GOING TO KILL HIMSELF THIS WEEK, AND WILL YOU HAVE A JOINT?"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

A VERY SHOCKING BOY, INDEED!

Mum's. "NOW, SIR—IF YOU DON'T BEHAVE BETTER, I WILL TELL PAPA OF YOU, AND HE WILL BOX YOUR EARS!!"

Shocking Boy. "WELL THEN, GO! MARCH!! AND SHUT THE DOOR AFTER YOU!!!"

A FADED YOUTH.

Hosss. "NOW, MY DEAR—WILL YOU COME AND DANCE A QUADRILLE?"

Juvenile. "THA-A-HK YOU—IT'S SO MANY YEARS AGO SINCE I DANCED, THAT I WOULD RATHER BE EXCUSED, IF YOU PLEASE. IN FACT, I—AH, I HAVEN'T DANCED SINCE I WAS QUITE A BOY."

IN THE PARK.

First Man (Home for the Holidays). "AWFUL BIT OF GERANIUM THAT, CHARLEY!!"

Second Gito. "YA-AG, I WAS ALWAYS VERY FOND OF FLOWERS—AH—THEY LOOK SO JOLLY INNOCENT!!"

IN THE STREETS.

These Young Gentlemen are not indulging in the filthy habit of smoking—they are only chewing toothpicks, the comforting and elegant practice now so much in vogue.
CRINOLINE AGAIN.

Charles. "CONFOUND THE HOOPS. JUST WHEN I WANT TO MAKE MY NEAT SPEECH ABOUT BEING 'REAPER AND SEAPER' TOO!"

A HINT TO MAMMAS.

First Nursemaid: Lark, mark! 'T WHAT A DECUTIFLE COWnd!
Second Do.: Mrs. James wants it!

To contemplate, the Grand for about a quarter of an hour, and the children have the full benefit of the delicious North East Wind.

THE ROUND HAT.

1. WHEN IT IS ALL VERY WELL. 2. WHEN IT IS OBJECTIONABLE. 3. WHEN THE POLICE OUGHT TO INTERFERE.
JOHN THOMAS, AS HE APPEARED WHILE HIS MISSUS WAS IN THE BOTANICAL GARDENS. J. T. IS CONSULTING HIS BETTING BOOK. (A POSITIVE FACT.)

PROFESSIONAL DIGNITY.

Lady. "RESIGN YOUR SITUATION! WHY, WHAT'S WRONG NOW, THOMAS? HAVE THEY BEEN WANTING YOU TO EAT SALT BUTTER AGAIN?"

Gentle Footman. "OH, NO, THANK YOU, MA'AM—BUT THE FACT IS, MA'AM—THAT I HAVE HEARD THAT MASTER WERE SEEN LAST WEEK ON THE TOP OF A HOMINIDUS, AND I COULDN'T AFTER THAT REMAIN ANY LONGER IN THE FAMILY!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

NEVER CARRY YOUR GLOVES IN YOUR HAT.

MR. POFFINGTON FLATTERS HIMSELF HE IS CREATING A SENSATION.—(Perhaps he is.)

ACADEMIC COSTUME.

Dr. Bear. "PUT ON YOUR GOWN, SIR."
Undergraduate. "GOT IT ON, SIR!"

MORE NOVELTY.

THE MISSES WEASEL THINK CRINOLINE A HIEROGETIOUS AND EXTRAVAGANT INVENTION, AND APPEAR AT MRS. ROUNDABOUT'S PARTY IN A SIMPLE AND ELEGANT ATTIRE.
FROM THE MINING DISTRICTS.

"MARHTA, WAST 'E DONE W' THE MILK?"
"DEEN IT TO THE SILD."
"BANG THE SILD; THEE SHOULD HA' DEEN IT TO TH' BULL PUP!"

UNLUCKY THIS TIME.

Ingenious Youth. "OH! SUCH A LARK, BILL! I'VE DIN AND FILLED AN OLD COVE'S LETTER-BOX WITH GOOSEBERRY SKINS AND HOYSTER SHELLS—AND RAPPED LIKE A POSTMAN!"
Old Cow. "HAF YOU?"

A DISTURBER OF PUBLIC PEACE.

Sister. "I SAY, OLD FELLER, OF COURSE YOULL FRATERNISE WITH US, AND COME AND BREAK SOME VINDERS."
Soldier. "OF COURSE I WONT; BUT I'LL PUNCH YOUR HEAD IF YOU DONT MOVE OFF."

GOOD NEWS.

"WELL, JIM, HAVE YOU HEARD THE LATEST INTELLIGENCE?"
"NO, VAT IS IT?"
"YY, COMMON GARDEN THEATERS TO BE TURNED INTO A HOPEA FOR THE MILLION! AIN'T THAT PRIME?"
RATHER DEEP!

Cousin. "CHARLIE—I JUST FANCY WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING!"

Captain Charlie. "WELL, GEORGE!"

Cousin. "THAT—THAT—YOU AND I ARE GOING—A—A—TO BE—MARRIED!"

Charlie (with presence of mind) "A—NEVER MIND, GEORGE.—WE KNOW BETTER.—WE ARE NOT SO FOOLISH!"

AMPLE PROTECTION.

Youth. "YOU NEEDN'T BE AFRAID, MA'AM. STAND BEHIND ME!"
Mamma (playful with newly-married daughter). "MY DEAREST, SWEETEST DARLING! WHAT? CRYING: WHY, WHAT'S THE MATTER?"


RIVAL JOCKEYS.

Bill (reads). "'GENTLEMEN RIDERS ALLOWED FIVE POUNDS.'"

Tom. "'ALLOWED FIVE POUNDS!' WHY, I'D RIDE BETTER NOR HE FOR 'ARF A CROWN!'"
S Y M P T O M S  O F  H A R D  R E A D I N G !

Student: "Oh, Mary! Have you taken up the lamp and the cigars?" Mary, "Yes, Sir."

Student: "And the whiskey, and the sugar, and the lemon, and boiling water?" Mary, "Yes, Sir."

Student: "Then come, Jack! Suppose we go into the study!"

R E P E L L I N G  F O R E I G N  I N V A S I O N.

P a t c h r e a m l i a g  t r e s  t h e  c o l d  w a t e r  c u r e  i n  a  c a s e  o f  o r g a n - g r i n d i n g.
ANOTHER BIT FROM THE MINING DISTRICTS.

First Collier. "SURREY, DUST THEE KNOW THE BISHOP'S COMING TOMORROW?"
Second Do. "WOT'S THAT?"
First Do, (emphatically). "THE BISHOP!"
Second Do. "OI DON'T KNOW WHAT THEE MEAN'ST, BUT MOY BITCH, ROSE, SHALL PIN HER!"

WHERE ARE THE POLICE?
A SKETCH, SHOWING THE DECENT MANNER IN WHICH THE "FORM OF PRAYER" WAS RETAILED ON THE FAST DAY.

COARSE, BUT CHARACTERISTIC.

Cabman (whose temper has been ruffled by Omnibus-man). "YOU! WHY, YOU HUNGRY LOOKING WAGABUN, YOU LOOK AS IF YOU'D BIN LOCKED UP FOR A MONTH IN A COOK'S SHOP WITH A MUZZLE ON!"

"BUY A LITTLE DORG, MAMA?"

"GIVE THEE A MARVELLUS CURE! HERE'S THE KERERFL FORM O'PRAYER ORNO'S PEnNY."

"NOW, ARRIM! HERE'S THE KERERFL FORM O'PRAYER ORNO'S PEnNY."

"NOW, ARRIM! HERE'S THE KERERFL FORM O'PRAYER ORNO'S PEnNY."
THE GREAT BOON.

Superior Being: "YOU'LL PLEASE TO OBSERVE, MUM, THAT A DIVORCE IS A MUCH EASIER MATTER THAN IT USED TO BE—SO NONE OF YOUR VIOLENCE!"

A VISION OF THE PAST.

Old Lady: "AH! I WAS JUST SUCH ANOTHER WHEN I WAS HER AGE."

FOLLY AND INNOCENCE.

Charles: "I SAY, CLARA, AIN'T IT JOLLY? I'VE MADE SUCH A CAPITAL BUCK ON THE DERBY!"

Clara: "I AM SURE CHARLE. I AM DELIGHTED TO HEAR IT. ANY LITERARY PURSUIT MUST BE BETTER THAN THE HORROR PRACTICE YOU WERE GETTING INTO OF BETTING AT RACES!"
IRRESISTIBLE.

John Thomas, "GET AWAY, BOY—GET AWAY, BOY!"
Boy, "SHANT! AND IF YER DON'T LET ME RIDE, I'LL SEND THIS 'ERE MUDDY OVER YER CALVES!"

DRAWING THE LINE.

Punch Adams, "I SHOULD DESERVE, MY LADY,—THAT IF YOU ENGAGE ME, I SHOULD REQUIRE TO BE AT LEAST SIX MONTHS IN TOWN, IN A GOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD,—AND THAT IF YOU SHOULD AT ANY TIME LIVE NORTH OF THE NEW ROAD, I SHOULD EXPECT FIVE GUINEAS PER ANNUM INCREASE OF SALARY."

YIELDING TO TEMPTATION.

Mr. Habble de Hype, "I'M VERY FOND OF 'EM—THERE'S NO ONE LOOKING! DON'T SEE WHY I SHOULDN'T—I WILL—YES—I'LL HAVE A PENNYWORTH!"

MUCH ABOVE THAT SORT OF THING.
SERVE HIM RIGHT.

Swell (who, when he is asked to dine at half-past six, thinks it fine to come at half-past eight): "Haw! I'm afraid you've been waiting dinner for me!"

Lady of the House: "Oh dear, no! We have dined some time; will you take some tea?"

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
A CONSULTATION.

Veterinary Surgeon. "Legs queer, sir! Do you 'ack 'im or 'unt 'im?"

Proprietor of Quadruped. "I hunt him sometimes, but I mostly use him as a hack."

Veterinary Surgeon. "Ah, sir, that's where it is. It ain't the 'unting as 'urts 'im, it's the 'ammer, 'ammer, 'ammer along the 'ard 'igh road!"

THE STREET ACROBAT NUISANCE.

Under the impression that he is unobserved, Mr. Puddle offers his hand and heart to the object of his affections.
PHOTOGRAPHIC BEAUTIES.

"I SAY, MISTER. HERE'S ME AND MY MATE WANTS OUR POTGRUFFS TOOK; AND MIND, WE WANTS 'EM 'ANSOM, COS THEY'RE TO GIVE TO TWO LADIES."

EQUINE.

Dealer. THERE! I DON'T KNOW WHERE TO FIND A FAULT WITH HIM.

Customer. "PUT HE'S GOT SUCH A DEASTLY TAIL!"

Dealer. "DEASTLY TAIL! THERE NEVER WAS A BAD RAT-TAILED OSS. WHY, WE GO MILES TO FIND EM!"
PLEASING PROSPECT.

Friend from Town: "Well! And how's the mare?"
Country Friend: "Oh! all right, old boy! She will be as fresh as paint for you to-morrow, for she hasn't been hunted since the day she put Frank Rafter's shoulder out!"

WHY NOT?
THE GREAT Moustache MOVEMENT—FAIR PLAY FOR THE BAKER.

A STARTLING NOVELTY IN SHIRTS.
AN OBJECT OF UNIVERSAL SYMPATHY.

Mr. Peewit has a little addition to his family—he is obliged to get his meals anyhow—and abdicates in favour of the real master of the house.

A HINT TO THE AUTHORITIES.

An economical mode of putting troops into white trousers.

DElusive notion.

The young Gent who is going to make a rapid fortune by betting.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

A SCENE AT A RAILWAY STATION.

GROOM. "EEG PARDON, SIR,—BUT WAS YOUR NAME TOMKINS?"

Tomkins. "YES!"

GROOM. "IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, MASTER SAYS HE WAS WERRY SORRY AS HE COULDN'T SEND THE FEEATON—BUT, AS HIS YOUNG OSS WANTED EXERCISE, HE THOUGHT YOU WOULDN'T MIND RIDIN' OF 'IM."

Tomkins bursts into a cold perspiration.

THE UNFITNESS OF THINGS.

Impudent Boy. "I SAY, BILL! COME AND SEE THE CONJURING—HERE'S THIS HERE GAL A GON' TO SQUEEZE HersElf INTO THAT THERE BROOM!"
PLEASANT FOR "CHARLES DEAR."

Marry Sister. "Oh, Charles dear! Nurse is not very well, and as I must stay with baby, would you take Freddy and the two little ones for a walk, only carry them over the crossings, that's a dear!"

TOO MUCH!

Party (who hates bad music in the middle of the night), "What! The wait! Called for a Christmas box!—Stop a bit!"

(The rest is too terrible.)
MARRY ON £300 A-YEAR!

Passer-by (to the Crossing-Sweeper). "WHAT'S ALL THIS ABOUT?"

Sweeper. "WELL, SIR, I BELIEVE IT'S A KIND OF WEDDING; BUT IT AIN'T LIKELY TO BE AN 'APPY UNION—ONLY TWO BROUGHAMS AND A HACK CAB!"

AN OBJECT OF SINCERE PITY.

OFFENDED DIGNITY.

Small Swell (who has just finished a Quadrille). "H'm, THANK GOODNESS, THAT'S OVER; DON'T GIVE ME YOUR BREAD-AND-BUTTER MISSES TO DANCE WITH. I LIKE YOUR GROWN WOMEN OF THE WORLD!"—N.B. The bread-and-butter Miss has asked him how old he was, and when he went back to School.

VERY LARGE NOTIONS.

Man of the World. "WHAT RUBBISH ALL THIS IS ABOUT MARRYING ON £300 A-YEAR! WHY, IT AIN'T ENOUGH TO BUY A FELLAH CIJARS!"
AN UNWELCOME VISITOR.

TALK OF A MAD DOG, INDEED—WHAT'S THAT TO A WET ISLE OF SKYE TERRIER UNDER THE BREAKFAST TABLE ON A HUNTING MORNING, AMONGST THE NICE CLEAN TOPS AND BUCKSKINS? [A Favourite Lawn Moot—and not a moment to spare.

JUVENILE WISDOM.

Florence. "—AND HOW OLD IS YOUR PONY, FRED?"
Fred. "WELL, I DON'T KNOW, EXACTLY—BUT ROBERT THINKS HE IS ABOUT FOURTEEN YEARS!"
Florence. "OH!—THEN I SUPPOSE HE WILL VERY SOON BE A HORSE!"
SNOWED UP.

POOR FELLOWS! THEY CAN'T GET ANY HUNTING, AND ARE OBLIGED TO PLAY AT SCRATCH CRADLE WITH THEIR COUSINS.

A WEIGHTY MATTER.

Frederic (a very big boy): "THAT'S A NICEISH PONY OF YOURS, CHARLEY—BY THE BYE, HOW HEAVY ARE YOU?"

Charley: "WELL, WITHIN A POUND OF THREE STONE, I'M SORRY TO SAY."

Frederic: "OH, I CALL THAT A NICE WEIGHT. NOW, I'M OBLIGED TO HAVE VERY EXPENSIVE PONIES, FOR, WITH SADDLE AND BRIDLE, I DON'T RIDE LESS THAN FOUR STONE TWO!"
A GOOD LIVER.

Frank. "I SAY, GRANDPA: HAVEN'T YOU GOT SOME CHAPS COMING TO GRUB WITH YOU TO-DAY?"

Grandpa. "EH! WHAT? SOME GENTLEMEN ARE COMING TO DINE WITH ME TO-DAY, SIR, IF THAT'S WHAT YOU MEAN!"

Frank. "HAA! SAME THING! WELL, LOOK HERE! YOUR COOK ISN'T A GREAT HAND AT A SALAD—NOW THAT'S A THING I FLATTER MYSELF I UNDERSTAND BETTER THAN MOST MEN—SO, IF YOU LIKE, I'LL MIX YOU ONE!"

THE OLD FOXHUNTER.

Flora. "WELL, RONALD! AND HOW DO YOU LIKE ROTTEN ROW?"

Ronald. "OH, PRETTY WELL, BUT IT'S RATHER SLOW WORK TO A MAN WHO HAS BEEN ACCUSTOMED TO GO ACROSS COUNTRY AS I HAVE ALL MY LIFE!"
MELANCHOLY.

Lord Eastcot (a young Nobleman in love). "TELL ME, THOMPSON, ARE THOSE THE BIRDS?"
Thompson (his confidential Servant). "YES, MY LORD."
East. "THEY ARE YOUNG?"
Thomp. "THEY ARE, MY LORD."
East. "AND, THE WINE?"
Thomp. "LAFITTE—44, MY LORD."
East. "YOU HAVE DRAWN THE CURTAINS?"
Thomp. "EVEN SO, MY LORD."
East. "AND YOU HAVE PLACED SOME COALS UPON THE FIRE?"
Thomp. "MY LORD, THIS MOMENT I HAVE DONE SO."
East. "THEN—THEN—LEAVE ME!"

(And his Lordship paces away at the Birds, drinks a Bottle of Cidre, and feels all the better.

OUT OF THE FASHION.

"WHY, PEDRO—WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH YOUR LEGS?"
"WHY, YOU SEE, PED-TOE TROUSERS ARE GETTING SO COMMON, I'M GOING TO GIVE NATURE A CHANCE!"

REMARKABLE OCCURRENCE.

On the morning after the Dispensary Ball, as Emily Deuxtemps and Clara Polkington were sitting in the plantation, who should come to the very spot but Captain Eastman and Young Reginald Fipps:

"BLESS YOU! BLESS YOU!"
WHO WILL SERVE THE COUNTRY?

[Drawing: A recruitment scene. A man in a military uniform is talking to a group of women. One woman is pointing her finger at him and saying, "WHO WILL SERVE THE COUNTRY?"]

[Caption: "WHO WILL SERVE THE COUNTRY?"]

[Text: "WHO WILL SERVE THE COUNTRY?"]

[Caption: "WHO WILL SERVE THE COUNTRY?"]
WE'LL SERVE THE SHOP!
First Elegant Mamma, "How shocking this is!—The way nurserymaids neglect the children!"

"Yes, dear; and I don't see that anything can be done for what with parties, and the time one naturally devotes to dressing, and the numerous calls one has to make, one can't look after one's own children. You know?"

John Leech’s Pictures of Life and Character.
THE ADVENT OF SPRING.

"The dear girls really must have some new bonnets, for they cannot possibly wear those nasty, shabby, dirty, old winter things any longer."

THE VALENTINE.

Little Foot Page: "I say, Maria, what's a rhyme to Cupid?"

Maria: "Why, stupid rhymes to Cupid—don't it, stupid?"

TASTE.

Shop girl (who has been expected to possess Tennyson's "Miller's Daughter"): "No, Miss! We've not got the Miller's but here's the Ratcatcher's daughter, just published!"

INSULTING A REFUGEE.

Fulch Boy: "Oh Cracy Bill, if 'er ain't the Great Orange-outang been to a tailor, and got rigged out as a swell!"
A SKETCH FROM THE STAND AT SCARBORO'.

Fair Equestrian. "Oh! I want to ride on the sands with this little boy—have you a horse disengaged for him? Any bit of a pony thing, you know, will do for me!"

A WHOLESALE CONCLUSION.

Lady Crinoline. "Yes—very pretty church, but the door is certainly very narrow!"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842–1864.

INTERESTING GROUP POSED FOR A PHOTOGRAPH
BY A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY.

INTERESTING AND VALUABLE RESULT.

OLD BOYS.
Old Boy (lq.): "Oh, she's a charming girl, and, upon my soul, I think she likes me amazingly!"

VERY ALARMING, INDEED.
Professionals! Man—Ah! it's very lucky you came to me in time—You see, ma'am, you have had inflammation of the bronchial tubes, which, acting upon the flexor longus digitorum pedis, has occasioned an abrasion of the digastricus, or, as some call it, the biventer maxillae inferioris; and which might have ended in confirmed delirium tremens, or even premature elephantiasis. However, I dare say, &c., &c., &c.

[Old Lady gasps for breath.]
POLITENESS AS IN PARIS.
(A Perfidious Misrepresentation, of course.)

IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST FLATTERY.

Jules (who affects English manners and customs) — 'COOD—A—BY, OL' BOY! I GO TO MAKE A PROMENADE IN MY TO-CAR

(Which bona fide meant that Jules is going for a drive in his Dog-Cart.)
Lecturer on Electro-Biology, "NOW, SIR! YOU CAN'T JUMP OVER THAT STICK! AHEM!"
Subject. "JUMP? EHH! UH! LOR BLESS ME, JUMP! NO, I KNOW I CAN'T—NEVER COULD JUMP—UH!"
(Thunders of applause from the Gentlemen in the cane-bottom chairs—i.e. believers.)

Irish Jarvie (with much excitement), "NOT FAST ENOUGH! IS IT? OH THIN, YER'ONOR, JIST JUMP UP, TILL I TURRFY YE THE WAY ILL ROWL ALONG!"
STUMPED OUT.

Apothecary's Boy (too early rather proud of his Horsemanship): "I SAW, MISTER, MIND WHAT YOU'RE AT, OR YOU'LL BE OFF THE SHOPBOARD!"

A GENEROUS OFFER.

Mr. Captain: "Mr. Copper, and I'll see yer safe over the crossing!"
NOT A BAD IDEA FOR WARM WEATHER.

Frederick: "NOW, GIRLS, PULL AWAY—DON'T BE IDLE!"

A QUIET LOOK AT THE COUNTRY.

Frank: "THERE, CHARLEY! WE HAVE A GOOD MANY OF THOSE LITTLE DOUBLES HERE; BUT, BLESS YOU! OUR HORSES THINK NOTHING OF THEM!"

Charley (who is not to be beaten): "HA, I SEE! NICE CLEAN JUMPING! NOW, IN OUR COUNTRY THE FENCES ARE S.C. AND CROSSED!"
PATERNOSTER HAS HIS HOLIDAY AT THE SEA-SIDE—

PLEASING DELUSION, IN RE THE ROUND HATS.

FEM. "WELL! THERE CAN BE NO QUESTION ABOUT ONE THING—THEY CERTAINLY DO MAKE YOU LOOK YOUNGER!"

THE ROUND HAT AGAIN.

Mrs. POPS. "WELL, WHAT I SAY IS, THEY ARE VERY DECOMING—AND UNCOMMON COMFORTABLE!"
WHILE A RESPECTABLE ELDERLY FEMALE TAKES CARE OF THE HOUSE IN TOWN.

OH! WHAT A HUMBUG!

Amelia, "Mamma, dear! Here's a note from dear William, with a box for the opera. I shouldn't wonder." (Reads)—"My darling Amelia, circumstances over which I have no control will take me as far as Greenwich. I have left my latch-key—please to get it from the waistcoat I took off, and send it by the bearer to your ever affectionate Kidums".

A PEACE CONFERENCE.

Flora, "Oh, I am so glad—dear Harriet!—there is a chance of peace—I am making these slippers against dear Alfred comes back!"

Cousin Tom, "Hah, well!—I ain't quite so anxious about peace—for, you see, since those soldier chaps have been abroad, we civilians have had it pretty much our own way with the curls!"
Darling: "Oh, mamma! dear! what splendid flowers!"
Mamma: "Yes, dear. put it down. that is my wreath. i'm going to the opera!"
Darling: "Oh! and when i grow a big lady, may i wear a wreath, and go to the opera?"
Mamma: "Well, dear, i hope so!"
Darling: "What, and take my beautiful velvet and gold church service uncle charles gave me?"
AN OBJECT OF ATTRACTION.

Eowker, who is fond of nice things for breakfast, and sometimes markets for himself, becomes an object of interest from having laid in a few bloaters, and half-a-pound of fresh Cambridge sausages, from Bond Street—and which sausages and bloaters are in his coat-pocket.

A STRONG-BACKED CAR. SCENE—IRELAND.

Tourist. "Well, but my good fellow, you can't carry us, and all our luggage!"

Car Driver. "Ogh, niver fear, yer 'onour, sure I'd carry twiced as much!"
THE NEW PURCHASE.

Mr. Mulf. "But—they said he was well known in this hunt?"

Farmer. "Oh, yes—and so he is very well known. He's broke more collar bones than all the 'osses in England."

AQUATIC MANŒUVRES.

BY MUCH THE PLEASANTEST WAY OF SEA-BATHING IS TO TAKE A BOAT, AND HAVE A GOOD SWIM IN THE CLEAR BLUE WATER—AND ISN'T IT NICE SCRAMBLING INTO THE BOAT AGAIN? Eh?
A PAINFUL SUBJECT.

Lieutenant Fopson (of the 121st, to his Elder Brother, who is home for the Holidays)—"A-SAY, OLD FELLA!—DON'T YOU WISH YOU HAD LEFT SCHOOL?—IT MUST BE SUCH A HORRID SAW TO BE FLOGGED FOR SMOKING!"

THE NEW REGULATION MESS.

Swell Soldier. "WHAT, DINE OFF WOAST AND BOILED, JUST LIKE SNOBS—NO!—BY JOVE! I SHALL CUT THE ARMY, AND GO INTO THE CHURCH!"

THE GREAT TOBACCO CONTROVERSY.

Clara (emphatically), "I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU SAY, FRANK—I SHALL ALWAYS THINK IT A RUSTY, CONVUC, DIRTY, FILTHY, DISGUSTING, AND MOST OBJECTIONABLE HABIT!"

Frank. "HAW!—NOW, I'M REALLY SURPRISED, CLARA, TO HEAR SUCH A CLEVER GIRL AS YOU ARE RUNNING DOWN SMOKING IN SUCH STRONG LANGUAGE—FOR IT'S ADMITTED, BY ALL SENSIBLE PEOPLE, YOU KNOW, THAT IT'S THE ABUSE OF TOBACCO THAT'S WRONG!"

[Which little bit of sophistry completely vanquishes Clara.]
A YOUTHFUL SAGE.

Studious Boy. "JOHNNY! I ADVISE YOU NOT TO BE A GOOD BOY!"

Johnny. "WHY?"

Studious Boy. "BECAUSE IN BOOKS ALL GOOD BOYS DIE, YOU KNOW!"

ASTONISHING A YOUNG ONE.

Dick (to little Brother). "HAI! THIS IS ONE OF THE DISAWARES IN BEING GROWN UP. WHY, BLESS YOU, IF I DIDN'T SHAVE TWICE A DAY THIS WARM WEATHER, I SHOULD NOT BE FIT TO BE SEEN!"

MONSTERS OF THE POOL.

MASTER GEORGE AND THE DRAGON FLIES AS THEY APPEARED TO HIS EXCITED IMAGINATION WHEN HE WAS OUT FISHING THE OTHER DAY.
Delightful Boy. "Oh! look 'ere, Jim! Here's a swell—let's frighten his orse!"

CAUTION TO TRAVELLERS.

Never go to sleep while you are having your hair cut in Paris, or it may be cut in the first style of fashion!
EXCURSION BOAT. AFTER A RATHER BOISTEROUS PASSAGE, ARRIVES AT 2:30 P.M.
Ticket Collector (without any feeling): "TICKETS, SIR! THANKYE, SIR! BOAT RETURNS AT 3!"

ADVENTURES OF MR. TOM NOOD.—No. IV.
OUR FRIEND HAS A DAY WITH THE BROOKSIDE HARRIERS—WITH HIS USUAL PRUDENCE HE GETS A HORSE ACCUSTOMED TO THE HILLS.
"TICKLED WITH A STRAW."
Advertising Medium. "COME, NOW, YOU LEAVE OFF! OR I'LL CALL THE PERLICE!"

IMPERTINENT CURIOSITY.
Military Man. "WELL! WHAT ARE YER'A STARRIN' AT? AIN'T YER NEVER SEEN A SODGER BEFORE?"

IN CAMP.
Juvenile (a propos of Highlander in sentry-box). "OH! MY WIG, CHARLEY, WHAT A JOLLY JACK-IN-THE-GREEN HE'D MAKE!"

SANITAS.
"HEY, COLIN! DINNA YE KEN THE WATER'S FOR DRINK, AND NA E FOR BATHIN'?"
THE QUADRILLE IN HOT WEATHER.

Stout Party (who suffers much from heat, and has in vain attempted to conceal himself): "Oh, I believe we are engaged for this dance— I've been—that is— I'm— I've— I've been looking for you— A— A— A— Everwhere— Phew!"

OH YES, OF COURSE.

Lizzie: "Oh, Mr. Poffles, I find I have made a mistake—I see I was engaged for this dance."

FEMININE AMENITIES.

Sensitive Party: "Who is that girl with the nez retrousse?"

Amiable Party (who has rather a prominent beak): "Nez retrousse! Do you mean that girl with the plug nose?"

A LITTLE SURPRISE FOR MUGGINS.

"Lark! I say! What'll my old man think when he sees me in this 'ere att?"
RESULT OF ALLOWING LADIES TO WITNESS RAREY'S HORSE-TAMING EXHIBITION.

Mrs. Blanch. "I assure you, my love, he is completely under my control. He never talks now of such a thing as going to his club or dining at Greenwich with his bachelor friends, and he will read to me while I work for the hour together."

Mrs. Catherine. "Oh, I must certainly learn the art! For my Augustus is really dreadful!"
THE LOVERS' QUARREL.

Frederick, "But I assure you, dearest—"

Emily: "Nonsense, Frederick! Don't tell me! I judge by deeds, not words; and I am sure you cannot really love me, or you never would have given that horrid Miss Clapperton the wing of the chicken, and me the leg. Besides, you handed the strawberries first to Flora Goggles, and you know how I hate her."

A SKETCH DURING THE RECENT GALE.
TERRIFIC ACCIDENT.

BURSTING OF OLD MRS. TWADDLES AQUA-VIVARIUM. THE OLD LADY MAY BE OBSERVED ENDEAVOURING TO PICK UP HER FAVOURITE EEL WITH THE TONGS, A WORK REQUIRING SOME ADDRESS.

THE MARRIAGE QUESTION.

Lady Flora, "FOUR-IN-HAND CLUB, INDEED! FOR MY PART, I THINK YOUNG MEN OF FORTUNE MIGHT EMPLOY THEIR TIME MUCH BETTER THAN DRIVING HORSES TO GREENWICH! DON'T YOU, ALICE?"

Alice (with a tremendous sigh). "OH, YES! DEAR!"
"IF YOU WANT A THING DONE, DO IT YOURSELF."—No. 1.

For example:—By getting up at day-break, cleaning out your stable, and taking the horses out for exercise, you will accomplish your object.

"IF YOU WANT A THING DONE, DO IT YOURSELF."—No. II.

And—enable the grooms to get their breakfast comfortably, and so keep them in good humour for the rest of the day.
"If you want a thing done, do it yourself."—No. III.
Having thoroughly dressed and fed the horses, you had better set to work upon the boots of the establishment. The knives, as you have a machine, you may as well do. And, while your hands are soiled, you had better help Alfonso to carry up some coals.

"If you want a thing done, do it yourself."—No. IV.
There can be no reason why the girls shouldn't dress themselves, that parker the maid may go to her dancing.

"If you want a thing done, do it yourself."—No. V.
As for John Thomas, the best plan, of course, is to wait upon him; and then, perhaps (although it by no means follows), he may be satisfied.

[As most domestics are fond of the Organ-grinders, you had better engage one or two of them for their amusement.]
"IF YOU WANT A THING DONE, DO IT YOURSELF."—No. VI.

It is certainly better to mind the brougham yourself, especially in foggy weather, as in consequence of Robert's unfortunate propensity, your family are always more or less in danger when returning from the theatre.

"IF YOU WANT A THING DONE, DO IT YOURSELF."—No. VII.

Never disturb the maids in the morning, but jump out of bed the moment you hear the sweep, and let him in; it isn't much trouble, and saves a world of crumbling.
DOMESTIC DOCTORING.

FOR A COLD IN THE HEAD THERE IS NOTHING LIKE A STEAM BATH, AND THIS CAN BE HAD IN YOUR OWN BEDROOM WITH THE GREATEST EASE—YOU HAVE ONLY TO—

TAKE CARE THAT YOU MANAGE THE APPARATUS PROPERLY.
"WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS, 'TIS FOLLY TO BE WISE!"

(See Version.)

I SAY, J.M., VOTS A PANIC." "DLOWD IF I KNOW, BUT THERE'S VON TO BE SEEN IN THE CITY."
A PRETTY KETTLE OF FISH.

Puseyite Parson. "What! want to leave your situation! Why, I thought you were perfectly satisfied!"

Cook. "Well, sir. The fact is, I ain't equal to them past days. For what with a hogg here, and a hogg there, and little bits of fish for breakfasts, and little bits of fish for dinners, and the sweet omelettes, and the fried and the stewed mussels, and the bashawed lobsters, and one think and the other, there's so much cooking, that I ain't even time to make up a cap!"
CATCHING A TARTAR.

Irritable Old Gentleman (puffing). "Hullo! There! Stop! What the devil! Confound you! Didn't I tell you to stop at Acacia Valley?"

Extremely Civil Conductor. "Dear me, so you did, sir—beg your pardon. I'm sure, sir, but I really quite forgot it."

Irritable Old Gentleman. "O-o-o-don't beg my pardon, you impudent scoundrel!—if you give me any of your bad language, I'll have you up as sure as you're born."

TOUCHING.

Groom (to Old Coachman). "Why, guv'nor, what ever's the matter?"

Old Coachman (sobbing). "Ah, William, most affectin' sight! I've just seen the four-in-hand club going down to Greenwich! Ten on ten! Beautiful teams! And driven by regular tip-top swells! It's bin almost too much for me!"

FLUNKEJANA.

John Thomas. "Yes, I must leave you see, Mary. My dear—there's too much red in the livery, and that don't suit my complexion—never did."

MEASURE FOR MEASURE.

"This is about the mark, I think."
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IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST FLATTERY.
Sarah Jane to Betsy Ann. "Oh, yes! If it comes to that, you know, people can stick out as much as other people—I always wear one of mother's old clothes-rackets."

MALAPROPOS.
Snell (bg.). "In fact, I'm quite used up—and if I don't very soon get to some watering place, I shall be a—"
"AN ART THAT DOETH DISFIGURE NATURE."

MR. BELVILLE DE COURCY WALKS ON THE ESPLANADE, UNDER THE IDEA THAT HE IS CREATING NO END OF SENSATION IN A CERTAIN DRAWING-ROOM.

ALAS! HE LITTLE KNOWS, THAT Owing TO THE VERY INFERIOR QUALITY OF THE GLASS IN THAT DRAWING-ROOM WINDOW, HIS SPLENDID FIGURE IS DISTORTED AS ABOVE.

ON THE JETTY.

YES, MY DEARS, I KNOW THE SEA-BREEZE AFTER BATHING IS BENEFICIAL TO THE BACK HAIR;—BUT CONSIDER THE HEART OF YOUR TOO SUSCEPTIBLE PUNCH!
A WATER ABSTAINER.

Disgusting Boy. "I say, Clara—I'm so jolly glad, I am. Do you know, all the pipes are froze, and we shan't be able to have any of that horrid washing these cold mornings!—ain't it prime!"

A MORAL LESSON FROM THE NURSERY.

Arthur. "Do you know, Freddy, that we are only made of dust!"

Freddy. "Are we? Then I'm sure we ought to be very careful how we pitch into each other so, for fear we might crumble each other all to pieces!"

THE DISAPPOINTED ONE.

Lover. "What a bore, just as I was going to pop the question to Jenny Jones, here's my nurse come for me!"

BROTHERS IN ARMS.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

ADDING INSULT TO INJURY.

NOBBS HAVING COME WITH HIS FAMILY TO THE SEA-SIDE FOR A LITTLE CHANGE OF SCENE, COMPLAINS THAT THEY HAVE BEEN TERRIBLY BITTEN BY—(BUT NO, WE WILL NOT MENTION THE HORTID CREATURE)—AND IS ADDRESSED THUS BY THE LODGING-HOUSE KEEPER: "THEN HALL I CAN SAY, SIR, HIS—THAT IF YOU'VE BEEN HILL-CONVENENCED BY 'EM, YOU MUST 'A BROUGHT 'EM DOWN WITH YOU IN YOUR PORTMANTEL!"

A BIT OF A BREEZE

MR. WIGGS HAS A FINE OPPORTUNITY OF DISPLAYING HIS POLITENESS AND ACTIVITY
HORRIBLE QUESTION AFTER A GREENWICH DINNER.

Foot-Boy. "IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, COOK TOLD ME TO ASK YOU WHAT FISH YOU'D LIKE TODAY?"

AWKWARD PREDICAMENT.

Young Sparrow. "OH, I'M SORRY TO TROUBLE YOU, UNCLE—BUT COULD YOU LEND ME A RAZOR? MY CONFOUNDED FELLOW HASN'T PACKED UP MY DRESSING-CASE!"

ALARMING PROPOSITION.

Oyster-Man (to Hairy Gents). "OYSTERS, SIR! YES, SIR! SHALL I TAKE YER BEARDS OFF?"

Gents have an uncomfortable idea that they are being chaffed.

EPGRAMMATIC.

Gentleman. "LET'S HAVE A BOILED MACKEREL!"

Waiter. "BILED, SIR! BETTER HAVE EM BILED, SIR IF THEY'RE BILED, THEY'RE SPILED, SIR!"
Respectable Citizen (reads Placard): "The Public are cautioned against Card Sharers, Gamblers, and Pickpockets."

Why, I thought such people was all done away with. Didn't you, mo?"

Parent: "I should like you to be very particular about his hair."

Photographic Artist (i.e. "Oh, Mum, the air is heavy enough; it's the his where we find the difficulty."

OUR LAZY CONTRIBUTOR.

"The very idea of work this beautiful weather is repugnant to my feelings."

(Extract from our Young Friend's Letter)
GOING OUT OF TOWN.

Mary. "IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, MISSUS SAY YOU MUST FIND ROOM FOR THIS IN YOUR PORTMANTEAU."

THE ROAD.

Gent (with much pride). "THERE'S ONE THING, 'ARRY, AS ALWAYS STRIKES ME A GOING DOWN TO THE DARGY, AND THAT IS HOW THE NUMBER OF SPLENDID EQUIPAGES MUST ASTONISH THE FOREIGNER!"
SERIOUS THING FOR BROWN.

Who rather prides himself upon the elegant manner in which he takes off his hat this time, however, although the hat is removed, the lining sticks.

BEAUTY IN DISTRESS.

Gallant Savil (who of course comes to the rescue), "Hawk! can I be of any service?"

Beauty, "Oh, yes! If you would sit upon the horse's head, I should be so much obliged."
COMMON OBJECTS AT THE SEA-SIDE—GENERALLY FOUND UPON THE ROCKS AT LOW WATER.

"Love, Pride, Revenge."—The group represents a young minstrel of humble origin, declaring his passion to a lady of noble parentage. Her haughty brother, as may be seen from his menacing attitude, is about to avenge the insult offered to his family.

THE ARTISTIC (?) STUDIO.
A Stereoscopic Scene from fashionable life.
A TRYING THING FOR TOOTLES,
WHO SEES THE OBJECT OF HIS ADMIRATION FLY OVER A HOG-BACKED STILE, HE HAVING THE GREATEST AVERSION TO TIMBER

CRINOLINE FOR EVER!—NO BATHING-MACHINE REQUIRED.
A HINT FOR THE SEA-SIDE.

NAUTICAL STYLE.
ALWAYS BE POLITE WHEN TRAVELLING.

A Young Gentleman (who is never distant to Strangers). "WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE Bells Life, Sir? THERE'S AN OUT-AND-OUT STUNNING MILL BETWEEN CONKEY JIM AND THE PORKY ONE!"

A YOUNG SPORTSMAN

Lucy: "WELL, REGINALD, AND WHEN DO YOU GO BACK TO SCHOOL?"
Reginald: "OH! THE DAY AFTER TO-MORROW!—AND AIN'T IT A BORE, JUST AS ONE'S HUNTERS ARE IN SUCH SPLENDID CONDITION?"

QUITE A CHEAP TRIP.

DURING SOME OF THE WINTER MONTHS, WITH A NICE BRACING NORTH-EAST WIND BLOWING, YOU MAY GO TO MANCHESTER AND BACK FOR 5L—AN OPPORTUNITY NOT TO BE LOST—OH NERT, NO!"
MALICIOUS.

Fraa. "CAN YOU STILL SEE THE STEAMER, LUCY, DEAR?"

Lucy. "OH, YES, QUITE PLAINLY!"

Fraa. "AND DARR, DEAR WILLIAM TOO?"

Lucy. "OH, YES!"

Fraa. "DOES HE SEEM UNHAPPY, NOW HE IS AWAY FROM ME?"

Lucy. "EVIDENTLY, I SHOULD SAY DEAR, FOR HE IS SMOKING A CIGAR, AND DRINKING SOMETHING OUT OF A TUMBLER TO CHEER HIM. POOR FELLOW!"

DISGUSTING FOR AUGUSTUS.

Augustus (who was rapidly coming to the point). "THEN, EMILY! OH, MAY I CALL YOU EMILY? SWEETEST, DEAREST, SAY THAT YOU WILL NOT GO WITHOUT—"

Fish woman (cuts in). "ANY FISH TO-DAY, MARM?—ANY MACKEREL, SOLES, OR WHITING?"

QUITE A SEDUCTIVE SON OF MARS.

Lady. "AND SO, CAPTAIN—THY, ARE YOU AN' GOING TO TURN BERNHEW?"

Aubry. "WHY, YAS—AW—I DIDN'T KNOW TO—I—IN FACT, LADY MARY, ATTENTIONS BECAME SO MARKED THAT—AW—IW. TH'NO AW—WAY, MIFT-TAELE—AW."
CRINOLINE ON THE WATER.

Waterman. "You've no call to be afeard, Miss; we're licensed to carry six!"

GOING TO CHURCH—SCARBOROUGH.
A DAY VERY LATE IN THE SEASON.—SAY, THE FIRST OF APRIL.

THE G.P.Q. HOUNDS HAVE A RATTING HOUR AND TEN MINUTES AFTER A GOOD STOUT BUTTERFLY, OVER A SPLENDID PRIMROSE AND VIOLET COUNTRY.—

HUNTSMAN: "SHALL I GIVE THE WINGS TO THE LADY, SIR?"

SENSIBLE RIDING COSTUME FOR WARM WEATHER.
IT MUST BE ALL RIGHT!

Mamma. "WONDER WHERE THAT CHILD, ARTHUR, IS—HE IS VERY QUIET. I HOPE HE IS NOT IN MISCHIEF."

Child. "OH, NO, MAMMA, DEAR! HE'S NOT IN MISCHIEF, FOR HE IS IN THE LIBRARY, PLAYING WITH THE PENS AND INK."

AN ASTONISHING REQUEST.

Fast Young Lady (to Old Gent). "HAVE YOU SUCH A THING AS A LUCIFER ABOUT YOU FOR I'VE LEFT MY CIGAR-LIGHTS AT HOME!"

THE UNEXPECTED ALWAYS HAPPENS.

Dismay of Tootles at hearing a stranger commence "THE STANDARD BEARER"—A SONG WHICH HE (TOOTLES) HAS BEEN PRACTISING FOR MONTHS, WITH THE VIEW OF CREATING A SENSATION AT MRS. BLOWER'S MUSICAL EVENING—UNFORTUNATELY, TOO, FOR TOOTLES. "THE STANDARD BEARER" IS HIS ONLY SONG!

A MASTER OF THE ART.
THE LAST ALTERATION.

Small boy: "Oh, ain’t it a shame! They’re a-going to take off them poor coves’ boots and coats, and put ’em on frocks and trousers."

BATTLE OF THE HYDE PARK.

Mallant and daring act of Private Logg (of the Crushers), who, by himself, stormed an old tree, and very nearly captured three small boys.
BLIND WITH RAGE.

Huntsman (riding furiously over a fence to a Scarecrow).” — "YOU GREAT FOOL, WHAT THE DEUCE DO YOU STAND POINTING THERE FOR?—WHY DON'T YOU MOLLER OUT WHICH WAY THE FOX BE GONE? BLOWED IF I DON'T CUT YOU INTO BITS!"

A NOTION OF PLEASURE.

Boy. "OH, COME HERE, TOMMY!—HERE'S SUCH A LOT O' GRAINS BIN SHOT DOWN HERE! LET'S TURN 'EAD OVER 'EELS IN 'EM!"

PREOCITY.

Youth. "HERE'S A NUISANCE, NOW! BLOWED IF I AIN'T LEFT MY CIGAR-CASE ON MY DRESSING-ROOM TABLE, AND THAT YOUNG BROTHER OF MINE WILL HAVE ALL MY BEST REGALIAS!"
PRACTICAL SCIENCE.

Grandmamma: "Well, Charley, and what have you been learning to-day?"

Charley: "Pneumatics, Gran'ma—and I can tell you such a dodge—if I was to put you under a glass receiver, and exhaust the air, all your wrinkles would come out as smooth as Grandpapa's head!"

AN INDISCRETION.

Fascinating Gent (to precocious Little Girl): "You are a very nice little girl; you shall be my wifey when you grow up!"

Little Girl: "No, thank you; I don't want to have a husband; but Aunt Bessy does—I heard her say so!"

(Indignation on the part of Aunt Bessy.

ADDING INSULT TO INJURY.

Schoolboy (to Farmer who has come out to protect his fields): "Now then, old turnip-tops! Ware wheat!"
THE COURSE OF TRUE, &c., NEVER DID, &c.

HERE'S POOR YOUNG WIGGLES ANXIOUS TO MEET THE BEING HE ADORES, BUT CANNOT DO SO, BECAUSE THE NEWLY-PITCHED BOAT UPON WHICH HE HAS BEEN SITTING, HAS CAUGHT HIM ALIVE.

THE EXPANSE OF FASHION.

Chair Proprietor: "WOULD YOU PLEASE TO PAY FOR THE CHEF'S, MUM?"

Lady: "HOW MUCH?"

Chair Proprietor: "WELL, MUM—HOW MANY MIGHT YOU BE A SITTING ON?"
IN THE WITCHING TIME OF LIFE.

SOME LIKE ONE THING, AND SOME ANOTHER—FOR EXAMPLE, JACK LIKES A BLOW ON THE NORTH CLIFF—

WHILE CHARLES PREFERENCES A QUIET CORNER OUT OF THE WIND.
SISTERLY LOVE.

Papa. "There, there! My little poppet! don't cry! don't cry!—If you are going to have the measles, you will soon be well again, I hope. There, there!"

Blanche (sobbing violently). "I—I—I'm not crying, Papa, because I'm going to have the measles; but because I—I—I thought I was going to ride Mary's pony all the time she was ill, and now I shan't!"

A DOMESTIC EXTRAVAGANZA.

Mamma. "Why, good gracious, nurse! what's the matter with adolphus! he looks very odd!"

Nurse. "And well he may, mum! for he thought the coloured balls in Miss Charlotte's new game of solitaire was bull's eyes, and he's swallowed ever so many of 'em!"

A HINT TO RAILWAY TRAVELLERS.

By breathing on the glass—and holding a speaking doll by way of baby to the window—you may generally keep your compartment select.

A SEA-SIDE DIALOGUE.

"Hollo, jimmie!—where are you a-going with yourin?"

"Hesplanade!—where be you?"

"Prospect place!" [Exit companions of the bath.]
**A QUOD PRO QUO.**

Small Boy (to prodigious Snarl). "I SAY, MISTER! KETCH MY DONKEY, THAT'S A GOODchap—I'LL DO THE SAME FOR YOU ANOTHER TIME!"

---

**TOUCHING APPEAL.**

Tatty Old Gent (stung by the importance of the Brighton Boatsman). "CONFOUND IT, MAN! DO I LOOK AS IF I WANTED A GOAT?"
A DELICIOUS DIP.

Bathing Attendant. "HERE, BILL! THE GENT WANTS TO BE TOOK OUT DEEP—TAKE 'IM INTO THE DRAIN!"

A CITIZEN OF THE WORLD.

OLD DIPPS DECLARES THEY MANAGE SEA-BATHING BETTER IN FRANCE, AND THAT WHEN HE IS AT SO-LONG HE DOES AS SO-LONG DOES—WELL! THAT'S A MATTER OF TASTE!
MISPLACED INTELLIGENCE.

"Why, Tom! what are you doing with that nasty dust-pan and droom?"

"Brother Fred told me to bring it in and sweep up all the ws Mrs. Mopus had dropped about."

"Oh! Great Expectations from Mrs. M."

SCENE: GREENWICH.

Senior Party "Dogg cart! Good gracious! but you are never going to drive?"

Junior Party "Not going a-dvoice? Why not going a-dvoice? Jus'-aint I, tho?"

(The last train has gone, and the Senior Party, under the impression that the vehicle was a brougham, has accepted the offer of a lift to town.)
SHOCKING RESULT OF WEARING INDIA-RUBBER GOLOSHES.

YOUNG JACK ROBINSON SEES WHAT HE IMAGINES TO BE THE IMPRESSION OF HIS DARLING FOLD—HE MENTALLY EJACULATES, "BEETLE-CRUSHER, BY Jove!" AND FLIES TO OTHER CLIMES.

A HAVEN OF REFUGE.

THINGS ARE SO BAD IN THE CITY, THAT MR. SNAFFLE AND MR. FLUKER GO TO BOULOGNE FOR CHANGE AND AIR.
TOO BAD, BY JOVE!

Heavy Swell: "DEUCED STUPID—THESE NEWSPAPERS!"

Lady (with keen perception of the joke): "YES, CHARLES!—ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY SAY THAT A DISMOUNTED DRAGON IS ABOUT AS EFFECTIVE AS A SWAN ON A TURNPATK ROAD!"

HEARTLESS PRACTICAL JOKE.

Charlotte: "HERE THEY COME, BLANCHE. LET US PRETEND WE DON'T RECOLLECT THEM."
SCENE ON BOARD H.M.S. —

"I SAY, WHY AM I LIKE THE QUEEN'S CHIEF COOK? DO YOU GIVE IT UP?"

"BECAUSE I AM IN A HIGH COOL-AND-ARY (culinary) POSITION."

"YES."

[Astonished Cadet nearly falls from the yard.

A BYE-DAY AT EASTER.

Youth (quite at home for the holid'ys). "NOW, LOOK HERE, OLD BOY; IF THE FOX BREAKS AT THIS CORNER, DON'T YOU HOLLER TILL HE GETS WELL AWAY!"—(N.B. The old Nimrod is the Master himself.)
A GREAT PLAGUE IN LIFE.

PATERFAMILIAS, WHOSE PET AVERSION IS STREET MUSIC, GOES TO THE SEA-SIDE, HOPING TO ESCAPE FROM THE NUISANCE; HE IS AT BREAKFAST,—BEAUTIFUL VIEW, NEW-LAY EGG, &c., &c.—WHEN——

OH, HORROR!
DREADFUL FOR YOUNG OXFORD.

Lady, "ARE YOU AT ETON?"
Young Oxford, "AW, NO—I'M AT OXFORD!"
Lady, "OXFORD! RATHER A NICE PLACE, IS IT NOT?"
Young Oxford, "HUM—HAW! PRETTY WELL, BUT THEN I CAN'T GET ON WITHOUT FEMALE SOCIETY!"
Lady, "DEAR! DEAR! PITY YOU DON'T GO TO A GIRLS' SCHOOL, THEN!"

WONDERFUL INTELLIGENT CHILD.

"ROSE, WILL YOU HAVE SOME DINNER?"
Rose, "HAVE HAD MY DINNER."
"WHAT HAVE YOU HAD FOR YOUR DINNER?"
Rose, "SOMETHING THAT BEGINS WITH AN S!"
"AND WHAT BEGINS WITH AN S?"
Rose, "COLD BEEF!"

AN INCIDENT OF CAMP LIFE.

Captain Holster, "HERE! HIT SOME ONE!—STOP MY BED ROPE!—HE!"

MAL DE MER.

A FOREIGN NODLEMAN IN DIFFICULTY.
SUNDAY AT THE CLUB.

JUST A SANDWICH AND A NICE GLASS OF HOCK AND SELTZER WATER.
AT THE ROADSIDE INN.

A MOUTHFUL OF DUST AND A PULL AT THE PUMP.
AN INJURED INDIVIDUAL.

Bookish Jack has missed his bird, but pegged Wilkins: "There, now, I've a dooced good mind to say that I'll never come out shooting with you again—you're always getting in the way!"

THE MOORS. GRATIFYING—VERY!!

On arriving at the best part of your shooting, you find those amiable tourists, the Nobbies, have been over the ground a good deal as the birds are wild. Your sport is not much improved thereby. Nobby Junior may be observed taking in the "objects of interest" with his telescope.
**The Noble Science.**

Tomkins and his friend (who have been thrown out) congratulate themselves on falling in with the squire's second horseman, who is sure to bring them by a line of gates to the hounds again—And so he does, only—the last of the gates is locked, and over which he "hops like a bird!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

THE VERY THING.

Dealer. "I THINK I KNOW EXACTLY THE OSS YOU WANT, SIR—ABOUT FIFTEEN-TWO—GOOD SHOULDER, LIGHT HEAD AND NECK—WELL RIGGED UP—TAIL WELL SET ON, GOOD FLAT LEGS—PLENTY OF BONE—"

Gent (delighted). "YA-AS—"

Dealer. "NO SHY ABOUT HIM A GOOD GOER, HIGH COURAGED, BUT TEMPERATE—TO CARRY HIS OWN HEAD, NICE MOUTH, AND SWEET TEMPER—FOR ABOUT FIVE-AND-Twenty PUNd!"

Gent (in ecstasy). "THE VERY THING."

Dealer. "HAI! THEN DON'T YOU WISH YOU MAY GET IT?"

PLEASURES OF SPORT.

THE NEXT BEST THING TO KEEPING YOUR OWN HUNTERS, IS, TO HIRE "MADE HORSES," THAT THOROUGHLY KNOW THEIR BUSINESS.
THE OLD GENTLEMAN HAS HAD A LONG MILE, AND TENDERS THE LEGAL FARE—SIXPENCE.

Cabby (with feigned surprise and delight). "WHAT, ALL—THIS—AT ONCE!!"

VERY ATTENTIVE.

Hard-riding Cornet (to Old Party, who is rather bothered by a Brook). "DON'T MOVE, SIR! PRAY DON'T MOVE: AND I'LL TAKE YOU OVER WITH ME!!"
NOTHING TO SPEAK OF!

Old Gent. "PRAY, MY GOOD MAN, WHAT IS THE MATTER?"

Confused Individual. "MATTER, SIR! GEN'LS OS S RUN AWAY WITH A BROOM, SIR! I'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT IN ALL MY BORN DAYS! DOWN HE COMES THE ILL WITH THE SHAVES A-DANGLING ALL ABOUT HIS LEGS—KNOCKS A BUTCHER'S CART INTO A LINENDRAPER'S SHOP—BANGS A CARTRIDGE AND PAIR, AND SMASHES THE PANEL ALL TO BITS—UPSETS A REAFTON, AND IF HE 'ADN'T RUN UP AGIN THIS HERE CAB AND DASHED IT RIGHT OVER, AND STOPPED HIMSELF, BLOWED IF I DON'T THINK THERE'D A BI' SOME ACCIDENT!"

THRILLING DOMESTIC INCIDENT.

Master Alfred: "DON'T, DADDY! YOU'LL SPOIL IT. LEAVE CO. SIR! HERE, NURSE! HE'S SWALLOWING MY NEW WATCH!"

AFTERNOON TEA.
Constance. "Oh, mamma! I'm so delighted! I have just made the best gold, and won the beautiful bracelet given by Captain Rifles."

Lucy (disappointed). "Well, Constance, I think you had better not say much about it. You know it was a fluke! For you told me you always shot with your eyes shut, as you feel so very nervous!"

Hint to Gentlemen riding home after dinner.

Never carry "Patent Vesuvianes," or a box, in your coat-tail pocket!
MR. BRIGGS, HAVING BECOME AN ADEPT IN THE ART OF HORSE-TAMING, OPERATES UPON A COLT HE HAS BRED HIMSELF, AND

WITH COMPLETE SUCCESS!
AN UNINVITING PROSPECT.

A French Friend Pays His First Visit to England, and is Shown the Great Metropolis. He is Profoundly Impressed by Our Noble Regent Street

THE DEMON OF THE STREET.

The P frightful figure that nearly terrified Old Fogey and His Wife out of their Wits—and which proved, after all, to be only an ordinary mortal carrying roasted chestnuts!

FOXHUNTING IN A FOG.

Wild Huntsman (in the distance). "All right, Jack! Come along! I can hear 'em in the next field!"
IT'S THE EARLY BIRD THAT PICKS UP THE WORM.

Piscator. "There, Thomas, you now see the advantage of early rising. I have got the very best place on the water, and I'll be bound to say the other subscribers are not out of bed yet!"

F. M. PUNCH SYMPATHISES WITH THE POOR(!) ITALIAN ORGAN-GRINDER.

F. M. P. "There, my man. It's a pity a great hulking fellow like you should turn a handle to make such a nasty noise! Here's an instrument for you! Go and play upon it in your own country!"
DELICATE TEST.

Elevated Party. "A NEVER THINK A FLEA'S HAD THrush WINE STRONG AS A WINDSUP-ISH WASH!"

(Proceeds to perform that operation with corkscrew.

A WAKE IN THE MINING DISTRICTS.

Jim'mer Ann. "HAS THEE FOWGHTEN, BILL?"

Bill. "NOOAH!"

Jim'mer Ann. "THEN GET THEE FOWGHTEN, AND COOM WUM. DADDY DOT HIS 'N DONE BY POWER O'CLOCK!"

A BAD TIME FOR JOHN THOMAS.

Rude Boy. "I SAY, JACK, AIN'T HE A FINE UN? D'YE THINK HE'S REAL, OR ONLY STUFFED?"

THE COMING COLLISION.
REMARKABLE CASE OF TABLE-TALKING.

"DON'T YOU BELIEVE HIM, MUM—I'M NOT MAHOGANY, BUT I'M VENEERED AND SECOND-HAND."

Table dances about on its legs for a considerable time, and vanishes in a blue flame.

THE FOUR-IN-HAND MANIA.

"HEARS! Driver (to Swell, who has just started a Tram), "HEAR ME, SIR, BUT HEARING AS YOU HAD STARTED FOURS, I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT WANT A YOUNG MAN AS COULD BRING YOUR COACH UP TO THE DOOR AS IT'S NO OBLIGATION TO BE!"

TOUCHING.

"AND WHAT BECOMES OF HER?"

Buss Driver (with emotion), "WELL!—SHE WAS TOOK AWAY FROM ME—AND GOT IN BAD HANDS, YER SEE—AND SOON GOT ALL TO PIECES—DEAR! DEAR!—SHE WAS HER BEAUTIFUL!—SUCH A SHAPE! AND SUCH A LOVELY COLOUR! (Sighing.) MAM! I SAW NEVER, NEVER—SUCH—ANOTHER—BOSS AGAIN!"
AN EQUESTRIAN DIFFICULTY.

Mr. Sprat. "DON'T YOU THINK, MY LOVE, THAT THE GROOM, WHO UNDERSTANDS THESE THINGS, HAD BETTER PUT YOU UP?"

Mrs. Sprat (with indignation). "THE GROOM, MR. S. ! THE GROOM PUT ME UP! NO, SIR! PUT ME UP YOURSELF. A PRETTY HUSBAND YOU ARE! GROOM, INDEED!"
THE RACE FOR A BATHING MACHINE.

ALICE FIRST, CLARA SECOND, MISS TODDLES A BAD THIRD; AND THE REST NOWHERE!

RIVER FROLICS.

WHAT CAPITAL FUN IT IS GETTING TRIMMERS FOR JACK, AND ROWING AFTER THEM UNDER A BURNING SUN!—BUT WHY DOES NOT TOM HAUL UP THE ANCHOR?
MRS. POTTLES SEES NO REASON WHY SHE SHOULDN'T GO OUT ON THE ROOF OF HER HOUSE TO SEE THE FIREWORKS.

PREJUDICE.

By: "OH! LOOK 'ERE, BILL! 'ERE'S A BLOATED HARISTOCRAT. THERE'S NO ONE LOOKING. LET'S PUNCH HIS 'ED!"

THE COMET.

Master Tom. "I SAY, GRANDMA, THIS IS A DANG JIB JIB ABOUT THE COMET!

Grandma. "GOOD GRACIOUS! WHAT'S THE MATTER?"

Master Tom. "WHY, HERE'S A LETTER IN THE PAPER SAYS...THE particles of the tail, if thrown out from the head, having only, as before, the same rate of orbital motion as the head, and having larger and larger orbits to describe, the further they are removed from the head, will necessarily fall further and further behind as they recede from the comet, and thus form a curve independently of a resisting medium" AND THAT, "the panic-allaying doctrine of the tenor of comet nuclei cannot be maintained from the mere fact of their translucency."
VIVE LE SPORT!

English Friend (to Foreigner of distinction). "THE FOX HAS BROKE, AND GONE AWAY!"

Foreigner of distinction (who has been galloping about the rides to his immense satisfaction). "AHA! HE IS BROKEN, AND GONE AWAY! WHAT A PITY! ZEN I SUPPOSE IT IS ALL OVER AND WE MUST GO HOME!"

TAKING FIRST PLACE.

Boy from School. "GATE NAILED, OLD BOY! NEVER MIND! I'LL MAKE A CAP FOR YOU!"
CANDID.

Cook. "FINE DAY, MR. CHALKS!"

Mr. Chalks. "YES, COOK, IT'S A VERY FINE DAY! BUT IF WE HAVEN'T SOME RAIN SOON, I DON'T KNOW WHAT WE SHALL DO FOR MILK!"

FORTUNATE FELLOWS.

Stalwart Briton. "I TELL YER WHAT, BILL! WE OUGHT TO BE VERY THANKFUL WE'RE ENGLISHMEN, FOR WHETHER IT'S THE CLIMATE, OR WHETHER IT'S THEIR HABITS, JUST SEE HOW THOSE AMERICANS ARE DEGENERATING!"

NOT A PERSONAL ALLUSION.

Gent. "DEAR! DEAR! SO HE HAS FORMED AN ATTACHMENT THAT YOU DON'T APPROVE OF! AH! WELL, THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING. DEPEND UPON IT, MA'AM, THERE'S A SKELETON SOMEWHERE IN EVERY HOUSE!"
RETURNING FROM THE DERBY.

"AT LENGTH HE PRESENTED HIMSELF BUT IN SUCH A STATE THAT WE WERE OBLIGED TO TIE HIM ON THE BOX, AND I HAD TO RIDE HOME."—

Extract from Letter to particular Friend.

AT EPSOM.

Excited Gentleman, "THEY'RE OFF!—THEY'RE OFF!"

Quiet Lady, "ARE THEY, DEAR? WON'T YOU HAVE SOME PIE?"

AN ABSENTEE.

"WHY ARE YOU ON THE CROSSING, JAMES? IS YOUR FATHER ILL?"

"NO, HE'S DROVE MOTHER DOWN TO HASCOT."
SELF-EXAMINATION.

Party (slightly influenced). "QUESTION IS: AM I FIT TO GO INTO DRAWING-ROOM?
LET SHEE: I CAN SHAY GLORIUS CONSHYKUSH!—HAVE SEEN IRISH INSHYKUSHION—ALL THAT SORTOTHING—THATLEDO—HERE GOH!"

THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

Old Mr. What's-his-name. "EDAD, I DONT WONDER AT MOUSTACHES COMING INTO FASHION. FOR—EH? WHAT! BY JOVE, IT DOES IMPROVE ONE'S APPEARANCE!"

DEER-STALKING MADE EASY. A HINT TO LUSTY SPORTSMEN.
A FACT FROM THE NURSERY.

Nurse. "MY GOODNESS GRACIOUS, MISS CHARLOTTE, YOU MUSTN'T PLAY WITH THOSE SCISSORS!"

Miss Charlotte. "I'M NOT PLAYING WITH 'EM, NURSE DEAR—I'M CUTTING TITTLE BRUDDER'S NAILS!"

A FACT FROM THE NURSERY.

RETIEMENT.

GRAND CHARGE OF PERAMBULATORS, AND DEFEAT OF THE SWELLS.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

A SUBURBAN DELIGHT.

Dark Party (with a ticket-of-leave, of course). "Ax yer pardon, sir—but if you was a-going down this dark lane, praps you'd allow me and this here young man to go along with yer—cos yer see there aint no perilce about—and we're so precious feared o' bein' garotted!"

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING.

As, for example, when you get the asparagus shot over your favourite dress coat with the silk facings.

GOING TO THE BALL—THE FINISHING TOUCH.
"PERFORMERS," AFTER A RESPECTABLE FUNERAL.
THE BRITISH JURYMAN PREPARING FOR THE WORST.

"Wife of his bosom. "There, my love, I think with what you've had, and this box of concentrated luncheon, you may hold out against any of 'em!"
A DISTRESSED AGRICULTURIST.

Landlord. "Well, Mr. Springwheat, according to the papers, there seems to be a probability of a cessation of hostilities."

Tenant (who strongly approves of War prices). "Goodness gracious! Why, you don't mean to say that there's any danger of peace!"

SOMETHING LIKE A HORSE-TAMER.

Sott Dolly (who weighs about ten sacks of flour and a cartload of bricks). "Really, now, and so you have been initiated, and it's all right, eh?"

WELL, I CERTAINLY MUST TAKE SOME LESSONS, AND BECOME A HORSE-TAMER MYSELF!"
SPACIOUS ACCOMMODATION.

"The Werry first thing as ever I does when I goes to the Christial Pals, is git a cheer!"

EASIER SAID THAN DONE.

Master of the House. "Oh, Fred, my boy—when dinner is ready, you take Mrs. Furbelow downstairs!"

A DOUBLE GAME.

Great chess match (upon the Morphy system) between Mr. and Mrs. Castleton against their daughter Clancy and her intended, Young Charley Rockton.
THE CIVIL CABMAN.

Cabbie (to Old Partz, who has been to the Crystal Palace). "WANT A CAB, SIR?—SORRY I'M ENGAGED, SIR!—HENRY 'APPY TO TAKE YOU NEXT WEEK!"

THANK GOODNESS! FLY-FISHING HAS BEGUN!

Miller, "DON'T THEY, REALLY! PERHAPS THEY'LL RISE BETTER TOWARDS THE COOL OF THE EVENING. THEY MOSTLY DO!"
A CAVALIER.

Adolphus. "NOW, GIRLS—if you're game for a ride on the sands—I'm your man."
WET DAY AT THE SEA-SIDE.

Part V in the tableau thinks, that perhaps dropping his razors might amuse him.

SCIENCE STUDENTS.

So fond of astronomy, that they are always on the balcony, looking for the comet.

A SPECIMEN OF PLUCK.

Ruggles, "Hold hard. Master George. It's too wide, and uncommon deep!"

Ratlin Gilgo, "All right, Ruggles! We can both swim!"
A FACT.

Short-sighted Officer. "SERGEANT! GET THAT MAN'S HAIR OUT IMMEDIATELY!"

MATTER OF OPINION.

Miss Matilda. "GO ON, FIDO! THERE'S ONE GREAT DRAWBACK TO THESE HATS—THEY MAKE ONE LOOK LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE! (Ahem!)"
T. N. (to J.). "Well now, old fellow, what sort o' country is it where we are going to-morrow?"

His Friend. "Oh, beautiful—very easy. Giggy bushfinchers with a ditch on one side. Timber of course, such as posts and rails, and that sort of thing; and if we go to Mudbury, nothing but razor-backed banks and—water!"

THE SWIMMERS.

George. "Now, Clara, that's not fair—you know you have one foot on the ground!"

A MODERN ANTIQUE.
Scene. Paris, a Table of Lids.—Old Lady at Breakfast. —The Garçon has been ordered to bring some fruit to Old Lady.

Garçon. "VOILÀ, MADAME!"—Old Lady (who, in her daughter's absence, will let off her French). "OH! TRES BYANG, TRES BYANG, GARÇON; BONG! MAPECY, MAPECY, MAIS—THESE ARE CURRANTS—BYANG HAMPORT! GETEqual—ONLY—JE NAÎME PAS SO WELL AS GOOSEBERRIES, YOU KNOW!"

([Instructive rather!])

A GOOD CATCH.

FLY-FISHING. A NICE RIPPLE ON THE WATER.—NOW FOR A BIG ONE.
FELLOW FEELING.

Cabby: "NOT GOT NO MONEY?—NEVER MIND, SIR,—JUMP IN—I CAN'T STAND SUCH AN OSSEY-LOOKING GENT AS YOU TO GO ABOUT A-WALKING!"

THE FARM-YARD.

Country Friend to London Friend who is dressed within an inch of his life: "THERE, MY BOY—COME AND SEE THIS LOVELY PIG, AND THEN WE'LL GO AND LOOK AT THE REST OF THE STOCK."
DELICATE WAY OF PUTTING IT.
Tailor (measuring), "Triple wider round the chest, sir, than you was..."

TABLE-TURNING EXPERIMENT AT GREENWICH.
"There, old fella! hope you're satisfied it goes round now."
"Oh yes! there's no mistake!"

A COOL REQUEST
Boy, "I say, sir—heave us up to have a look at them pictures!"

FASHION OF THE PERIOD.
The rarey zebra pattern—a sweet thing for the seaside.
OFFENDED DIGNITY.
Small Boy (to Cook, who has come about a place): "IS THERE A FOOTMAN KEPT? WHY, O' COURSE THERE IS—I'M THE FOOTMAN!"

A HINT TO THE ENTERPRISING.
Boy: "HERE YOU ARE, SIR. BLACK YER BOOTS, AND TAKE YER LIKENESS, FOR THE SMALL CHARGE OF THREEPENCE!"

THE ROYAL KNICKERBOCKER ARCHERS.
Invasion, indeed! Why, here is a corps of volunteers, who have never even been thought of—what with the clancys and the arrows they would shoot, an enemy would be worked to death in no time!
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842-1864.

SERVANTGALISM.—No. XI.

Mistress. "Not going to remain in a situation any longer! Why, you foolish wond... what are you going to do, then?"

Eliza. "Why, m'm'am, you see our fortune-teller say that two young noblemen is going to marry us—so there's no call to remain in no situations more!"

A MONSTROUS LIBERTY.

Flunky. "Hallo, William, what's the matter?"

Groom. "Matter?—why, I should like to know what next?—here's master, without saying nothun to me, as bin and lent my 'oss to a friend—and I'm done cut off of my afternoon's ride!"

SERVANTGALISM.—No. XII.

Mistress. "I think, cook, we must part this day month."

Cook (in astonishment). "M'm'am? I am sure I've let you have your own way in most verythings!"

THE SKELETON IN THE CUPBOARD.
FRIENDLY SYMPATHY.

First Party (who is hard hit, and sentimental): This is the very spot where I last saw the darling creature. I assure you Frank, she is the loveliest, the most beautiful, the—th—in fact—

Second Party (who has heard the same thing for the last two hours): Hmm! Ha! DESSAY! Yes I say, old fellow have a weed!"

CAUTION TO GENTLEMEN WALKING TO EVENING PARTIES.

Don't forget to take off your goloshes and turn down your trousers before entering the room.

MEN OF TASTE.

Alphonso: "You find your moustachios a great comfort, don't you, Tom?"

Tom: "Well—yes—but I'm afraid I must cut 'em. For one's obliged to dress so deuced expensive to make everything accord!"
A DAY AT THE CAMP.

Sentinel. "WHO COMES THERE?"
Entous. "FRIEND!"
Sentinel. "ADVANCE, FRIEND!"
Entous. "ADVANCE, COME, THAT'S A GOOD UN!"

RUSTIC PLEASANTRY.

Gent. on Horseback. "GET OUT OF THE WAY, BOY—GET OUT OF THE WAY—MY HORSE DONT LIKE DONKEYS!"
Boy. "DOAN'T HE?—THEN WHY DOAN'T HE KICK THEE ORR?"
Officious Little Gent. "Hollo, Cabby. What's the matter with your orse?"
Cabby. "Well—that's just what I don't know. And I bred him, you're always wanting to be behind the scenes, you are! Suppose you get inside and see!"

The Pleasure of Le Sport.

Foreigner of Distinction (about to charge an obstacle): "Take notice, my Amis! Zat I leave every thing to my Vife!"
A JUDGE BY APPEARANCE.

Bathing Guide, "Bless 'er art! I know'd he'd take to it kindly—by the worry looks on 'im."

A VERY NATURAL MISTAKE.

Young Lady (who is in Hat and Coat of the Period), "Can I have a machine now?"

Bathing Woman, "Not here, sir—gentlemen's bathing a little further down!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

Common Objects at the Sea-Side.

"Oh! look here, ma! I've caught a fish just like those things in my bed at our lodgings!"

Irish Lake-Fishing.

"My lady, but the boat seems very leaky, and to want mending a good deal."

"But sir, what is it? Oh, never fear! Shure the boat's well enough. If ye sit still, and don't coof or sneaz, she'll carry ye pretty well!"

Guy-Fawkes Day.

A sturdy defender of church and state.
LAST REFUGE OF A BANISHED SMOKER.

First Juvenile: "Jump in, old fellow!"
Second Ditto: "Where are you going?"
First Ditto: "Oh! nowhere! I've only hired him to have somewhere to smoke!"

AN EAST WIND JOKE.

Brown: "Ah, Tomkins! Here's a merry spring to you!"
Tomkins: "The same to you, Brown, and many of them, if you come to that!"

NOT VERY LIKELY.

The party who has a certainty for the emperor's plate.
N.B. Send eighteen postage stamps.
CENSORS.

Master Sparrow: "Look there, Tom! Young Fred is asleep!"
Master Sprat: "Yes! Poor little beggar! What a shame it is to keep such a mere child as that up so late!"

NOTHING LIKE HORSE EXERCISE.

"Now Aunt! Touch him with your left heel, and let's have a trot!"
A NEW INDUSTRY.

"WHY, JACK: WHAT'S THE MATTER? YOU LOOK DEUCED QUEER!"

"Y'ES, YOU SEE, I'VE GONE INTO BUSINESS. I BUY CLAY PIPES AT A PENNY A-PIECE, AND SMOKE 'EM TILL THEY ARE BLACK, AND THEN SELL 'EM FOR A GUINEA! BUT IT'S PRECIOUS HARD WORK, I CAN TELL YOU."

THE NEW FASHION.

First Officer. "WHY, JACK! WHAT'S ALL THAT?"

Second Dick. "WELL, I CAN'T SAY! UNLESS IT'S FIREWORKS!"

A REAL SOLDIER.

Friend. "MY GOOD ALFRED! WHAT THE DEUCE ARE YOU ABOUT?"

Alfred (in the Fusilier Guards). "WHY, YOU SEE, OLD FELLOW, WE ARE TO HAVE A CORPS OF SCOTCH Pipers ATTACHED TO THE REGIMENT—SO I'M TRYING TO ACCOMMODATE MYSELF TO CIRCUMSTANCES, AND GET ACCUSTOMED TO THE NOISE."

FANCY GOES A GREAT WAY.

"OH, HE'S AN 'ANSUM DOG, BUT HE AIN'T HALF SO 'ANSUM AS HIS BROTHER WERE!"
JOHN LEECH'S PICTURES OF LIFE AND CHARACTER.

FAIR DISPUTANTS.

AN ELEGANT ROW ABOUT A MACHINE.

BRUTAL LEVITY.

Jones (who is naturally proud of his first-born). "A little darling, ain't he?"
Bachelor Friend. "Mm, ha! I see—young gorilla: is he real or stuffed?"

INDOLENCE.

O.J.M. BOOS. "Why, George i: you never ride here in the afternoon—how's that?"
Rook Sarroon. "No-o-o. It looks as if one had some occupation. You know, and couldn't ride of a morning. I always ride before breakfast, between eleven and one!"
THE CENSUS.

Head of the Family (filling up the paper). "Well, Miss Primrose, as a visitor, I must put your age in! What shall we say?"

Miss P. "Oh, it's best to be straightforward. The same as dear Flora—twenty last birthday!"

A SUBJECT FOR SYMPATHY.

Distressing position of Charles, who does not feel well, and who is keenly alive to the fact that Amy is looking at him through her opera-glass.

LITTLE DUCKS.

Gossey. "There now, Clara—I call it very peevish of you. You promised me, if I let you go in first, that you wouldn't be long, and I declare you have been exactly an hour and twenty minutes."
Wife, "Now promise me one thing, Adolphus. You won't go flying over any hedges or five-barred gates?"

An Unconscious Victim.

Fearful practical joke played with a child's balloon upon a swell.
A HORRID BOY.

Frank, "OH, I SAY, EMILY! AIN'T THE SEA-SIDE JOLLY?"

Emily (who is reading The Corsair to Kate). "I DO NOT KNOW, FRANK, WHAT YOU MEAN BY JOLLY—IT IS VERY BEAUTIFUL!—IT IS VERY LOVELY!"

Frank, "HAH! AND DON'T IT MAKE YOU ALWAYS READY FOR YOUR GRUB, NEITHER?"

[Exit Young Ladies, very properly disgusted.

VERY ARTFUL CONTRIVANCE.

Clara. "WHY, DEAR ME: WHAT DO YOU WEAR YOUR HAT IN THE WATER FOR?"

Mrs. Walrus. "OH, I ALWAYS WEAR IT WHEN I BATHE; FOR THEN, YOU SEE, DEAR, NO ONE CAN RECOGNISE ME FROM THE LEACH!"

AT THE PLAY.
IN A HURRY.

Boy. "Now then, Sir!—the more you look the less you'll like it!—get over, or else let us come!"

ANGLING DELIGHTS.

On arriving at the best part of your fishing, you are of course charmed to find that Old Muffins and his little boy have been whipping the stream all the afternoon.
THE BEARD MOVEMENT.

Young Snobley (a regular Lady-killer). "HOW THE GIRLS DO STARE AT ONE'S BEARD! I SUPPOSE THEY THINK I'M A FORFICER JUST COME FROM THE CRIMEAR!"

CONSOLATION.

Young Snobley. "AM JIM! NOBLE BIRTH MUST BE A GREAT ADVANTAGE TO A COVE!"

Jim (one of Nature's nobility). "WELL, PROPS!—BUT POOD! PERSONAL BEAUTY AIN'T A BAD SUBSTITUTE!"

AN UNDESIGNED COINCIDENCE.

TOMKINS RETIRES TO A SECLUDED VILLAGE, THAT HE MAY GROW HIS Moustaches, AND SO CUT OUT HIS ODIOUS RIVAL, JONES. JONES, IT SO HAPPENS, HAS COME TO THE SAME PLACE WITH THE SAME OBJECT—FRIGHTFUL MEETING!
A LITTLE SHOOTING IN IRELAND.

"NO HIT AGAIN, I'M AFRAID, TIM!"

O, NEVER MIND, YER 'ONOR' SURE, YE DO IT VERY NICE. THERE'S SOME JENTLEMEN NOW COMES, AND THEY ELAZE AWAY, AND THEY WOWNDES THE POOR BIRDS IN THE LIGS AND THE WINGS, AND SUCH LIKE; BUT YER 'ONOR' O, YE FIRES, AND FIRES, AND ALWAYS MISSES 'EM CLEAT AND CLEAT!"

LITTLE DINNER AT GREENWICH.

"HERE WAITAW—ARE THE WHITEMAS PRETTY GOOD?"

AFTER THE BATH.
POETRY AND PROSE.

Blanche. "Oh, is there not, dear Emily, something delicious about spring? We shall soon have all the dear little birds singing, and the banks and the green fields covered with beautiful flowers!"

Emily. "Oh, yes!—and with it will come all the new bonnet shapes from Paris, and the lovely new patterns for morning dresses!"

A HAPPY NOTION.

Johnny. "Oh, I say, granma! suppose you pretend being a little pony, and I ride about on your back round the square!" (N.B. Granma feels the heat a good deal.)

CRICKET.—CAPITAL PRACTICE FOR THE ROUND BOWLING OF THE PERIOD.
A NICE BRACING DAY AT THE SEA-SIDE.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

**QUITE A NEW SENSATION**

Swell (on top of Omnibus). "LOOK HERE, GUS, MY BOY! SUCH A CAPITAL IDEAR! I RIDE UP AND DOWN FROM BAYSWATER TO THE WHITE CHAPEL AND EAT PERIWINKLES WITH A PINT!"

---

**SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.**

M.F.H. PUNCH TAKES COMMAND OF HIS FIELD IN DEFENCE OF HIS COUNTRY.

* Master of Fox Hounds.
**A CAREFUL RIDER.**

"A STILE, EM? AHEM! THAT'S A SORT OF THING THAT REQUIRE A GOOD DEAL OF JUDGMENT."

**AT ALDERSHOT—A RATHER DIFFICULT MANŒUVRE.**

CLARA AND HARRIET, AND THE TWO NICE GIRLS WHO ARE STAYING WITH THEM, LED BY MAMMA, GET INTO COUSIN HERBERT'S HUT AND HAVE LUNCH.
FANCY SKETCH.
PORTRAIT OF THE OLD PARTY WHO RATHER LIKES ORGAN-GRINDING.

AN EASY MATTER.
Bathing Woman. "TEACH YER TO SWIM? LOR BLESS YER, MY LOVE, WHY, OF COURSE I CAN!"

A COMPLACENT BELIEF.
Old Aunt. "WELL, MY LOVE—SO YOU'VE GOT A HAT LIKE MINE, I SEE."

A SYREN.
AT THE SEA-SIDE.
Augustus. "ISN'T IT JOLLY, FRANK, BEING DOWN HERE FOR THE HOLIDAYS?"
Incipient Smell. "HIM! PRETTY WELL FOR THAT. I CONFPSS I MISS THE GAUCY OF TOW.

MR. BRIGGS TRIES HIS SHOOTING PONY.

CAMP LIFE—A NIGHT SURPRISE.

CAMP LIFE—A DAY SURPRISE.
THE CURRENCY QUESTION; OR, THE STOCK EXCHANGE OUT FOR THE DAY.

Jones. "I say, Brown, things are deuced bad in the city."

Brown. "Then I'm deuced glad I'm at Epsom!"
HISTORY.—THE ANCIENT BRITONS.

Emily (reads), "In the summer they were naked, and instead of clothes they put paint upon their bodies. They were fond of a fine blue colour, which they made of a plant called woao, which they found in their woods. They squeezed out the juice of the woao, and then stained themselves all over with it, so that in summer they looked as if they were dressed in tight blue clothes."

Arthur, "And did they walk in the park and go to church so?"

A REAL TREASURE.

Paterfamilias (suddenly arrived in town), "Good gracious, Mrs. Wilkins, why didn't you forward these letters? They are of the utmost importance."

Mrs. Wilkins (the Treasure), "Lor, girl! I should never think o' forwarding such things as them. Why, I see they was only business letters from the Horse, or something o' that!"

13-8
THE LESSON.

Disgusted Instructor of Plungers. "There you go again! Sticking out your toes like a infantry hesitant!"

THE DARLINGS COME OUT TO SEE THE 38TH OTHERSEX VOLUNTEERS DRILLED.

Sergeant (apologetically). "How then, gentlemen, once more. Eyes front— and pray, gentlemen—pray don't stare about you as if you were in church!"
A WORD TO THE WISE.

Discerning Child (who has heard some remarks made by Papa), "ARE YOU CUR NEW NURSE?"

Nurse. "YES, DEAR!"

Child. "WELL, THEN, I'M ONE OF THOSE BOYS WHO CAN ONLY BE MANAGED WITH KINDNESS—SO YOU HAD BETTER GET SOME SPONGE-CAKES AND ORANGES AT ONCE!"

A POSER.

Precocious Pupil. "PLEASE, MISS JONES, WHAT IS THE MEANING OF SUBURBS?"

Governess (who is extensively Crinolined). "THE OUTSKIRTS OF A PLACE, MY DEAR."

Pupil (tugging Miss J. by the dress). "THEN, MISS JONES, ARE THESE YOUR SUBURBS?"

DINING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

**EMPHATIC.**

Boy (to Nurse), "WHAT DID YOU SAY 'MADE HER ILL'?"

Nurse, "ARK AT YOU, HALFRED! I DION'T SAY, 'MADE 'ER M'LL; I SAD, 'SHE LIVED AT MAIDA 'LL!''

---

**CRUEL.**

Young Swell (boy), "I SAY, THOMPSON, DO YOU THINK I SHALL EVER HAVE ANY WHISKERS?"

Thompson (after careful examination), "WELL, SIR, I REALLY DON'T THINK AS YOU EVER WILL—LEASTWAYS NOT TO SPEAK OF!"

Young Swell, "THAT'S RATHER HARD, FOR MY PAP—I MEAN GOVERNOR—HAS PLENTY!"

Thompson (facetiously), "YES, SIR,—BUT ITAP'S YOU TANGE AFTER YOUR MA!"

[Total collapse of Y. S.]
SEA-FISHING.

Boatman, "D'you feel anythink yet, sir? Praps you'd better try another worm."

PROFESSIONAL.

Mrs. Tonge, "Lor, Adolphus! How beautiful those beans smell!"

Adolphus (probably in the hair-cutting line), "They do, indeed, my love! They remino one of the most delicious 'air oils.'"
ONE NIGHT FROM HOME.

Wife (to Unreasonable Monster). "IT'S OF NO USE, GEORGE, YOUR SAYING, 'HANG IT, MARIA,' I MUST HAVE SOME PLACE TO PUT MY THINGS!"

THE VOLUNTEER REVIEW.

Policeman (to us). "WHITE TICKET, MA'AM? LETTER H?--YES, MA'AM. QUITE RIGHT. OVER THE HURDLES, IF YOU PLEASE!"
A SKETCH IN ST. JAMES'S STREET.

Gains Juvenile, "Oh, look ye ere, Bill, 'ere's a volunteer corpse for yer!"

MAKING THE BEST OF IT.

Irate Proctor. "Sir, I sent you back to your college only five minutes ago, to invest yourself in your academical costume!"

Fast Freshman (with affability). "Yes! and here we are again! isn't it odd?"

A FACETIOUS INFERENC.

Sarcastic Peeler. "Going to 'ave a new 'orse, then, cabby?"

Cabby "New 'oss! 'ow dy' mean?"

Sarcastic Peeler. "Why, you've got the framework together already!"
UNEXPECTED BLISS.

Swell (dressing). "HURRAH! BY JOVE, THERE'S A BUTTON AT THE BACK OF MY SHIRT!!"

TOO CLEVER BY HALF!

First Boy. "ARE YOU IN A HURRY WITH THAT LETTER, BILL?"
Second Boy. "YES. IT'S TO BE DELIVERED IMMEDIATELY, AND I'M TO WAIT."
First Boy. "WELL! WAIT HERE, AND HAVE A GAME AT PITCH AND TOSS, AND DELIVER IT IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS."

THE CROSSING-SWEEPER NUISANCE.
A SERIOUS DRAWBACK.

Hideous Old Lady of Fashion (with Plain Daughter). "CHARMING BALL AT SIR CHARLES' LAST NIGHT! EVERYBODY THERE — GOOD ROOMS, NOT OVERCROWDED — CAPITAL SUPPER! DEAREST BARBARA ENJOYED Herself PRODIGIOUSLY! I DON'T SEE, HOWEVER, HOW I CAN WELL AVOID ASKING HIS SISTER AND NIECE TO MY BALL, NEXT WEEK; HE IS SO FOND OF THEM; AND YET YOU KNOW THAT THEY ARE PEOPLE WHO DO NOT GO OUT NEARLY AS MUCH AS WE DO, AND ARE NOT AT ALL IN OUR POSITION IN SOCIETY!"

A TU QUOQUE.

Sunday-School Teacher. "OH, JOHNNY, I'M SHOCKED TO SEE YOU PLAYING WITH YOUR TOP. YOU SHOULD LEAVE YOUR TOYS AT HOME ON A SUNDAY!"

Johnny (quick, but impudent). "THEN WHY DO YOU COME OUT WITH YOUR HOOP?"

LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET.
A HOPEFUL PROSPECT.

Clara: "WHAT DOES TOMMY THINK? WHY, TOMMY HAS JUST GOT A NEW LITTLE BROTHER!"

Tommy: "HAVE I, THOUGH? HOW JOLLY!—THERE'LL BE SOMEBODY NOW TO WEAR MY OLD CLOTHES!"

SERVANTISM.—No. XIII.

Lady: "THEN I SUPPOSE YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF PERFECTLY COMPETENT TO HEAR THE CHILDREN THEIR LESSONS, SHOULD THEY STAY AWAY FROM SCHOOL ANY DAY?"

Candidate for Situation: "OH, YES, M'AM! THE FAMILY I WAS WITH, SAID I MIGHT DO ANYTHING BUT A NURSERY GUVNESS!"
A FINANCIAL DIFFICULTY.

Swell (who has received Four Penn'orth of Coppers in Change). "HERE! BY JOVE, YOU KNOW LOOK HERE! HI! WHAT THE DEUCE! I SAY—WHAT AM I TO DO WITH THESE HA'PENCE, YOU KNOW?"

BEWARE OF ARTILLERY WHISKERS!

This is the critical position of Louisa and Captain Charley Bang—his whisker caught in her earring, and Papa knocking at the door!

SELF-IMPORTANCE.

Small Cousin. "Do you know, Alice, it just occurs to me that the guard thinks we are a runaway couple!"

IN SEARCH OF A VICTIM.

Alfred. "Oh, if you please, Uncle, we want to play at being William Tell; will you be so kind as to stand with the apple on your head?"
"A Difference in Opinion."

Old Lady: "AH THIN, BAD LUCK TO YE, GRIGORY! WHERE'S YOUR MANNERS? ONE WOULD THINK YE WAS IN A GENTLEMAN'S HOUSE, STANDIN' BEFORE THE FIRE WITH YER COAT-TAILS UP, AND LADIES PRESENT, TOO!"

John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

"Late from the School-Room."

Mamma: "I AM READING SUCH A PRETTY TALE!"

Governess: "YOU MUST SAY NARRATIVE, MINNIE--NOT TALE!"

Mamma: "YES, MA'AM; AND DO JUST LOOK AT MUFF, HOW HE'S WAGGING HIS NARRATIVE!"
A MESSAGE COMES OFF ON MRS. BLUEBAG'S LINEN, WHICH SHE IS HANGING, AS USUAL, ON THE TELEGRAPH WIRES.

A DELICATE HINT.

Sentimental Young Lady (to Friend). "OH, ISN'T IT A PRETTY SIGHT TO SEE THE POOR HORSE DRINK?"

Driver (confidentially and insinuatingly). "SURE, THIN, IT WOULD BE A DALE PRETTIER SIGHT, MISS, TO SEE ME DRINK!"
THE DRAWING ROOM.
(A stuggage of a few minutes is supposed to take place.)

Dreadful Boy (on Lamp Post). "Oh! my eye, Bill! 'Ere's a rosebud!"

A CAUTION TO THE UNWARY.

The reader is requested to observe, that the lower extremities represented above do not belong to the fair damsel on the plank, but to the boatman beyond, upon whose shoulder she is leaning.—We, however, recommend Flora to be more careful, how she composes herself the next time she gets out of a boat.
THE DIGNITY OF AGE.

"SO, CHARLEY, I HEAR YOU HAVE BEEN TO A JUVENILE PARTY!"
Precocious Boy. "WELL, I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU CALL JUVENILE. THERE WAS NO ONE THERE UNDER FIVE YEARS OLD!"

AN INJURED BROTHER.

Mamma. "DEAR! DEAR! DEAR!—WHAT A PITY IT IS YOU CAN'T AGREE!"
Small Boy. "WELL, MAMMA, WE SHOULD AGREE, ONLY SHE'S SO UNKIND!—SHE WON'T BE A PIG, AND LET ME DRIVE HER ABOUT BY THE LEG!"

THOSE HORRID BOYS AGAIN!

Boy (to distinguished Volunteer.) "NOW, CAPTAIN! CLEAN YER BOOTS, AND LET YER HAVE A SHOT AT ME FOR A PENNY!"
GOING OUT OF TOWN.

Paterfamilias. "I was thinking, darling, that perhaps, as it is a very long journey, it would be better if I went first, and got everything comfortable. You could then travel down with nurse and the children afterwards."

[Ma'mma doesn't seem to see it, and Nurse and Ma'mma-in-Law think him a brute.

COMPLIMENTARY TO PATERFAMILIAS.

Sister Amy. "My dear Rose! What are you doing? Ma'mma will be very angry!"

Rose. "Why, Walter wants to be like Papa, so I'm just thinking his hair at the top!"

YES, ON SOME PEOPLE.

The dear little Spanish hat, oh, so charming, and so much more sensible than a horrid bonnet.
UNMINDFUL OF DIGNITARIES.

Officious Proctor. "SIR!—PRAY, ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THIS UNIVERSITY?"

Military Swell. "NO, I'M NOT, OLD FELLOW—ARE YOU?"

AN UNEXPECTED "CHANGE."

Railway Clerk. "HAVE YOU GOT TWOPENCE, SIR?"

Swell. "DEAW, NO! NEVAW HAD TWOPENCE IN MY LIFE!"

Clerk. "THEN I MUST GIVE YOU TENPENCE IN COPPER, SIR!"

(Swell is immensely delighted, of course.

A GORDIAN KNOT FOR ROBINSON.

Miss Selina Hardman. "WOULD YOU DO SO GOOD, SIR, AS TO GIVE ME A LEAD OVER?"
A FACT.
JAMES. "IF YOU PLEASE, MA'AM, HERE IS MASTER CARLO! BUT I CAN'T SEE MISS FLOSS NOWHERES!"

WIND, S.W. FRESH.
TOMKINS, WHO IS NOT GRAND IN THE LEO DEPARTMENT, SAYS, "IT'S A VERY DISAGREEABLE DAY," THE YOUNG LADIES, HOWEVER, FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, ENJOY IT AMAZINGLY.
OUR VOLUNTEERS.

Foreign Party. "MAIS, MONSEU BOOL, I AVE ALL WAYS THOUGHT YOU VASS GREAT SHOPKEEPARE!"

Mr Bool. "SO I AM, MONSOO—AN' THOSE ARE SOME OF THE IDYS WHO MIND THE SHOP!—COMPRENNY?"

A COMFORTER.

Sympathetic Swell (devoted to the Noble Science). "GOT A WRETCHED COLD! NO, WEALY? THA'S EAS JOG, OLD FELLA,—MIGHT HA' BEEN WORSE, THOUGH—HORSE MIGHT HAVE HAD IT, YOU KNOW!"
TRAVELLERS' LUGGAGE.

Elderly Passenger: "Going out fishing, I presume, young gentleman?"

Young Gentleman: "Not it Ain't fishing rods—It's sky rockets I'm taking down for my cousin's birthday. Have a weed?"

POLITICAL PROSPECTS.

Ragged Saltator to Ditto: "The war can't last, Sir; France and Austria haven't the means; they must come to us for money before long."

WHAT'S TO BE DONE IN JULY?

What's to be done in July? Why, ride down to Richmond with mamma and the girls, and give 'em a little dinner, to be sure!
MOST OFFENSIVE.

Railway Porter: "If you please, sir, was this your'n?"

FRIENDLY PRESCRIPTION.

Friend in Human Shape: "Don't feel well! Try a cigar!"

THE ABUSE OF THE ASPIRATE.

Captain De Smith remonstrates with Mr. Holmes, the vet of his regiment, for mal-pronunciation of the word horse. To him the vet: "Well, if a hitch, and a h, and a n, and a mess, and a n, don't spell orse, my name ain't 'ener by 'omes!"

"A CONSUMMATION DEVOUTLY TO BE WISHED."

Mrs. Colley Wobble: "'Wim, so they are going to tax people who make their own beer, are they? Then I don't brew any more!"
POLITE ATTENTION.

Lady: "Oh, nonsense, child—there must be some mistake!"

Boy: "No, 'm. Please, 'm. Two young gents said it looked like rain, and I was to fetch you home in this 'ere cheer!"

AWKWARD FOR PAPA.

Papa: "Well, my dear, did you tell mamma that Miss Myrtle was waiting to see her?"

Child: "Yes, Pa."

Papa: "And what did she say?"

Child: "She said, what a bother!"
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**THE DISTRICT TELEGRAPH.**

Invaluable to the Man of Business.

First Partner (to Second ditto). "What an age we live in! Talk of the introduction of steam or of gas! Just look at the facilities afforded us by electricity. It is now six o'clock and we are in Fleet Street, and this message was only sent from Oxford Street yesterday afternoon at three!"

**RELAXATION.**

Scene—Smoking Room. Country House. 2:30 A.M.

Country Friend (to Johnson, who has had a long tramp of it in the run after wild birds). "Well, good night, old fellow! If you won't have another weed. Remember!—Cub-hunting in the moring, half-past five. Don't be late!"

**OLD SCHOOL.**

Mr. Grapes (helping himself to another glass of that fine old Madeira). "Hah! We live in strange times—what the dooce can people want with drinking fountains!"
DABBLING.
Master Jack (the very refined Governess, who has suddenly appeared). "OH, MISS FINNISON, DO COME IN, IT'S SO AWFULLY JOKEY!"

HOW TO MAKE A WATERING-PLACE PLEASANT, PARTICULARLY TO INVALIDS.
TIME, 8:10 A.M. (A hint to the Powers that be at Sandbanks.)
Small Effective. —AND THEN, JUST LOOK AT THE IMENSE IMPROVEMENT IN THE PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF OUR FELLOWS!

A DAY'S PLEASURE.

OH! ISN'T IT DELIGHTFUL, GETTING YOUR BOOTS OFF AFTER A THOROUGH WET DAY'S HUNTING!

SEA-SIDE STUDIES.

Impertinent Cousin (reads). "'The rocks along our Coast may be seen studded with these beautiful cephalopods. · · · · The skin is soft, and the tentacles are of the finest violet, mingled often with pink, mauve, green, and yellow; indeed the colours vary so much in different individuals, all alike beautiful, that it is impossible to describe them rigidly.' · · · During the ebb of the tide, these creatures may be contemplated on a fine day to great advantage, and few spectacles are calculated to afford more pleasure to a lover of Nature.' —HM! —HERE ARE TWO LOVELY SPECIMENS, FRED! YOU TAKE ONE, AND I'LL TAKE THE OTHER!"
CONSIDERATE ATTENTION.

Pater familias (who is stout and a Volunteer also): "OHO! MY NEW UNIFORM—COME HOME, I SEE!"

Family: "YES, PA DEAR! AND WE'VE TRIED IT ON THE WATER-SUIT, AND IT LOOKS SO NICE!"

PORTRAIT OF A CERTAIN STUDENT WHO IS READING SO HARD AT THE SEA-SIDE.
Maid (to Paterfamilias.) "PLEASE, SIR, MISSUS SAY YOU'RE TO COME IN, AND SIT ON THE BOXES; BECAUSE WE CAN'T GET 'EM TO, AND THEY WANT TO BE CORDED."

"WELL! THE BOLDNESS OF SOME PEOPLE!"—A SKETCH ON THE BRIGHTON COAST.
AN EXCESS OF CLEANLINESS.

Old Party (very naturally excited), "WHY, CONFOUND YOU! YOU ARE WIPING MY PLATE WITH YOUR HANDKERCHIEF!"

Walter (blandly), "IT'S OF NO CONSEQUENCE, SIR—IT'S ONLY A DIRTY ONE!"

A GROUND SWELL.

Perry (amidst shouts), "IMAGINE! AIN'T IT, JACK? I ALWAYS THINK THAT THE BEAUTY OF SAILING IS, YOU GET AIR AND MOTION WITHOUT FATIGUE. DON'T YOU THINK SO, LADS?"

(Circumstances over which he has no control prevent Jack from speaking his mind.)
AN EXPERIMENT ON A VILE BODY.
Medical Pupil (after dragging a patient round the surgery, succeeds in extracting a tooth). "COME! THAT'S NOT SO BAD FOR A FIRST ATTEMPT!"

EXTRAVAGANCE.
"NOW, YOUNG UNS, OUT AWAY—BLOW THE EXPENSE!"

SCENE IN A MODERN STUDIO.
JACK ARMSTRONG HAS PAINTED A MODERN SUBJECT, FROM REAL LIFE, AND PAINTED IT UNCOMMONLY WELL—STRANGE TO SAY, HE HAS SOLD HIS PICTURE. MESSRS. FEEBLE AND POTTER (very high-art men, who can't get on without medieval costume, and all the rest of it) THINK IT A MISTAKE—CURIOUSLY ENOUGH, THEIR PICTURES ARE UNSOLD!
SOMETHING LIKE A DESCRIPTION.

Young Stickleback: "POR-TAW! HAVE YOU SEEN A FRIEND OF MINE WAITING ABOUT HE-AW?"

Porter: "FRIEND, SIR! WHAT SORT OF GENTLEMAN WAS HE?"

Young Stickleback: "HAW! TALL—MILITARY-LOOKING MAN, WITH MOUSTACHES—SOMETHING LIKE ME!"

GONE AWAY!

Old Coachman: "NOW, M'SS ELLEN: M'SS ELLEN: YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR PA SAID! YOU WAS TO TAKE THE GREATEST CARE OF JOEY!"

Miss Ellen: "SO I WILL, ROBERT! AND THAT'S WHY I AM TAKING HIM OFF THE NASTY HARD ROAD, POOR THING!"
NEW LEATHERS, TOO!

Jones (very particular man). "W'rm! this comes of bringing down a bottle of hunting varnish for a friend!"

FANCY SKETCH.

The party who objects to the new ride in Kensington Gardens—and won't he spout at the vestry?

A PROPER PRECAUTION.

Mistress. "There, Sir! there's a bottle of Eau de Cologne for you, and don't let me have occasion to complain again!"

Stirrups (the Party who looks after the Horse and Chaise). "Yes, Mum; but can I drink it?"

Mistress. "No, Sir; you will have to wait at table to-night, and you are to sprinkle it over your best livery, that you may not bring into the house that dreadful effluvium from the stable that you have hitherto done!"
A PROBLEM FOR YOUNG LADIES.

Given, the elegant Reginald Phipps, who used to waltz so beautifully, performing the above kindly and most needful operation, at the end of a pier, while the band is playing—what relation is he to the darling operated upon?

A COINCIDENCE.

As Little Gringley is on his way to call upon those jolly curls he met on New Year's Eve, he thinks he will have his boots touched up, just as the polishing begins, the jolly curls come round the corner. "Dooded awkward! I wasn't it?" as Little Gringley said.
Henry, "I say, Charley, where do you dine to-night?"
Charley, "Aw, dine with your brother!"
Henry, "Doose you do—worst wine I ever drunk in my life!"
Charley, "By Jove, then, you never dined with my Governor!"

Emily, "Want something to amuse you? Why, I have given you book after book, and lent you my paint-box, and I've offered to teach you your notes. What more do you want?"
Augustus, "Oh, ah! I don't call that amusement. I want some figs! or some gingerbread nuts! or a good lot of toffee! that's what I call amusement."
ONE OF THE RIGHT SORT.

Goodness! "WHAT DO YOU WANT, ARTHUR, TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL SO PARTICULARLY ON MONDAY FOR? I THOUGHT YOU WERE GOING TO STAY WITH US TILL THE END OF THE WEEK?"

Arthur "WHY, YOU SEE, GRANDMA—WE ARE GOING TO ELECT OFFICERS FOR OUR RIFLE CORPS ON MONDAY, AND I DON'T LIKE TO BE OUT OF IT!"

A TERRIBLE THREAT.

Master Jack "NOW THEN, CHARLOTTE, ARE YOU GOING TO LEND ME YOUR PAINT BOX?"

Charlotte "NO, SIR. YOU KNOW WHAT A MESS YOU MADE OF IT LAST TIME!"

Master Jack "VERY WELL. THEN I'LL PUT MY GINA PIG ON YOUR NECK!"

ON THE WAY TO THE PARK.
FIRST DAY OF THE SEASON.

Aunt Sally (who is very particular). "Well, dear, did you have a nice ride?"

Diana (who is particular too, but jolly). "Oh! delicious, aunty; and do you know, we fell in with the hounds—found a fox at Merry's Corse, run him without a check for twenty minutes up to Friar's plantation—gathered us a little there, but we hit him off again, and away we went as hard as we could split, over Simmons' enclosures—into Broadfield Park—right through Old Lady Collip's garden—you never saw such a sight—don't stop there, but steamed away down Freshwater Vale, and killed him in the open. Close to Dollman's Heath—an hour and ten minutes by my little watch, and Charley Bangcroft says I went like a bird, and I've asked him in to lunch, and I don't know what's become of Poles and the coach-horse!"

CAPILLARY ATTRACTIONS.

Miss Stout. "The worst of letting one's sack hair down is, that it makes the young men stare so."
WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT IT?

THAT EXEMPLARY YOUNG MAN, JOSIAH SMUG, OF CLAPHAM, WOULDN'T GO TO SUCH A PLACE AS EPSOM FOR THE WORLD—BUT HE HAS NO OBJECTION TO RIDE ONE OF HIS FATHER'S HORSES BY WAY OF EXERCISE.

WE ARE SORRY TO SAY THAT THIS IS THE SAME EXEMPLARY YOUNG PARTY AS HE APPEARED RETURNING FROM THE DERBY!
THE LATEST FAST THING.

Constance. "Oh, isn't it awfully jolly? George has bought this private harness, and I'm going to drive him over to see Grandpapa!"

AMBITION.

Lady. "But I thought that you and the other servants were perfectly satisfied!"

Flunkey. "Well, mem, I ain't in no ways discontented with my wages, nor with the vittles, nor nothink of that—but the fact is, my friends say that a young man of my appearance ought to better himself, and get into a situation where there's two men behind the carriidge!" (Poor fellow!)
Mamma and that urchin William get round safely, but Augustus and Emily are overtaken by the tide. Well! well! they are above high-water mark, so perhaps they won't be very miserable for the next hour or two.
But tell you the wine is cooked! Send the Duke here directly.

ATTENDANCE IS CHARGED IN THE BILL.
GO ON DABBING IN BUSINESS.
AN INQUIRING MIND.

Arthur. "Mamma! isn't Mr. Blanque a wicked man?"

Mamma. "Wicked, my dear! No! What makes you ask such a question?"

Arthur. "Why, because, mamma dear, when he comes into church, he doesn't smell his hat as other people do!"

HEALTHY AND AMUSING GAME.

Flora. "Good gracious! Reginald, what have you been about?"

Reginald. "Oh, nothing! We've only been playing at being Tom Sayers and the Renfrew boy!"

GENEROUS OFFER.

Cabbé. "Now then, sir! Jump in, drive you out of your mind for eighteen pence!"
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NATURAL IMPATIENCE

Admiring Friend. "Why, Frank! what a capital dodge!"

"Ah—yah! my beard is such a bore, that I have taken a hint from the fair sex.

RATHER A KNOWING THING IN NETS.
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**THE MARRIAGE QUESTION.**

Brown. "SO, YOU'RE GOING TO MARRY OLD MRS. YELLOWBOYCE. WELL, I THINK YOU'RE A DOOSED LUCKY FELLA!"

Jones. "BY Jove, I don't think the luck is all on my side! If she finds money, hang it, I find blood and—haw—beauty!"

---

**NOTHING LIKE MOUNTAIN AIR.**

Tourist (who has been refreshing himself with the Toddy of the Highlands). "'SHAY, OLE FLER! HIGHLANDS SEEM TO 'GREE WITH YOU WONERFLY—ANNOMISHTAKE. WHY, YOU LOOK DOUBLE THE MAN ALREADY!"

---

**SUBJECT FOR A PICTURE.**

Photographer. "NOW, SIR! 'AVE YER CART DE VISIT DONE?"
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CANINE.

Policeman. "Well, but you don't mean to say that such a dog as that could draw a dawg?"

Fancier. "Not draw a dawg? Why, bless yer 'art, it would be a little holiday to him!"

HINT TO TRAVELLERS.

If you are obliged to cross the Channel, get as near midships as possible (never mind the movement of the engines, or the smell of the oil), and—it will be sooner over.

LATEST FROM ABROAD—POWDER AND ALL THE REST OF IT

Old Mrs. Frumble. "Hum! cut these old-fashioned minxes out—flatter myself!"
THE CLERICAL BEARD MOVEMENT.

WE DO NOT FOR ONE MOMENT PRESUME TO SAY WHETHER IT IS RIGHT OR WRONG—ONLY, IF THIS SORT OF THING IS TO PREVAIL, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF CAPTAIN HEAVYSWELL?

"BY YOUR LEAVE!"

Porter. "NOW, MARM, WILL YOU PLEASE TO MOVE, OR WAS YOU CONSID TO YOUR BOX?"
RESOURCES OF THE ESTABLISHMENT.

Waiter. "Shall I bring you a glass of sherry or brandy?"

"No, thank you; I will have a glass of Bass' half ale, please.

A LIKELY CASE.

Instructor to trembling Pupil: "Now, sir! Come! I know you! Don't attempt to bully me, sir—it won't succeed, I can tell you!"
RATHER VULGAR, BUT PERFECTLY TRUE.

Boatman (in the distance): "I SAY, JACK, GOT A MOSEL O' BAIT TO SPARE?"

Jack: "WELL, I CAN'T LET YER HAVE NO WUMS; BUT I DON'T MIND LENDING YER A BIT O' BULLOCK'S LIVER TO OBLIGE A LADY!"

STOLEN PLEASURES ARE SWEET.

PORTRAIT OF TOMKINS. UNDER THE DELUSION THAT THE PUBLIC TAKES THE OLD GENTLEMAN'S GROOM FOR HIS
THE CABMAN'S GUIDE.

Lady, "Oh! please cabman, drive me to St. Barnabas' Church. You go up Ebury Street, and take.

CABMAN, "I know—opposite the three compasses!"

FALSE ALARM, SURELY!

"Yes, in the worst of these watering-places, there are so many adventurers on the look-out for wives that one is always in fear of being proposed to!"
PITIABLE OBJECTS.

Mr. Done (to Mr. Dread). "NO! A DON'T KNOW HOW IT IS—BUT I AIN'T THE THING SOMEHOW! NO EMBARRASSMENTS OR ANYTHING O' THAT SORT. CAN'T MAKE IT OUT. S'POSS IT'S O'ERWORK!"

TOO BAD, BY JOVE! YOU KNOW.

Swell. "OH, NAWN-SENSE; HALF-A-CROWN'S TOO MUCH. HERE'S EIGHTEEN-PENCE. I AIN'T SUCH A FOOL AS I LOOK!"

Cabby. "AIN'T YER, SIR? THEN I ONLY WISH YER WOS!"

A CHANCE FOR JEAMES.

VERY RUDE, INDEED.

Little Boy. "OH, MY EYE! THERE GOES EIGHTPENCE OUT OF A SHILLING!"
NATURE WHEN UNADORNED, &c.

Major Aldershot returning from parade, flatters himself that his rat-tailed charger is much admired since the saddler has supplied him with a new tail.

A SEA-SIDE SUBJECT.—JOLLY FOR THE PARTY IN SEARCH OF REPOSE.

N.B. The Old Lady with the Parrot encuentra Organ-grinders, and when the Moon shines bright and clear, doesn't the Black Dog come out!
DOOSED AGGRAVATING FOR CORNET FLINDERS.
Darling (coaxingly to Favourite Hack), "IT WAS A NICE 'LITTLE SOFT NOSE, IT WAS--AND IT HAD VERY NICE EYES, IT HAD--AND IT WAS VERY HANDSOME. IT WAS--AND IT WAS A NICE 'LITTLE SING ALTOGETHER!!"

MRS. J. HAS THE BEST OF IT

Paterfamilias. "MRS. JONES! M-MATILDA! WHY--EH!--WHAT THE DEUCE--?"
Mrs. J. "YES, MR. J. YOU HAVE BEEN GOING ON SO ABOUT THE CRINOLINE. THAT I THOUGHT I WOULD TRY HOW YOU LIKED THIS STYLE OF THING. SO. COME, JONES. COME OUT FOR A WALK!"
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OBSERVATION.

WHILE THEY ARE AT SCARBOROUGH, PATERFAMILIAS THINKS HIS LITTLE ONES OUGHT TO LOSE NO OPPORTUNITY OF DRINKING THE WATERS.

LA MODE—THE ZOUAVE JACKET.

Miss Stout, "Well, now dear, I call it charming, and shall most certainly have one myself!"
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CAUSE AND EFFECT.

Housemaid: "Drat the botherin' china cups and things, they be always a-knockin' up against one's crinoline."

NOT SUCH A BAD THING IN A SHOWER

GEORGIA: "WHY, WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH MY LITTLE POPPET?"

LITTLE POPPET: "OH, AUNTY DEAR, WALTER CAN'T FIND HIS STUMPS, SO HE'S MAKING A WICKET OF MY BEST DOLL!"
A TYRANT.

Master Jacky (who pursues the fagging system even when home for the holidays). "OH, HERE YOU ARE! I HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR YOU GIRLS EVERYWHERE. NOW, YOU JUST MAKE HASTE HOME, AND PEEL ME A LOT OF SHRIMPS FOR MY LUNCH!"

PUTTING PRINCIPLE INTO PRACTICE.

BLOOD WILL CARRY ANYTHING—AT LEAST SO MISS FEATHERWEIGHT THINKS!
CRICKET—THE PRIDE OF THE VILLAGE.

"GOOD MATCH, OLD FELLOW?"
"OH YES, AWFULLY JOLLY!"
"WHAT DID YOU DO?"
"I 'AD A NOVER OF JACKSON: THE FIRST BALL IT ME ON THE 'AND: THE SECOND 'AD ME ON THE KNEE: THE THIRD WAS IN MY EYE; AND THE FOURTH BOWLED ME OUT."

"GOOD MATCH, OLD FELLOW?"
"OH YES, AWFULLY JOLLY!"
"WHAT DID YOU DO?"
"I 'AD A NOVER OF JACKSON: THE FIRST BALL IT ME ON THE 'AND: THE SECOND 'AD ME ON THE KNEE: THE THIRD WAS IN MY EYE; AND THE FOURTH BOWLED ME OUT."

Picked up from the beach.

Old Salt (who has got sixpence a piece out of the children). "THERE, MY DEARS, YOU'VE GOT A KITTEN FOR A SHILLING AS HAD OUGHT TO 'A BIN SEVEN-AND-SIXPENCE AT LEAST; AND IF YOU'LL MEET ME HERE TOMORROW AT THE SAME TIME, YOU SHALL HAVE SUCH A BOAT FOR A HALF-A-CROWN AS YOU COULDN'T GET AT A SHOP FOR FIVE BOB!"

AQUATICS—WHEN THE BEES ARE SWARMING.
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**PERSUASIVE.**

Conductor. "FULL INSIDE, MUM!—ROOM ON THE ROOF, MUM!—ONLY LIKE GOING UP-STAIRS, MUM!" (But the Old Lady isn't partial to going up-stairs.)

**DIGNITY AND IMPUDENCE.**

OFFICIAL, URGING BUSHE, TO OPEN CARRIAGE DOOR. JOHN AND THOMAS, TO USE THEIR OWN PHRASE, ARE "COMPLETELY NONPLUSHED!"
HELPING HIM ON.

Cruel Fair One (to silent Partner). "Pray! Have you no conversation?"

A VICTIM TO OVER-EXERTION.

Standing-up Swell. "Morning, Charley! Doing a bit of park, eh?"

Swell (reclining). "Yaaay—You see I can't do without my weglar exercise."

BENEVOLENCE.

Mr. Punch having heard of the excellent qualities of the Exmoor ponies, procures a few for the little folks!
UNWELCOME PLEASANTRY.

Frederick (who, we are sorry to say, is rather fond of chaffing his Brother-in-Law) "OH! LOOK HERE, ROBERT. WILL YOU HAVE THIS WITH YOU IN THE CARRIAGE, OR SHALL I PUT IT INTO THE VAN?"

THE YEOMANRY SERVICE.

MR. WIGGLES, WISHING TO ACCUSTOM HIS HORSE TO THE REPORT OF FIRE-ARMS, MAKES HIS LAD FIRE A GUN AT THE CORNER OF THE LANE.

AT FIRST THE EXPERIMENT IS NOT SATISFACTORY.
THE NICE LITTLE DINNER.

Tommy (who is standing a feed to Harry): "Oh, hang it, you know, fourteen bob for a bottle of champagne! That's coming it rather strong, ain't it?"

Waiter (with perfect composure): "We have some cheap wine, sir, at half-a-guinea.

A LITTLE FARCE AT A RAILWAY-STATION.

Lady: "I want one ticket—first!"
Clerk: "Single?"
Lady: "Single! What does it matter to you, sir, whether I'm single or not? Impertinence!"
Clerk explains that he meant Single or Return, not other thing.

A LUCID EXPLANATION.

"What can be the matter with the 'Magic,' Charles?"

"Why, you see, dear, Tom put his helm down rather too quick and she missed stays and went ashore, and they are now hauling the jib a-weather to let her fill and pay off."

THE SOCIAL TREADMILL—THE WEDDING BREAKFAST.
MASTER AND MAN. A PRETTY STATE OF THINGS.

Master to Swell Groom: "Oh, snaffles, I wish to show the new horse to this gentleman—and we shall ride in the afternoon."

Swell Groom: "Very sorry, sir, but the osses are locked up for the present, sir! And what osses was you going to ride this afternoon? I shouldn't like to 'ave mine out in the damp."

BOARD AND LODGING.

"Er, sir? The board were generally to be a guinea a week, but I didn't know if you was a-going to bathe in the sea before breakfast and take bottles of tonic during the day!

THE COLLAR MANIA.

Neat and appropriate ornament for a gentleman's all-rounder.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

THE LINGUIST.

Archy. "I say, Jessie, do you understand French?"
Jessie. "A little—do you?"
Archy. "Oh, yes—I understand it very well; because, when Pa and Ma talk French, I know I'm going to have a powder!"

THE EXHAUSTED STUDENT.

Fond Parent. "Bless his heart—always studying! read himself asleep—

Geography now, or something of that sort, I'll be bound?"

[No! It's the Cookery Book.

MISTAKING A TITLE.

Constance (literary). "Have you read this account of 'The Mill on the Floss,' dear?"
Edith (literal). "No, indeed, I have not; and I wonder that you can find anything to interest you in the description of a disgusting prize-fight!"

VAULTING AMBITION.

"Now then, Charity—higher! you don't call that a back!"
PRIVATE THEATRICALS.—THE MUSTACHES.

Lord: "But have you made me fierce enough, Charles?"
Charles: "Fierce!—Ferocious!"

EXPRESS.

Old Gent.: "This oscillation is very unusual, sir, isn't it? We seem to be going a tremendous pace!"

Said: "Aw—ya—as! They're making up for lost time. I've just timed 'em, and we've done the last nine miles in six minutes and a half. Have a smash, presently, aw—think!"

A SOU'-WESTER IN A SEA-SIDE LODGING-HOUSE.

THE SPOON-SHAPED BONNET.
A SHOCKING YOUNG LADY, INDEED!

Emily (betrothed to Charles), "Oh, Charles, isn't it fun? I've beaten Arthur and Julia, and I've broke Aunt Sally's nose seven times."

USEFUL APPLIANCES

"Wigles and Sprott prefer bathing from the beach to having a stuffy machine. They are much pleased with the silent little attention indicated above!"
ON THE WAY TO PARADE.

Brown said: "Call this playing at soldiers, indeed! I'd much rather lie before 'a hot fire. I know!" Nevertheless, Brown sticks to his duty like a man.

JOHN TOMKINS AND 'ARRY BLOATER.

'Arry (to the Boots of the Period): "'Yes, they're dodged comfortable, and they give one a military and rather sporting appearance, I fancy."

A DIP IN FRENCH WATERS.

John: "What do you mean? Am I to be led down like that for a quarter of a mile?"
SCENE—A CERTAIN GAY WATERING-PLACE.

First Irresistible (on back) "ULLO, 'ARRY! WHY, WHAT HAS BROUGHT YOU HERE?"
Second Dito, "WHY, YER SEE, BILL, I'M PRECIOUS SICK OF WORKING FOR MY LIVING, SO I'VE COME HERE TO PICK UP AN AIRLESS!"

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT

Jane, "LARK, JENNY! DON'T THEY LOOK EWWTILE NOW THEY'VE GOT THEIR LONG COATS!"
FIRST OF SEPTEMBER.

MR. BRIGGS GOES OUT SHOOTING WITH A BRACE OF DOGS HE HAS BROKEN-IN HIMSELF.

A PROBABILITY — "HOLD YOUR ZEBRA, SIR?"
A FRIENDLY OFFER.

Confounded good looking Hibernian Friend (to Jones), "ADIEU, ME BOY! IS THERE ANYTHING I'LL DO FOR-R-R YE WHILE YE'RE AWAY? WILL I RIDE OUT, OR WALK WITH Miss PLUMLEY FOR-R-R YE. NOW! ONLY SPEAKE THE WOR-R-RO!"

A MATTER OF OPINION.

Dick, "YES, DEAR—I MUST SAY THAT I THINK A GIRL NEVER LOOKS SO WELL AS SHE DOES IN HER RIDING HABIT."
A PICTURE FOR THE INTEMPERATE.

Photographer: "NOW, SIR, STEP IN AND HAVE YOUR LIKENESS TAKEN. IT MIGHT BE USEFUL TO YOUR FAMILY!"

THE HILL AT EPSOM.

Irritated Swell (walking away): "I TELL YOU I DON'T WANT TO BE BRUSHED!"
Public Coat Brusher: "OH, JUST TO MAKE YOU A LITTLE TIDY, MY LORD!"
Swell: "I SHAN'T PAY YOU!"
Coat Brusher (still brushing): "THAT AIN'T NO CONSEQUENCE, MY LORD; BUT I SHOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU LOOK RESPECTABLE!"

POLITENESS

Bill: "WELL, JIM! HOW ARE YOU TODAY?"
Jim: "WHAT GOOD IS THAT TO YOU?—YOU BEAT MY MEDICAL ATTENDANT!"

A SKETCH NEAR LEICESTER SQUARE.
NO DOUBT OF IT.

Invalid (in carriage). "Now, these postilions never seem to be unwell! Upon my word, I verily believe if I were to change places with that little chap, I should be ever so much better!"

THE GALE.

"Don't be alarmed, darlings—the captain has got quite enough to do to look after himself."—Punch.
**John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.**

**SPREAD OF THE VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT.—SCENE, THE SCHOOLROOM.**

**Young Larkin:** "Oh, here's mamma! now, ma, if you'll fall in my way, I'll put you through your paces 'ten-tion'."

**THE PORTRAIT. FINISHING TOUCH TO THE DRESS.**

*Pardon me, your pardon, but I'm afraid you are sitting on my palette.*

**ON THE SANDS.**

*Caution to young ladies who ride in crinoline on donkeys.*
Valuable addition to the aquarium.

Tom (who has had a very successful day) presents his sisters with a fine specimen of the cuttle-fish (*Octopus vulgaris*).
PLEASANT INTELLIGENCE.

Boy. "AH, YOU AND MRS. DRONE ARE COMING TO SEE US NEXT WEEK IN THE COUNTRY."  
Mr. Drone. "ARE WE? WE HAVE HEARD NOTHING OF IT."  
Boy. "OH, YES—BECAUSE I HEARD PAPA SAY TO MAMMA, THAT THEY HAD SOME TIRESOME PEOPLE COMING, AND THEY MIGHT AS WELL ASK ALL THE BORES AT ONCE."

WELL(?) BROUGHT UP.

First Juvenile. "MAY I HAVE THE PLEASURE OF DANCING WITH YOU, MISS ALICE?"
Second Juvenile. "A, NO—THANKS. I NEVER DANCE WITH YOUNGER SONS!"

REAL ENJOYMENT.

Charley who is wet through for the ninth time: "OH, MAY WE'VE BEEN SO JOLLY! WE'VE BEEN FILLING ONE ANOTHER'S HAIR WITH SAND AND MAKING BOATS OF OUR BOOTS, AND HAVING SUCH FUN!"

A MILITIA MAN.
REPOSE.

YES! BUT WE ARE SURE THAT IF ELLEN KNEW WHAT A FIGURE FREDERICK MADE OF HER BY SPRAWLING ON THE CLIFF JUST BEHIND HER, SHE WOULDN'T BE SO QUIET!

TRULY DELIGHTFUL!

GALLOPING DOWN THE SIDE OF A FIELD COVERED WITH MOLE-HILLS, ON A WEAK-NECKED HORSE, WITH A SNAFFLE BRIDLE, ONE FOOT OUT OF YOUR STIRRUP, AND A BIT OF MUD IN YOUR EYE!
A MEDIUM.

Nursery-Maid (to horse, with great affection). "OH, YOU DARLING! I AM SO FOND OF YOU!"

OUR INDOLENT YOUNG MAN.

"Dear P.,

July 8.—Thermometer ever so much in the shade.

"In reply to your heartless letter, on affairs of a business character, I beg to inform you that I am here, and with no intention of injuring my precious health by any exertion, bodily or mental. Make what use you please of this information, and accept the assurance of my most distinguished regard and esteem.

"Signed, . . . . . . ."

From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.
Scene at Sandbath.

The Female Blondin Outdone! Grand Morning Performance on the Narrow Plank by the Darling...
MR. BRIGGS'S ADVENTURES IN THE HIGHLANDS.

No. 1.

MR. BRIGGS, FEELING THAT HIS HEART IS IN THE HIGHLANDS, A-CHASING THE DEER, STARTS FOR THE NORTH.

GOING NORTH.
"THIS CARRIAGE IS ENGAGED!"
WE SHOULD THINK IT DID.

Clara: "Mamma, dear! I wish you would speak to George! He will keep spinning Freddy's nasty great humming-top in my aquarium, and it does so frighten the minnows!"

A TIT-BIT.

Grandpa Driver (in the distance): "Holla, Joe, now you've got your duck, I'll send you the beast!"
MR. BRIGGS'S ADVENTURES IN THE HIGHLANDS.

No. II.
MR. BRIGGS, PREVIOUS TO GOING THROUGH HIS COURSE OF DEER-STALKING, ASSISTS THE FORESTER IN GETTING A HART OR TWO FOR THE HOUSE. DONALD IS REQUESTING OUR FRIEND TO HOLD THE ANIMAL DOWN BY THE HORNS.

No. III.
MR. BRIGGS AND HIS FRIENDS HAVE A QUIET CHAT ABOUT DEER-STALKING GENERALLY. HE LISTENS WITH MUCH INTEREST TO SOME PLEASING ANECDOTES ABOUT THE LITTLE INCIDENTS FREQUENTLY MET WITH—SUCH AS BALLS GOING THROUGH CAPS—TOES BEING SHOT OFF—OCCASIONALLY BEING GORED BY THE ANTLERS OF INFURIATE STAGS, &c., &c., &c.
Mrs. T. (to T.) "Feel a little more comfortable, dear? Can I get anything else for you? Would you like your cigar-case now? (Aside.) I'll teach him to go out to Greenwich and Richmond without me, and sit up half the night at his club!"

Mrs. T. (to T.) “Look here! If I—haw—took a quantity of these things, would they—haw—be cheapaw?"

Hosier “Well, sir, that would depend! Pray are you in the trade?" [Feelings of swell may be imagined.}
TO-DAY HE GOES OUT FOR A STALK, AND DONALD SHOWS MR. BRIGGS THE WAY.

WITH EXTRAORDINARY PERSEVERANCE THEY CAME WITHIN SHOT OF "THE FINEST HART." MR. B. IS OUT OF BREATH, AFRAID OF SLIPPING, AND WANTS TO BLOW HIS NOSE (QUITE OUT OF THE QUESTION). OTHERWISE HE IS TOLERABLY COMFORTABLE.
PLEASURES OF VEGETARIANISM.

Oh, Gracious, Miss Legume! I fear I have tasted animal food; I have eaten a whole earwig in my salad!

A LESSON IN FRENCH.

"Now then, Jack! You take the pronunciation from me, and when he comes, sing out "veev lumpshoorar.""

DRIED UP!

Boy (attending): "No, sir! Nor there ain't bin none; not for ever so long!"

Owing to the exceedingly dry weather, Mr. Hacklin finds that the stream he has taken for fishing is not in so good a state as he would wish.
MR. BRIGGS'S ADVENTURES IN THE HIGHLANDS.

No. VI.

AFTER AIMING FOR A QUARTER OF AN HOUR, MR. B. FIRES BOTH HIS BARRELS—AND—MISSES!!!! TABLEAU—THE FORESTER'S ANGUISH.

No. VII.

THE ROYAL HART MR. BRIGGS DID NOT HIT.
AN INCIDENT OF TRAVEL.

Railway Guard (as it is getting dark). "Would you like a light in this carriage, sir?"

Swell (showing a Regalia in full blaze). "No, thanks! I have one!"

[Exit Guard overpowered.

DEBATE ON THE NEW MINISTRY.

Smirke. "I say, Bill, how about the Derby this year?"

Bill. "Oh, nothin' but a oaks! Nothin' but a oaks! Barin' the pun!"

THE SENSATION BALL.

The latest pleasantry in the public streets.

THE HAYMARKET AND THEREABOUT.
MR. BRIGGS'S ADVENTURES IN THE HIGHLANDS.

No. VIII.

After a good deal of climbing, our friend gets to the top of Ben Something-or-Other, and the forester looks out to see if there are any deer on the hills. Yes! Several hinds, and perhaps the finest hart that ever was seen.

No. IX.

To get at him, they are obliged to go a long way round. Before they get down, the shower peculiar to the country overtakes them, so they "shelter a-wee."
THE HUMOUR OF THE STREETS.

THAT ESTIMABLE MAN, MR. PUNCH, GOES FOR A RIDE ON HIS COB, AND CANNOT AGREE WITH A CERTAIN WORTHY MAGISTRATE OR "BEAK" THAT STREET-TUMBLING IS AT ALL A CLEVER OR DESIRABLE PERFORMANCE.

—AND IT IS NOT A PLEASANT THING, WHEN GOING OUT TO DINNER, TO HAVE A SUMMERSAULT TURNED ON TO YOUR STOM—WE MEAN WAISTCOAT.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842-1864.

MR. BRIGGS'S ADVENTURES IN THE HIGHLANDS.

The deer are driven for Mr. Briggs. He has an excellent place, but what with waiting by himself so long, the murmur of the stream, the beauty of the scene, and the novelty of the situation, he falls asleep, and while he takes his forty winks, the deer pass!
TOWARDS THE CLOSE OF THE SEASON.

Gentleman. "Well, Tom, there's no scent again!"

Huntsman (who looks upon spring time with profound melancholy). "Scent, Sir? No, Sir! nor I don't see how there can be any scent now them stinking violets is all in bloom."

A SECULAR PURSUIT.

Donald Punch (to keeper) "I beg your pardon, my Lord Bishop, but may I just trouble ye to show me your certificate?"
No. XI.

AS THE WIND IS FAVOURABLE, THE DEER ARE DRIVEN AGAIN.

No. XII.

MR. BRIGGS IS SUDDENLY FACE TO FACE WITH THE MONARCH OF THE GLEN! HE IS SO ASTONISHED THAT HE OMITS TO FIRE HIS RIFLE.
In Barracks.

Field Officer of the Day. "Hullo! Why don't the guard turn out?"
Solitary Private. "Please, sir, they're gone to target practice!"
Field Officer of the Day. "And who the deuce are you?"
Solitary Private. "Please, sir, I'm the prisoner, sir!"

Related to us as a fact, but which, as a distinguished Field Officer ourselves, we don't indorse.

A Bouncer.

Mamma (who won't appear old if she can help it). "Yes, dear! Arabella does grow, certainly, but bless you, my dear, she's a mere child—a mere child!"

Consolation.

Elegant Party. "There's one comfort now-a-days, a good-looking young feller, with a handsome figure, can always be a model to a photographer!"
Mr. Briggs's Adventures in the Highlands.

No. XIII.

Mr. Briggs has another day's stalking, and his rifle having gone off sooner than he expected, he kills a stag! As it is his first, he is made free of the forest by the process customary on the hills.

No. XIV.

And returning home in triumph, he is a little knocked up. But after a nap, will, no doubt, go through the broad-sword dance in the evening as usual.
**Late from the Nursery.**

Governess. "Now, Frank, you must put your drum down, if you are going to say your prayers."

Frank. "Oh, do let me wear it, please; I'll promise not to think about it."

**Consoling for Consols.**

Young Hardman. "Going to Dingley Cross Roads?"

Y. H. "Ah, then, I suppose you've sent your horse on!"

(Consols never rides upon less than 250 guineas, and thinks himself as near perfection as possible.)
MR. BRIGGS'S ADVENTURES IN THE HIGHLANDS.

No. XV.

PARTRIDGE-SHOOTING.

On his way to that turnip-field, our dear old Briggs passes through the park in which his friend's favourite bisons are kept, he says to George the keeper: "I trust, my good fellow, this is not the season you spoke of in which these creatures—you know—eh—what—A—A—are dangerous?"

SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.

Our excellent friend, Mr. Briggs, always shoots now in knickerbockers, and declares they are the most comfortable things possible; and so they are.
ENGLISH DARLINGS REFLECTED IN A FRENCH MIRROR!
(Dedicated to those polite and profound observers of British manners and customs—The Parisian Artists)

ENGLISH SOLDIERS ACCORDING TO FRENCH NOTIONS.

The French caricaturists, with their usual accurate knowledge of British manners and customs, are fond of representing our soldiers as continually playing at billiards—well! Perhaps it will be found that they do play their canvases remarkably well.

[Cartoons and captions not transcribed due to the nature of the content.]
IRRESISTIBLE.

(Lady.) "WHAT! TWO SHILLINGS! AND EIGHTEENPENCE FOR WAITING THREE-QUARTERS OF AN HOUR—NONSENSE, MAN! IT WAS ONLY TEN MINUTES BY MY WATCH!"

(Domestic insinuatingly.) "WASN'T IT, MISS? WELL, THEN, I SPOSE IT WAS A MISSIN' OF YOUR PRETTY FACE AS MADE IT SEEM THREE KERVARTERS OF AN HOUR!"

(Fare pays, and thinks the Cabman an extremely nice person.

THE IDLE SERVANT.

Mistress. "YOU ARE AN EXCESSIVELY WICKED BOY, SIR! YOU HAVE BEEN A VERY LONG TIME BRINGING ME THIS LETTER, AND I MUST INSIST UPON KNOWING IN WHAT MANNER YOU HAVE BEEN IDLING AWAY YOUR TIME—SPEAK, SIR!"

Domestic. "BOO-HOO-HOO! IF YOU PLEASE, MY LORD AND ANOTHER BUTLER WAS A-LOOKIN' AT PUNCH. BOO-HOO-HOO!!"

A LITTLE ROWLANDS' MACASSAR WANTED SOMEWHERE.

A HINT TO THE HORSE GUARDS.

FRIVOLITY
Lucy. "NOW TELL ME, MARY, WHICH IS THE BEST?"

Mary (who is rather horsey). "WELL, DEAR, FOR TEA IN THE ARMOUR, AND THAT SORT OF THING, PERHAPS THE LITTLE ROUND ONE; BUT IF YOU WANT TO LOOK LIKE GOING ACROSS COUNTRY, THE CHIMNEY-POD ALL TO NOTHING!"
NOT A BAD JUDGE.

Alimentive Boy. "MY EYE, TOMMY, WOULDN'T I LIKE TO BOARD IN THAT 'OUSE JUST!

THE BORES OF THE BEACH.

SO! AS IT'S A FINE DAY, YOU'LL SIT ON THE BEACH AND READ THE PAPER COMFORTABLY, WILL YOU? VERY GOOD! THEN WE RECOMMEND YOU TO GET WHAT GUINEA-PIGS, BRANDY-BALLS, BOATS, AND CHILDREN'S SOCKS, TO SAY NOTHING OF SHELL-WORK BOXES, LACE COLLARS, AND THE LIKE, YOU MAY WANT, BEFORE YOU SETTLE DOWN.
IMMENSE TREAT FOR THE PARTY CONCERNED.

Master Jack. "NOW, GRANNY, YOU MAY COME AND HAVE SOME JUMPS OVER OUR DAISY CHAIN."

GOOD BLACKING.

OUR NATIONAL DEFENCES.

Diana. "WELL, ALFRED, I SUPPOSE YOU'VE MADE UP YOUR MIND TO JOIN A RIFLE CORPS—EH?"

Alfred. "WHY, NO. YOU SEE, I'M MORE IN THE RIDING WAY. NOW, IF THEY WILL GET UP SOME VOLUNTEER CAVALRY—WHY, I'LL FIND A MAN AND A HORSE!"
Bus Conductor (slamming the door), "FULL INSIDE!"

Fabulous Driver "FULL INSIDE! WELL—SO YER OUGHT TO BE: YER HAD A SURLOIN OF BREAD AND CHEESE FOR YER TEA!"

Master, "WELL, SAUNDERS, I SEE YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO DO MUCH WITH THE OLD SOW, AFTER ALL?"

Saunders, "WHY, YOU SEE MAISTER RICHARD. SHE WAREN'T TAKEN IN TIME. THE POWER THING. SHE WAREN'T—SHE'S STRUG HARD TO GET ROUND, BUT THE WEATHER'S AGAIN HER, YE SEE. TO-DAY IT SHONE A BIT, AND I THOUGHT IT'D DO HER GOOD TO GET OUT, SO IN THE WARM OF THE AFTERNOON I PUT HER IN THE BARROW AND TOOK HER FOR A LITTLE RIDE IN THE SUN!"
CURIOUS EFFECT OF RELAXING AIR.

Traveller in the Isle of Wight. "Bless my heart! There's the bell ringing on the pier. Hollo! Why, where's the carpet bag I left in the passage?"

Hotel Keeper (faintly). "Oh, how should I know? Don't ask me. I'm only the landlord. You had better try if you can't wake one of the waiters."

FLUNKEIANA.

French Maid. "You like a—ze—sea-side, M'sieur Jean Thomas?"

John Thomas. "Par roxhoo, mamzelle—par roxhoo. I've—aw—Bin so accustomed to—aw—safety in town, that I'm—aw—almost killed with arbluey down here."

PLUCK!

Master Cock-Robin. "I tell you what, uncle Charles—if you are at all nervous about the crockers—I'll walk home with you!"
SKETCH ON THE SEA-COAST DURING THE GALE.


A SLOW GAME.

Chorus of Offended Maidens. "WELL! IF CLARA AND CAPTAIN DE HOLSTER ARE GOING ON IN THAT RIDICULOUS MANNER, WE MAY AS WELL LEAVE OFF PLAYING."
SCENE—A MAN'S ROOMS IN THE TEMPLE.

(Steady Man smokes a short pipe, and Jaws at the Young Swell lounging in easy chair.)

Steady Man. "A man must work now-a-days, or he gets left behind. The only position worth having is what you make for yourself," &c., &c.

Youthful Swell. "Oh, yes, I quite agree with you about work. I don't mind work, you know, in a general way—but I object to what I call work of superwocation!"

Steady Man. "And pray what do you understand by that?"

Youthful Swell. "Why—I mean I don't care to do anything I can get done for me!"

THE LATEST STYLE.
THE LAST NEW THING IN CLOAKS.
Pretty Milliner (trying it on). "Do you think this would suit the lady, sir?"
[Little Tompkins begins to like shopping rather.]

FASHIONS IN HAIR.
Lady Swell. "Oh, yes, you know! Quite new! The old nets and beavers' tails getting awfully common, you know!"

A RACE FOR A FARE.
Excitement of the hansom cabs on the appearance of a swell out of the season.
TURNING THE TABLES; OR, A LITTLE SAUCE FOR THE GANDER.

Henrietta (who is joking, of course): "I'VE BEEN THINKING, DEAR CHARLES, THAT AS YOU REQUIRE CHANGE, IT WOULD BE SO NICE FOR YOU TO GO DOWN WITH THE CHILDREN TO SOME QUIET PLACE AT THE SEA-SIDE, WHILE I AND MRS. FRED SPANKER WENT TO BADEN-BADEN FOR A FEW WEEKS—EH?"

This last being just what the wrath CHARLES has been proposing to himself and FRED SPANKER for the last month.

POOR FELLOW!

Frank: "I know this—i can't stand many more evening parties, and if i don't get into the country and have a few days hunting, i shall knock up!"

"NOW I'M PAPA."
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

PUTTING IT BLANDLY.

Jones (living in the plebeian locality of St. John's Wood): "I AM ALSO EXTREMELY PARTICULAR ABOUT MY WINDOWS—IF YOU ENTER MY SERVICE, I SHALL EXPECT YOU TO CLEAN THEM VERY CAREFULLY."

John Thomas (from Belgravia): "OH, OF COURSE, SIR! YOU CAN HAVE YOUR WINDOWS CLEANED IF YOU LIKE—but in Belgravia—we prefers them dirty—it's considered more aristocratic!"

THE UNEXPECTED ALWAYS HAPPENS.

THIS IS JONES, WHO THOUGHT TO SLIP DOWN BY THE RAIL EARLY IN THE MORN-ING, AND HAVE A GALLOP WITH THE FOX-HOUNDS. ON LOOKING OUT OF WINDOW, HE FINDS IT IS A CLEAR FROSTY MORNING. HE SEES A SMALL BOY SLIDING—ACTUALLY SLIDING—ON THE PAVEMENT OPPOSITE! AND—DOESN'T HE HATE THAT BOY—AND DOESN'T HE SAY, IT IS A BEASTLY CLIMATE!!

ON A PARISIAN BOULEVARD.

PAINFUL AND HUMILIATING CONTRAST, TO THE DISADVANTAGE OF OUR POOR LITTLE ENGLISH TRAVELLER, OF COURSE.

ON THE RACE COURSE.

THE RESPECTABLE CAPITALIST WHO WILL BET A THOUSAND TO ONE AGAINST EVERYTHING, AND PAY IF HE LOSES—OF COURSE!
A NICE GAME FOR TWO OR MORE.

"—fixing her eyes on his, and placing her pretty little foot on the ball, she said, ‘now, then, I am going to croquet you!’ and croquet’d he was completely." (From Ross to Emily.)
Delusion.

First Tourist (going North). "Hello, Tompkins.
Second Octo (or so). "Hush! Confound it, you'll spoil all. They think in the train I'm a Highland chief!"

Bild Delusion.

First Tourist (going north). "Hello, Tompkins.
Second Octo (or so). "Hush! Confound it, you'll spoil it. They think in the train I'm a Highland chief!"

The Latest Fashion.

Charles. "Sweet style of trousers, Gus!"
Gus. "Yes; and so did our comfortable. They're called pantalons a la Peg-top!"
Charles. "No! - Really!"

A Sketch on the Downs.

Jolly Post Boy of the Period. "I say, Bill, don't you wish it was Derby Day all the year round?"

The Guardian of the Field.

The Guardian of the Field.
THE PIOUS PUBLIC-HOUSE.

WHERE YOU MAY GET ADULTERATED BEER AND GH

A PLACE IN WHICH THE GREAT BREWERS DO! SEE ANY PARTICULAR HARM
THE PROFLIGATE PASTRYCOOK'S.

(WHERE THEY SERVE THE DEMORALISING VEAL PIE AND GLASS OF SHERRY, OR FRENCH LIGHT WINE)

TOO SHOCKING TO THINK OF!
NO. 999 GOVERNMENT TRANSPORT, OFF QUEENSTOWN—VISITORS ON BOARD.

Partly in cherry tone, calculated to impart confidence to the weaker sex. "FOLLOW ME, FOLLOW ME—THERE'S NO CAUSE FOR ALARM. I ASSURE YOU, WOA—WO—WO—MY MAN—STEADY, MARE—WO! (bold voice) I'M DEUCED GLAD IT'S THEIR HEADS INSTEAD OF THEIR HIPS—WO!"

HONOUR TO THE BRAVE!

Flunkey (reads). "Yesterday, thirty of the invalids from the Crimea were inspected * * * many of the gallant fellows were dreadfully mutilated at the Alma and Inkermann. * * * After the inspection, ten of the Guards were regaled in the Servants' Hall."

Flunkey (lag.). "REGALED IN THE SERVANTS' ALL! EH? WELL, I DON'T THINK THEY'VE ANY CALL TO GRUMBLE ABOUT NOT BEING 'HONOURED SUFFICIENT'!"

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HIM?

Nurse. "DRAT THE CHILD! WHY CAN'T YER WALK—YER MORE PLAGUE THAN ALL MY MONEY!"

WHY THE FACT IS, THE STUPID AND GREEDY BOY HAS MISTAKEN FOR JAM, AND SWALLOWED, A RATHER FINE SPECIMEN OF THE ACTINEA EQUINA, OR PURPLE SEA ANEMONE WHICH AUNT FOOZE HAS BROUGHT FROM THE COAST.
BY THE FAST TRAIN.

Railway Porter, "ANY LUGGAGE, MISS?"

Young Lady (who is also a little fast), "YES! PORTMANTEAU, A LITTLE BAY HORSE AND A BLACK RETRIEVER!—AND LOOK HERE, GET ME A HANSOM!"

"IN THE BAY OF BISCAY, O!"

THE LAST SWEET THINGS IN HATS AND WALKING-STICKS AT BIARRITZ.
THE GREAT WHISKER-CUTTING MOVEMENT.

JOSEPH SULLE. BY Jove, you know, as if Aldershot wasn't bad enough of itself without depriving us of the only amusement we had!

TOO BAD.

AUNT HARRY: May I ask, Miss Blank, why you are making those little pellets?

MISS B: Well, I don't know. It is a habit I have. I always make bread pills when I feel dull at dinner.

THE LEGAL SOLFEGGIO.

END OF A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY.
A SHORT CUT THROUGH THE WOOD.

Sporting Gent, "OUNGS BEEN THROUGH HERE, OLD MAN?"

Old Man, "YAKSI!"

Sporting Gent, "OW LONG?"

Old Man, "FIVE-AND-TWENTY MINNITS ABOUT!"

PHEASANT SHOOTING. A WARM CORNER.
AT DIEPPE.

John: "HE'S HERE'S A PRETTY TO-DAY. CAN'T FIND MY MACHINE NOW."

MOSSO'S LEARNING TO FLOAT

DIVING BELLES.

BOIS DE BOULOGNE—FOR CAVALIERS ONLY.
A GARTOTTE EFFECT.

This is De Robinson, who, in his hurry and anxiety to be in time for dinner, puts his knuckle-dusters in his coat-tail pocket (sensation scene).

"The knuckle-duster, or something like it.

ART TREASURES.

Reginald (who has a fine taste, and is very fond of curious old glass) "Now uncle, help yourself and pass the bottle."
A FRESHENER ON THE DWNS.
WHAT IS IT?

First Boy (sneering). "I TELL YER ITS ED'S HERE—I SEEN IT MOVE!"
Second Ditto. "I SAY IT'S AT THIS END, YER STOOPID! I CAN SEE ITS EARS!"

A PAINFUL SUBJECT.

Old Gent. (with tender feet). "NOW, BOY, BE VERY CAREFUL!"
Boy. "OH, YES, YOUR HONOUR! THESE 'ERE KNOBS 'LL TAKE A BEAUTIFUL POLISH!"

PRUDENCE.

Matilda (with the hat). "WELL, DEAR, NO ONE EVER PRESUMED TO ADDRESS ME. STILL, AFTER ALL THE LETTERS IN THE PAPERS, I THINK NO GIRL OF PREPOSSESSING APPEARANCE SHOULD EVER GO OUT UNPROTECTED. SO I ALWAYS TAKE THOMPSON NOW!"
A STOUT ASSERTION.
Old Party (reads), "CRYSTAL PALACE—THIS DAY—FÊTE OF THE AMATEUR GYMNASTIC SOCIETY,—THAT'S THE HOLIDAY FOR ME!"

THE COURTESIES OF TRAVEL.
Juvenile, "DO YOU OBJECT TO MY SMOKING A CIGAR, SIR?"
Elderly Party, "OH NO, CERTAINLY NOT, IF IT DOESN'T MAKE YOU SICK!"

LOOKING AT IT PLEASANTLY.
Friend (on the bank), "WELL, JACK! HAVE YOU HAD PRETTY GOOD SPORT?"
Jack, "SPORT! IF YOU CALL IT SPORT TO HAVE NO WATER AND NO FISH, AND TO PAY NINETY POUNDS FOR THREE WEEKS OF IT, I'VE HAD PLENTY!"
PRACTISING ON A PATIENT.

Young Practitioner: "Hm, very odd—I must have made some mistake. There's nothing the matter with this tooth. Never mind, try again!"

AN OFFICE INCIDENT.

Infuriated Principal, opening East Clerk's telegram by mistake (reads): "TOM TIT SURE TO WIN—TELEGRAM AND SAY IF YOU WILL HAVE PONY ON—IF SO, SEND CASH TODAY!"

GOING TO COVER.

Brown says he's going to Toms, from Town, it's Mount; "You needn't be the least afraid. It's only his play. He'll be all right after he has gone over a few fences!"
From the Collection of “Mr. Punch,” 1842–1864.

**THE BATTUE.**

Sent: Keeper (to party assembled). Now, I wants a couple o' lords forro—A couple o' lords on the right, and a couple o' lords on the left! (Turning to humble Commoner in Knickerbockers and Zouave gaiters.) You try the high stuff with the beaters, and take your chance of a mare back.

**JOLLY ANGLERS.**

Old float and Tom gentle don't get any bites, so they land on an island to have a quiet smoke—they suddenly discover that the rope has slipped, and the boat is drifting down the river! (No one near for miles.)
Diner à la russe.

Butler: "Stay, Stevens—what are you doing with the salmon? Nobody has had any of it!"

Butler: "Pray, sir, what are we to have for supper?"

A doubtful compliment.

Mr. Butler: "Then you really think it an improvement, eh?"
Miss Spikes: "Decidedly—it hides so much more of your face!"

A true tale.

The earthquake was felt, too, in many parts of London. This is old Beery, the churchwarden, who declares that when he came out of the marquis of Orangy the pavement hit him on the nose, and that his street-door wouldn't let him get his latch-key in."
CURIOUS ECHO AT A RAILWAY STATION.

Traveller. "PORTER! PORTER!"

Echo. "DON'T YOU WISH YOU MAY GET HIM?"

A DIFFICULT TASK.

Costermonger. "NOW, MISTER, I WANTS MY DELICACY OF TOUCH RESTORED, AND THE SEAL OF ELEGANCE IMPRESSED UPON MY BUNCH OF FIVES!"

Dissenters in the University.

Head of House. "PRAY, SIR, MAY I ASK WHY YOU HAVE NOT BEEN ATTENDING CHAPEL?"


A Drawing-Room.

William: "NOW, CHAWLES, AIN'T YOU READY? OUR CARRIAGE IS AT THE DOOR AND THE FOLKS ARE IN!"
Lady: "THEN, WHY DID YOU LEAVE?"

Domestic: "WELL, MA'AM, IF YOU ASK ME, I BELIEVE THE REAL REASON WERE, THAT MISSUS THOUGHT I WERE TOO GOOD-LOOKING!"

_**AN OPPORTUNITY.**_

(Although pointing to Cobb) THERE AUNT! HOWS YOUR TIME FOR A PAIR OF GLOVES!"
CHAMBER PRACTICE.

Messenger (from Studious Party in the floor below). "IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, MASTER'S COMPLIMENTS, AND HE SAYS HE'D BE MUCH OBLIGED IF YOU'D LET HIM KNOW WHEN THE REPAIRS WILL BE FINISHED, FOR THE KNOCKING DO DISTURB HIM SO!"

TAKING THE RISKS.

First Undergraduate. "HI! FRANK! HERE'S A GATE!"
Second Undergraduate. "GATE! I DIDN'T PAY TWO GUINEAS TO GO THROUGH GATES, WITH SUCH LOVELY POSTS AND RAILS BEFORE ME!"
A TOLERABLY BROAD HINT.

Cabby (after driving a couple of miles, suddenly stops opposite a roadside Public House). "OH, I REG YOUR PARDON, SIR, BUT YOU DINT SAY AS WE WAS TO PULL UP ANYWHERE, DID YOU, SIR?"

CONSOLATION.

Emily (to rejected Subs). "IT'S VERY DISAOREABLE, CERTAINLY, TO BE UNSUCCESSFUL IN YOUR EXAMINATIONS, AND SO MANY TIMES, TOO! BUT I SHOULD WORK HARD AND TRY AGAIN."

Younger and much too sharp Brother. "NEVER YOU MIND, CHARLEY! IT PROVES THAT THERE'S NO WANT OF PLOCK ABOUT YOU!"
A SIGN OF PROGRESS.

Cousin Florence, "Well, Tommy, and so you like your little friend Philip, do you? And how old do you think he is?"

Tommy, "Well, I don't exactly know, but I should think he was rather old, for he blows his own nose!"

AN UNFEELING HUSBAND.

"Now, my love!—Are you not ready for church?"

"Ready for church, Mr. Smith—how you talk!—when you know perfectly well that odious Miss Jackson has not sent home my new barège dress!"

A LITTLE SMOKE-JACK.

Small Foxhunter, "Here! Stop a bit, major, have one of mine! The governor's ain't in good condition—now I've had mine for ever so many years, and they're splendid!"
A VERY VULGAR SUBJECT.

Boys. "OH, AIN'T ME MOPS AND BROOMS, HEATHER?"

Baker. "WHY DON'T THEY TAKE HIM TO THE STATION?"

Tender Female. "HE'S ILL, POOR GENTLEMAN, HE SHOULD GO TO THE HOSPITAL!"

Cabby (contemptuously). "HOSPITAL INDEED! I'D RATHER BASTARD HIS COMPLAINT!"

THE PHOTOGRAPH.

Mary. "WHY, TUMMA, IT'S THE VERY MORAL OF YEER!"

Tumma. "PRETTY THING, AIN'T IT? PITY THE YALLER OF THE UNIFORM COMES SO BLACK!"

CRINOLINE FOR DOMESTIC USE.

Dumpling. "DOOTHER MISSUS, SHE WEARS IT HERSELF, AND I DON'T SEE WHY I SHOULDN'T."
SOMETHING IN THAT!

"Now, Tom," said Young Joe Wagley, "one of us ought to go on this side of the hedge, and one on the other; so I'll take this, if you will get over the stile."—"Oh, yes," replied Tom; "but how about the bull?"

SALMON FISHING.

Pescador. "Follow him up! it's all very well to say follow him up!"
A MERE TRIFLE.

Gertrude. "DUT, MY DEAR ARTHUR, HOW CAME YOU TO GET SUCH A 'CROPPER,' AS YOU CALL IT?"

Arthur. "WELL! IT WAS JUST THE LITTLE BIT OF A PLACE WHERE A FELLOW DOES GET SPILT SOMETIMES—THERE WAS A DITCH ABOUT A COUPLE OF YARDS WIDE, AND THEN A HIGHISH BANK, YOU KNOW, WITH A STIFFISH QUICKSET ON THE TOP—AND A NASTYISH POST AND RAILS JUST BEYOND—AND THEN ANOTHER WOISH SORT OF A DITCH AND INTO A FIELD WHERE THEY HAD BEEN DRAINING—AND SO, YOU SEE, SOMEHOW OR OTHER, WE CAME TO GRIEF!"

REAL TRAGEDY.

Old Party (proprietor of nasty yapping Pit Dog). "OH, POLICEMAN! MY DARLING FLO JUST BIT THAT HORRID MAN'S LEG, AND HE HAS HIT HER WITH HIS CANE."

ON DUTY.
A CONNOISSEUR.

At a dinner given by my Lord Brodacs to some of his tenants, curacao is handed in a Jueur-glass to Old Turniptops, who, swallowing it with much relish, says—"Oh zay, young un! I'll tak zum o' that in a moos!"

WELL TIMED.

Boy. "Please, sir, tell me the time.

Crusty old Gent. "Yes, sir—bed-time."

SINGULAR OPTICAL DELUSION.

Gentleman. "There, love; do you see that steamer?"
Lady. "Oh, distinctly; there are two."
Uncle (who is rather proud of his cellar), "NOW, GEORGE, MY BOY, THERE'S A GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE FOR YOU—DON'T GET SUCH STUFF AT SCHOOL, EH? EH? EH?"

George: "HM—AWFULLY SWEET! VERY GOOD SORT FOR LADIES—BUT I'VE ARRIVED AT A TIME OF LIFE, WHEN I CONFESSION I LIKE MY WINE DRY!" (Sensation.)

DELICIOUS!

HUNTING UNDER DIFFICULTIES—A MOUNT IN THE MIDLANDS.
A QUIET REBUKE.

Far (who has driven rather a hard bargain and is settling). "But why, my good man, do you put that cloth over the horse's head?"

Car Driver. "Shure, yer honour, thin—I shouldn't like him to see how little ye pay for such a hard day's work!"

THE CONTEMPLATIVE MAN'S RECREATION.

Brown (excited). "Hi, Jones! Net! Net! Net! Make haste, or I shall lose him!"

Jones (who is rather giddy and nervous). "Eh—ah—right—I to be sure—yes—oh dear!—I'm coming as fast as—oh dear!—as possible!"
A CONTENTED MIND.

Old Wurzel: "Well, Muster Chawlas, so you've been a riding the young un—how does he go?"

Muster Chawlas: "Oh, splendid! Never carried better in my life! It was his first run, and we only came down five times!"

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

Paterfamilias, with his usual prudence and foresight, orders a quantity of beer of the October brewing. He has just been informed that all the barrels are "a-workin' and a-rostin'!"
THE HUMOUR OF THE STREETS.

Butcher Boy (and Butcher Boys are so impudent). "Now then, Swipy! Are you going to stop there till you get fire, afore you draw yourself off?"

THE FASHION FOR NEXT SUMMER.

Flora. "There! I don't think the stupid men can laugh at us now!"

INNOCENT DELUSIONS.

Georgina. "Do you know, dear, I'm so unhappy how dear Charles has gone!"

Gertrude. "And I miss dear Percy dreadfully—do hope they'll get home safely!"
Customer: "Why, you don't call that a hunter, do you?"

Dealer: "Well, sir, I'll tell you all I know about the 'orse had it a down from 'Orncastle fair last week—put Jimmy on him. Wouldn't ack a yard—put him in the break, wouldn't draw a hounce. Now, the 'orse never could have been created for nothing; so he must be a hunter!"

OYSTERS.

Itinerant Oyster Man.

"Now, then—have another dozen, if you've got any more money!"

QUITE EXHAUSTED.
A GRIEVANCE.

Testy Old Gent (to Butler), "CLARET! YES! PUT IT DOWN; AND PRAY, SIMPSON, DON'T BLOW UPON MY HEAD SO."

IMPROVING THE TIME.

As sleep is out of the question, owing to those confounded waits, Mr. Bang, like a sensible person, accommodates himself to circumstances, and practises his dancing!

RAILWAY MORALS.

Guard, "HOW, MISS! ARE YOU GOING BY THIS TRAIN?"

Miss Rebecca, "YES! BUT I MUST HAVE A CARRIAGE WHERE THERE ARE NO YOUNG MEN LIKELY TO BE RUDE TO ONE."
THE CHRISTENING OF JONES'S FIRST. (A FACT.)

First Street Boy (without veneration, or sense of propriety): "Holla! Bill! What's all this 'ere?"
Second Street Boy (without dote, dote, dote): "Why—don't yer see?—it's only a kitten going to be 'ung!"

GROUNDLESS ALARM.

Darling (in straw hat): What are you buying, dear?"
Darling (in black hat): Why, I'm buying a pub: the impudent thing has put me in as one of his girls!"
RATHER A KITCHEN WAY OF PUTTING IT.
Housemaid, "OH—BUT IT COULDN'T A BIN'T!
Cook: "TILL YER IT WERE—SHE CALLED UPON MISSUS THIS MORNING AND SHE 'AD ON A PORK PIE 'AT, AND HALF A PHEASANT STUCK IN IT!"

A GEOGRAPHICAL JOKE.
Impertinent Pan (late from the dining room): "I SAY, COKEY AND SOOGAN. YOU MAKE A PRECIOUS FUSS ABOUT A FLEA—HOW'D YER LIKE TO BE WHERE THE BLACK SEA SAILORS IS NOW?"
Susan, "WHERE'S THAT, IMPERANCE?"
Page, "WHY, MASTER SAYS IT'S WHERE THE DUG AND THE NIPPER (DNIER) MEET IN ONE BED!"
Sensation and loud cries of "Oh!"

A SPECIAL PLEADER.
"ANXIOUS INQUIRERS.
Fair Equestrian. "NOW, DON'T BE A CROSS OLD PUNCH; WE REALLY WOIN'T SPOIL THE BEAUTY OF THE GARDENS."
ILL! OH, DEAR NO! ONLY INDISPOSED—TO WALK"
VERY SLANGY.

Clara, "HOW DO YOU LIKE MY NEW WAISTCOAT, DEAR?"

Harrietle, "WELL, I DECLARE IT'S SWEETLY PRETTY——THE MOST——A——A——THE MOST SLAP UP THING I'VE SEEN FOR A LONG TIME."

HORRID GIRL!

Mild Youth "HAVE YOU SEEN 'THE COLLEEN BAWN'?"

Horrid Girl (with extreme velocity), "SEEN 'THE COLLEEN BAWN'? DEAR, DEAR! YES, OF COURSE. SAW IT LAST OCTOBER! AND I'VE BEEN TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE, AND I'VE READ THE GORILLA BOOK!"

Mild Youth is shut up.

GOING TO COURT.
HARRY TAKES HIS COUSINS TO SEE THE HOUNDS MEET.

Mamma and Aunt Ellen (to Old Woman). "Pray, have you met two ladies and a gentleman?"

Old Woman. "Well, I met three people—but, la! there. I can't tell ladies from gentlemen now-a-days—when I was a gal," &c. &c.

A SKETCH AT A STEEPLE-CHASE.—THE BROOK JUMP.

Bumpkin, No. 1. "W-a-at—are they a-gwoang to joomp this?"

Bumpkin, No. 2. "Ya-asi!"

Bumpkin, No. 1. "Then, I'd ruther walk threw!"
**FORCE OF HABIT.**

Old Party (in Ham.) Here! Hollo! Hi! What are you driving like that? For? Stop! Let me out!

Cabby. "All right, sir! I'll stop 'im directly, sir— I drew a fire-engine for two year!

---

**LONDON CREAM.**

Cook. "Do you call this cream? Why it's thinner than milk!"

Milkman. "Oh, ah want is well stirring up—the cream's at the bottom!"
HUNTING FROM TOWN.—IT IS SAFER TO GO WITH YOUR ANIMAL.

Railway Porter (reflectively). “EARLY TRAIN! LET’S SEE! LITTLE GAY OSS, AND A GROWN OSS WITH A BIG KNEE? HAH! THEN YOU MAY DEPEND THEY’RE THE ‘OSES AS WENT ON TO YORK!”

SPORT (?) FOWL SHOOTING.

THE FEROCIOUS PHEASANTS THINK THEY ARE GOING TO BE FED, AND SURROUND THE HONOURABLE MR. BATTUE ACCORDINGLY.
AN ESCORT.

Boy. "NOW, MISSUS, THERE'S NO BUSSES, KITCH 'OLD OF MY HARM, AND I'LL TAKE YER OVER!"

PLEASANT!

Friend (to Noise at Salmon Fishing) "I SAY, OLD BOY, MIND HOW YOU WADYE, THERE ARE SOME TREMENDOUS HOLES, FOURTEEN ON FIFTEEN FEET DEEP."
Old—what shall we call her?—“RUN, ROBERT! RUN! THERE’S THAT DARLING PLAYING WITH A STRANGE CHILD!”

IMPORTANT MATTER.
Augustus, “I SAY, LAURA. JUST TELL US BEFORE ANY ONE COMES, WHETHER MY BACK HAIR’S PARTED STRAIGHT!”

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL.
Clara reads, “EXCUSE, DEAREST, THE PAPER ON WHICH I WRITE—I HAVE NOT MY DESK WITH ME, SO I SEND YOU THESE FEW HURRIED LINES ON ONE OF MY COLLARS.”
AN IMPOSTOR.

Wife, "Charles, dear. There's a person at the door wants to know whether you want any ornament for your fireplace.

Charles, "My darling! What better ornament can I have than your own sweet self?"

[The wretch is going to dine at Greenwich with some bachelor friends, for all that.]

DIGNITY AND IMPUDENCE

A NIGHTMARE.

Vision of the Night. "Any fresh prawns this mornin'?
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**VERY CRUEL SATIRE.**

Mary (mischiefly, to her Cousin on leave). "Henry, dear! Have you seen this order about reducing the officers' whiskers at Aldershot? What a shame! I'm sure if I were you I should resist it!"

Henry—Henry doesn't see the point.

**YOUNG NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.**

Master Harry (loq.). "Quick thing, that! did you fellows see it? I got pounded!"
A DEAL.

Novice. "Oh, yes—he's a fine horse; but isn't he rather bent about the legs?"

Dealer. "Bent about the legs? Stands a little over, I fancy—but that ain't no deterrent to him. The rest of osses is sometimes foaled so."

STARTLING RESULT.

Old Mr. Wiggles tries his new sewing-machine, and finds his garments throw out buttons in a very indiscriminate manner.

COMFORTABLE QUARTERS.

The hour before dinner—not the worst part of a day's hunting.
AN UNEXPECTED ARRIVAL.

DELIGHT OF THE HON. TOM RASPER (WHO HAS PROMISED HIMSELF A DAY WITH THE PYCHLEY), ON FINDING THAT THE BOX WITH HIS HUNTER HAS BEEN LEFT AT GOWLEIGH STATION, WHILE A FINE YOUNG BULL, INTENDED FOR THAT PLACE, HAS BEEN BROUGHT ON TO HAREOROUGH, SHALL WE SAY?

A FACT.

Soom, "Ye see, sir! The ladies knocks 'osses about so! They gets upon a 'oss, sir, and they says, 'My eyes! He's a 'oss, and he must go!"
THE TOLL-BAR NUISANCE.

Cabby to impudent Boy at Gate: "Ah! you always have been a saucy young dog; but you’re going to be done away with. That's one comfort—and you can’t grow into a turnpike dray!"

LA MODE.

Boy to妨 "Oh, if ere aint a gal been and put on a dushman’s at!"

EFFECT OF STOPPING THE GROG.

Come along, Jack, my hearty; nothing like laying up for a rainy day."
FLATTERING PROPOSAL.

Volunteer, "I say, Lucy, we're going to have vivandieres in our corps. Now, if you like, I'll appoint you to attend upon me!"

A SERIOUS COMPLAINT.

Col. "No, sir! You can't have four in your hut!—Whist, indeed!"

Lieut. "Very hard! Then, we must play dummy!"

A GENT AT COST PRICE.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

A CAPITAL FINISH.

Excited but rather behind-hand Party. "Now, then, my man, have you seen 'em? Which way have they gone?"

Man. "All right, sir. They're down 'ere; fox an' dundie is just run into the infant school!"

OUR FOREIGN VISITORS.

Whatever may be a Frenchman's defects, he at least knows how to dress—and isn't the hat he wears a sweet thing?

AN ORDER WE HOPE TO SEE ISSUED.

"The police have strict orders to donnet, put in a sack, and lock up all uncouths who disturb the peace of the metropolis by screaming out 'Dixie's land!'"
EFFECT OF SIXPENCE A MILE.

Cabby. "Well! We ain't allowed to say much, but I'm thinking a dose of a lot!"

OCULAR DEMONSTRATION.

Gent.: "Oh, Ah! And what do you feed the horses on?"

Driver.: "Bunter-tubs—don't yer see the hoops?"

THE CARTE DE VISITE.

Gent. (in Photographic Studio). "A—look 'ere, you know, mister. I don't want my cart published, you know, but if any nice gal or lady of rank should want a copy, why, you can sell it her, you know!"
AN INCIDENT OF TRAVEL.

Monthly Nurse. "BUT I CAN'T FIND MY BOX, SIR!"

Paterfamilias (furious). "CONFUSE YOUR BOX! YOU MUST GET IN AND LEAVE IT, AND WE'LL TELEGRAPH FOR IT—COME: THE TRAIN'S STARTING!"


VERY CAREFUL.

Edmonstone. "POOR BOY, TILLY TILLY!"

Tilly. "GOOD GRACIOUS, THOMPSON! HAVE YOU MEN GOT AN UMBRELLA OUTSIDE?"

Thompson. "NO, MY LORD."

Rump. "DEAR! DEAR! DEAR! THEN GIVE ME THOSE NEW HATS INSIDE!"

AN X-CELLENT NOTION.

PROPOSED NEW UNIFORM FOR THE POLICE.
NOT SO BAD AS HE SEEMS.

Country Friend (apropos of Cockney Ditties). "UPON MY WORD, THOMAS, IF I THOUGHT HE HAD BEEN SO DANGEROUS, I WOULDN'T HAVE BROUGHT HIM OUT!"
Kispar. "WELL, HE'D SHOOT A LEETLE WILD, SIR—but it AIN'T O' MUCHE CONSEQUENCE—I LOAD FOR UN—and I DON'T PUT NO SHOT IN!"

CONFIRMED BACHELOR.

Master O. ORR. "DEAM! HOW SHOCKING! THERE'S ANOTHER GOOD FELL'AM DONE FOR!"
Cousin. "WHY, WHAT HAS HAPPENED, GUS?" Gus. "HAPPENED! WHY, CHARLEY BAGSHOT GONE MARRIED!"
NOT SO EASY.

Voices in the Wood. "NOW THEN, GET ON IN FRONT!"
THE LADY HONORIA O——, AS SHE APPEARED TAKING LEAVE OF HER MAMMA, PREVIOUS TO GOING INTO ACTION!

THE LADY HONORIA AS SHE APPEARED WHEN THE ENGAGEMENT WAS OVER!
GOING THROUGH THE ALPHABET.

WITH A PARDOISE VAINLY, Tomkins, who has just joined his rifle corps, invites Arabella (to whom he is engaged) and her sister to see him drilled. Everything must have a beginning, and he is put through the "goose step" before the注意 ARABELLA (TO WHOM HE IS ENGAGED) AND HER SISTER TO SEE HIM DRILLED. EVERYTHING MUST HAVE A BEGINNING, AND HE IS PUT THROUGH THE "GOOSE STEP" BEFORE THE NOT-ADMIRING EYES OF HIS DARLING.

DECIDEDLY.

Small Smith: "That's just what they're kicking up about equestrians in Kensington Gardens! Why they ought to be glad of anything that adds to the beauty of the place—my opinion."
ANOTHER PRETTY LITTLE AMERICANISM.

Englishman (to Fair New-Yorker). "MAY I HAVE THE PLEASURE OF DANCING WITH YOU?"

Darling. "I GUESS YOU MAY—FOR I CALCULATE THAT IF I SIT MUCH LONGER HERE, I SHALL BE TAKING ROOT!"

THE COSTERMONGER AS HE IS. AND AS HE MIGHT BE.

Coster (with hideous yell). "YA! HO!—CAULIFLOWERS—HO!"

Coster (tenderly and politely). "CAULIFLOWER, MA'AM. YES, MA'AM. IS THERE ANY OTHER ARTICLE?"
THE ENGAGED ONES.

"LAW! CHARLES! ISN'T THERE A GREAT BLANK ON MY NOSE?"

A SUBJECT FOR CHARITY.

FEARFUL POSITION OF AN OLD LADY FROM THE COUNTRY, WHOM LOW IMPUDENT LITTLE BOYS WILL TUMBLE BEFORE ALL THE WAY FROM THE STRAND TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

A PRELIMINARY CANTER.

"COME, TOMKIN, YOU'VE BEEN TITTUPPING UP AND DOWN THE PARADE FOR THE LAST HOUR AND FORTY MINUTES. IF YOU'RE GOING OUT HUNTING, YOU HAD BETTER GO."
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BILLIARDS.

Frank (to Captain Brother, poking him in the ribs with a cue). "Oh, come, Tom, that was a fluke—a beastly fluke!"

T.B. The Captain having scored very neatly.

SERVANTICALISM, &c.—No. XV.

Lady. "Indeed, Smith, I cannot bear the laughing and noise downstairs—it is quite intolerable!"

Cook. "Well, Mam! something must be done to deaden the sound; for the noise upstairs is equally annoying to us!"
GROUNLESS ALARM.

Stout Equestrian. "DO YOU KNOW, LOVE, I'M RATHER SORRY I GOT THIS HAT; FOR SUPPOSE I SHOULD BE TAKEN FOR A PRETTY HORSEBREAKER!"

FLY-FISHING.

Preacher. "HOW THEN? I THINK I SHALL GET A RISE HERE!"
AWFUL APPARITION!

Mrs. T. (to T., who has been reading the popular novel). "Pray, Mr. Tomkins, are you never coming up-stairs? How much longer are you going to sit up with that 'woman in white'?"

PHILOSOPHY IN SPORT.

Noble Swell (in scarlet), "Hark! by Jove, that's a find!"

Party (in black), "Course it is, my lord! Just the way with them cunds. Draw—draw—draw—all the morning, and then drop on a fox just as yun's 'avin' yun's lunch!"
EFFECTS OF THE WEATHER ON A SENSITIVE PLANT.—No. I.

YOUNG NIMROD AS HE APPEARED BEFORE THE FROST—PERFECTLY DISENGAGED.

No. II.

YOUNG DITTO AFTER FOUR WEEKS' FROST IN A COUNTRY HOUSE—MOST PARTICULARLY ENGAGED.
Mrs. T. "What a wretch you must be, T. Why don't you take me off? Don't you see I'm overtook with the tide, and I shall be drowned!"

T. "Well, then—will you promise not to kick up such a row when I stop out late of a Saturday?"

Emily. "Do look here, Arthur dear—such a lovely view, and some more such beautiful castles!" [Arthur gives a prolonged grunt and snore.]
A MAN OF IDEAS.

Augustus: "HAW! NEAT STYLE OF COACH THAT, CHARLES!"

Charles: "YAAST SEVERE AIN'T IT? YOU SEE I'M WEARING FOR EXAMINATION. I'VE GOT A DOCCED GOOD COACH, AND WITH CLASSICAL PONY THINK A SMALL PULL THROUGH!"

PRACTISING FOR A MATCH.

Leonora: "DEAR, DEAR! HOW THE ARROW STICKS!"

Captain Blank (with a sigh of the deepest). "IT DOES, INDEED!"
HAIR-DRESSING NOWADAYS.

Lady (looking at her watch). "DEAR ME, I DIDN'T THINK IT WAS SO LATE. I THINK, PERHAPS, PARKER, YOU HAD BETTER GO AND DRESS THE YOUNG LADIES' HAIR."

Parker. "OH, MAM, I DID THAT THIS MORNING, AND IT'S ON THE DRESSING-TABLE READY TO BE PINNED ON!

FEMININE RIVALRY.

Hard-riding Young Lady. "CUT MISS GEORGINA DOWN THAT TIME, I FANCY, AND HAVE GOT INTO THE SAME FIELD WITH GUS!"
John Leech’s Pictures of Life and Character.

Fitting Hospitality.

Little Tom Noddy, who is still fond of hunting, has a day with his friend Hollyoak, who not only mounts him, but fits him up in a suit of clothes that might have been made for him.

A Duet under Difficulties.

Emily (to Eliza), “My goodness, Edith, what shall I do?—my nose itches so dreadfully and we are coming to the most difficult part.”
A FLAGRANT ATTEMPT.

Jones prepares a little surprise for his Mary Ann, and has his equestrian portrait taken. He remarks, "Ang it, you know, if I do have my carte done, I don't see why I shouldn't 'ave my 'orse!"

USEFUL AT LAST.

The modern coxswain—a young lady's idea of the use of crinoline.

VERY MUCH ALIVE.

Discomfiture of old Mr. J—N—S, who, on visiting a private collection, mistakes "Peter," the great horned owl, for a stuffed cat.
PROGRESS OF CIVILISATION.

Ramore on Donkey. "Fetch us out another pennyworth of strawberry ice, with a dollop of lemon water in it."

WHAT NEXT?

The latest improvement (?) in guards' caps.

A LIKELY BAIT.

Piscator. "Oho! This is the place where the big trout are, is it? Then this is the sort of fly, I think!"
NOTHING LIKE GOING IT THOROUGHLY.

Mrs. Buncher Greens. "DON'T TALK TO ME ABOUT GOING TO HERSOM; IT AIN'T A FIT PLACE FOR FEMALES. GIVE ME HASCOT, IN YER OWN CARRIDGE."

Mr. B. G. "WELL, I TELL YER WHAT IT IS, SARER—YOU MUST TRIM THE BARER A BIT, OR YOU'LL NEVER BE IN TIME FOR THE CUP!"

YET ANOTHER AMERICANISM.

"HERE, MARIA, HOLD MY CLOAK WHILE I HAVE A FLING WITH STRANGER!"
"OH, THAT I WERE IN THAT BALCONY!"

WISH EXPRESSED BY LITTLE TOM TIT, AS HE WALKED IN THE TIGHTEST OF GOGOTES, ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE STREET.
TO BE PITIED.

Youth, "WHAT! NO SMOKING CARRIAGE! WHY, WHAT'S A FELLAH TO DO FOR THREE HOURS?"

ACROSS COUNTRY.

Papa, "LUCY! HERE! HERE'S A GATE!"
Lucy, "ALL RIGHT, PAPA, DEAR, YOU GO THROUGH THE GATE, I THINK 'CRUSADER' PREFERENCES THE FENCE."
HOW TO CLEAR A CARRIAGE FOR A CIGAR.

Ferocious Looking Passenger (to Old Gent, who objects to smoking). "THAT'S A PRETTY KNIFE; AIN'T IT? THAT'S THE SORT O' THING WE USE IN CALIFORNIA! JOLLY THING TO STICK INTO A FELLOW, EH?" (OLD GENT fears his Companion is not "quite right," and changes his Carriage at the next Station.

SOME MORE FOREIGN VISITORS.

WHO CAN THEY BE? CAN THEY BE "MOSDOGS" GOING TO MAKE A PROMENADE TO RICHMOND?
Dealer (to Nervous Rider). "Quiet! there now! He's a cob as you may just chuck yer leg over, and spring a rattle, or fire off pistols by the hour together, and he won't take no notice!"

HOLIDAYS AT HOME.

GRAND NURSERY STEEPLE-CHASE.—Steward, Clerk of the Course, &c., &c., MASTER TOM
SOMETHING LIKE AN INDECENCY.

OUR FRIEND, BRIGGS, RECEIVES A PRESSING INVITATION TO COME OVER AGAIN TO IRELAND DURING THE HUNTING SEASON, AND HAVE A WEEK WITH THE GALWAY BLAZERS! (OUR FRIEND BRIGGS SAYS HE SHOULD LIKE IT EXTREMELY, AS HE HAS NEVER RIDDEN IN A STONE-WALL COUNTRY.)

DUST HO! THE LONG DRESS NUISANCE.

(WE CAN ASSURE THE DARLINGS IT BY NO MEANS IMPROVES THEIR DEAR LITTLE ANKLES.)
THE VULPECIDE.—BASE INDEED!

Fox-Hunter. "There, do you see that fellow?—well! to my certain knowledge, he has destroyed two foxes—and yet he walks about with a hymn-book under his arm!"

A STEEPLE-CHACE STUDY.

Ossy and very talkative Party (who is not going to ride, however). "Call that a fence! why, me and my little pony would 'op over it like a bird!"
A LITTLE RAILWAY DRAMA.

(Passenger in Train, who naturally objects to having a nasty, odoriferous, useless pet dog in the carriage, suggests to the Guard that the animal should be put in the Van.)

Stupid Old Lady (dashing out of the carriage). "DID IT, THEN. A DARLING! A PRETTY SWEET!—DID IT GET INTO A CARRIAGE WITH A BREE-UTE?"

A WATERING-PLACE PLEASURE.

THIS IS THE EIGHTEENTH OLD FISHPAD WHO HAS SCREAMED AND SHRIEKED, BUT BY NO MEANS THE LAST WHO WILL SHRIEK AND SCREAM, UNDER POOR OLD MR. TOMPKNIS'S WINDOW.

SOAP-BUBBLES!
ADVICE GRATIS.

Young Hopeful (to Old Indian, whose digestion isn't first-rate), "I tell you what, uncle, I'd recommend you to go with me across country three times a week. It would soon put you to rights!"

A KNOWING ANIMAL.

"The chestnut has surely bolted, Joe?"

"Ay! ay! Mr. He belonged to a cossack in the Crimea, and there ain't no holding of him with British cavalry in his rear."
A MAN OF DISCRIMINATION.

First Junius: "MY word, Fred! isn't Bessie Travers a stunning girl?"

Second Otto: "Well, for my part, I don't care much about chits. Now the mother's a fine woman, if you like. She's more in my way!"

A VISIT TO THE STUDIO.

Mr. Other, through whose frame a chord of horror is supposed to be passing: "UCH! MIND WHAT YOU'RE ABOUT, CHARLEY! MIND MY OPHELIA! YOU'LL KNOCK HER OVER, AND SPOIL ALL HER FOLDS!"
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A PRETTY EXHIBITION NEAR BROMPTON.

This is the way those poor young swells, Hips and Fips, are obliged to go out to dinner, in consequence of the scarcity of the cabs.

AN OBJECT OF ATTRACTION.

First Elegant Creature. "A—Don't you dance, Charles!"
Second Ditto, Ditto. "A—No—not at present! I always let the girls look and long for me first!"
A CHIP OF THE OLD BLOCK.

Grandpapa. "Bless his heart—just like me—spare the air—spoil the child, I say."

POOR COUSIN CHARLES!

Juvenile. "Why do they call those things cousin Charles smokes cigarettes? Eh, Polly?
Polly. "Well, dear, because they are little cigars, I suppose!"
Juvenile. "Oh then, would cousin Charles be called a capitainette, because he's a little captain?"

Jones, who is a Volunteer, but six feet high, twirls his moustachios with mild complacency.
HARRY BULLFINCHER, WHO IS EVER SO MUCH BETTER ACROSS COUNTRY THAN WHEN HE MIXES IN THE MERRY DANCE (ESPECIALLY AFTER SUPPER) HAS COME TO GRIEF OVER A STOOL DURING A POLKA, AND IS SHOUTING FOR SOME ONE TO "CATCH HIS HOUSE!"

THE PLEASURES OF THE COUNTRY.

Enthusiastic Nimrod, "THERE'S ANOTHER THING TOO ABOUT FOX-HUNTING WHICH I ALWAYS THINK DELIGHTFUL—YOU COME UPON SUCH PICTURESQUE NOOKS AND CORNERS NOW, WHO WOULD EVER THINK OF COMING OUT HERE FOR A WERE WALK!"
PREPARED FOR GAROTTERS.
GOING OUT TO TEA IN THE SUBURBS—A PRETTY STATE OF THINGS.

SNOOKS HAS JOINED A RIFLE CORPS.
SNOOKS: "SPLENDID CREECHUR—AIN'T HE?" "BLESS YOU, HE'S A PERFECT BROKE CHARGER! WAS IN THE HORSE GUARDS ONCE. YOU SHOULD SEE HIM IN HIS ACCOUTREMENTS. GUESSES IN HARNESS TOO, I BELIEVE!
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FELLOW MARTYRS.

OLD MR. SQUEAMISH, WHO HAS BEEN ON DECK FOR HIS WRAPPER, FINDS HIS COMFORTABLE PLACE OCCUPIED BY A HAIRY MOSQUITO!

A SCHOOL FOR OLD GENTLEMEN.

CRUEL JOKE AT A FÉTE.

Horrid Boy (to his Cousin): "I SAW, ROSE! WASN'T THAT MAJOR DE VERE WHO JUST LEFT YOU?"
Rose: "YES!"

Horrid Boy: "AH, THEN, I THINK HE MIGHT AS WELL HAVE TOLD YOU WHAT A TERRIBLE BLACK SMUDGE YOU'VE GOT ON YOUR NOSE!"

In B—Of course there is no smudge; but there's no looking-glass within miles for poor Rose to satisfy herself.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

VIVE LE SPORT AGAIN!

Distinguished Foreigner (who does not comprehend why a frost should shot Hounds.) "AHA! NO MONT ZIG MORNIGN—MON DIEU! ZEN ZERE IS NO TEGS NEST TO-DAY!"

THE SENSATION NOVEL.

CICÉR.: "YES, DEAR, I'VE GOT THE LAST ONE DOWN, AND IT'S PERFECTLY DELICIOUS. A MAN MARRIES HIS GRANDMOTHER—FOURTEEN PEOPLE ARE POISONED BY A YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL GIRL—FORGERIES BY THE DOZEN—ROBBERIES, HANGINGS; IN FACT, FULL OF DELIGHTFUL MORTISERS!"
"Out again, Jack?"

"Yes! I always like to get as much hunting as I can before Christmas—the weather is so nice and open!"

"Taking it manfully."

Keeper: "Stop a bit, Mester Reginald, and I'll let one on 'em up!"

Mester Reginald: "Now you just let 'em alone, I'm coming over!"

"Rather keen."

"Out again, Jack?"

"Yes! I always like to get as much hunting as I can before Christmas—the weather is so nice and open!"
A FROLIC HOME AFTER A BLANK DAY.
AFTER SUPPER.—STRANGE ADMISSION!

Mr. S. "MAY I HAVE THE PLEASURE OF WALTZING WITH YOU, MISS JONES?"
Miss J. "I WOULD WITH PLEASURE, BUT UNFORTUNATELY I'M QUITE FULL!"

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE.

Old Lady. "D'fy, going in four-wheeled cars! I'm so afraid of small-pox!"
Cabby. "You've no call to be afraid of my car, mum, for I've had the king wheell vaccinated, and it took beautiful."
John Thomas. "Hollo! coachman! Mr. Blinkers! Stop! here's a costermonger's donkey got hold of my leg, and pulling the hay out that I've put in for calves!"

Sporting Enthusiast (who has with difficulty caught the Hounds). "What the deuce are you holloaing at—don't you see it's a fresh fox?"

Whip. "Should think it was; we've broke up tother this quarter of an hour!"
LONDON HIGHLANDERS.

NOW WE DARE SAY YOU WONDER WHAT THE DEUCE THIS MEANS. THE FACT IS, THAT SMITH AND TOLKINS HAVE GOT A PLACE IN SCOTLAND THIS YEAR, AND THEY ARE DOING ALL THEY POSSIBLY CAN TO ACCUSTOM THEMSELVES TO DIZZY MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS, AND TO GET THEIR FACES AND LEGS THE PROPER TONE FOR THE NORTH.

A HYGIENIC PLEASURE.

THE NEW AND DELIGHTFUL METHOD OF BRUSHING THE HAIR WITH MACHINERY.
AFTER DUNDREARY.

Second Do. "WAW-WAW-WAW—NO FELLOW EVER SAW SUCH A FELLOW! GROSS CARICATURE-WAW!"

REAL INDEPENDENCE.

Housemaid. "JAMES! DON'T YOU HEAR YOUR LIBERY BELL A-RINGING?"
James. "GO THEN THE LIBERY BELL! I AIN'T GOING TO ANSWER NO LIBERY BELLS—IT'S MY SUNDAY OUT, AND I'M AT CHURCH!"
MAKING IT INTELLIGIBLE.

Elderly Lady. "But I must really beg that you will tell me your fare. I cannot be supposed to know your business!"

Cabby. "Well, mum—I don't think we shall fall out. Let's say, three bob and a kick!"

AT A RIFLE COMPETEE-TION IN THE NORTH.

First Volunteer (to Second Volunteer on the Escal), "May I trouble ye to move a bit, for ye're just sitting on the amunee-tion!"
FORCE OF HABIT.—(FOR FAMILY PEOPLE ONLY.)

ADOLPHUS, GEORGE, AND LOUISA, ARE PLAYING IN KENSINGTON GARDENS—TO THEM THE FAMILY DOCTOR UNEXPECTEDLY. A. AND G. AND L. GO THROUGH THE EXPRESSIVE PANTOMIME OF PUTTING OUT THEIR TONGUES AS A MATTER OF COURSE.

CUB-HUNTING.

WILKINSON WONDERS WHY THE DOG THEY CAN'T GO OUT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DAY.
AN INTERESTING QUESTION.

Young Swell (who has just received promise of a Commission in a Highland Regiment). "NOW, GIRLS, WILL THE KILT SUIT MY CALVES?"

Sisters (tittering). "REALLY, DEAR, YOU ARE TOO ABSURD!"

WHAT WE COULD BEAR A GOOD DEAL OF!
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

"LOVE'S COURSE NEVER DID," YOU KNOW.

IT WAS VERY UNPLEASANT: BUT WHAT JENKYNES HAD TO SAY TO HIS FLORA, WAS SAID UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES.

FLUNKEIANA.

John Thomas Sargeous, "I TELL YOU WHAT IT IS, COOK! I'M ALMOST WORK OUT WITH THEM LEGS O' MUTTON AND LEGS O' PORK, AND I THINK IT'S TIME SOME NEW HAMMAL WAS INVENTED!"
JUMPING TO A CONCLUSION

Inquiring Youth. "PLEASE, MAMMA, WHY IS UNCLE'S HORSE CALLED A COB?"

Mamma. "OH, MY DEAR! BECAUSE—BECAUSE—WHY BECAUSE HE HAS A THICK BODY AND SHORT LEGS!"

Inquiring Youth. "WHAT, LIKE YOU, MAMMA?"

THE CHANNEL PASSAGE.

MUGSOO AS HE APPEARED WHEN VIEWED THROUGH A TELESCOPE.
RAILLERY.

Driver (of the Herren Rould, to Party inclining to embonpoint). "Hollo, Bill! How many sacks o' pertaters and hogsheads o' sugar 'AV YFR GOT THERE?"

THE SUBURBAN FLYMAN.

Maid. "Oh, Coachman! Missus say, you're to cover yourself with this rug, and not to move off the box; because your gaiters and legs and things are really so very shocking."
A DAY'S AMUSEMENT.

Driving Lady (to Frank): "Oh, Frank dear, only fancy George has got so tipsy at the archery meeting, that we've been obliged to put him inside and drive home ourselves—and poor Clara has pinched her fingers dreadfully putting on the drag coming down Blundsen Hill."

AWFUL TALE OF AN EEL.

Poor laddie, he might well be restless o' night.
A LITTLE SCENE AT BRUSSELS.

Tempers (who has just come down to breakfast). "Here! say, Darsong! I want a kelkochie for dejewnay! der korfee, and deer hoofs. You know!"

[N.B. The Stout Party? poles in the nibs is a wealthy Belgian Swell!]

FOR-RAD—FOR-RAD—AWAY!

Mr. Wuzzel (who the last time he weighed was Nineteen Stone, a sack of Guano, and a Barrowful of Bricks). "'FOR-RAD—AWAY!' Oh, yes! That's all very well—but not with the country (?) as heavy as this!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

VERY MUCH AT SEA.

FREAKS OF A PET DOG.

Gardener (triumphantly): "THAT DOG'S BEEN AND GONE AND DONE IT NOW MA'AM I THINK!"
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

A STREET FIGHT.

Wife of his Bussum (to Vanquished Hero). "Terence, ye great ummadawn, what do yer git into this thrubble for?"

Vanquished Hero (to Wife of his Bussum). "Dye call it thrubble, now? Why, it's enjoyment!"

THE LOWEST DEPTH.

Inebriated Snob (to party with paper lamp). "Which is the way—to—to—the poses plastiques? Why, Hallo! Is that you, Jim? How the dudge did you come to this?"

Jim. "Well—all along o' them night publics, and here I am—an 'illuminated advertisement'!"

LIKE UNTO LIKE.

Essob Fagcon. "There, now!—that's my style!"

BEAR-BAITING.
A LITTLE BIT OF YORKSHIRE.

Horse Critic. "Well, William, that's a nice-looking colt, whose is it?"

Horse Breaker. "Well, sir, that depends upon circumstances."

Critc. "How so?"

Breaker. "If it turns out well, it belongs to Mr. B. (the Steward); but you know, sir (with a sly look), if it turns out bad, it belongs to my Lord."

ANXIOUS TO PRESERVE OUR FIGURE, WE TAKE A TURKISH BATH!
"How to bother cabby.

 Fare: "How much? Now I know exactly what you're going to say! You'll leave it to me, but I won't have it. I'll leave it to you!"

Superfluous advice.

"Don't check her, Jack; give her her head."
A FURNITURE REMOVAL AGENCY.

Things have come to a pretty pass indeed, when a drawing-room table jumps up, and after playing a tune on its accordion, offers its hand to the housemaid—

(Wow, without any of the gammon of putting lights out, and darkening the room, this really did happen in broad daylight—you needn't believe it, of course, unless you like.)

THE FANCY FAIR.

Eleanor, "You had better buy some of my cigars—come, take one!"
Young Swell, "A--A--thanks, no—I never smoke!"
Eleanor, "What? not if I bite off the end?"

AN AFFLICTED ONE.

John Chinaman weeping over his tail.
COUNTRY RACES.—AMATEUR PROFESSIONALS.

Starter: “You'd better be going, sir, it's a start!”

Gentleman Rider: “Oh, I'm ordered to ride a waiting race, and I may as well wait here as anywhere else!”

AN IDEA FOR A WET DAY.

Hang up the crinolines, and have a game of croquet in the dining-room.
A STUDY OF CRINOLINE.

Dreadful Boy: "My eye, Tommy, if I can't see the old gal's legs through the peep-holes!"

MOST FLATTERING!

Miss Smith: "You see, dear, I thought your Swiss dress so pretty, that I have made one exactly like it. Why, we shall be taken for sisters!"
A HOT CHESTNUT IS VERY GOOD AFTER DINNER, BUT NOT JUST AS THE FOX BREAKS.

Rough Rider. "BY YER LEAVE, SIR! MY YOUNG HORSE RUSHES SO IF HE'S KEPT WAITING!"

SCENE—THE ROW.

JEMIMAH HANN IS STARING AT SOLDIER—YOUNG SPOFFINGTON IS BOWING TO GEORGIA MARTINGALE—PERAMBULATOR CHARGES THROUGH YOUNG S'S LEGS—SENSATION!
THE DOG-DAYS!

1st Fancier. "Now isn't he, Georgie— for breed and shape and make, the most lovely little creature?"

2nd Ditto. "Well, dear, he certainly is very handsome, but to my taste my little treasure Puggy is perfection, and so affectionate!"

3rd Ditto. "Did they praise the other dogs?—Little Charlie was a darling; he was, he was, he was!!!"

THE WIRE FENCE.

(Dedicated to those Farmers and others in the Shires, who use that treacherous and unportsmanlike contrivance.)
A TABLE D'HÔTE AT PARIS.

Attentive Swell (to elegant and fascinating American Young Lady, who has been monopolizing the adjacent Gentlemen all through Dinner) "LET ME GIVE YOU SOME OF THIS" (handing Article of Dessert).

Belle Américaine. "NO, THANKS!—WELL, THEN, A VERY LITTLE, FOR I GUESS I'M PRETTY CROWDED NOW."

(Horror of Swells; triumph of neighbouring Female British Contingent.

A FATUOUS FASHION.

To sit upon a chair, and have one's horse held, is now a very fashionable way of riding in "Wotton Wow."
Afar. 

"DID YOU CALL, MUM?"

Mary. "YES, MARY! I THOUGHT I TOLD YOU NOT TO WEAR YOUR HOOP BEFORE YOU HAD DONE YOUR ROOMS, BECAUSE YOU BROKE THE JUGS AND BASINS WITH IT!"

Mary. "OH, MUM! YOU SEE THE SWEETS WERE COMING THIS MORNING, AND, REALLY, I COULD NOT THINK OF OPENING THE DOOR TO THEM SUCH A FIGGER AS I SHOULD HA' BEEN WITHOUT MY CRINOLINE!"

SERVANTICALISM, &c.—No. XVI.

BREAKING THE BYE-LAWS.

Irrepressible Elderly Gentleman. "Hollo—ho!—catch that dog! I've a complaint—where's the station-master? Under the bye-laws—it's a dog—here, I give this man into custody."

THE COOK'S MORNING SERVICE.
STUDIES OF CRINOLINE DURING AN EQUINOCTIAL GALE.

HERO WORSHIP.
THE "KNEE PLUSH ULTRA" OF SENTIMENT.

A JOLLY GAME.
A FOREIGN INFLECTION.—No. I.

At the door paterfamilias is expostulating with an organ-grinder, who is defying him with extreme insolence, alternated with performances on the instrument of torture. Policeman (unseen) is in the kitchen, considering whether Susan's cooking or Mary's savings' bank money would be the better investment.

No. II.

In a bedroom a mother is tending a sick boy, who is suffering from nervous fever.
Keeper (who has never seen a breech-loader), "I don't think very much of him; why he's been and broke his gun the very first shot!"

Dealer, "There, sir! He's a rare topped un. Why, what a mane and tail he's got! He'd make a charger, he would!"

Mr. Green, "But ain't his legs a little too thin for his body?"

Dealer, "Thin for his body! Bless yer! You come to hack him about for a few days, his legs'll fill out enough. They will!"
SERVANTGALISM IN AUSTRALIA.—A FACT.

Domestic. "IF YOU PLEASE, M'AM, I HAVE AN HOUR TO SPARE, AND I'M A GOIN' TO TRY MY NEW 'ORSE!"

A FANCY SCENE—WINNING THE GLOVES.

FROM THE GRAND PUERICISTIC BALLET OF THE FIGHT FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP, WHICH MIGHT, COULD, SHOULD, AND OUGHT TO BE PLAYED AT ONE OF THE OPERAS.
COMPLIMENTARY.

Farmer. "Mornin', Mr. Blank! Never saw you go so well before."

Mr. Blank. "Why, what do yer mean? We've never found a fox!"

Farmer. "Ah! But I mean so well from cover to cover, you know!"

PUTTING HIS FOOT IN IT.

MR. SPENCER POFFINGTON MAKES A MORNING CALL. HE WILL WEAR AN EYE-GLASS—AND SKIPS LIKE LORD DUNDREARY—AND COMES TO GRIEF OVER A CROQUET IRON, TAKING A HEADER INTO THE ARMS OF LADY HONORIA BOUNCER!
John Leech’s Pictures of Life and Character.

SCENE ON A BRIDGE IN PARIS.

Now, what do you think is the matter here? Why, Alphonse, in a boat on the river, has just caught a gougou about the size of his little finger!

TU QUOQUE.

Humor. "Hah! You'd be a nice customer to meet on the loose, anywhere after dark, you would!"
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AT SCARBOROUGH.

A SAGACIOUS CABBY.

"Hansom, Miss! Yes, Miss! Cattle or Dog Show?"
MILITIA VOLUNTEERS.
Old Gent. "HOW MUCH?"

Hansom Cabman (boldly). "SIX SHILLINGS, SIR!"

Old Gent. "WHAT! WHY HOW MANY MILES DO YOU CALL IT FROM TEMPLE BAR TO THE BANK?"

Hansom. "OH! IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT A MERE MERCEANTILE TRANSACTION, YOU SHALL HAVE YOUR RIDE FOR NOTHING.

ONLY DONT GET INTO AN ANSON CAB AGAIN, THAT'S ALL."  [Old Gentleman is speechless with indignation and astonishment.

A DISTURBED IMAGINATION.

Jacques, who can't sleep well in London during the hot weather, goes to have a quiet night in a village.

(Portrait of one of the Village Cochins, &c.)
WHAT OUR VOLUNTEERS OUGHT NOT TO DO.

They ought not, for one thing, to stagger through quiet streets, drumming and trumpeting like savages, at midnight.

DRAMATIC.

First languid swell. "Haw! they're going on still with that dundreary!"

Second Ditto. "Aw—y'ad! it must be a-a-a-very hard work for a fella to perform such a-a-cawacter evewy evening."
RETURN FROM THE RACES—BOIS DE BOULOGNE.

English Stable-boy (to his Pal). “I say, Jones, isn’t it a pity Mounseer has not got another hand for the whip?”

SPIRIT-RAPPING.

Mr. Dunup: "I know that knock! It is! It must be! Yes, it is a creditor!”

THE GRAND NATIONAL ROSE SHOW.
THE BOX OF BOOKS FROM LONDON.

"NOW, CLARA—WHAT A SHAME! YOU ALWAYS TAKE THE PRETTY ONES!"

RAILWAY GRIEVANCE.

DREADFUL OLD FEMALE, WHO, ALTHOUGH SHE WOULD BE HORRIFIED AT THE IDEA OF A CIGAR IN A CARRIAGE, SOLACES HERSELF BY CONSUMING NO END OF PEPPER-MINT LOZENGES DURING HER JOURNEY.

RETALIATION.

A CURE FOR THE DAWLING FISH-SELLERS AT WATERING-PLACES.

THE SUBMISSIVE HUSBAND.
John L. Cecil's Pictures of Life and Character.

**A BROKEN COUNTRY.**

Jones (who has accepted a mount with the Harriers, because it is all galloping and no obstacles).

"OH, YES, LET HIM COME! THAT'S ALL VERY WELL. WHY, IT'S LIKE THE SIDE OF A HOUSE."

**WHICH IS THE BRUTE?**

UPON ONE OF THESE CREATURES MR. RAREY'S METHOD CAN MAKE NO IMPRESSION.

"WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE," ETC., ETC.
THE MORAL OF IT.

Infuriate Captain: "YOU SOWDREL, I'LL HAVE YOU UP AS SURE AS YOU ARE BORN!"

Cabby: "WHAT! SUMMONS ME! OH, NO, YOU WON'T, MY LORD... YOU'LL NEVER TAKE THE TROUBLE."

(Exit Cabby with three-and-sixpence over his face.

CRINOLINE FOR DOMESTIC USE.

Mistress: "MARY! GO AND TAKE OFF THAT THING DIRECTLY! PRAY, ARE YOU AWARE WHAT A RIDICULOUS OBJECT YOU ARE?"
BADLY HIT DURING THE RECENT ENGAGEMENT WITH THE GUARDS.

Mamma. "Yes, doctor, she will sit for hours without speaking a word. She persists in wearing the same dress, and won't part with the bouquet!"

Doctor. "Hm—well, let's see, we must first get the ball out of her head, and then perhaps the nervous system may right itself!"

A SPIRIT DRAWING. BY OUR OWN MEDIUM.
From the Collection of "Mr. Punch," 1842—1864.

SKETCHES AT BRIGHTON.

BRIGHTON JEWELS.
A BIT OF HOUSEHOLD STUFF.

Second Life Guardsman: "Lor, Jemimer, why we are our own masters, and never show no respect to nobody!"

Jemimer: "Then I suppose you've seen a deal of battles that makes you so proud!"
A Hint to the "Engaged Ones" of England.

Alice (to Rodolph, or rather, we should say, Jones), "Now mind, Sir! You are a Volunteer Rifleman, and it entirely depends upon your attention to drill, whether I give you that lock of hair, or not!"
Mamma (coming down the steps). "Why, Cornby! What's the meaning of this? Miss Alice perched on her Papa's big horse, and the pony brought for me!"
Cornby. "Yes, ma'am! You see, ma'am, Miss Alice said as you was rather nervous, and she thought that you would get on better with Tom Tit.”

RECREATION FOR THE HORSE GUARDS.
AND HOW MUCH BETTER THAN IDLING IN A PUBLIC-HOUSE, OR FLIRTIN' WITH MAID SERVANTS.
ATTEMPTED FRAUD ON THE RAILWAY.

Boy (about fourteen), "Half to Brighton."

Clerk, "Are you above thirteen?"

Boy, "No, only twelve last—"

Clerk (interrupting), "Then you are whole price!"

THE PLEASURES OF THE SEA.

THE RIVAL BARRELS.

Three cheers for BASS and his barrel of beer, and out with the foreign ruffian and his barrel-organ!
HOW NOT TO DO IT.—No. I.

These are the little children who convert the park railings into gymnastic poles, to the consternation of Vokins’s horse.

No. II.

And this is one of the Hyde Park keepers having his carte de visite taken.

Moral. Would it not be better if the Park Keeper attended to his duties a little?
THE BITER BIT.

First Cabb. "I'M WAITIN' FOR THE MEAGER, YOUR HONOR!"

Second Ditto (in an audible whisper), "BELIEVE ME, TIS THE GINERAL, AND I'M HIS KVAR."

Green (?), Ensign, "AW—DARE THAT—CANT TAKE ME, I SUPPOSE? I'M ONLY A CAPTAIN." (Hibernians decidedly sold.)

THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

Sarah Jane. "LAWKS! WHY, ITS HEXACT LIKE OUR HEMMER!"
IN SEARCH OF EXCITEMENT.
TRYING THE TOP OF THE MONUMENT ON A WET AFTERNOON.

THE BLACK DIAMOND—THE REAL MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT!!

THE SPORTIVE ELEMENTS.
FOR DOWNRIGHT HEALTHY EXCITEMENT, WE RECOMMEND A DAY'S HUNTING IN A GALE OF WIND.
DOING A LITTLE BUSINESS.

Old Equestrian, "WELL BUT—YOU'RE NOT THE BOY I LEFT MY HORSE WITH!"

Boy, "NO, SIR, I JIST SPEKILATED, AND BOUGHT 'IM OF TOOTHER BOY FOR A HARPPENY?"

THE NEW RIDE. FRIGHTFUL SCENE IN KENSINGTON GARDENS!

SHALL OUR PRIVACY BE INVADED? SHALL OUR CHILDREN BE RIDDEN DOWN BY A BLOODTHIRSTY AND A BLOATED ARISTOCRACY? ARE OUR WIVES, DAUGHTERS, AND DOMESTICS TO BE TORN TO PIECES BY FEROCIOUS MASTIFFS? NEVER! UP THEN! MARROWBONES TO THE RESCUE!
THE MORNING RIDE.

A NICE SQUATATION FOR BRIGHTON.—POP OVER THE RAILS AND HAVE A GALLOP ON THE RACECOURSE.
IN GOOD SOCIETY.

ARRIVAL OF THOSE DISTINGUISHED "LIONS," THE HIPPOPOTAMUS, AND THE GREAT TURTLE.
WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW.

We want to know why the authorities at Brighton, so sensible and considerate in keeping the place free from the detestable organ-grinders, should permit the terrible nuisances indicated above? Fresh prawns, whiting, oysters, or water-cress, are capital things in their way, and we should think that the jaded man of occupation, or the invalid, would very much rather send to a respectable shop for such delicacies, than have them "bellowed" into his ears morning, noon, and night.

NOT A DOUBTFUL RACE.

The railway engine and the foxhunter—what it must come to.
Captain Limber, R.A. "Having placed our burster and prepared our percussion fuse, which, you remember, explodes by the simple fall of the needle—we proceed to..."

Professor Dabbles quite sees that the Artillery is a Service of itself, and having an appointment at the Megatherium, hurries off by the train.

Enter Bachelor Brother (who has come from a long day of business). "That confounded organ, again! Although I told him to go! But—phew!—my dear Rebecca, what dreadful odour is this in the room?"

(The truth is, Rebecca has had the Grilling Ruffian to sketch from..."
A DAY WITH THE STAG.—No. I.

Tom Noddy doesn't take his own horse with him, as he thinks it is better to hire a horse accustomed to the country. The groom assures him that he couldn't be better mounted, for the horse is very fast, with tremendous jumping power.

No. II.

* * * It is a beautiful find, and T. N. gets well away with the hounds. The first field is a large pasture, and he and his horse agree wonderfully. Our little friend thinks there is nothing like a grass country—until he comes.

No. III.

To this pretty thing—ever which he and the horse (with tremendous jumping power) go, and enter the next field in

No. IV.

The following order is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T. N.</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>His horse</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Shall you take a single, or return?"

Friend, "Well, I shall take a return, because I know the horse I'm going to ride.—But you'd better take a single and an insurance ticket!"
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

THE GREAT BONNET QUESTION.

SUCCESSFUL ANGLING.

THE LADIES' LAP-DOG SHOW.

A COCKNEY AT DIEPPE.
THE ORGAN-GRINDING NUISANCE.—No. I.

Old Lady (1). "Bother over the way! We like the horgins!"

No. II.

OVER THE WAY—THE INVALID.
OUT OF HIS ELEMENT.

THAT AwFUL SwELL, PERCY DE GOSLING FINDS HIMSELF BY ACCIDENT AT ERICHTON ON WHIT-MONDAY. HIS NERVES HAVE BEEN TERREBLY SHOCKED. ALREADY HE HAS BEEN ASKED IF HE WANTED ANY TEA-ACCOMMODATION; AND NOW A BOATMAN REQUESTS HIM TO "JINE THIS PARTY, AND MAKE UP THE 'ARF DOZEN FOR A ROW."

LE SPORT.

HOORAY! MOSSO GOES TO THE DERBY, AND IN HIS FAVOURITE COSTUME OF "BRITISH SPORTMAN!"
AN OLD FRIEND.

Oh dear no! Old Brigg is not dead—He has taken to yachting for the benefit of his health.

A JUNIOR COUNSEL.

A FAMILY BOX AT THE THEATRE.
No. 1.

OUR FRIEND B. GOES WITH A PARTY TO SEE THE MECHANICAL HORSE. HE OF COURSE TRIES ITS POWERS. FIRST, THE SLOW AND GENTLE MOVEMENT! —

DE GUSTIBUS, &c., &c.

FANCY PORTRAIT OF THE NOBLE LORD WHO FINDS ORGAN-GRINDING AN "AGREEABLE RELIEF."
No. II.

AND THEN THE QUICK AND STRONG.

THE FINANCIAL QUESTION.

HORROR OF JOHN THOMAS ON FINDING THAT UPPERMEN ARE TO PAY THE INCOME TAX.

THE DINNER-BELL.
John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character.

MR. BRIGGS'S HORSE-TAMING EXPERIENCES.

No. III.

OUR DEAR OLD FRIEND BR—GGS, WHO HAS BECOME VERY PARTICULAR ABOUT THE HORSE HE RIDES, PURCHASES ONE OF THOSE EXTRAORDINARY COBS, UP TO WEIGHT, WARRANTED NEVER TO TRIP NOR SHY, AND WHICH ARE SO INVALUABLE TO AN ELDERLY OR A TIMID RIDER! THE ANIMAL HAS, HOWEVER, AMONGST A FEW OTHER PLAYFUL PECULIARITIES, A PLOY OF JAMMING HIS RIDER'S LEG AGAINST THE WALL, TO SAY NOTHING OF WALKING ABOUT ON HIS HIND LEGS, AS IF HE WERE A BIPED.

[Caption: Mr. B. as he appeared on the pavement.]

A ONE-SIDED VIEW.

Sailor (confidentially). "I say, Jack, isn't it quite melancholy to see them poor fellows dressed up like that!"
MR. BRIGGS'S HORSE-TAMING EXPERIENCES.

No. IV.

To show what perfect control he has over his animal, he seats himself on its back with his face to its tail, and—suddenly opens an umbrella.

A brilliant suggestion, presented gratis to the Horse Guards by Mr. Punch.
THE MALVERN HILLS.

JOHN BULL À LA FRANÇAISE.
HURRAH!

THE VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT—CHERRING THE BEST SHOT IN ENGLAND.